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INTRODUCTION
The reason for Including the whole of the
Umayyad period under the title of 'Islamic state* is the
common religious attachment of the rulers* hut not the
continuity in ideology which was practised during the
Prophet's time and followed by the Pious Caliphs.
The focal point of the economic functions
of the Islamic state is the institution of the Bayt-al-
Mal, the exchequer* and many of the early writers have
discussed all the sources of income and the heads of
expenditure under the common title of amwal or khara.1.
Books on Hadlth and law have treated the subject of the
Bayt-al-Mal under different headings: Ghanlma, Khums*
Zakat, Jizya, Kharaj and extra-religious taxes.
If the report that the holy Prophet got
prepared a 'book' on Zakat, Kltab ag-gadaqa* for
circulation among the Zakat-collectors and the tribal
chiefs is correct* the literature on the subject dates
back to the earliest period of Islam* possibly the year
A.H.8. Portions of the 'book' are perhaps to be found
in compilations on Hadlth and in books of history. This
is in addition to those documents which were reportedly
sent by the Prophet in the form of letters to different
Arab princes and tribal chiefs and which generally




Specialized works on the different heads of
the Bayt-al-Mal were written during the period when hooks
on HddXth and history were compiled. A* Ben Shamesh,
in his introduction to the English translation of Yahyafs
Kitab al-Kharaj has picked out twenty-one books which
are known to have been written on the subject during the
1
p
first four hundred years* But this list is confined
to those books which bear the name of khara.1 in their titl e.
Books on the same subject with other names have not been
included in it* Most important of such works are those
to be found under the title of al-Amwal, the earliest
available being Abu-'Ubayd's (d. 244 A*H,) Kltab al-Amwal.
Material relevant to this study is also to be found in
books on geography, politics, administration, literature
and in particular, history. This study is primarily
S"
i
based on the published works of Baladhurl, Tabarl,
Ya"qubl, Abu-Yusuf, Abu-'Ubayd and Yafcya. Their
authenticity can be judged v/hen they are supplemented
by other classical sources on early history. The works
of some patristic writers serve as complementary
material and help in clearing many confusions. The
b
Greek Papyri, although fragmentary and inconclusive*
are by far the best documentary evidence.
Of late some studies have been made by
western scholars with a view to re-examining the
validity of terminological interpretations of Jizya and
%
Kharaj. Among them Frede Ljftckegaard*s Islamic Taxation
iv
#
in the Classic Period is the last hook to advocate this
school of thought, while D.C. Dennett, in his Conversion
and the Poll-Tax in early Islam has seriously criticised
their approach* L^kkegaard's temptation to criticise as
4
many points in the different stories and narrations as
possible has made his work largely irrelevant and beside
*
the point and seriously affected its objectivity. Denne1;t
has, on some points at least, overadvocated the early
sources, but on the whoY: maintained the balance and the
utility.
The scope of the present study is to try to
»
%
discover both what was really practised and also what
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The Our*an, while It does not elaborate them into a
system does contain certain fundamental principles which
form the basis of the economic life of the individual and
the community (Chapter 1)* The Ijladlth literature mostly
defines or elaborates the fundamental principles of the
4
Our*an (Chapter 2). The Islamic ideology and moral dlscipll
of the Muslims have formed the basis of their life as also
of their economic principles in the early period (Chapter 3).
Islam, since the very beginning, did not leave the
various economic activities to operate freely* Right of
ownership of land was curtailed* Other economic activities
were effectively controlled (Chapter 4).
I
Voluntary sadaqa was the most important source of
financing the limited government expenditure during the
Prophet's time* Other major sources of income throughout
this period were Ghanlma, Khums, Zakat, Jizya and Kharaj
(Chapters 6-6)* Taxes on conquered territories were not
burdensome* Many minor sources of income were added from
time to time (Chapter 9)* People were very sensitive to
the concept of the Bayt-al-Mal as being public wealth
(Chapter 5)* The concept gradually narrowed down to
4
provincialism (Chapter 10). The major head^of expenditure
of the funds were pensions, defence, agriculture, and public
welfare projects (Chapter 11). 'Abd«-al-Malik nationalized
coinage and set up official mints (Chapter 12)* Cost ot'o
living during the period was moderate and commensurate with
incomes* Affluence was widespread. It remained so in the





ECONOMIC TEACHINGS OF THE QUR'ZN
(An outline)
a system} does contain certain fundamental principles which
form the basis of the economic life of the individual and
the community* It is on the basis of these principles*
as interpreted partly by the Prophet and partly by his
Companions* that the edifice of the economic life of the
individuals is built and the economic objectives and
functions of an Islamic state are determined. It is*
therefore* not surprising that some of the moral principles] *
too* form the basis of far-reaching economic implications
involving both the individual and the state* The Qur'anic
injunctions prohibiting alcoholic drinks* as interpreted
by the Prophet* makes it unlawful for the Muslims to enter
*
into this trade and for an Islamic state to patronize this
industry* As a result this has a far-reaching impact on
the industrial and fiscal policies of an Islamic state in
the sense that this industry can be monopolised exclusively
4
by the non-Muslims and enjoy exemption from excise levies
1. While preparing this note the following commentaries of
the Our'an have been utilized:
3* Ibn al-*ArabX: Afckam al-Qur'an
ft
4* Jaggag;•
5* Baygawl: Anwar at-TanzIl wa asrar at-Ta'wIl*
2
THE CONCEPT OF OWNERSHIP
Apart from such moral principles as have their
bearing on economic life it should be kept in mind that the
entire Islamic order is based on moral discipline which, in
✓
turn, derives inspiration from its basic philosophical
concepts* In this way it is basically the religious
• > s
foundation that motivates the entire Islamic way of life
%
and makes its personal, social, add economic rules of
s
conduct effective* But for the firm belief in the
s
»
philosophical concepts and the practice of its moral
principles, the Qur'anic concept of the ownership of property r,
,
the rules of consumption and utilization of economic
c
I
resources, the enforcement of its fiscal and monetary
injunctions, and the principles of distribution would have
been utterly ineffective and meaningless.
4
The basic principle which the Qur'an asserts in
respect of man's economic behaviour is his position vis-a-vi£ 3
m
2
resources, all of which are produced by God for mankind,
1
It recognises man's right to own property for personal use
✓
«• <
and for production but does not give him absolute right
✓
s
over it* This is discernible from a study of the Islamic
s
law of inheritance under which a number of near relations
.1
s
are made to share the bequest in fixed ratios whether or not
9
(
the testator or the propositus would be agreeable to it
during his lifetime* The shares to be distributed among
2* "And We have given you power in the earth and appointed
for you therein a livelihood* ••" (7:10)
"Say: Who hath forbidden the adornment of Allah which He
hath brought forth for His bondmen, and the good things
of His providing*••?" (7:32)
"He is Who created for you all that is in the earth."
(2:29)
the recipients are apportioned in the Qur'an and cannot be
*
altered. To emphasise the limitations to the absolute
*
right of ownership* the Our'an attributes the creation of
economic resources to God in the following words:^
9
"And He it is Who spread out the earth and placed
therein firm hills and flowing streams* and of all
fruits He placed therein two spouses (male and
female^. (13:3)
t
"Allah is He Who created the heavens and the earth*
and causeth water to descend from the sky* thereby
producing fruits as food for you, and maketh the
ships to be of service unto you, that they may run
upon the sea at His command, and hath made of
service unto you the rivers. And maketh the sun
and the moon, constant in their courses, to be of
service unto you, and hath made of service unto
you, the night and the day.
And He giveth you of all ye ask of Him, and if ye
would count the bounties of Allah ye cannot reckon
it." (14:32-34)
A
"He it Is Who has made the earth subservient unto
you, so walk in the paths thereof and eat of His}.
providence." (67:15)
. * . *
* %
This divine gift is emphasised even in the case of man made
e * •
$
goods. This is derivable from the words like 'Allah's
A
bounty* (3:180);7 'Allah hath given you. (your economic
♦ * \ % ♦
, • •
4 •
resources) to maintain yourself (4:5); 'We have bestovred
4
on them* (35:29); 'He will increase them of His grace'
%
(35:30); "and let not those who hoard up that which Allah
hath bestowed upon them' (3:180); 'in that which Allah hath
m
given thee' (28:77); 'and whatever ye have been given is
but a passing comfort for the life of the world' (42:36).
3. Here and_hereinafter M.M. Pickthall's translation of
the Qur'an has been reproduced,unless otherwise stated.
4. For reference to full Verses referred to in this
Chapter, see Appendix I.
All these references speak of God's ultimate ownership,
in essence*
Side by side with these pronouncements the Qur'an
also does not refuse man's de facto ownership of these
resources* The frequently used phrases such as, 'his
wealth' (2:264); 'their wealth' (2:261,262; 4:2,6; 9:103;
51:19; 59:7); 'your wealth* (2:188; 4:2,24; 61:11);
'property of others' (2:188); 'wealth of orphans* (4:10),
ft
suggest the de facto ownership of man over anything that
*
forms the definition of economic goods* Similarly
expressions like 'ye have your principal' (2:279); 'unto the
ft
>
man belongeth a share....unto the woman a share' (4:7);
•they are their (livestock's) owners' (36:71); 'take alms
of their wealth' (9:103); 'ye have given unto one of them
i
a large sum of money' (4:20); 'and for the poor Emigrants
who have been driven out of their homes and deprived of their
*
belongings' (59:8) are suggestive of the private ownership
9
of the individuals over capital, movable and immovable
properties, livestock, precious metals, large sums of money
*
and dwellings* At some other places words like 'pledge
in hand' (2:283); 'and the wealth ye have acquired and
merchandise for which ye fear that there would be no sale,
I
and dwellings ye desire**•' (9:24); 'pay the poor due there-
ft
n
of upon the harvest day' (6:141) allude to private ownership
over hoarded wealth, trade and dwellings and agricultural
crops*
ft
The above lines elucidate the Qur'anic concept of
ft
the ownership of the articles of consumption and the means
of production* To sum up, ownership of all these resources
is attributed to God but the right of ownership in respect
of consumption, utilization and disposal is fully vested
in man. This relationship is best illustrated in the
following Verses:—
"He it is Y/ho hath placed you as viceroys of the earth
and hath exalted some of you in rank above others, that
He may try you by (the test of) that which He hath
given you..." (6:166)
"Believe in Allah and His messenger and spend of that
whereof He hath made you trustees; and such of you as
believe and spend (aright) theirs will be great
reward." (57:7)
According to the above-quoted jferaes man is supposed /
to treat himself as God's viceroy on earth end take the
economic resources therein as a sacred trust to be used in
accordance with God's pleasure. This position has repeatedly
been explained in the Qur'an directly and indirectly, and man
has been persuaded to reconcile himself to His vicegerency
ft
and treat the economic resources as a trust. The Qur'anic
phrases such as, 'Allah hath bestowed upon them His bounty'
✓
(3:180); 'Allah hath given you to maintain1 (4:5); 'by
that which He hath given you' (6:166); 'who spend of that
which We have bestowed on them* ... 'He will increase them
of His grace* (35:29,30), again and again infuse the same
spirit into the mind of man.
4
THE MORAL FIBRE
A very important and characteristic feature of the
%
economic teachings of the Qur'an is that they are equally
or perhaps more profoundly permeated with the basic concept
as an inspiring force. At places economic behaviour has
6
been given economic rationale. But such cases are few as
compared with their moral basis. It is clearly found
that the economic rationale has been subordinated to moral
ft
accomplishments, as, for instance, in the Verses prohibiting
interest (riba) wherein the practice is treated as injustice
(2:279). This seems to be a possible economic cause of
prohibition. But the Qur'an does not end the matter here.
ft
It characterizes this practice as eliciting a declaration of
war from God and His Messenger (2:279) and likens the
devourer of interest to one who will rise (from his grave)
whom Satan has prostrated by his touch (2:275)* Another
economic rationale behind the prohibition of interest as
ft
laid down in the Qur'an is that "Allah hath blighted
interest"* and made almsgiving fruitful" (2:276). But this
ft
too is immediately followed by 'Allah loveth not the impious
and the guilty' (ibid). At another place the trustees of
the bequest have been reminded of the economic rationale
behind distribution of inheritance among the beneficiaries
and of their duty to be fair in distribution in the
following way:
"And let those fear (in their behaviour towards
orphans) who if they left behind them (economically)
weak offspring would be afraid of them. So let them
mind their duty to Allah, and speak justly." (4:9)
The economic rationale behind the distribution of Fay'**
(sequestrated enemy property) is declared to be that wealth
may become not a commodity to be circulated only between
5. Pickthall, usury.
6. For explanation of the term see infra; also Chapter 6.
the rich among you1 and is immediately followed by the
warning to 'take only what the Apostle of Allah gives them
s
and to abstain from whatever he forbids them' (59:7).
They are also reminded to 'keep their duty to Allah because
He is stern in reprisal' (ibid)* Almsgiving and interest
*
are distinguished in the following words:
That which ye give in usury in order that it may
Increase on otnerjpeople's property hath no
increase with Allah;_ but that which ye give in
charity, seeking Allah's countenance hath increase
manifold. (30:39)
*




world' but the wealthy are reminded that it is good deeds
%
and spending for noble causes which are 'better and long-*
%
lasting in the Lord's sight for reward'' (18:47). Economic
«





They question thee about strong drink and games of
chance. Say: In both is great sin, and (some)
utility for men; but the sin of them is greater
than their usefulness. And they ask thee what they
ought to spend*. Say: That which is superfluous.
Thus Allah maketh plain to you (His) revelation, that
haply ye may reflect. (2:219)
Give not unto the foolish (what is in) your (keeping
of them) Wealth, which Allah hath given you to
maintain; but feed and clothe them. Prove orphans
till they reach the marriageable age; then If ye
find them of sound judgement deliver unto them their
fortune; and devour it not by squandering and in
haste lest they should grow up. Whoso (of the
guardians) is rich, let him abstain generously (from
taking of the propierty of the orphans); and whoso
3Q is poor let him take thereof in reason (for his
guardianship). And when ye deliver up theirs unto
orphans, have the transaction witnessed in their
presence. Allah suffices as a Reckoner* (4:5*6)
«
But for these instances the rationale behind such
injunctions is purely moral and religious* God's pleasure




272; 3:92; 35:29,30 ; 42:32),, providing subsistence to the
$
have-note (2:171; 76:89)* earning of livelihood through
lawful means* (57:27; 62:16) and abstaining from
professions causing obscenity and immorality (2:268).
Muslims are threatened with damnation in the Hereafter if
they indulge themselves in breach of trust and misappropriatior i
(4:10; 2:283), embezzlement (3:161)-, niggardliness (3:180;
ft
%
9:34), immoral and obscene activities (29:19,21), and
s S *
businesses relating to misleading pastimes (31:6). Muslims
A
are advised to consume 'of that which Allah hath bestowed on
• *
%
them as food lawful and good' and are reminded to 'keep their
» •
9
duty to Allah in whom they are believers' (5:88). Spending in
noble cause and in particular hidden spending is treated as
a tool for purification (2:171; 9:103)* Success in the
Hereafter is made to be achieved through 'abstaining from
miserliness' (64:15,16), from use of wine and games of chance,
because they are treated as 'Satan's handiwork' (5:90).
The above discussion should be sufficient to make it
s
clear that moral and religious principles are the basis on
which the entire structure of the Qur'inic economics rests.
t
n
But while the current of morality is made to flow beneath
ft
ft
the surface of economic life, a process of moral perfection
*
seems to have been in operation within the economic life
4
itself. While a man is made to refrain from hoarding
*
' •
wealth and is exhorted to spend it for noble cause; he is
ft
advised to spend on superiorcbut) not inferior things (2:267;
3:92, etc.) and to abstain from capitalising on his spending
ft
through publicity (2:264). This attitude to the poor is
more significant in the case of one's subordinates. Slaves




the lowest tier of subordination. The number of slaves
ft
owned by a man used to be the standard of one's richness
because, in medieval society, slaves and not paid employees
were generally responsible for maintaining livestock,
+ • •
cultivation, trade and entourage. The Our*an has not only
%
persuaded its followers to contrast manumission of their
s
* ft
slaves on receiving from them a certain sum of money (24:33)
but has also recommended to 'bestow on them of the wealth
• .
ft
of Allah* (ibid) so that the procedure of their freedom is
facilitated. This economic uplift of the poor, and freedom
I
of the slaves cannot be overemphasised in a medieval Arab
7
society where selfish motives were strongly in operation.
These measures could only result in minimising economic
s
inequalities on the one hand and creating the maximum possible
number of independent economic units, on the other. In this
way the Qur'an not only intends to achieve its economic
objectives with the moral discipline of its followers, but
also intends to achieve moral and social objectives with the
s
operation of its economic principles. As a result, these
units could become socially and economically intej>»deS>endent





people depended on the few Wealthy -.persons* And practically
this system of interdependence pulled down the pillars of the
J
p
7. Prof. W.M. Watt: Islam and the Integration of Society.
London, 1970, (Chapter on "the place of Economic and
Social Change").
*




Before closing this discussion oral




not be out of place to emphasise that moral culture is not
p
V »
exclusively a personal affair in Islam. The philosophical
4




can ever ascertain the degree of one's belief in these
concepts But moral discipline makes possible its
demonstration in social life and does not remain to be a
discretionary The Cur'an prescribes it




kindness, and forbids 'raunkar*» inequity. It is made clear
in the following Verses
Those, who, if We give them power in the land, establish
worship and pay the poor-due and enjoin kindness and
forbid inequity. And Allah's is the sequel of
events, (22:41)
4
And there may spring from you a nation who invite to
goodness, and enjoin right conduct and forbid









This enjoining of right conduct (ma*ruf) and for-
i 9
bidding of indecency (munkar) leads to the question of the.
> • r t




of man. Before passing on to the discussion of the rules of
lawful and unlawful and ), it seems worthwhile




groups, viz. personal economic behaviour and social economic
behaviour Personal economic behaviour has two aspects:
the positive and the negative* The positive aspect seems
11
to be striking a mean between two extremes. For example,
the Qur'an, on the one hand, criticises monasticism (57s 27)
I




every place of worship, and eat and drink without being
prodigal (7:31,32). Jt sayss
4
0 children of Adam$ Look to your adornment at every
place of worship, and eat and drink, but be not
prodigal. Lo? He loveth not the prodigals.
Say: Who hath forbidden the adornment of Allah
which He hath brought forth for His bondmen, and
the good things of His providing? (7:31»32)
4
On the other hand, it reminds him that 'wealth and children
% *
are an ornament of the life of the world. But the good
deeds which endure are better in thy Lord* s sight for reward
and better in respect of hopet' (18:46), These Verses
*
suggest that man should neither become ascetic nor should
• ;
he be lost in the world. In between these two extremes he
✓
must enjoy in this world all good things remaining within
*
0
the prescribed limits. Man is allowed to earn wealth,
marry and beget children but must avoid boasting add 'rivalr;
in respect of his wealth and children' (57:20). Similarly,
%
3




4:37; 9:34) and on the other disapproves of prodigality
J
0
and excessiveness (ibid). It suggests a mean in the
following words:
And let not thy/ hand be chained to thy neck nor
open it with a complete opening, lest thou sit
down rebuked, denuded. (17:29)
m
On the one hand men are exhorted to range in the land and
0 *




in the paths of earth and to eat of His providence' (67:15)
but on the other, the Cur'an warns that 'the wealth ye have
12
acquired and the merchandise for which ye fear that there
will be no sale.•.should not become dearer to you than
Allah (9:24). On the one hand it forbids from coveting
'the thing in which Allah hath made some of you excel
m
4
others' (4:32) and on the other, it advises him to ask of
His bounty* (4:32) and be not content upon whatever meagre
resources he has got. On the one hand it recognises in
a parable that:
Allah hath favoured some of you above others in
provision. Now those who are more favoured will
by no means hand over their provision to those
(slaves) whom their right hand possesses* so that
they may be equal with them_in respect thereof*
Is it then the grace of Allah that they deny? (16:71)
On the other hand it recommends the following behaviour:-
And such of your slaves as seek a writing (of
emancipation) write it for them if ye are aware of
aught of good in them, and bestow upon them of the
wealth which He hath bestowed upon you... (24:33)
The examples cited above suggest an inclination towards
generosity (ihsan) and spiritual aspect but the prescribed
minimum lies between two extremes. The compulsory Individual
economic behaviour thus suggests a via-media, with proneness
0
to generosity as a mark of distinction. This moderate
I
behaviour can be termed as 'adl inclining towards ifrsan, in
the Islamic terminology.




Muslims to use certain items which have been termed foul
or sinful. These items include the use of wine (3:90)
✓




seem to be strictly personal but their impact on the economic
*
Q
life of society cannot be overemphasised in Islam.
8. P.l.
In social economic behaviour the negative aspect
is more eloquent than the positive one. On the positive
side one finds in the Qur'an only a few general principles;
but these general principles, in fact, form the very basis
>
of the details of the economic system. The principles
contained in the following verses reflect the spirit under¬
lying the economic policies to be followed by an Islamic
state.
r
LoJ Allah commandeth you that ye restore deposits
to their owners, and if ye judge between mankind,
then ye judge justly... (4:58;
\
0 ye who believe! Be staunch in justice, witness
for Allah, even though it be against yourself or
(your) parents or (your) kindred, whether (the case
be of) a rich man or a poor man, for Allah is nearer
unto both (than ye are). (4:135)
0 ye who believe! Be steadfast witness for Allah in
equity, and let not hatred of any people seduce you
that ye deal not justly. Deal justly, that is nearer
to your duty. (5:8)
Say! My Lord enjoineth justice. (7:29)
Give full measure and be not of those who give less
than the due. And weigh with true balance. Wrong
not mankind in their goods, and do not evil, making
mischief in the earth.... (26:181-183)
Allah forbiddeth you not, those who warred not against
you on account of religion and drove you not out
from your homes that ye should show them kindness and
deal justly with them. Lo Allah loveth the just
dealers• (60:8)
It ewill be noticed that in all these Verses justice
♦
and equity, "adl and gist, are the essential principles.
Similarly in the Verses prescribing the writing of credit
I
transaction, the scribe is warned to record it 'in terms
0
%
of equity (2:282). In case the debtor is naive or weak
(safihan aw da*Ifan) or unable himself to dictate the terms,
the guardian of his interest is required to dictate it 'in
terms of equity". This equitable way has been treated
as 'the best way of avoiding doubts' between the parties
(2:282). These instances suggest that the basic principle
s
of Justice and equity is made to operate in the economic
*
life as also in any other social sphere of activity in Islam.
#
9
The scope and interpretation of Justice and equity
9
can best be understood if it is placed in relation to its
antonym. Verse 4:127, as cited above, may be repeated
here to enable a fuller appreciation of the opposites:
Concerning female orphans unto whom ye give not
which is ordained for them though ye desire to marry
them, and concerning the weak among children, and
that you should deal Justly with the orphans. (4:127)0
Corresponding to this Verse another reads as follows:-
9
fiihose who devour the wealth of orphans unjustly
(gulman)" they do but swallow fire into their
bellies. (4:10)
The two Verses suggest that the positive *adl and gist, i.e.,
Justice and equity correspond to the negative gulm, i.e.,
1
ft
injustice and inequity. And this injustice is perpetrated
9
in case respect for somebody's property or wealth is
10
violated. This is also discernible from 4:29,30 in a©
broader sense of application. This violation also occurs
in theft and it is not surprising that this act is also
treated as gulm (5:39)• The Verses prohibiting interest
treat this practice as gulm (2:279). It means that the
concept of gulm is as broad in Islam as that of *adl and
ihsan.
9- Pickthall, 'wrongfully' for gulman.
v
10. 0 ye who believe! Squander not your wealth among your¬
self in vanity* except it be a trade by mutual consent...
whoso does that through aggression and injustice, We
shall cast him into Fire...*
To sum up, individual economic behaviour of man is
I
*
governed by the principle of moderation in consumption and
4
abstinence from all those practices which are termed as
'foul* unhealthy or satanic. The social economic behaviour
is governed by principles of justice and equity and abstinence
from injustice and violation. The overall trend of the Gur'an
is generosity and leniency termed as ifrsan. These are the
principles which govern not only economic life, but they
are the basis of its entire moral and social system. That
v • '
is why the moral, social, and economic aspects are everywhere
inextricably intertwined.
♦
V/ith these basic considerations a summary of the
*
lawful and unlawful practices can be reproduced for a detailed
study of their impact on different aspects of economic life.
4
All goods are owed to Allah and are created or
>> V
produced for man who has the right to earn, possess and
(
dispose of these economic resources under some restrictions.
Private ownership must be respected* Earnings can be made
through personal effort (9:24; 2:267) or through mutual
cooperation (43:32). Man should be honest, just, and
equitable in earning and in discharging his obligations to
9
others. He must abstain from injustice and violation.
Performance of supererogatory obligations is commended.
I
Sacrifice for others is admired. All the activities which
/
are disapproved by God must be avoided. Everything that is
against the principle of justice and equity or which is
9
4
detrimental to the interest of other persons or society is
9
banned. These include acquisition through theft (3:39)
16
plunder (5;33)» interest (2:273-79) and gambling (9:90,91$
2:219)* Practices which cause indecency and immorality
4
are prohibited* These include earnings through obscene
professions (2:268$^24:33s 7:33), wine (2:219; 5:90),
misleading pastimes (31:6) and prostitution (24:33)*
Defrauding others is sinful. This covers earnings through
breach of trust (3:161), misappropriation (2:188),
embezzlement (3:161), deluding publicity and advertisement
(3:161), getting a favourable court decree to grab other's
property wrongfully through bribe (2:188), and tampering
with the documents of business or debt (2:282)* Similarly
it is not lawful to destroy potential human capital or
production (2:203) for political reasons or on the pretext
of economic reasons (17:31)* Earning through business in
carrion, blood, swlneflesh and soothsaying (3:90-91$ 2:173)
is also not permissible. A man who avoids unlawful means
j
of earning is respectable* It is unto Allah to make his
* •
effort fruitful as much as He will because 'thy Lord enlarget h
the provision for whom He will and straighteneth it for
whom He will (17:30). It should not be a point of grudge
that 'He hath favoured some men above others in provision'
(16:71)* 'Unto men a fortune from that which they have
earned and unto women a fortune from that whcih they have
earned' (4:32)* The just way of obtaining an Increase is
to make an effort in the right direction end to 'ask of
Allah His bounty1 (4:32).
17
ON CONSUMPTION
While the Gur'anic principles of social economic
behaviour largely govern distribution exchange and some
aspects of production, the principles of personal economic
behaviour go a long way in determining the pattern of
consumption and the 1what-to-produce' aspect of production.:::
The Gur'anic principles relating to consumption have a lot of
bearing upon the concept of the standard of living which in
the modern civilization has attained sacrosanctity. The
ft
ultimate object of all economic activity is maximum satis¬
faction of human ('wants, and the criterion of economic achieve-s. - • - *
ment is now judged by the living standard a society has
reached* The object of attaining higher and higher standards i
in a society adhering to materialistic values of life has,
in most countries, led to the unbridled race for grabbing
more and more economic resources and attaining a higher
standard of living than the existing one* This has led
man into a vicious circle which is not easy to break*
*
Having knocked away the props of morality and religious 1
values and being urged by purely epicurian motives the
different classes are now confronting each other in an
*
ft
unrelenting hostile posture* Each one is doggedly endeavour¬
ing to exploit the other and this struggle in some countries
has culminated into a socialism which, to state with a grain
ft
of salt, has made them equal in poverty and refuded them the
right to preserve their freedom and dignity and nourish their
self-respect* Under this reactionary system the standard
of living of the individual is secondary to social require¬
ments and the mix of consumer goods to be produced is not
18
determined by the demand of Individuals or households but
by the planning officer* Man has been relegated to a
position where socially he never was, and an apparently
Innocent beginning has led humanity to a tragic end*
The Qur'an makes a disparate approach to the question
of the standard of living* On the one hand, it gives due
cognizance to natural tendencies in man which operate as a
*
stimulus to work, to earn, and to spend; and on the other,
uses the force of its eschatological beliefs and edification
%
to suppress the tendencies which expose man to depravity
from within himself add from outside* To achieve this
purpose it does not shrink from authorizing the state to
legislate for the same* Eschatological beliefs and moral
♦
*
teachings are copiously included throughout the Qur'an and
not Infrequently they concur with its social and economic
teachings* The Qur'an seems to be alive to the fact that
its over-emphasis on moral concepts may lead man to
♦ '
asceticism and he may be inclined to spurn the worldly life*
To balance this extremity it emphasises on man the significance
of material prosperity in life and induces him to avail hint-
self of these 'bounties of God'* The Qur'an tends to
respect the material and sentimental attachments.11 It
treats livelihood as (tod's bounty and persuades man to earn
it* This is reflected in the use of the words which carry
12
this sense# Words like khayr# virtue, and fadl, bounty,
11. 5:96; 16:5-18; 18:7,46; 28:77.
12* For khayr see 2:180,215,272,273; 100:8 etc.
For fhdl see 62:10; 73:20; 2:198; 4:32,73 etc.
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repeatedly appear in the Qur'an to signify wealth, live*
lihood, or trade* The functions of wealth are mentioned
as a source of livelihood (4:5), ornament or adornment
for this life (18:46), a protection against future odds
(4:9), a capital for worldly life (42:36) and a trial for
9
the Hereafter (6:166). Men and women are made equal in
their entitlement to their earnings and possessions (4:32).
Man is persuaded to move about in the earth and earn his
i*
livelihood which has already been provided there. ^
The economic activities as hinted at in the Qur'an
include trade, commerce, cultivation, gardening, forestry,
fishing, animal husbandry, manufacturing and sea-faring.
The extent of this persuasion is evident in the Qur'anic
view of prayers in relation to the earning of livelihood.
i
<
It not only permits the Muslims to disperse in the earth
and earn their livelihood after Friday prayers (62:10) but
also advises the Prophet to cut short the morning prayers
4
in order that economic activity is not hampered (73:20).
4
It also allows its followers to continue their trade during
their Journey for gajj (2:198). Along with these incentive: i
to earn, it repeatedly persuades man to satisfy his wants},
and demonstrate his prosperity, without any feeling of
ostentation* The standard of the satisfaction of wants; is
responsible for setting a standard of living. The Qur'an
has not drawn any line beyond which man may refrain from
consuming lawful things. This spirit can be understood







from the following Verse:
Say: Who hath forbidden the adornment of Allah
which He hath brought forth for His bondmen, and
the good things of His providing. ••Say: My Lord
forbiddeth only indecencies, such of them as are
apparent and such as are within, and sin and wrong¬
ful oppression..» (7:32,33).
Along with the Verses like the one cited above the way
in which the Our'on has reiterated spending on ones own self
and on others, raises a problem which has faced the Muslim
society till this day and poses a challenge, as to how
capital formation can be effected with this frame of mind.
The Verse 'they ask what they ought to spend. Say: That whici i
you spare'^ (2:219), accommodates for any reasonable
consumption pattern. This pattern is governed by taste,
tolerance and conventions and may differ from man to man.
It covers necessities, comforts and luxuries. The only
line drawn beyond this limit is overspending (israf) which 1b
not desirable even in spending on others because this may
leave him denuded, rebuked (17:29). The situation contrary
to this is niggardliness which,in the context of consumption,
implies a condition under which man abstains from spending
or, in other words, starts saving. There can be a number
of motives responsible for this behaviour over and above
the natural tendencies. Man may be oversensitive to
unfo'rseen odds in the future or may be willing to bequeath
sufficient funds for his family. This is the speculative
motive. Man may be willing to provide for any probable
business requirement in the near <rfuture• This is transactio n
XJ
13* Pickthall, 'superfluous' for 'you spare'; the original
word being al- *afw.
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motive* He may be willing to save in order to earn profit
by way of interest etc.; if possible* This is profit motive.
It will be seen that the Our*an does not altogether rule
out the three motives. It simply ensures that man does
not over-emphasise these motives and that his act of saving
$
does not disturb proper circulation and distribution of
wealth* To achieve this object it uses its moral force,
on the one hand, and its monetary and taxation policies on
the other* These moral injunctions of the Our*an strike
a balance between savings for different motives and spending
17 •
over oneself and in good cause* ' As regards the Gur'anic
4
measures to achieve this object through monetary and
taxation measures, study will be made in the relevant sectior is*
The Our*an builds up the economic structure of its
society with the concepts on consumption as outlined above*
Practically a well-to-do man who wants to save in response tc >
the three motives without neglecting his obligations to
society cannot but manage to personally live a simple life
although better than the poorer members of his society.
The Qur'anic warning not to be niggardly nor to induce others t
to be niggardly has both a direct and an indirect bearing.
The situation of indirectly inducing others to be niggardly
4
may also arise as a result of treating a demonstration
effect of one's resourcefulness. The Our'an on the one
4
hand warns such people of a 'shameful doom' (4:37) and on
the other convinces others not to 'covet the thing in which
4
16. 4:8,9; 17:26,29.
17. 3:180} 4:36,39#128; 9:34.
Allah has made some of them excel others' (4:32). This
act of excellence or inequality after practising economic
IS
justice is attributed to God and is declared as a trial.
%
Thus the Gur'an with its philosophical concepts,
edification and economic teachings builds up a pattern of
consumption, of standard of living, and of saving, as
distinct from the present day capitalistic or socialistic
pattern and shuns the problem of class-antagonism which has
been treated by some economic philosophers as 'the history
of all the hitherto existing society*
The entire discussion on consumption seems to suggest
that the Our*an leaves the matter of determining consumption
p
patterns and the operations of the motives of saving to the
mental attitude of the Individuals. As a matter of fact
this is not so. The outlook which the Our'an desires to
cherish is not merely personal; it is social. But for a
general change in the outlook of the whole society a*1**
»
supporting government policies; its view of ownership; its
moral and business ethics and its insistence on punitive
4
measures would be doomed to fail. As already stated the
9
Gur'an seriously views theft, plunder, underwelghing, mis¬
appropriation, embezzlement, bribery, and breach of trust;
some of which are liable to Gur'anic punishment (hadd).
ft.




life by eating unlawful things in case he is, for instance,
dying of starvation ,(2:173). Thus a man who has no resources
13. 6:166.
19. Karl Marx and F. Engels, Communist Manifesto,
opening line.
to satisfy his bare requirements is made immune from
punitive measures against many offences. And this grace
in the case of an economically poor society may neutralize
the effects of its social and moral reform. This fact
requires an Islamic state to come in and provide the socio¬
economic conditions which are conducive to abiding by its
legal requirements.
The measures which an Islamic state is supposed to
♦
take, in order to protect its system, are all-embracing.
They take positive as well as negative forms. It was the
logical obligation of the respect for Qur'anic injunctions
that an Islamic state had to take upon itself the overall
socio-economic development of society. The economic
relevance of this development was not only confined to the
%
regulation of consumption; it also embraced distribution,
trade and, what in the technical and wider sense is now cal! Led
monetary and fiscal policies.
In the field of consumption the Qur'an has already
hinted at the motives which compel a man to save. Saving
4
is the result of spending less than the income. And the
✓
t
stronger the motive to save, the less wiljl(y^ne be willing
W
to spend. It is here that an islaHc state comes in to
%
play its role. It ensures that the basic necessities of
its citizens are satisfied.If the well-do-do of the
society discharge their obligations, the state is greatly




do's response. It sets apart a portion of its revenues
exclusively for the poor by way of Zakat, poor-tax. The
24
heads of distribution of the revenues of booty and Fay'
Include this class as a major beneficiary* The expressions
in regard to the latter are worthy of note:
It is for Allah and His Messenger and for the
near of the kin and the orphans and the wayfarers,
that it become not a commodity between the rich
among you ... And it is for the poor Emigrants •••
and for those who come after them. (59:7-10)^ 9 ^ V t
It must be noted that the words 'Those who come after them*
* i
was, by *Umar I taken to mean the needful posterity and,
on this ground, he refused to distribute the agricultural
20
land of the conquered territories among the soldiers*
The words 1that it become not a commodity between the.rich
among you' suggest the spirit underlying this subsistence
function of the state* This function of the state through
l
its different incomes covers not only the current subsistence j
requirements of the needy persons but also acts as an
insurance against unforseen odds* It not only blunts the
speculative motive to save but also dissuades man from
*1
t♦
indulging in economic offences like theft out of compulsion*
As regards negative measures to regulate consumption
and savings the government is authorized to ban the use of
certain items. A study of the use of alcoholic drinks,
and the wagering of stakes in games of chance in developed
countries suggests that these two items alone claim.' a
9
substantial chunk of national income* The Gur'an is very
t
sensitive to these two practices and uses strong condemnatory r
4
20* For full discussion see Chapter 8 on Jizya and KharaJ •
25
language when the aatanic The
Gur'anic remarks on obscene practices and misleading past-
1
imes give the state wide powers of legislation on a number
of activities on which money i
I
utility of social return*
any
There are similar other measures which also have
a bearing on the speculative motive to save.
ON INTEREST
Prohibition of interest is perhaps the most important
negative reform that the Qur'an has introduced; the positive
one being the levy of Zakat* This reform was as relevant
to the socio-economic conditions of the age and society
as it is called for in this twentieth century when some
*
odern economists too are sceptical about the role and
utility of interest which are attributed to it.
the modern Muslim scholars have expressed their
21 Some of
about the proper interpretation of the term riba* interest,
+
and suggested that the Qur'anic term applies to some other
» ♦
.
form of interest than the one practised in banking these
days
22 But the literature on the controversy suggests
Genera. on
21* For example Lord J.M* Kaynes: A Treatise on Money.
London, 1971; same author:
Interest and Money* London, 195b; Sir Roy






London, 1890* Karl Marx: Das oscow,
Ja'far22.1qbal Suhayl: Tahala-e-rlba. (Urdu) Azamgarh 1955
Shah Nadvl: ^Commercial interest kl^fi(Urdu)
, March, (1965)* Eng.tr* Umma x,
26
0
that there Is no justification for such arguments.^ The
arguments for and against this position are not relevant to
this study. What is relevant here is the role that the
prohibition of interest plays in influencing the profit motive
4
(jtousaye.J^sTalso tempted to save money if some
one offers him Interest on his savings. Receiving a fixed
sum of money without involving oneself in any risk is a
very attractive investment. This is a surer way of
multiplying one's savings as compared with investment in
*
business which is not only exposed to losses but also requires
labour skill and opportunity. An abominable aspect of
this practice is the lender* s/investor1 s insistence on his
self-interest neglecting the fruitfulness of his funds to
the user. The Qur* an makes it a point to root out such a
lust for wealth. Interest is one of the two offences which
✓
are treated by the Our'an as a horrible challenge to the whole
0
society. "And if you do not (give up interest) then be warned
%
of war against you by Allah and His Messenger" (2:279) is the
challenge which is given to the devourers of interest. It
should not be surprising to learn that prohibition of
it
interest was finally effected during the last year of the
24
Prophet, after all attempts had been expended to introduce
23* Abu'l S'la Mandudl; Sood. Lahore. Abu Zahra: Buhuth
f1' r-Rlba. Beirut, 1970. S.H. Zaman: "Islam vls-a-vis
interest rate", Islamic Culture. iffan. (1966). r:->) ^
Muhammad" *Abd—Al^ah ai—^Ayab-i - "Banking 0
Ma.i.iallat al-Azhar. Mav (1965). Nejatullah Siddidqi:
Some Aspects of the Islamic Economy. Lahore, 1970}
Some Economic Aspects of Islam, ed. Motamar ''Slam al-
Islamic, Karachi, 1964.
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social, moral, and economic reforms. Like all other
spheres,, only positive measures of financial reform were
not depended upon As regards interest even pious persons
4
an anoarentlv harmless economic activity.
25
And as a matter of fact, the havoc that interest could bring
in was imperceptible to the simple society of the middle ages
It was with the advent of the industrial era and the develop¬
ment of the modern techniques of analysis that the potential
threat of interest was unfolded. 26 An examination of the
Verses prohibiting interest suggests that the subject of
prohibition are Muslims 27 Moreover, the words: 'Do not
devour interest' (la ta'kulu *r-riba) suggests that receiving
but not paying of interest is made the object of prohibition.
But a logical analysis of the text of the injunctions and the
practical implications warrant for no such conclusion. As
regards the suggestion that prohibition is confined to the
Muslims alone this can also be ruled out in view of the
practical implications of the injunctions in the early Islamic
period This may lead to one more doubt as to its general
application on the basis of the argument that during the
early period the non-believers also included the Scripturaries
25* "0 ye who believe! Observe your duty to Allah, and
give up what remaineth from rlba if ye are believers."
(2:278)
An earlier Verse reads: 0 ye who believe! Devour not
rlba doubling and quadrupling..• (3:130)
M. Pickthai!, 'usury* for interest.
26. fh. 21. 27. Supra
pQ
whose Scriptures did not approve of interest while the




prohibition. Although it is not possible to examine the
question for want of material and also because money
business was largely conducted by Jews and Christians in
Damascus and Baghdad, the challenging words of the Qur'an
4
\
are too convincing to accommodate any such idea.
It will be noted that mention of the word rib! is
made in three Suras. Verse 35:29 does not call for
>
abolition of interest; it is suggestive of the comparative
9
4
excellence of Zakat over riba. Verse 3:162 hints at Jewish
violation of the prohibition in their religion. Verse 3:130
28. The provisions of interest and many other provisions in
favour of debtors are made to apply only to Israelites:
"If thou lend money to any of my people that is poor by
thee thou shalt not be to him as usurer neither shalt
thou lay upon him usury". In the Talmud there is no
question of loans at interest so the subject is hardly
touched upon. A loan was a debt and, therefore, was
annulled by the sabbatical year; like other debts. It
could avoid the provisions of the sabbatical year by
the use of Prosbul. According to the Talmud: "Interest
is like the bite of a snake, one feels only when
begins to swell." And: "Gamblers and usurers are not
trustworthy witness."
The words of Jesus contain allusions to borrowing and
lending but as we should expect of one who refused to
be a judge and divider (Luke 14:12) there are no direct
precepts to guide the Christian conscience. Neverthe¬
less the early fathers looked upon usury with severe
disapproval. They may have been influenced in certain
cases by the classical moralists, but the determining
standard for them was the O.T. legislation and the
general principle of N.T. more specially a standard inter¬
pretation of Luke 6:35. Some of them accepted till
recently as (still binding on Christians, the O.T. precepts
(Ex. 22:25; Dt. 23:19; Ps. 15:5; Ezk. 18:8) regarding the
prohibition of interest as only a preparation for higher
demand of the Gospel to forego even the capital.
(E.R.E. & Dictionary of the Bible: Arts. Usury & Interest.)
29
t
enjoins Muslims to abstain from compound interest and
2:275-280 aims at complete abolition* The gradual aboiltior 1
of interest as discernible from these Verses is suggestive
«
of the extent the practice permeated the society, on the
one hand, and the Gur'anlc concern to make it a significant
point on the other. Such a policy is discernible only in the >
case of prohibition of alcoholic drinks to which people
were badly addicted. Apparently the ban aims at dis-
ft
couraglng the profit-motive of saving which was nourished
ft
by the practice of interest, and making available funds for
satisfying the transaction motive of the saver and of others
through interest-free loans or through mutual cooperation
in business.
ON ZAKlT
Apart from abolishing interest the Our'an also
prescribes the implementation of a number of taxation
measures. These measures greatly support the overall spiril i
of the Islamic economic and social order. Foremost among
them is the levy of Zakat (poor-tax) followed by government
share in booty (khums). Other sources of government revenue
which are mentioned in the Our'an, Include income from
seized enemy property (Fay*) and poll-tax (Jizya) •
ft
The Gur'anic insistence on paying Zakat is evident
OQ
from the frequent repetition of the relevant injunctions.
The view that Zakat was obligatory even in the Meccan period
29. 2:3,43,83,110,177,277; 4:77; 9:5,11,18,71; 27:37,56;
73:20; 98:5, etc. etc.
30
is believable in view of the fact that the injunctions on
Zakat are to be found in Meccan Suras too. It is also
4
believable that the obligation to pay Zakat to the govern¬
ment is a late Medinian development.^ The rates of Zakat
and exemption limits are not to be found in the Qur'an.
Rather* the details are to be found in circulars which were
issued by the Prophet to his collectors and to the tribal
chiefs. Verse 2:219: "And they ask thee what they aught
<
to spend. Say: that which is spare" is suggestive of the
t
practice in the early Medinian period when the government
was not the sole recipient of Zakat. In any case the levy
of Zakat was to affect the economy in a variety of ways.
Firstly* it discouraged hoarding of wealth and compelled
the savers either to Invest these idle funds or to spend
them. But there has always been an optimum level of
/
*
spending on ones own self. And in the simple unsophisticate 3d
society of the early Islamic period human requirement was
✓




level leaving the balance as spare* 1al-*afw*. The saving
could thus pass on from the savers to the class of consumers
who were have-nots. This* in turn* had two inter-related
effects. Firstly it diverted circulation of wealth from
i
the rich to the ppor; and secondly* it affected the con¬
sumption pattern of the society. The economic effects of
\
Zakat could be multiplied when its administration was
j
centralised. The most important function which it was to
30. 9:103; 6:141.














perform was something like social insurance and not very
ft
late in the. early period it did this* The establishment
V
4
of an institution which provides insurance to the poor#
s
commands « disposable funds to support all the needy classes
>
including the undischarged debtors and insolvent business-
*
men, al-gharimun. has a significant bearing on the monetary
set up of a state* It converts the money market into a
t
supply market and discourages the supplier from dictating
his own terms* It is not surprising that, in the Qur'an,
l
the condemnation and prohibition of riba concurs with the
practice of gadaqa. The two, thus, seem to be the positi\ re
and negative aspects to achieve a common socio-economic




It is pertinent to observe that the disposal of the
Zakat receipts, like those of Ghanlma and Fay', is specified i
*
in the Qur'an itself. But while the heads of expenditure
✓
in the case of the latter two begin with Allah and His
Messenger; giving discretionary powers to government, the
expenditure of Zakat funds has not been left to the
*
government* Instead all the heads of expenditure are
specified clearly and cover mostly the poor and the needy:
The Sadaqat are only for the poor and the needy
and Those who collect them and those whose hearts
are to be reconciled and to free the_captives and
the debtors and for the cause of Allah and for the
wayfarer; a duty Imposed by Allah.,. (9:60)
*
The exegetes have discussed in detail the precise applicatic in
«


















OTHER SOURCES OF INCOME
GHANlMA
The generally known term Ghanlma is mentioned in the
Qur'an with the word anfal (8:1). Verse 8:41 provides
for one fifth of Ghanlma, booty, to be handed over to the
government (11*llahi wa 11'r rasul...) while the recipients
of the remaining four fifths are not specified; it has been
treated that it is to be distributed among the fighters.
The governments portion is to be treated as an item of its
general revenues. But unlike Zakat this source of income
is dependent on successful wars which makes it a temporary
and undependable item of income. However it cannot be
ignored that the injunctions pertaining to the booty were
made in a society where there used to be volunteer fighters
and not paid armies. These volunteers brought in their own
t
arms and riding animals and depended on their self-acquired
skill and training. The situation in the later period
completely changed in all respects; but in the case of an
to
army it is generally difficult to withdraw a benefit or
to
privilege particularly when the threat of revolt, civil
wars and general turmoil calls for the maintenance of alj
contented and faithful army.^ The fact that the Our'an
does not expressly assign the four fifths to the fighters
makes the distribution of Ghanlma discretionary on the
government.
33* See for terminological sense and other discussion,
Chapters 6 and 8.
Another source of income to the government is Pay' •
The word has been derived from the Qur'anic Verse revealed
in the context of the properties of Banu Na^Ir which fell
to the Prophet without active warfare; 'ma afa'allahu*ala
rasullhl' (59:6). Thus the receipts accruing to the state
f
by way of Fay' according to the Qur'anic injunctions are to
i
%
be spent for Allah and His Messenger and for the near of the




kin and the orphans and idle needy and the wayfarer* • • • and
the poor Emigrants (muha.lirun)... and those who come after
them (59:6-10). It suggests that the government has wide
discretionary power in spending the Fay' income. Moreover
the Fay' properties cannot be distributed among the
§
individuals because this will deprive posterity of its
benefits. The rationale behind earmarking Fay' properties
for public welfare is given in the Cur'an as that 'it become
«




also suggestive of the simple fact that the common-man's
• 4
welfare does not depend on the increase in items Of owner-
♦ . »
4
ship but also on the increase in utilities accruing to him
4
without owning many of them. Moreover there can be
properties whose utility can be retained and protected only
s
under government administration. The fact that this source
i
of income also depends on successful war operations exposes
' *54




Another source of income hinted in the Qur'an is
Jizya or poll-tax. "While Zakat is leviable On the wealth
of the Muslims* Jizya is imposed on the Scriptuaries,^ ahl
al-Kltab (9:29)* The method of assessment and the heads
of expenditure of poll-tax are not specified in the Cur'an
which allows for the discretion of the government in includi: ag
it in its general budget. The Our'an only says:
Fight against such of those who have been given
the Scripture as believe not in Allah nor the
Last Cay* and forbid not that which Allah hath
forbidden by His Messenger* and follow not the
religion of truth, until they pay the tribute
readily, being brought low. (9:29)
In the Verse the words 'being brought low (wa. hum saghlrun)
are self-evident and in a sense reflect the spirit of Jizya.
There is no difference of opinion among exegetes that the
word saghlrun means humility or state of submission.^
Similarly, paying of Jizya 'readily', Can vadin) Implies
the payment to be made submissively or personally without
V7
the intermediation of an agent. But how far this
9
theoretical Interpretation was adapted in practice will be
38
studied in the relevant chapters.^
e
9
35. See also Chapter 8.
36. Bay$awl,l, 383; Tabarl, Tafslr. 14,200; Ja$$as, 3, 125< »
37. Ibid., for all sources; also Qurtubt, 8, 113*
38. See Chapter 8.
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ON DISTRIBUTION
The discussion of the different heads of income
✓
leads to the question of Gur'anic approach to the problem
of distribution. In this context, distribution should not
be confused with the modem sense of the term in which the
factors of production are assigned their respective shares
in the national income. The discussion on this subject
will be confined to the distribution of wealth among
different classes of society.
The Qur'an sets aside the idea of equal distribution
of wealth. It recognises physical, intellectual and social
inequalities and treats the idea of equality as illogical."*^
It seems to ensure, however, that inequality should not
disturb the balance of justice. To check concentration of
AQ
wealth, it bans gambling and interest. To ensure justice
41
in distribution it condemns unjust and criminal practices
and also sets apart, by compulsory levies, a portion of
incomes for the poor and the hard-pressed. Before dealing
with the Gur'anic policies of distribution, it should be
recalled here that the Gur'an recognizes private ownership
of economic resources. It is also to be observed that
there is nothing in the Gur'an to suggest man's ownership
39. 4:32; 6sl66; 17:30; 42:12; 43:32.
40. Supra. 41. Supra.
36
Ap
of land. The requirement to pay tithe (gadaqa) on the
*
harvest day suggests man's right to use land in a restricted
sense of the possession. It is suggested that the rights
which a man is given over land, are aimed at giving him
stimulus to work hard, which operates only when he is sure
of enjoying the full fruits of his labour for himself and
for his family.
4
That the Our*an has not dealt with the question of
the ownership of land suggests its inclination to leave the
matter to the government. As regards other wealth it provides: :
Unto men a fortune from that which they have earned
and unto women a fortune from that which they have
earned. (4:32)
Having thus acquired ownership man is severely admonished
%
against being niggardly in spending on himself and on the
needy. He is exhorted in all possible ways of persuasion
to share this earning with his poorer fellow-members of
society. The words gadaqa and infaa not infrequently appear
42. The possessive prepositions 'his^f 'their', 'your', etc.
have been used for properties (mal) capital sum, money,
goods, dwellings, belongings, merchandise, etc., but
nowhere for land, mines, forest, hills and streams.
Livestock also are treated as natural as land but this
is the wealth for which ownership of man is expressly
recognised in the words 'and they are their owners hum
lahi malikln (36:71). The injunction to pay the tithe
on the harvest day is suggestive of man's possession of
the crop but not land. Moreover the Islamic law provides
for confiscation of land in case the owner fails to
cultivate it within a certain period. No such restriction
has been placed on other wealth. But this also cannot be
Ignored that there is nothing in the Qur'an to stop the
age-old custom of the ownership of land.
37
In the Qur'an and these acts have been made the criterion
of perfection in faith. There appear to be more than a
dozen categories of persons who are made to share this
wealth directly or through charitable projects and trusts.^
.
In addition to these voluntary motives the Qur'an also
imposes some personal compensatory payments to effect this
distribution. In spite of all these measures there may
be misers who evade this voluntary sacrifice. This is off¬
set by enforcement of its law of inheritance and levy of
Zakat. The Islamic law of inheritance does not cover only'
the rich or the misers:
Unto the men belongeth a share of that which parents
and near kindred leave and unto the women a share of
that which parents and near kindred leave, whether
it be little or much - a legal share. (4:7)
It comes into effect immediately after the death of a person.
To supplement it the $adlth nullifies the effect of all wills
which are made to avade this distribution if they cover more




wealth is given by the levy of Zakat which takes away two and
V
a half percent of hoarded wealth and five to ten percent of
43* The poor, the needy, the functionaries of charitable funds,
the slaves, the debtors, the fighters of holy war, the
stranded travellers, the parents, the other near relations,
the orphans, the neighbours, the poor colleagues, and the
beggar. The first seven are the items common with the
beneficiaries of Zakat 19:60). For the next five see 4:36
&c.; for the last, see 2:177 etc.
44. For example kuffara or expiation is prescribed in case
those occurs a particular flaw in observance of fast (2:
184) or in performing a Hajj (2:196). There is also a
compensatory payment in the case of flouting an oath or
using some sort of metaphorical language for divorce (3:
89; 38:3). The expiations in all these cases differ in
the extent. They call for feeding and clothing a poor man






other produce every year and redistributes it among the
poor claimants of society. The Our*an layd down eight
classes of beneficiaries of Zakat as mentioned in the
above pages.
I •
While the law of inheritance distributes a person* s
wealth among the few nearer relations, Zakat covers a much
wider circle in which case it is administered by the
government. According to exegetic Interpretations, it
covers two and a half per cent of wealth, five to ten per
cent of agricultural produce, and twenty per cent of treasure
troves. All the collections are pooled in the Bayt-al-Mal
(public exchequer) and used 6n the items as provided in the
Our'an. Exegetes have discussed at great length the
application of these items to the different classes of
society. While the word 'the poor' (fuqara*) literally mean,
Ac
anybody who earns less than his requirements, the word
'needy* (miskin) is interpreted to mean a disabled or unem¬
ployed person.^ Similarly 'for the cause of God' fl sabll-
Allah, is taken to imply holy war and stranded wayfarers on
47
their journey for Jiadj. The words debtor and the way¬
farers, gharimln. lbn as-sabll}suggest a temporary situation
of difficulty.
It will be found from the items of Zakat-expenditure
that Zakat not only blunts man's speculative motive to save
by providing social insurance, but also stops the wealthy




persons5 exploitation of the needy, the debtor, and other
persons who accept the employer's or the lender's terms out
i
< *
of compulsion. Practically it is a substantial amount
%
which a government can disburse every year to eradicate .
4
poverty and want from society.
It will be seen that Zakat is paid only by the Muslims i.
But there is nothing to suggest in the Qur'an that the
beneficiaries should also be Muslims. Similarly the heads
of income derivable from the Qur'an do not suggest a ban
on tiie levy of other taxes. According to some exegetes
Verses like 1:152-153 accommodate for the levies over and
above Zakat, But here again the basic principle of justice
and equity would give the guideline to the budgeteers. It
not only enjoins justice on them but with its moral
*
%
instructions, also advises the subject not to evade the
payment of taxes. The following Verses guide them:
Let him who have abundance, spend of his abundance,
and he whose provision is measured, let him spend
of that which Allah hath given him, Allah asketh
not of any soul save that which He hath given.
(65:7)
V/ho hoard their wealth and enjoin avarice on others,
and hide that which Allah hath bestowed upon them
of His bounty. For disbelievers Y»e have prepared




ECONOMIC TEACHINGS OF THE HADlTH
(An outline)
After the Qur'an, Sunna, as reflected in Hadlth, is
treated to he the most important source of Islamic law and
the ideal for human guidance. The compilations on the works
on yadlth are sizable in number and stretch over a period
of several hundred years. This study will generally be
confined to the most important earliest compilations on the
— 1
subject, known as Sihah Sitta or the Six Correct ones. The
adjective 'Correct* does not necessarily discard the general
t
authenticity of other compilations nor does it mean that
none of the Hadlth(traditions) reported in these 'Six Correct '
is challengeable. However, the traditions that have been
09
$ +
criticised by the compilers themselves have been neglected
in this chapter. The remaining have been taken up because
they claim a norm in retrospective effect.
The Sunna of the Prophet in context of this study can
be divided into two parts. Firstly the principles which
the Prophet is reported to have laid down as general rules,
and secondly, his own practices as a ruler, policy-maker
and administrator. The first part of the Sunna will be
discussed in this chapter while the second part will be
spread over the following chapters according to the subject
matter under discussion.
1. They include Bukhart, Muslim, Abu-Ea'ud, TirmidhI, Ibn
Maja and Nasa'I.
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The principles as reported to have been laid down in
Sunna are not abstract theories; they are meant for
ordinary human society, easily understandable and practicable
by them. The yadlth literature mostly defines, reasserts,
or elaborates the basic principles as laid down in the
Our'an.2 The language of Hadlth on economic principles is
0
only as technical as could be understood by the Arab society
of the Prophet* s time.
The Sunna, like the Qur'an, lays great emphasis on
0
moral discipline of the individual. There are innumerable
Hadlths to reform that instinct of man which directs his
economic behaviour. Avarice, greed, selfishness and
0
4
exploitation are not pronounced as economically harmful^
they are declared as sinful. Great emphasis is laid on
maintaining a balance between the conflicting interests of
individuals and the different sections of the society. For
4
%
example, pious spending (infaq) has been emphasised to root
out greed and selfishness. It is difficult to Judge as to
which of the two basic sources lay greater emphasis on
pious spending. While the Hadlth reaches the humanly
possible extreme of spending there are also categorical
Hadlths to control and regulate the unreal overemphasis on
the point. They suggest as to how, among whom, and how
much should preferably be spent* "It is better to leave your
heirs well-to-do than leaving them destitute and lead them
#
to beg for charity. Whatever you spend over your family is
rewarded. ^ The best dinar is idxe one that is spent on one*s





dependents, on the riding animal which is used in God's
path and among the fellow heings (engaged) in God's
path."4 "One who works in order to (earn and) support
a widow end destitute is like a mu.1ahid (warrior) in the
path of God. "** Muslims are encouraged to discharge this
obligation expecting its reward in the Hereafter only. This
behaviour is so highly appreciated and encouraged that a
Hadlth says: "Even the cashier of the philanthropist will
be rewarded."**
In spite of the great emphasis on spending the matter
« I
has not been made only a one-way traffic. The less fortunate >
ft
ft
members of the society are, on the contrary, advised to
avoid begging for charity.^ A Hadlth says: "This wealth
is fresh and sweet. Whosoever takes from it according to
his entitlement will meet with blessing. Many of the non-
_ Q
deserving receivers will get Fire on Doomsday." It is
9
further said "The upper hand (giver) is better than the
lower hand (receiver)".^ The overall study of all such
Hadlths suggests that they do not recognise poverty alone as
the Justification for begging; it is. perhaps the urgency
of pressure that has been treated as the proper ground for
seeking help from others. A Hadlth says: "Begging is
I
allowable only to one of three classes: a man who has
ft
become a guarantor for a payment, to whom begging is allowed
4. Tlr., 8, 144 (parenthesis ours).
5. Tir., 8, 146. <6. MUs., 7* 111.
7. Mus., 7, 126. 8. Tir., 9, 222*




till he gets it, after which he must stop begging; a man
whose property has been destroyed by a calamity which has
smitten him, to whom begging is allowed till he gets what
will support his life;, and a man who has been smitten by
poverty, the genuineness of which is confirmed by three
intelligent members of his people to whom begging is allowed
till he.^gets what will support his life. ibid any other
y
reason for begging is forbidden and one who engages/ in such,
10
consumes it as a thing which is forbidden."
In the above sayings the rich man's greed to save
and accumulate the maximum and the poor man's desire to ask
for support when he can avoid it have been equally dis¬
couraged. Anyhow the genuine necessities of both the
classes have not been ignored. A cultivator may face a
calamity, a businessman^ may incur losses and become
liable to heavy debts, and a poor man may be out of a job
or under-employed. In all these deserving cases the
I
necessity for asking for support is recognised.
This moral basis underlies the distribution of wealth
among the needy classes of the society and also strikes at
0
a balance that has been provided in order to regulate
distribution. This basis has not been neglected in other
«
spheres of economic activity. The act of farming has been
associated with sadaqa (charity). An honest trader has
been ranked among the martyrs (shahld) in the Hereafter.
Earning of livelihood has been treated as Jihad (holy war).




Contrarily, those who indulge in undesirable economic
activities are dubbed with bad names and threatened with
11
condign punishment in the Hereafter.
*
ON AGRICULTURE
The Prophet belonged to a city where trade was the
» «
mainstay of economy. Like most of the Meccans, he himself
took part in trade before his Prophethood. Most of his
Meccan followers who joined him in Medina were traders.
9
On the other handy Medina, where the Prophet founded a
4
city state, was an agricultural city. The Medinians owned
lands and engaged themselves in farming and gardening. This
business not only required harder work and more devotion
than trade and always stood exposed to natural calamities
but also impeded the learning of religion and participation
in Jihad. It was quite possible that observing the quick
turnover in trade and the other benefits that go with it
many of the devout land owners could be discouraged from
sticking to their lands. Agriculture has always been the
0
backbone of a viable economic unit and the freshly born state i
*
would have been seriously hampered in its mission had there
4
been any withdrawals from farming. The Prophet is known
to have not only encouraged this profession but also
12
provided new impetus for bringing new lands under cultivation u
11. Infra.
*
12. The curious fact is that although there are no indication ls
in the Our'an justifying or disapproving the private
ownership of land, there is not a single Hadlth to
suggest that the Prophet disapproved private ownership
of land any time during his ten-year rule in Medina.
t 45
Like all the other activities of life he brought this also
under the domain of virtuous acts* A Hadlth says: nThe
seed which a Muslim grows and is eaten up is a pious
spending (gadaqa), that which is stolen from it is a pious
spending, that which is eaten up by beasts or birds is a
l*
pious spending. " ^ The Prophet is reported to have confirmc >d
the old practice of recognising the occupation of land by
anyone who reclaims it* A $adlth says: n0f course land
is God*3 land, slaves are God*s slaves (*ibad). so whoever
reclaims a dead-land is entitled to it.Another Hadlth
confirms the same thing in a different way: "Whoever
reclaims a dead land possesses it while the labour of a
IS
wrongful occupier has no right.
While these sayings encourage farming and gardening
and open up prospects of bringing new lands under cultivatlor i,
unlimited right of occupying large areas of land and making
it a source of exploitation is not allowed* It is stated
that the Prophet once looked at a heap of agricultural
%
implements and observed: "A house which has (the abundance
3.6
of) these implements brings in humility." Apparently the
saying seems to discourage large holdings* But the words
of the yadlth do not point out at any economic reason for
15* Mus., 10, 213-14*
14* Bukh., (Muzara'a). Cf. QastalanX, Shihab ad-Din: Irshad
as-Sari* Cairo, 1905-9, Vol* 4, p.184.
15* Tir*, 6, 147* This obviously means that if a person
begins to till another person* s land he will have no
right to it even if he has reclaimed it* This is
further confirmed by another Hadlth transmitted by
Tir*, 6, 148.
16* Bukh., (MUzara'a), 2*
♦
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this discouragement. Any argument relating to labour-
owner relationship does not seem to be very relevant
because in those days such labour was generally done by
slaves. But large scale employment of slave labour in a
nascent Ideological state could itself raise many a social
%
*
problem particularly when the Prophet had a discouraging
view on the old institution of serfdom. It is also
possible that the Prophet did not like a situation which
f
could develop into feudalism or absentee-landlord!sm and
thus bring in all those economic evils which were associ
with them. Whatever the specific reason, it is, however,
A harmful condition that the owner
#
is also safeguarded,
imposed on the tiller was the taking of a fixed quantity of
the produce whether or not the latter got a sufficient
return for his labour and capital. In this way a parasite
claSo grew tip at the expense of the interest of the real
producer. It is perhaps in this context that the Prophet
is stated to have advised: nIt is better for you to give
your land to your brother rather than charging from him a
fixed produce for it. Another practice which often
damages the interest of the farmer and which was at that
the produce
area This *
:ed quantity grown in particular
the return of land sure for the
owner but uncertain for the farmer. It sometimes happened
17. Mus.t 10, 207.
1
clear that he did not like the idea of large holdings.
The benefits of the ownership of land have been
subjected to restrictions so that the Interest of the farme: r
time prevalent in Medina was giving of land for a percentage b
• #
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that a large part of the crop was destroyed and after
allowing for the fixed portions which were chargeable by
the owner the farmer would hardly get a just share* This
18
practice was also disapproved by the Prophet* The just
alternatives which are derivable from the yadlths are
giving of land to somebody without any charge or else giving
it out to him at a fixed rent in terms of money but not
produce.1^
In order that land-tenancy may establish on just and
fair lines* free from all the elements of exploitation,
positive principles have been approved. Chapters on
Muzara4a and Musaqat in books of Hadlth discuss the rules
of owner-farmer relationship under different conditions.
ON TRADE
Contrary to agriculture, trade involves a multiplicity
of techniques and transactions and is exposed to many more
18. Mus., 10, 196,
19. The yadlth narrated by Rafi has greatly confused the
issue. He was of the view that the Prophet had dis¬
approved giving of lands in consideration of any sort
of payment. But taken on the whole it seems that the
Prophet did not mean to altogether abolish this practice.
That is why the other two senior Companions like Ibn *Umar
and Zayd b. Thabit differed with Rafi4. Ibn 'Umar's
argument was its wide prevalence during the Prophet's and
pious Caliph's time, without any censure and Zayd's
argument was the context of the Hadlth which, according
to him, Rafi4 could not pick up. (Abu mud 3, 350^55)♦
Zayd narrated that two persons who had a quarrel called
on the Prophet for judgement, who, knowing about their
dispute, observed: nIf this is your condition then do
not let out your land." Rafi4 heard only the last
portion of (the Prophet's) speech (but missed the earlier)' '
(Nas., 7, 50).
unjust practices than are practised In cultivation. The
20
Our*an lays down a few basic principles which govern
general economic behaviour and trade. But the HadXth
literature pointedly refers to a number of practices which
mark below the standard of justice and fair dealing.
The number of Hadlths on the excellences of and
teachings on trade in the most comprehensive \collection
'Kanz al 'Ummal* runs into four figures but the §i£ah Sitta
have reported only a few of them. The Prophet himself took
part in trade yet we do not find any tradition which
justifies its superiority to other lawful trades. The
Hadlth literature as usual does not leave it free from its
moral basis: "an honest and righteous Muslim trader will
fall in with the martyrs on £Z> Doomsday*';^ "God shows
mercy to a man who is kindly when he sells* when he buys*
22
and when he makes a claim"; "God will neither look at
nor talk to a false swearer on Doomsday"}are some
such moral traditions as Inculcate in the people the spirit
of trading.
While the Our*an prohibits from eating one anothers
wealth by unlawful means (batll) the Hadlths point out as to
what practically these unlawful means are. They regulate
trade practices in such a way that the legitimate interest ol
both the distributor and consumer are protected. If any
of the practices involve uncertainty or loss to either party
20. Chapter 1.
22. Maj., 2* 742.
21. Maj.* 2* 724.
23* Nas.* 3* 81.
in trade it is treated as unjust. Similarly the trade
techniques which benefit a few persons at the expense of
i
the general benefit or which.lead to exploitation of either
party are forbidden. Thus • the Hadlths put a ban on about
twenty forms of trade transactions and techniques which
were prevalent in the Prophet's time but which involved
any of the forbidden elements. All the transactions where
the commodity is unknown are declared as null and void. The
^adlth terms them as gharrar.The examples are the sale
of fish in water which is not yet caught or of a bird in
/ \ 25'
the air or of a foetus in womb (frabl al-frabla). The
sale of milk in the udder is also termed as gharrar and
forbidden. Similarly it is not lawful to sell dates growing
upon a tree in exchange for dates which have been picked and
which are computed from conjecture to be equal in point of
measurement to those that are upon the tree. This kind of
sale is termed as muzabana and forbidden in a $adlth,26 as
well as the sale termed as muhaqala,which is the sale of
wheat in the ear in exchange for a quantity of wheat
conjectured to be equal thereto. The principle is the same
with respect to the sale of grapes on the vine in exchange
for raisins. Bargains determined by the purchaser by the
«• 28
touching of the goods (mulamasa) or by the throwing of
the goods (munabadha)2^ or by the casting of a stone (bugst)^* )
24. Mus., 10, 156-157. 25. Ibid.. Bukh.(Buyu«), 92.
26. Bukh.(Buyu*)» 128; Tir., 6, 52-53; Mus., 10, 183,188.
27. Ibid.. also Bukh.(Musaqat)
28. Bukh.(Buyu'), 94; Mus., 10, 154.
29. Ibid. 30. Mus., 10, 156-57.
*
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perhaps at a goat in a herd for sale, have heen held as
4
unlawful.
Besides the ahove unlawful sales there are other
i
forms of sale too which the Prophet did not like. He has
prohibited enhancing of the price of a merchandise by a
fictitious tender of a high price (na,1sh).^ This is
done even to this day in4,the fairs and auctions by appointed
. : ' S|*
.** .




price without <?any intention on the part of the agent to
ft





anticipation of the market. The practice was that people
used to meet the trade caravan, at a distance from the city,
with a view to purchasing the grain brought by the merchants,
and then to sell it to the people of the city at an enhanced
price. "*2
Of all the above sales 'bay* salam' had been the most
prevalent form in Medina. This implied a contract of sale
causing an immediate payment of the price and admitting a
4
delay in the delivery of the wares. As a rule the Prophet
is reported to have forbidden the sale of what is not in
one's possession. Bav* salam is an exception to the above
rule. It is declared as valid subject to the condition
4
that the quality and the nature of the article of sale, and
the time and place of delivery and the price are clearly
defined at the time of making the contract of such sale.
31* Qukh# (Buyu')» 89; Tir«» 6» 38*
32# Mus* f XOft 160• 33* Bukh# (SsiIsiq) i 3*
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Another exemption was made in the case of
✓
Muzabana contract under which the prohibition was relaxed
*4
tip to five wasas quantity of dates The object of
providing for this exemption was giving a support to the
poor families* 35
While many of the early trade practices involving
unjust transactions have been forbidden, there are Hadiths
to direct a free operation of the market, unhampered by
artificial factors* For example one of the important
elements of modern business is advertisement end publicity
s
It is a useful medium for introducing a product to
prospective customers. And yet it. has some defects too*
Publicity can be intra-mural or extra-mural Display of
goods in an attractive way within the shop or sales centre
✓
is known as intra-mural publicity while advertisement and
propaganda outside this centre is extra-mural
While the early people used very crude methods for both




techniques achieve this object through handbills, hoardings
neon-signs, films, and newspaper advertisements etc.
>
Effective and exaggerated publicity of a produce not only
t
frequently enamours the customer but many a time misleads
him* Constant publicity is, to a large extent, responsible
s
creating an artificial demand for a produce which actually
required by the consumer real
34. For weights and measures, see Appendix IX*
✓






advantages that publicity brings in, it was inexpedient
i
to forbid it. The Prophet is reported to have put some
moral restrictions on this technique of promoting sale. It
is stated that once he examined a heap of corn for sale
aid found that the quality inside the heap was not as good
as it was shown. This technique was aimed at misleading
the buyers. The Prophet censured the vendor and exclaimed:
*36
"Whosoever misleads is not from us." Some other similar
%
yadlths put moral check on the misuse of publicity. "Taking
9
of frequent oaths for canvassing the customer pays much in
the beginning but, ultimately causes a diminution in live-
T7
lihood."-" "Do not misguide others by flctilious tender
of high prices or by praises of the commodity.""*® "0
• s
community of merchants, unprofitable speech and swearing
TO
have a place in business dealing, so mix it with sadaqa."^
"The merchants will befraised on the day of resurrection
as evil-doers, except those who fear God, are honest* and
speak the truth."**0
Another factor that disturbs the free operation of
the market is the role of middlemen or the intermediaries.
✓
The Hadlths tend to cut short their role as far as possible.
They are not only discouraged as between the village supplier
%
and the city wholesaler, and between retailer and consumer
but also within the market itself. The role of the well-
known broker with his under-cover practices, and of the
36. Tir., 6, 55* 37. Mus., 11, 43.
38. Tir., 6, 38. 39. Mad.. 2, 726.
40. Ibid.
I
bulls and bears who make money without really participating
in practical business, who interrupt a free market and
disturb the reaching of a natural equilibrium between the
forces of current demand and current supply by merely
speculative transactions, was brought to an end. The Hadith
*
linked the legal sale of a commodity with the condition
i
of de facto transfer of possession. It says: "Do not
sell food grains before taking them into possession, it is
/ \41
tantamount to selling dirhams for dirhams" (money for money).
According to another Hadith the Prophet has disallowed the
sale of a villager's merchandise by an urban seller. Ibn
'Abbas was asked as to what this sale (bay* hadir li ba'd)
meant to which he answered that it meant becoming a
villager's broker (simsar).In some other narrations
the last version of the Hadith is "leave them to themselves;
God feeds them through each other," and "A city dweller
should not sell for a villager, even though he be his
father or son.
i
Another factor that disturbs the free interplay of
the forces of demand and supply is hoarding. The supplier
holds back the stock of a commodity in demand in order to
create artificial scarcity and effect a rise in prices.
When the price thus rises, the hoarder brings out his stock
41. Bukh. (Buyu'), • According to another $adlth
(Mus., 10, 168-69) Ibn 'Abbls is reported to have
observed that they did not confine this yadXth to
food-grain only.
42. Maj.,- 2, 734-35.
43. Mad.* 2, 734; Mus.t 10, 165.
54
9
to sell them at a higher price. The Prophet discouraged
A/.
it by exclaiming "Vfaosoever hoards is a sinner." The
Hadlth "Do not sell food grains before taking them into
AR
possession," also discourages speculation and forward-
trading which ultimately distort the very concept of total
supply and effective demand.
The restrictions on advertisement and publicity,on
the role of intermediaries, on hoarding and on speculation,
and forward trading make possible the freer operation of
the market. Over and above these general principles on
trade there are also Hadlths to regulate the practices of
mortgage, partnership, option (khavar). advance trading
(salam), surety, bail, insolvency, loans and credit and
4
option to buy neighbouring properties (shif*a).^
ON ZAKftT
Like galat, Zakat (alms tax) is also binding on the
Muslims. The Our*an ordains the payment of Zakat and the
A7
different heads on which it is to be spent. ' But the
extent and the scope of Zakat, the items which are subject
to Zakat, the exemption limits and the rates of levy on
different items are all governed by Hadlth. These details
are mostly to be found in the circulars which the Prophet
is reported to have sent to different tribes or handed
44. Mus., 11, 33? Mad., 7, 728.
45. Supra •
46. See relevant chapters in Hadlth literature.
47. Chapter 1.
*
over to his officials. very common word which
used for Zakat as also for voluntary spending was
which was prescribed even during the Meccan
that was a voluntary payment and
There were no
In the second
no central authority to administer it.
prescribed rates or rules to govern it.
year of Hijra (migration to,Medina) sadaqa marking the end
of the month of fasting (Ramadan) was made compulsory and
• t ^ t
was termed as §adaqa al~fi$r.
48
way of Zakat a|J
a compulsory contribution to be administered by a centr
J «
authority was levied late in the Prophets life. It was
leviable on «casB savings, articles of trade, livestock
and land produce. The relevant details are to be found
important books on Hadlth and on.history A
consolidated list of the different items with necessary
/
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50. Abu Baud, 2, 129-30,49. Nas., 5, 23# 37.
51. Abu Baud* 2, 128.
52. A.U. para 863. Hereinafter the marking after A.U.
indicates paragraph number.
53. Bukh.(Zakat), 85; Nas., 5, 23; Abu Baud, 2, 129-30
54. Tir., 3, 125; Abu Baud, 2, 129-30.























+10# in case the crop does not need artificial
irrigation; otherwise 5#
*
Hadlths for and against the exemption are of equal
weight. The benefit of doubt will, however, go to
the government (Maj., 1, 584; Kh., 31-32). The
Hadiths for levy are criticised by Tlr., 3, 123*













55. Yah., 382, 509-11, 514-15, 532-34, 535. Here and
hereinafter the marking after Yah., indicates
paragraph number.
56. Kh., 31; Mus., 7, 50-53; Nas., 5# 39-40.
57. Our'an, 6:141.
58. Nas., 5,44; Abu Daud, 3, 244; A.U., 856-57.
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Doubtful Items












Whether or not there is Zakat on cotton is uncertain
because there are Hadlths to suggest both ways. Even
it is established that Zakat is leviable on it there
confusion in respect It is reported that the
Proghet agreed to receive 70 mantles (Hulla) in lieu
Zakat on cotton (Abu Daud, 3* 223-24). That there
Zakat on cotton is transmitted by Bal., 85
is "Ikrama and not the Prophet.
the source







30 1 year old
calf
40 2 year old
calf
5 <1 sheep
59. Kh.y 31-32. Although the Isnad of the Hadlth is
criticised (Tir.* 3% 132) yet there is Nothing to
suggest that it was imposed by the Prophet or
Pious Caliphs.
60. Bal.* 65; Abu Daud* 3, 323-24.
61. Bukh. (Zakat)* 57.
62. Nas.* 5* 26,
63. Bukh. (Zakat)* 85.
It will be seen from the above table that all goods
t
and wealth are not taxable. In most of the cases Zakat
is leviable only above a minimum level. Cattle which
s
are not used for breeding or trade, but are meant for
64
ploughing, drawing, and transport are also exempt, A
Hadlth says "there is no Zakat on your slaves and horses."
6̂6
Similarly goods meant for personal consumption are exempt.
9 $
The Hadlth on exemption from. Zakat on horses has been re-
*
interpreted by the Prophet• s Companions. For example
Abu-Hanlfa adduces his argument on the basis of a Hadlth
67 «•
narrated by Zubayr ' which says: For every sawa'iia horse,
one dinar or ten dirhams and there is nothing on horses
stationed in forts. It qualifies the former Hadlth
relative to the use of horse. 'Umar' s practice of levying
Zakat practically confirms what Zubayr has narrated. It
*
is stated that in the time of Marwan a council of
s
Companions was held to discuss the matter and in it Abu-
1
%
Hurayra said: "There is no Sadaqa on a man for his horses
✓
and slaves." Marwan then said to Zayd ibn Thab'it: "What
do you say oh father of Sa'Id?" and Abu-Hurayra wondered
v
at Marwan and said: "I am relating a Hadlth of the Prophet
and he says: What do you say 0 father of Sa*ld? Zayd
thereupon observed that Abu-Hurayra was telling the truth
but the Prophet only meant the horses of the warriors and
64. A.U., 1006.
65. Mus., 7*55, Tir., 3» 101-102; Nas., 5, 35-36.
66. Tir,, 3, 125.
*





that horses kept for their offspring were subject to
Zakat... •
While there exist some ambiguities on the issue of
levy of Zakat on the items which were not generally grown
in Arabia (viz* honey, cotton) the IjladTths on widely grown
items are very clear* The most popular of such items was
4
camel, the Hadlths on which have been transmitted by the
books of Siha£ Sitta (except Muslim) in greater details.
*
And because the Zakat on camel involves more or less eleven
limits r some of the narrators are confused in case of reporting \
4
some intermediate figures* The following table will give
an idea of the differences in the narration of limits (see
p*60).
0
It will be observed thatf in view of the multiplicity
of figures the differences in the narrations are much less
«
than what could be expected. In respect of levy, however,
9
the difference becomes all the more immaterial. One sheep
on every five camels is payable up to twenty, whereafter the
limits are adjusted to levy a camel for the herd: one year
old she-camel on a herd of twenty-five; two year old on
thirty-six, three year old on forty-six and so on; the
intervening numbers being always exempt*
The heads of distribution of Zakat have been laid
down in the Qur'an. The Hadlth seems to have further
elaborated some vague points of interprotation from the
point of view of the recipient* It is said that there are

















































































































funds; i.e., men on war service (ghazX). the collector of
Zakat, the debtor* one who buys it from a recipient of
Zakat and one to whom it has been gifted by the recipient
— 70
of Zakat goods. The first three have also been
mentioned in the Qur'an but the relevance of the Hadlth
✓
s
is in its recognition of the entitlement of the three
classes in spite of their opulence. The last two are
aimed at removing any misunderstanding about the use of
Zakat goods by a genuine beneficiary. In many of such
Hadlths the word used for the heads of distribution and for
elaborating the entitlement to support is Sadaqa which
sometimes signifies compulsory Zakat and sometimes voluntary
«>




Hadlths on pious spending and Zakat apparently seem
to emphasize distribution which may theoretically lead to
doubts about Islam's role in capital formation. The
amount which is distributed among the poor is spent on
bare necessities. The poor will not buy capital goods or
invest in trade if^^yi/ge^.mpngy• On the other hand if
surplus funds are placed at the disposal of the entrepreneur
he will invest it for further production. This may
accelerate the process of economic growth. But this requires i
an attitude which limits the scope of sadaqa to a reasonable
70. Abu Daud, 2, 160.
#
extent and which recognises the significance of capital
and the necessity of its investment in productive activities
A Hadlth advises the Muslims to protect their wealth from
wastage.^1 Another Hadlth suggests: "Only as much sadaqa
72
is good as does not reduce your resourcefulness."' Another
Hadlth distribute more than
third cart of their wealth by way of will. "It is better
to leave your kinsmen well-to-do than leave them paupers
•jr*
to beg for charity."'-' The significance of the above can
also be evidenced from the Hadlth which says: "If anyone
of you is a guardian of an orphan he must trade with his
7"5a
properties and not leave it till Zakat consumes it*"
When a resourceful man is willing to invest his
savings in profitable channels he may do so in either of
the two ways: (i) he may himself invest them in business,
or (ii) Invest them indirectly through any other person
*4
who is experienced in trade. The latter way can take the
s
form of a business loan, a contract of partnership or any
other form of joint venture. All the three forms were
4
known to the Arabs in the Prophet's time and nowhere is it
stated that he disapproved of them. But the essential
condition that was imposed on the investor was his sharing
responsibility and refraining
interest. A Hadlth says: "Profit goes with liability."^
71. Bukh. (Zakat),cf al-Qastalanl, op.cit.. 65.
72. Bukh. (Zakat), cf. al-Qas$alanI, op.cit.. 3, 34-35
73. Nas., 6, 241-42. 73a. Tir.f 3, 136.
74. Nas., 7, 255; Abu Baud, 3, 385.
63
.
It implies that no party can be entitled to profits in a
transaction of business unless it is also willing to incur
the losses. This principle is clearly in conflict with
the spirit of interest wherein the benefit of the lender is




The Qur'an prohibits interest and treats it as a
\
wrongful act (zulm) while the Hadith bans the different
v
s
forms of transactions which make the advantage of the trans-
4
75
action secure for one party and uncertain for the other#
Similarly it also prohibits those transactions which contain
*
«
an element of interest or which could provide subterfuges
%
to interest in the barter economy of the agricultural
communities. In the Sihah alone there are about fifteen
* ^
v
Companions on whose authority yadiths on such barter
V
transactions are narrated with varying details.
"Gold is to be paid for by gold, silver by silver,
4
wheat by wheat, barley by barley, dates by dates and salt
%
»
by salt, like for like and equal for equal, payment being
4
♦
made on the spot. If these classes differ sell as you
wish if payment is made on the spot.^ "Food for food
like for like." @Abu-Sa*Xd said that Bilal brought the
Prophet some barnl dates and when he asked him where he had
got them he replied, "I had'some inferior dates so I sold
»
the very essence of interest I Co not do sO but if you wish




to buy, sell the dates in a separate transaction, then
77 — —
buy with what you get."" Like the Our'an, the Hadith
also condemns riba or interest in the strongest possible
/
tone. *Ali said he heard God's messenger cursed those who
t
took interest, those who paid it, those who recorded it and
78 ••
those who refused to give sadaqa...' Another #adlth
^
\
says; •Anter^. has seventy parts the least important being
7Q
that a man should marry his mother." ^ In spite of the
serious threat on the practice of interest the scope of the
Hadith prohibiting interest remains to be interpreted. The
Hadith generally covers six or seven items, viz. gold, silver
dates, wheat, barley and salt. Gold and silver can be said,
to have covered all the media of exchange, that is, money,
while the remaining four items were generally grown in Medina
4
s
or Khaybar and were also exchanged on barter. The question
is whether these are the only items where interest will be
4
involved in case of exchange or credit or they should be
*
taken to mean an Indication to all the food grains, fruits
and spices grown outside Medina and Khaybar too. It was
this difficulty of interpretation that 'Umar had to observe:
"The last Verse to be sent down was that on interest, but
the Prophet was taken without having expounded it to us;" so
80
leave aside interest and whatever is doubtful.
♦
In any case these Hadlths had much . bearing on
»
77. Mus., 11, 22.
78. Mishkat, tr. Robson, 2, 605, with almost similar sense.
cf. Abu Laud, 3, 333*
79. Maj., 2, 39. 80. Ibid.
65
implementing the ban on interest While advancing a loan
a Muslim is led to believe that he was engaged in gadaqa
which is rewarded in the Hereafter. Any reward of loan in
this spoil the spirit Anas
reported the Prophet "When akes a
loan and the borrower sends him a present or provides an
animal for him to ride, he must not ride the one or accept
the other unless it is a practice they followed previously."
While the spirit of sadaqa has thus been inculcated
8:
in the minds, the borrower, on the other hand has been
required not to treat the ban as a bounty. A Hadlth says:
anybody dies artyrs indebted; will
not go to paradise without paying off his debt."
82 Another
Hadlth emphasises the point in another way: "The gravest
sin after the great sins is dying without leaving anything
sufficient to discharge one's debt »Q3 "A well-to-do's
procrastination in discharging of a debt is a wrongful
act tt84
For those who would prefer making profitable invest-
' their funds to advancing a loan are advised to
share the risk of the loss too. They may take up any
join with fa partners In no case
re they allowed to share in the profits of their investment
without agreeing
L
81. Maj., cf. Mishkat (Robson) 2, 605.
82. Nas., 7, 315.
84. Abu Eaud, 3, 337.
83. Abu Baud, 3. 336
ON CONSUMPTION
• • 4
In addition to these measures the HadXths also take
a number of other steps which are conducive to increase
I
saving and the supply of loanable funds* It pointedly3
disapproves of all those activities which the Qur'an
vaguely terms as obscene or sinful. These activities,
however pleasing they may be, add nothing to the national
/
product* They corrupt morality and ultimately ^effect
unequitable distribution of wealth. The attitude of Hadlth
towards personal consumption is also inclined towards
simplicity. For a government official a maximum standard
of living is set down in a Hadlth in the following words:
"Whosoever is our official may marry, have a servant if he
does not have one, may build a house if he does not have one;
✓
but if someone exceeds it he commits a breach of trust or
is a thief.The Hadith gives an idea of the nature of
P
maximum facilities which could be granted in the Prophet1 s
♦ *
time* Over and above these measures, the consumption and
the use of certain items other than those banned in the
4
Qur'an have also been disapproved. The use of expensive
86
luxury clothes and of gold and silver vessels are disliked*
I
These and all such HadXths stop one from frittering away his













86• N&s«$ 8| 1^9*
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ON LABOUR
Labour problems as known today could not be conceived
of anywhere in the early medieval gges. Slaves formed the
largest bulk of labour. Yet there are Instances to suggest
that slaves were not the only labour force. Free persons
also worked for wages. The Prophet himself is reported to
have worked as a labourer in the pre-Prpphethood days. A
free man would be willing to work as an ordinary labourer
for anyone only when he was very poor and thus the employer
was placed in a position to exploit him. Yet it is found
that Hadlth literature makes a direct approach only to
one's behaviour with slaves but not with free labour. A
Hadlth says: "Feed your slaves whatever you yourself eat
and clothe them whatever you yourself wear and if he has
a toilsome Job to do then help him."8'' Another Hadlth
suggests: "Slaves are your brothers whom God has placed
at your disposal. So feed them whatever you eat, clothe
them whatever you wear add remember, do not entrust with
them troublesome work; but if you must have it done then
help them."88 This attitude has ultimately turned into
a direction which discourages the very institution of
serfdom. "If anybody frees a slave, it will become for
him a ransom from Fire."
80
This approach to slaves is suggestive of a much
better behaviour with free labour.
87. Tir., 8, 126-27. 88. Bukh.(Iman),
89. Also see fn. 1, Chapter 9*
ON OFFICE-BEARERS
The principles laid down above can efficiently
function only when there is a competent administrative
machinery to carry them out. Such administrative
>
machinery requires two things in order to function properly
knowledge of the rules and regulations, and a strong moral
discipline and sense of responsibility. Many of the best
economic policies and plans are doomed to failure for want
of these two qualities in administrators. This is mainly
true in the case of the economic principles of Islam which
are inspired by moral discipline. While teaching of the
Islamic principles attained great significance in the
illiterate Arab society, moral training of the Muslims with
a view to entrusting them with administrative jobs was also
not ignored. A Hadlth generalises this sense in the
following words:
"Each of you is a shepherd and each of you is
responsible for his flock. The man who is over
the people is shepherd and is responsible for his
flock; a man is shepherd in charge of the
inhabitants of his household and he is responsible
for his flock, a woman is a shepherdess in charge
of her husband's house and children and she is
responsible for them; and a man's slave is a
shepherd in charge of his master's property and he
is responsible for it. So each of you is a
The following Hadlths directly touch upon this
question:
"An office is a trust: it is a humiliation (*ar)
except for those who rise equal to the task and pay
everyone his due. "91
90. Bukh.(Jumu/a), 18. 91* Mua, 12, 209*
''Yihat else than the sin that a man stops the
food of the one who is under his charge."°2
"The worst of the officers are those who are harsh
and unkind. Beware! Do not be among them. "93
Serious notice has been taken of corruption and misuse of
authority. Breach of trust and embezzlement are severely
condemned. "I shall not intercede for him on Doomsjy"^^^
94 ~
who is involved in the breach of trust.,,i? The Prophet is
said to have been so sensitive to financial indiscipline
that he did not hesitate from condemning one of his officials
✓
in public, who informed him that he (the official) had
accepted the gifts of the Muslims. Apparently this was
s
not so serious a matter as to be impeached in a public
gathering. Ibn al-Lutbiyya, the officer under reference
was appointed as a collector of Zakat. He was the Prophet's
representative, and the people, out of their love for the
Prophet and the sense of gratitude to the officer might
v
I
have willingly offered him the gifts. But if once allowed,
it could bind the people to offer presents to officers and
open the door for corruption. The Prophet, in order to
nip this evil in the bud, condemned the practice in the
strongest possible tone:.
"What an officer2 1 send him. and then on his return
he says: This is for you and this has been presented
to me. Why did he not sit in his father's house or
in his mother's house to see if he is still offered
presents. By Him in Whose control is Muhammad's
life J every one of you who gets anything in this
way shall be brought on C_^omsday.~j with his (gift
of; camel, cow or sheep, loadea~on his neck and
making noise." 95
92. Mus., 7, 82. 93. Mus., 12, 213.
94. Mus., 12, 216-17. 95. Mus., 12, 218-22.
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On another occasion the Prophet is said to have
observed: "V/homsoever we appoint an officer and he mis
appropriates a needle or even a less expensive thing
will be required to come with it on tvDoomsday „96 When
the Prophet appointed Mu'adh a collector of Zakat (or a
QadI) warned hi accept anything without
4
his permission because, as the Hadlth
trust and whosoever commits it, will be required to produce
Doomsday
the receiver of a bribe.
Another Hadlth
98 It is reported that the Prophet
followed a policy of not appointing as his officials those
who wished to be appointed. 99 Another Hadlth says: "If we
appoint anybody on a Job and pay him his subsistence and
then he takes anything in addition to it, this is embezzle
Government officials are advised to look after the
requirements of the people. A Hadlth says "If God makes
anyone in charge of some Job of the Muslims and he neglects
*




All the HadXths quoted above base the training
morals underlying
answerability to God.
96. Mus., 12, 222.
&
98. MaJ., 2, 775. .
100. Abu Daud, 3, 185.
97. Tir., 6, 79.
99. Bukh. (IJarat)
101. Abu Daud, 3, 187.
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CHAPTER 3
THE MORAL FOUNDATIONS OF ECONOMIC LIFE
*
In the very first book of the Bible the Arab nomad is
4
summed up in the person of Ishmael "He will be a wild man;
his hand will be against every man and every man's hand
against him.It was the Arab of such stock before whom
lay his country, 'bleeding and torn by fratricidal war and
inter-tribal dissension, his people sunk in ignorance addicted
I
to obscene rites and superstitions, and with all their desert
2
virtues, lawless and cruel.' These Arabs were wild nomadic
people who, surrounded by hardships, must display endurance
and fortitude, and pressed by hunger develop qualities of
aggression and ferocity. Fierce individualism and all-
■*
embracing distrust was their chief characteristic.^ The
settled man regarded the nomad as a natural enemy and the
A
nomad regarded the settled man as a legitimate prey.
What these people could be supposed to do is indicated
by Ibn Khaldun in the following words:
"The Bedouins are a savage nation, fully accustomed
to savagery and the things that cause it. Savagery
has become their character and nature. They enjoy
it because it means freedom from authority and no
subservience to leadership....
....The very nature of their existence is the negation
of the building which is the basis of civilization.
This is the case with them quite generally.
Furthermore, it is their nature to plunder whatever
other people possess. Their sustenance lies wherever
the shadow of their lances falls. They recognise no
1. Gen. ;; 16:12.
v
2. Syed Amir Ali: The Spirit of Islam. London, 1923, P«15-




limit in taking the possessions of other people.
Whenever their eyes fall upon some property,
furnishings or utensils they take them. When they
acquire superiority or royal authority they have
complete power to plunder (as they please). There
no longer exists any political (power) to protect
property, and civilization is ruined....
Furthermore, the Bedouins are not concerned with
laws, or with deterring people from misdeeds or with
protecting some against others. They care only for
the property that they might take away from people
through looting and imposts. When they have obtained
that, they have no interest in anything further, such
as taking care of people, looking after their interests,
or forcing them not to commit misdeeds."5
The character of the Arabs portrayed in the above
lines should have been conducive to winning a battle but
not conquering a land or a nation. And retaining the
conquered land should have been all the more difficult for
them. What these unsophisticated illiterate people could be
expected of was the storming of a tribe or a nation, to
perpetrate mass killings and plunder, and then return to theiz *
*
9
abodes; or settling in the fertile lands by killing or
driving away the defeated people. They knew no mercy to
their enemy; their lust for immediate material gains would
not allow them to plan their economy, wait for yearly returns
to the subjects, and leave with them sufficient resources
for comfortable living. But practically it did not happen,
they stormed, fought against much larger enemies patiently
and with perseverance, routed them, subdued them; and having
i
annihilated the armies, they came to generous terms with the
subjects and spared them to live safely, peacefully, and
*
honourably as a tributary nation, under their protection.
5. Ibn Khaldun, 'Abd-ar-Rahman ibn Muhammad: Muaaddima
(Prolegomena), Cairo, 1904, pp.118-20.
»
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Mien the Arab tribes emerged as a rising power, united
under the banner of Islam, they had to face the resistance
of great and powerful rivals. As a matter of fact there
was no match between Arabs and the Persian and the Byzantine
empires. They\ had at their disposal a unique
administration with a highly differentiated and well-trained
civil service. Their military techniques were superb and
they - mainly the Byzantians, possessed excellent legal frame¬
work and were based on highly developed economic and
financial system.
It was in this perspective that the Muslim society had
to make its way through. With a much limited knowledge of
their surroundings, some experience of trade and the simple
practice of the administration of tribal institutions they
had to count upon two factors: their new ideology and their
moral discipline inspired partly by their ideology and partly
by their egoism, 'agabiyya. It was these two factors which
helped them become a world power of the first order. A
careful analysis of the early history will make it abundantly
clear that it was this moral discipline that made them over¬
come a number of technical, administrative and legal obstacles.
In fact it is these two factors that have formed the basis
of their life as also of their economic principles. The
relevance of this basis to the economic life of the Muslim
society has partly been discussed in Chapters 1' and c 2.\
Is ^ r
This chapter is intended as an inquiry into these principles
4




During the Prophet's time the entire society was made
to follow what was ordained in the Qur'an and what the Prophet
directed them to do. The Prophet in himself was treated as
a legislative authority and an ideal. His observance in any
• •
particular situation was taken to be a guide-line for the futu: re
*
too. As he was directly engaged in training his followers
he immediately stopped them in the event of breach of moral
discipline. After the conquest of Khaybar, when cultivated
land was divided among groups of Muslims and passed on to
the local Jews on condition of crop-sharing, the Muslims
treating land as their own property, began to use its produce.
On knowing this the Prophet had them assembled and observed: .
"We have given protection to the lives and properties of
these Jews and appointed them as our workers. They are now
in a treaty relation with us. Eating up of their property
1 i
s
without a fair return for it is unlawful." After these
9
c
instructions there arose no more complaint against ther
This instruction laid down the basic principle of non-
exploitation was this
justice that the custodian of the Khaybar properties, 'Abd-
Allah b. Rawaha, when he went to share the crop with the
Jews, piled up the total produce in two equal heaps and gave
' I
7
them the option to take either lest they should have a
feeling of injustice or exploitation. When the Prophet
deputed Mu'adh as a collector of Zakat and taxes in
Yemen, he advised him not to take 'the nicer parts of
6. Maq.(Im), 328. 7. Bal.# 41.
41
property1 by way of Zakat and warned him to 'beware of the
Q
curse of the wronged'. The spirit of this advice was
also to check any possibilities of injustice. It was this
*
emphasis on the moral fibre that when the Meccan Muslims
migrated, to Medina as destitutes, the Medinian Muslims, with¬
out any feeling of constraint offered to share with them
half of their properties and thus facilitated the task of
Q
rehabilitation.*
The inspiring force behind this sense of justice, fair-
play and fellow-feeling was the fear of God and the object
of seeking His pleasure. This required no administrative
delicacies and service regulations. There are numerous
a
stories in books of history to prove this basic fibre woven
in the different spheres of their activities but they require
scrutiny. Nevertheless even as they are, they reflect the
norm which, according to the historians, was taken for
granted during the early period. The anecdotes reproduced
in the following pages have been accepted on their face
value without questioning their authenticity.
It has been reported above how Mu'adh was sent to 03
Yemen as collector. When the same Mu'adh returned from
there Abu-Bakr asked him to furnish the accounts. Mu'adh
retorted: "Shall I have to keep two accounts: one to please
my God and the other to satisfy you? By God I shall never
work for you again.This behaviour smacked of
indiscipline from a purely administrative point of view but




it reflected a sense of answerability to God. It was the
accomplishment of this training that *Umar, the QadX (judge)
under Abu-Bakr kept idle for months because no dispute was
referred to him.11 When Abu-Bakr went to Mecca he
assembled the people to inquire if they had any grievances
against the government or its officials, there was no report
lp „ _
against either. The Bayt-al-Mal during Abu-Bakr's time
1"J5
was left without a sentinal to guard it.
s
This was the debut of the nascent society which had no
V
administrative machinery or traditions worth the name. Thet
rights and duties of the civil servants and of the general
public were not clearly defined. The application of the
0
new principles to a dynamic expanding society was not yet
k -
experimented. It was 'Umar to whom was to be attributed
%
the thrilling take off of the Islamic society by creating
precedents which were to form an ideal for a long time to
come. • -
.. 'Umar, a man rigid in principles and strong in dis-
position, demonstrated the moral discipline in his own
person and thus set an example for all his subordinate
officers. He treated the government funds as exclusively
t
meant for public welfare, renouncing all financial
0
privileges that were taken for granted for any ruler in
9
other contemporary, societies. The council of his advisers
also would not allow him to any privileged position as
0
distinguishable from the general Muslims. This asceticism
11. Sad, III, 1,130. 12. Ibid.. 133. 13. Ibid.. 151.
4
might have been unenviable to many other officers who had
TA
4 better financial background but was* nonetheless, a source
of inspiration to them. 'Umar was given by the Prophet a
very fertile piece of land at Khaybar which could provide
for his comfort. He made of it an endowment for the poor,
«
kinsmen, slaves, travellers and guests.1^ 'Amr the
conqueror of Egypt earmarked for him a plot of land for
ft
s
his house like thousands of other Muslim soldiers in Egypt.
4
'Umar ordered him to convert it into a shopping centre and .
allot the shops to traders.^ He continued with his own
b
trade during the early days of his Caliphate. When, once,
he needed money to finance his share in the business he
requested 'AbdOar.-Rafcman ibn 'Awf to lend him the required
•|
to
amount. 'AbdSa%-Rahman was surprised at this request
because one of the functions of the Bayt-al-Mal was also
I 4
f
to advance loans to individuals. He retorted: "Why don't
you borrow it from the Bayt-al-Mal?" "No!" remarked 'Umar,
"I won't do that because if X die before repayment, you will
propose to write it off as a bad debt and the Baytral-Mal
will suffer; but if I borrow it from you, yocU will not
17
spare it and will arrange to receive it from my bequest." '
*
He was once advised by a physician to use honey which, at
that time was available only in the Bayt^al-Mal. He stood
up in the public and sought permission to use the honey to
•
i
14. It is narrated (Sad, III, 1,201) that one of his officers
yafg once called on 'Umar. When it was lunch time 'Umar
invited him to Join. $af§ refused saying: Your food is
coarse and rough. I have better meals ready for me at
my house."
15. Bukh., Shuru$, 10. 16. IAA.H(M), 92.
.17. Sad, III, 1,199.
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ft
which ordinarily he was not supposed to be entitled."*"® When^)
he entered Jerusalem as a conqueror, the bishop there was
ft
moved to see him in untidy and rough clothes and presented
«
him with a suit. 'Umar refused, but when the bishop
insisted, he agreed to borrow it only for as long as his own
clothes were cleansed. And he accepted and returned the
iq
loan accordingly. ^
'Umar was meticulous not only in his own person but
also expected his officers to behave in a more dignified
way than was required of them. He would immediately reacts
ft
if any of his officers who were generally the Prophet1s
Companions would fall short of his standard. The affair of
I
confiscation of half of the properties of his officers is
perhaps a most instructive story, which, with varying details,
is to be found in all histories of the period. It is stated
that he used to prepare a list of the properties which a
20
person owned before he was assigned a government office.
'Umar came to know of a poem in which the poet had spoken of
the riches which had been accumulated by Nu'man, the officer
4
of Emessa and two other officials.21 There was noQ witness,
no proof. Yet he responded quickly and appointed Masiama
$
inspector and magistrate and advised him to take away half
22
of each officer's property. Maslama left Medina with a
18. Ibid.. 198. 19. Patr.Or., 8, 475.
20. Sad, III, 1, 203. 21. IIVA'.H. (M)/,147.
22. Ibid.. Bal., (377) has given the names of nine officers
half of whose property was taken over. Sad, (III, 1,





letter of authority mentioning the purpose of his appoint¬
ment but without any police or guards. It was taken for
granted that Maslama would not be harmed by any of the
officers in remote provinces. It was also taken for granted
that in case Maslama wanted these governors to forego half
of their property, the governors, in order to save their
face and defend their position would not deceive him. 'Umar
instituted a public inquiry against Sa'd, the governor of
Kufa on reports of leniency in the sale of 'Khums', the
fifth of booty.2-' Abu-Hurayra, the collector of Zakat in
I
4
'Uman got a salary for his office. He also received his
pension from the Bayt-al-Mal as was payable to all the early
Muslims. Along with these incomes he also engaged himself
ph,
in horse-trade and added to his savings. 'Umar alleged
i
j 1
him to be a thief of God's property and took away the whole
25
of his savings. ^ He not only impeached the officials but
also ensured that their kinsmen also did not take advantage
of their office. He took over a' portion of the earnings of
the brother of the collector at Ubulla.. The reason was
that this officer used to lend his brother public money which
26
he invested in profitable business. He did not spare his
own sons who were once given public money in Iraq to be
p
deposited in the central Bayt^al-Mal. The funds were given
0
as a loan, to be repaid in full at the destination. They
23. Sad, 5, 44.
24. Bal., 93? Maq, 2, 259 (cf. 'Umar Abu 'fn Nasr 'Umar. 187)
reports that 'Umar, while he fixed salaries for his
officials advised them not to hoard wealth or invest in
immovable properties or in farming.
25. Bal., 93. 26. Bal., 377.
i
traded with it en route and returned the principal to the
Caliph. 'Umar, knowing of this deal, immediately called
27
up his sons and took over a portion of their profit. The
enforcement of the supererogatory standard of moral behavioux
was thus inspired by the personal example of the Caliph
i
and by the general training of the Muslim people. The
more rigid the Caliph, the more cautious were the sub¬
ordinates. When HiTra was conquered in A.H.12, Khalld, the
commander of the Muslim army was honoured with presents
which were despatched by him to the Caliph who advised his
commander to adjust their value against the stipulated
28
Jizya, poll-tax because taking of anything more than
stipulated was unjust. Following this ideal the governor
4
of Kufa, when he used the material of the palace of Hlra
29
adjusted the value of the material against Jlzya-money.
+
Another example of this sense of justice is evidenced in
the case of the conquered people of Syrian cities, who paid




treated to be a charge for the protection of the tributaries.
When the Muslim army had to concentrate on some other front
*
the general returned the amount because he had to recall
7)
his army units from these cities and leave them unprotected.
9
27. Malik ibn Anas, Mowafrfca (narration Yahya) chapter on
Qard (loan).
28. Tab., 1, 2042. 29. Bal., 284.
30. Kharaj,, 80-81; Chronlcum Anonymum ad annum Christi 1234,
pertinens, ed. J.B. Chabot CSCO, Scriptores Syri,III
Series XIV 1937 p.195. cf. Denn. 57. See the former
source for Emessa; the latter for Damascus. Kb 8o-gj far txJU'Jaba
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'Utba b. Ghazwan, another general, once sent some sweets
✓
4
to the Caliph who returned them with the remark that he
would not eat a thing vrhich was not available to all the
Muslims.^ The same answer was given by Abu-'Ubayda when
"52
he was invited to a meal by the subjugated citizens.
The spirit of submission to the requirements of extra-
C
4
ordinary moral discipline can be found in a thrilling
example of the most popular and invincible general, Khaiid,
* »
half of whose wealth was to be taken over. When Abu -Ubayda
executed the orders of the Caliph, Khalid even took off one
P
of his shoes. Abu_'Ubayda did not find any sense in
dividing the pair of shoes; yet Khalid retorted: "The
orders of the Amlrg-al-Mu *minln must fully be carried out".^
It is not possible here to cite the examples of the
moral level of an ordinary Muslim. Instances of a high
1
degree of moral accomplishment are recorded only when the
4
event is extra ordinary. Anyhow an estimate of this level
0
by rather implacable *Umar is worthy of note, when he
$ *
received in Khums (fifths of booty) the property of the
Persian emperor studded with precious stones and gold and
# •
silver pieces. Finding these articles unscratched and
✓
intact he admitted: "Highly honest is a nation that has
•3Z1
sent these articles!"^
Although the books of history are replete with
4




31. Bal., 323-24. The presumable reason why he did not
distribute the sweets in Medina seems to be his C Ji
emphasis on training his officers.
32. Tab., 1, 2171. 33. Tab., 1, 2149, 2527.
34. Tab., 1, 2450.
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Islamic era, this chapter has mostly been confined to a
t
• 4
few of those examples which have some bearing on the
subject-matter of this thesis.
> •
In a nutshell, the instances
t 4







• Si 1 .
i
•a*
orphosis of the Bedouin
character. The law, traditions and common sense couldW *
. » -'tv
allow them more than what they enjoyed, but they set for
• *
t t
themselves a standard which even after allowing for concession
and relaxations could not infringe a just degree and could
I , . F
atch any other moral system An embarrassing situation
sometimes arose when an officer challenged the validity of
the Caliph*s over-insistence on morals. On such occasions
i.
the Caliph could notienture to behave like a dictator;
resort was made to law or convincing argument. When *Umar
•a •
deputed Maslama to take over half of the property of each
officer, one of them refused to surrender his. 35 "Umar did
t ' $
not take any further action against him, perhaps .because he
* I
knew there was no legal justification for doing' the same. #•
When Abu Hurayra protested at *Umar*s action and refused to V
work, the latter could not convince him of his stand. 36
•
i
lie was at doldrums when his decision of keeping the Sawad
lands undistributed was challenged He and his supporters
could get out of it only when, after three days of unnerving
35. The story is related to Abu-Bakra who said: "ByJJod,
if this is from God*s property I have taken it cis^not
permissible for you to take some and leave the
remaining; but if it is our property it is nc






and harsh exchanges, "Umar cited in his support a Verse of
the Our'an.^ When 'Umar advised the governor of Mada'in,
Hudhayfa, to divorce his Christian wife, the latter found no
legal justification for 'Umar's directive in regard to this
✓
purely personal matter and refused to comply with it. He
posed a counter-question as to whether the Caliph treated it
as Haram (unlawful) and what was the rationale behind the
i
demand. 'Umar, rather than taking disciplinary action
against $udhayfa, admitted that his marriage was quite lawful
but pointed out that the Christian women of Mada'in were so
b
$
enamouring that if the Arabs were freely allowed to marry
I
them they would neglect Arab women. On this point only,
fc 9
gudhayfa was convinced."® When 'Umar wrote to 'Uthman b.
yunayfQ to allot a stretch of land to an applicant, he
found it an unusual practice. Rather than promptly complyin g
with his orders, he wrote to 'Umar to reconfirm it.^
*
*
The above instances suggest emphasis on morality and
♦
the supremacy of law. As a matter of fact it was this
4




The state of affairs did not end with 'Umar. But the full
demonstration of this quality could not be effectively made
during the coming period of political confusion and chaos.
<
Nonetheless, it was the same society except 'Umar.. .Caliph
'Uthman was not as strict as his predecessor and a small
group of unscrupulous persons confused the entire situation.
'Uthman and 'All had no less a brilliant record of their
37. Kh.,13 et seq. 38. Tab., 1, 2375.
39. Maq.(Kh), 1, 97.
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service to Islam for the past thirty-five and forty-five
I
years respectively. They can rightly be treated as the
Jt
ideal heroes of Islam like their predecessors. 'Uthman was
+
one of the richest Companions of the Prophet and his wealth
served the cause of Islam on some of the most critical
junctures of its history. He refused to draw any salary
*
for his office because he had his own resources.**0 Hej?
was equally anxious to see that his officers were very
careful in discharging their duties to the people than in
0
securing the rights of the governments. "Become the
s
supporters and protectors of the people rather than
collectors of taxes," thus he addressed his first letter to
41
his officers. But by this time the resources of the Bayto
al-Mal had been enormously expanded and he did not need to
I
exercise the austerity of 'Umar. He hardly infringed the
supremacy of law but on some points his interpretation of
42
it was different from that of his predecessors. He was
as much competent to interpret any ambiguity in law as *Umar
f
was. Unlike it, 'All strictly adhered to what was practised
4
by the Prophet and his two successors. On some points, how¬
ever, he exercised his personal judgement without offending
4"*
. the senior Companions. But for political chaos in the
40. M.B.Y., 98-99. 41. Tab., 1, 2802.
42. An example is the Qur'anic injunction on distributing
the one fifths of booty under different heads_of
expenditure. 'Uthman believed that the Qur'anlc words
'God and His Apostle' signify the ruling authority,
after the Prophet's death and, therefore, the ^kinsmen of
the Caliph also had a share in the 'fifths' asythe 'kinsmen
. of the Prophet had while he was alive. For more discussior i
see Chapter on 'Ghanlma and Khum& (Booty,and_theJFifthifl.






the human material was almost the same with
"Uthman although with some difference during the Caliphate
of "All. When "Uthman relieved Abu-Musa from governorship
of Basra he sanctioned for him a sufficient amount for his
later life. Abu-Musa, although penniless and hard-pressed
at that moment, did not find any justification in "Uthman's
AA
granting this ex-gratia. The same amount was offered by
"Uthman to his incharge of the Bayt^al-Mal at Medina who
refused this amount on the plea that he had been working for
45
the sake of God and not for monetary benefit. Unfortunate] .y
"Uthman had deposited his personal incomes with the same
treasurer, 'AbcUAllah b. Arqam which offended him and he, in
a public gathering where "Uthman was also present, retorted:
"Gentlemen, "Uthman thinks that I am his and his family's
treasurer, the Muslims. Now
here are the keys of your Bayt^al-Mal•" With these words
46
he threw away the bunch of keys.
"All's asceticism in his personal expenditure excelled
all his unaware
right to subsistence from the Bayt?al-Mal but he voluntarily
deprived himself of it. He took his sword to the market to
47
sell it because he needed money to get a shirt. When
some of his friends found him shivering in the cold they
advised him to get himself a woollen mantle from the Baytf.
al-Mal. But he chose to forego the right.^ "All's respect
. Sad, 5, 32.
45. Dh.(Tar), 2, 299* The number of officers who were
reluctant to accept a salary was much more in "Umar's
time.
46. Yaq., 2, 158. 47. Kath., 8, 3. 48. Ibid.
n
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for law can be summarised In an interesting observation
reportedly made by his angry brother 'Aqll in the presence
of ?AlI•s rival Mu'awlya, in the context of a story which
requires more evidence to be fully acceptable, but which
9
portrays 'All•s character more than Mu'awiya's. It runs
9
thus': 'Aqll called on 'All for some financial help. 'All
*
presumably did not think it right to assist him from the
v
Bayt-al-Mal and, therefore, refused, saying that he would
not like to be arraigned (before God) as a thief of public
money. 'Aqll slipped away to Mu'awiya who was ruling in
Damascus. Mu'awlya awarded him a big amount and,hoping to
✓
4
receive 'All*s brother*s compliments, requested 'Aqll to
address the public. 'Aqll thus acknowledged the favour:
%
sJ
"Brothers, 'All preferred his religion to me while Mu'awlya
£iQ
preferred me to his religion." ^ Whether or not the story
*
be true it does point to a situation which could shelter
elements seeking to defeat the supremacy of law. There are
reports to suggest that this trend had set in not long
after the death of 'Uthman when Ibn 'Amir, the governor of
Basra packed off with all the assets of the provincial Bayt-
al-Mal and joined the rebels."*0 'All Imprisoned the
governor of Ray who embezzled the funds of land-tax, but he
— 51
managed to escape to Mu'awiya. The s cases of fraud were
52 ^
also reported in 'Dinar* s time, but such criminals had no
49. Eh.(Tar), 2, 234. 50. Sad, 5, 34. 51. Bal., 315.
52. Bal., 449. A man misrepresented himself as collector
of taxes and took away the public funds.
f
protection. Anyhow, the cases of undeserved favour and
« f
Immunity from law began to appear by the end of 'All's
i
relgh, and with his death began another period in which
the ruler was unmindful of suppressing the forces of evil*
The early Caliphs had set an example of clean
personal record in regard to financial interests. Abu
Bakr and 'Umar took from the Bayt-al-Mal only as much as
j
could help them make both ends meet. dAlI did not take
even that much. 'Uthman, on the contrary, had been obliging
the Bayt-al-Mal itself and relieved the government of serious
strains on many occasions. It should be no surprise,
therefore, if he bequeathed any large fortunes.^ But
✓
in spite of his enormous wealth, and resentment of some
people against him, one could not accuse 'Uthman of any
9
undesirable practice of multiplying wealth. These earlier
Caliphs had a very clear concept of the Bayt-al-Mal. After
'All, however, the position was changed. Many of the
I
actions and policies of these Caliphs were justifiable only
on the ground of later juristic opinions, but the surviving
Companions of the Prophet generally had a different standard
I
of judgement. Mu'awiya asked Ibn 'Umar as to the
.
constructions he had put up. Ibn 'Umar observed: "If this
is from God's wealth (teal-Allah) then you have committed
breach of trust; but if it is from your own wealth, you are
a spendthrift."-' It was this sort of rigid critical
53* Mas., 3»76. The other version is that he had distributed
among the poor and the kinsmen all his cash and live¬
stock. It is reported (Tab., 1, 2952) that 'Uthman him¬
self admitted: When I became Caliph I had the largest
herd of camels and sheep. Now all that I have is two
camels...
54. Yaq., 2, 221.
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judgement of the senior members of society that frequently
9
stopped the later rulers from riding roughshod. Now there
4
9
was a dual standard. Publicly they had to care for moral
principles and could hardly venture to violate the law,
while internally, they did not or could not stop their
misbehaving officials going off the rails.
4 ♦ •
In the situation outlined above, the first blow was
f
• ►
received by the concept of Justice. Formerly it was
%
regarded as an obligation of Justice to receive only as much
from the (dhimmls (the protected citizens) as was mutually
is
9
agreed upon, or pre-assessed. Any other payments were
adjusted against the amount of tribute.Now the rulers









all the presents on the festivals of NawroZ~> and Mehrjan.
4
« ,
It is stated that the total value of these presents amounted
/ *
Kg





that the Caliphs would not be unaware of this excess. The
mm mm 57 *
same practice was later on adqpted in Khurasan. These
4
4
presents were being claimed as a right. The central mosque
/
of Wasit was built' with material brought from other cities.
The people there protested, but that did not move these
CI
rulers to pay for the material as was done in Ulnar's time.
While appropriation of the funds of the Bayt4al-Mal
%
was continued as previously, its misappropriation was also
0
allowed as a matter of right, or by way of leniency. The
55. Tab., 1, 2042. 56. Jahs., 24.
57. Tab., 2, 1635. 58. Bal., 2, 288, 299.
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ruling family was entitled to special grants, and endowed
50
with big plots of agricultural lands. A ruler could
endow any amount to the poets by way of tips in appreciation
of their panegerics,^0 or to his own son to appease him.^
,
The governor of Basra, at the time of his dismissal requested
the Caliph not to check his accounts of the fund of the Bayt-
al-Mal under him. His request was acceded to. When the
♦ ^
governor of Khurasan called on the ruler heewas asked about
*
the amount of revenues that he had brought with him. He
4
reported it to be twenty million. He was now given the
i
4
option either to submit the accounts and money for audit or
take away the amount and resign. He chose the latter course
g*
and got off. Many governors were near relatives of the
r
rulers, and were exempt from submitting any accounts or
/• I
sending any portion of revenues to the Bayt-al-Mal»
65
Large amounts could be granted by way of political bribes
66
or written off by v/ay of friendship.
9
Another deviation from the examples and precedents set •
earlier was the generous concept of the chosen property
(amwal gafiya) which was now revived for the first time after
the Prophets death. The ruler could pick out any public
property as hia own. Even private properties were not safe
f
59. Bal., 284. 60. Sad, 5, 275.
61, Tab,, 2, 96. 62. Kath,, 8, 23. T^.6
63. Kath,, 8, 94; Jahs., 29. Even the rebel Ibn Zubayr
refused to call to account his governor at Kufa which
led to the rising of Mukhtar against him. Mas., 3, 272,
64. Tab., 2, 1167; Yaq., 2, 210-11; Kindi, 31, 55.
65. Kindi, 31; Khal., 2, 186 SuppV 66, Bal., (3331 Ta.(>, 2 , m
i
0
from this 1pious choice' for they could form a part of the
ruler's personal wealth. He could pick out any private
go
house, even the lands of Fadak, the personal properties
69
of a governor under punishment or any other properties
70
which, in the earlier days, formed part of public wealth.'
It was presumably through these acquisitions and mis¬
appropriations that the ruling class became the richest class
of the people. And it is presumably because of this tendency
that subordinate officers also made a point of amassing as
much money as possible in as little time as possible. Some¬
times these officers got off scot free; but very often they
*
were brought to book and were made to disgorge more than
they had eaten up.
Some of the specific cases cited above may be defended
on grounds of the reinterpretation of the law which was
heretofore practised, while a few others might be given the
benefit of the doubt on the ground of historians' alleged
0
prejudices. But the evidence of such infringements are so
plentiful in many spheres that any attempt at defending the
position of these rulers in many cases would sound unconvincing
The justification of some others in the face of growing
political anarchy and confusion can be understandable but
with many qualifications.
In spite of all the Instances of the malpractices as
mentioned above, it should not be taken to mean that justice,
law, and morality were absolutely discarded. The concept
67. Bal., 281,
69. Tab., 2, 164.
68. Sad, 5, 286.




of justice was still there, but came to have many a loophole.
Supremacy of the law was recognised, but with reservations.
The rulers were still alive to their duty to the public,
but themselves enjoyed more privileges and immunities than
were conceivable before.
The revolutionary changes that were brought in by
%
*Umar II were an extraordinary endeavour to revive the old
71
traditions. Nonetheless the deviating rulers, too, had
at least something to their credit. When Mu *awiya approached
t
his death he voluntarily offered half of his property to the
— 7?
Bayt-al-Mal in order to purify the balance. Earlier he
had wanted to extend the central mosque in Damascus, which
0
was proving too small, owing to larger and larger congre-
•I
gations. It was possible only if a portion of the courtyard
%
of the church of St. John was included in it. And as
justice would require,the bishop should be freely agreeable
to forego or sell this portion. The bishop refused to do so
and Mu*awiya had to do with his small mosque. Later on 'Abd-
»
al-Malik also offered a lucrative amount but he also met with a
73
discouraging response.
An artisan of 'Akka had some flour mills and other
revenue earning items which Caliph Hisham offered him to
t
buy. The owner refused to sell them, and Hisham did not
74
try to misuse his authority.' These rulers, whatever they
71. Discussed in all the chapters. 72. Zo
73* Bal., 131. Walld, after the bishop's refusal to accept
a much larger amount, however, usurped it and (effected
the expansion. *Umar II, in order to make up "for this
injustice, reached a compromise with the priest: church
for a church (Ibid.).
74. Bal., 12$r%S-
themselves might be, often cared to see that their
subordinate officers were not violating the limits of law*
'Abd-al~Malik wrote to $ajjaj: "In my capacity of being the
Amir al-Mu'minln, I am God's trust (amln). Refusing anybody
his right or giving anybody without his right are like evils
before me.Sulayman b. 'Abd-al-Malik advised all his
76
kinsmen and courtiers to listen to* obey and fear God.
When Marwan appointed his son *Abd-al-AzIz, governor of
77
Egypt* he advised him to do justice and good to everybody. '
Mien *Abd-al-Malik was informed that Hajjaj had perpetrated
some excesses in suppressing the rebellion of Ibn al-Ash'ath
he wrote to him: "I order you to pay blood-money to the
survivors of those who have been killed by mistake; and
compensation be given in cases where they have been knowingly
killed. Confiscated properties and lands be returned to
their owners."^®
Up to Mu*awlya's time* the officers themselves could
defy the orders of the Caliph if they were judged by them
to be in violation of the law. When Mu 'awiya advised
his officers to raise the rate of tax in some parts of Egypt
the officers, refused to obey the orders because they thought
7Q
it was a violation of the treaty with the Copts. The
governor of Iraq asked his deputy in Khurasan to send for
the Caliph the entire quantity of gold and silver which he
had taken over as0booty. The deputy refused to follow this
advice because* according to him* this contravened the
75. Mas., 3, 341. 76. Yaq., 3, 4#
77. Kindi, 47. 78. Mas., 3, 341.
79. Bal., 219.
^ 80
Qur'anic provision of the distribution of booty. The
Caliph wrote to the governor of Egypt to allot a spacious
plot of land to somebody. The governor did not comply,with
it because, according to him, the land in question could
81
not be given to anybody under the terms of the treaty.
But by tiie death of Mu*awiya most of the senior Companions
had passed away and the resistance against unlawful actions
had weakened. Yet, even in the later period, there are
instances to suggest that the extent of violation of the
I
rules of justicq^ was not great. In the case of major
policy issues,and legal disputes, resort was made to the
Qur'an. If there was any ambiguity in the Cur' an, reference
was made to Hadlth as quoted by a reliable scholar.
9
In the above lines has been presented the bright, as
%
well as the darkf\side of the rulers only. But in success-kLj". ■
ful functioning.of an economic institution based on ethics
%
»
it is not the rulers alone, but also the entire society that
count. And thus the entire blame of the mal-administration
• {
of some economic institutions at a certain time cannot be
passed on to the later rulers. Their responsibility no
doubt lay in ignoring the moral training of their officials,
particularly that of the newly converted Muslims. The
decline that started under Mu"awiya could be arrested by
another equally noble prince, 'Abd-al-Malik who continued to
*
rule for a fairly long period. But unfortunately he v/as
80. Kath., 8, 29. 81. I.A.H.(M), 85.
82. Mas., 2, 49; Yah., 289; Out., 83; Ag», 258.
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forced to entangle himself in the chaotic political situation.
That is why his frequent attempts at improving the situation
remained frustrated. As a result he had no alternative but
to support his officials' ruthlessness when the fissiparous
forces grew. He seems to have diverted himself from negative
activities to positive work after suppressing Ibn Ash'ath's
revolt (A.H.82), although the Khar!Jites were still at large.
But this left him only a short period of peaceful rule before
his death in A.H.86. Thus the ills of the body politic
spread gradually and imperceptibly in many directions. How¬
ever, before the first century of Islam which had opened up
gloriously ended on a tragic note, *Umar II addressed him¬
self to the task of putting everything on an even keel.
Reform®-* under him began at home, then it reached the govern-
I
ment officials* The last stage of his reform should have
been public at large, had he got sufficient time to do so.
Unfortunately his successor, rather than continuing th'e~reforms, ,
- *
hastened to undo them, mainly because they involved some loss
to the economy, and royal privileges. But 'Umar II *s approach 1
had become so popular in the public that the rebel Yazld b.
Muhallab gathered around him large crowds in the name of
Qi
*Umar II 's Sunna. When conditions in Iraq seemed to be
beyond control after Hisham, the ruler appointed "Urnar II 's
son as govemo^^rho succeeded in cooling down the turmoil,
at least for as long as he himself did not break away.
p
'Uraar II had said: "The spirit of economic laws is justice
83* His reforms have been discussed in almost all the
following chapters.
84. Tab., 2, 1392. 85. Tab., 2, 1854.
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— 86(*adl) and generosity (ihsan). The early history
reflects the truth in the observation. The ruler, on the
eve of the sad end of the Umayyad dynasty at last admitted:
0
"We committed injustice to our subjects and they
became disappointed with our justice. They wished
to get rid of us. Our tax-payers were overburdened
so they deserted us, destructed our estates and
emptied our treasures.n8'
But it was too late now!
86. A.U., 120.





The concept of the ownership of land has been known to
all the agricultural societies. Private ownership was a
recognised institution in Arabia when the Prophet was born.
✓
Yet there is not to be found a single Verse in the Our*an
clearly approving or disapproving of the private ownership of
land. What can at the most be derived from it is an
indication of qualified ownership:
"And verily we have written in the Psalms (Zabur),
after the reminder: My righteous slaves will inherit
the earth." XXI-105.
But the Verse seems to be more applicable to political
authority than to individuals. This concept was reiterated
by the Prophet when he gave an ultimatum to Banu Qurayda,
in the following words:
"Understand it clearly that land is for God and His
Messenger. I want to exile you from here so if anybody
has land, he should sell it out otherwise you should-,
understand that land is for God and His Messenger."
Here the ownership of God and His Messenger is not inimical
to the individual right to own and sell the lands. On
another occasion the Prophet is reported to have asserted the
same thing more generally: "Old and fallow lands are for God
2
and His Messenger, and then they are for you." 'Umar
reiterated the same policy when he said: "Land is basically
our, i.e. State property."^ 'Abd-al-Malik was to decide a
1. Bukh. (Jizva)'. 9: Mus".~. 12. 90.
2. A.U., 674. Here and hereinafter the numbers against A'.U.
will refer to paragraph number and not page number.
3. A.U., 691, 740-41.
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4
dispute pertaining to a stretch of reclaimed land when *Urwa
b. Zubayr narrated to him a Hadlth, thus: "The servants are
*
the servants of God (*Ibad-Allah). the land is the land of
God and he who revives dead land owns it. This became
the decisive rule in judging the merit of the case.
Before Islam, too, land was owned by individuals, by
the community and by the 'state*. All the three forms of
s
ownership were known to the Arabs at the advent of the Prophet.
%
%
Some of the wealthy Meccans possessed lands in fertile towns.
'Utba and Shayba had their gardens in Ta'if. "Arnr also
' 6*
had a valuable stretch of land there. Abu-Sufyan had
•» 7
landed property at Balqa* in Syrian Orchards used for
4
grazing livestock were treated as community land. VJhat the
tribal chief reserved for his own cattle or for any other
purpose was in the tribal sense a royal possession. Pre-
Q
Islamic Arabic literature frequently hints at such lands.
t
The Egyptian lands were treated to be the property of the Roman
emperor, and a substantial portion of these lands, even during
✓
the Byzantine period.^ "Umar took over as state properties
all lands which, in the pre-Islamic days, were owned by the
emperor of Persia or his family."*"0
When the Prophet migrated to Medina, a large number of
4. Yah,289.Here and hereinafter the numbers against Yah. refer
to paragraph number.
5. Tab., 1, 1200. 6. I.F., 22.
7. Bal., 135.
8. Cheikho, 153, 157. Kulayb Wa'il b. RabI*a, for example,
reserved an orchard for his camels, an area for hunting,
and for water. To quote some verses:
_ui
tSz—csV? L




Medinan Muslims had their own agricultural lands* The
Prophet did not only confirm their ownership, hut himself
set a positive precedent by allowing lands to individuals*
The lands thus allotted by him fall into two categories:
(i) lands for housing, and (ii) lands for farming or
gardening. Books of history record a number of names of
important persons whom plots for housing were allotted. A
list of names falling under the latter category of lands is
given below, (p. 99 ).
This list cannot, by any means, be called comprehensive
but, anyhow, gives an idea about the Prophet1 s policy in
respect of the allotment of land on the basis of private
ownership.
This policy was followed by his Caliphs too. The
Pious Caliphs are reported to have allotted lands to
11 1' )
individuals. "Umar transferred all the lands of Khaybar "
in
and Fadak to hundreds of allottees after he exiled the Jews
from there. He distributed Ra's al-*Ayn among a number of
13 _
Muslims. He also directed his governors in ''Iraq and
Syria to allot large tracts of land to the exiled non-Muslims s
— 14
of Najran. In the very early stage of the conquest of
11. Kh., 35; Sad, III, 1, 72, 75# 89; Yah., 242, 244, 248;
Bal., 26, 34; Waq., 721; Maq.(Kh), I, 97.
12. These lands were distributed by the Prophet collectively;
the crop of attract of land to be shared by one hundred
persons. 'Umar perhaps distributed the share in crop
except in some specific cases. He did not generally alio >w
their transfer by way of inheritance. It is curious to
note that in the beginning 'Umar does not seem to be in
favour of allotting big pieces of land to individuals. £ le
is reported to have refused to grant to 'Abbas the land
at Babrayn which was reportedly allotted to him by the
Prophet (Sa'd IV, 1,12,14). Abu-Bakr allotted land to
Ifaltya but 'Umar refused to sign the transfer deed as
witness (A.U.685). But after the extensive conquests in
Iraq and Syria, he seems to have changed his mind.
13. Bal., 181. 14. A.U., 503; Bal. 77.
Table No.2.





5. Bilal b. Harith
6. Miqdad
7. Hamza b. Nu'man
8. Farat b. Hayyan
9. Hassan b. Thabit
10. Mu;tfa*a
11. Zayd al-Ta'I
12. Safawan b. Uinayya
13* Abya$ b. Hammal
14. Name not given
(probably Salma b
Akwa")
13. An unnamed Ansarl





















Bi'r Qays, Shajara, Faqlrayn1^
Khaybar (oasis), land at Banu N








the garden of Bayrufca'2^
Ghura, Gharaba, Habal
24
Exact location not given;
his own region25
ay be






e of the Hilly land a
(later on withdrawn)27
t
Around his brother's grave probably
at Khaybar
(Later on returned by him)29
Location not given30
The Prophet intended to distribute
Bafrrayn among them which they pre¬
ferred to do without31
Hadramawt32
Yanbu* during his return fro
Badr33
Banu Nadlr^
15. Sad, III, 1, 132, 138; Kh., 34.
17. Bal., 27; Yah., 245.16. Mus., 11, 86; Kh., 34.
18. A.U. 676, 690; Bal., 34; Bukh.^lOmmsJ^sT Sad,III, 1,24
19. Bal., 27; A.U., 677. 20. Sad, III, 1, 114.
21. Bal., 84; Sad, IV, 2, 74. 22. Bal., 103.
23. Bukh., (Waglyya), 17. 24. Bal., 102.
25. Tab., 1, 1748; Sira, 2, 373. (Contd.)
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Sawad he intended to distribute them among the fighters but
later on refrained from doing so.^ Historians have given
•36
a number of names of the persons whom he gave land to. It
is, however, reported that he was not in favour of allotting
*
the lands in Egypt, Iraq and Syria, to individuals although
^57
some exceptions in this regard have been recorded.
*Umar's policy was followed by his successor, "Uthman.
By his time the Arab conquests had widely expanded. More¬
over, unlike *Umar, who had taken over vast lands of the
9
royal family of Persia and kept them as unallotted state
lands, "Uthman found it more in the interest of the state to
give them away to individuals for reclamation and for
contributing a portion of their proceeds to the coffers of
the state.
s
The process of distributing cultivable lands was,
thus, accelerated in his reign. Many of the newly conquered
lands were also distributed by him in order to encourage
Muslims to dwell there so that these areas were not left at
$
26. Waq., 946. 27. A.U., 683; Bal., 84; Yah., 3 47.
28. Waq., 658. 29. A.U., 675.
30. Yah., 287. 31* Bukh(jflusaqat), 24.
32. Bal., 84; Tir., 6, 149-50,
33. Waq., 20. 34. Ba*., 31.
35. Yah., 103.
36. Bal., 26; Yah., 184, 248; Maq.(Kh), 1, 97; Kh., 35.
37. Bal., 346;360; I.A.M.(M), 137,138; A.U., 687-88;
Yah,, 246.; Maq.(Kh), 1, 96.
38. It is reported that these lands in "Ulnar's time earned
nine million dirhams while the revenues in "Uthman's
time rose to 50 million dirhams, after they had been
allotted by him. Maq.(Kh), 1, 96. According to KK.(32),
4 or 7 mill, dirhams in "Ulnar's time. According to Bal.,
(272), 7 lakh dirhams.
4
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the mercy of the subjugated population.^ Baladhurl and
Maqrlzl have mentioned a number of persons whom 'uthraan
An
allotted lands in different regions. In the later periodt
due to some reasons, he also managed to exchange the title
— &l
of the lands in Iraq with those in the Hijaz and Yemen.




records to suggest that he was as generous in giving away
4*3
lands as his predecessors were.
The above facts make it clear that the Prophet and the
pious Caliphs allotted lands to individuals. V/hat were in
general the nature and the terms and conditions on which
these lands were allotted is yet to be examined.
First, curiously enough^,the early sources also give
the names of persons like 'Uthman and 4Abd-ar-Rafcman b. 'Awf,
who were among the wealthiest Muslims of Medina as the owners
or the allottees of lands. *Uthman had his land at Wadl'l
wm 44 * ••
Qura and Hunayn and 'Abd-ar-Rahman was given a stretch of
land at Banu Nadir.^ As curiously^ the same person i
sometimes seen to have been given land by the Prophet and the
Caliphs. The Prophet awarded to Zubayr a stretch of land
39 • For example the lands of Antioch (Bal., 153)»
40. Bal., 272, 273, 353-4; Maq.(Kh), 1, 96.
41. Bal., 346, 356; Tab., 1, 2854; Athir, 3, 52.
42. Kh., 21.
43. Maq.(Kh), 1, 97, has given the names of two persons only tc >
whom 'All gave land. A big courtyard or a farm to Kardus
and a stretch of land for raising livestock to Sawayd.
44. Mas., 3, 76. 45. Bal., 31.
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in Khaybar
46 Abu-Bakr gave him land at al-Jura£, "Umar
4
bestowed on him land in Al- 'AqXq, and 'Uthman also gave hi
a plot of land somewhere else* 47 Similar was the case with
MuJ ja *a who was allotted land by the Prophet as well as by
the first three Caliphs.
48
Secondly, during the early
period the Caliphs did not reserve any lands for themselves,
or even for their sons* Thirdly, except in the case of
the Prophet, it was not loyalty to the person of the Caliph
9
that made one entitled to an award; it was either in
4
appreciation of one's services in the cause of Islam or
winning over one's whole-hearted support for the Muslims* 49
Fourthly, these lands do not seem to have been occupied by
anybody because there are hardly any reports of legal pro¬
ceedings or disputes on the issue, even after the death of the
Caliphs concerned. 50 The fifth point pertains to the nature
of land allotted to them. Even the later geographers do not
give sufficient indication as to whether these lands were
the time of allotment the context
part of Arabia it is understandable that due to scarcity of
m
water, cultivable lands were scarce. Yet there seems to be
no point in awarding such barren lands to people a
46. A.U., 676. 47. Sad, III, 1, 72; Bal., 272-73.
48. Bal., 102.
*
49* 'Uthman has been made a point of polemics on the issue
of giving lands to his kinsmen, but the list^of allottees
does not justify any such view. (cf. f .n. 39,40).
9
50. During 4Umar's time, we come across^one such dispute when
Sa'd gave the land of one BanuRufayl to Sa'Td. The
to "Umar andoriginal occupant who
got back his land (Yah, 184) ^
I
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have no easy prospects of reclamation or rehabilitation.
It is, therefore, believable that most of the lands in
m
Arabia allotted to them were marginal lands and required some
f
additional inputs to give a satisfactory amount of yield by
4
way of a farm or a garden. Had it not been so the Medinans
✓
would not have been prepared to exchange their lands in
I
Iraq with those in the Hijaz and Yemen during *Uthman's
51 —
caliphate. The rush for lands in the Hi jaz was so brisk
that, fifty years after *Uthman, there was. hardly any
unoccupied plot left for Caliph 'Abd-al-Mallk.^2 The sixth
* *
point that requires study pertains to the conditions of
b
s
allotment. Historians clearly speak of allottees' ownership
✓ s
V
rights over these lands. It is reported by Waqidl that a
am requested the Pronhet to allot him a stretch of land
around his him
tract of land and promised an equal area of land if he could
work on it. This unconditional
it was the second which was promised by the Prophet, subject
9
.
to the condition of work on the first - it was an tocentiveeto
work. Throughout the early period, there are numerous
instances of transfer of these lands through purchase, sale,
inheritance and gift. Abu-Bakr himself offered his land
for clearing his debt to the Bayt-al-Mal."^ This adjustment
was possible only when he had ownership rights over his land.
i
Historians have reported a number of transactions involving
transfer of these lands by different ways?** Such transfers
51..Bal., 359, 360. 52. Bal., 359.
• 53. Sa'd, III, 1, 132.




continued throughout the later period and no ruler, scholar,
In the pre-Islamic days one of the ways of acquiring
ownership was reviving unoccupied dead land. This was
confirmed in Islam as an entitlement to occupation. The
Hadlth narrated by "Urwa in context of a suit supports this
In the early period of conquests, agricultural lands
were not allotted in the conquered territories. Cantonments
were, however, built for the army, and soldiers were allotted
lands for housing. 'Uthman, and after him the Umayyad rulers,
started giving away lands in these regions. The land in the
subjugated territories consisted of two broad categories:
(1) treaty lands conquered without war, and, (li) lands
conquered by force. The first category was governed by the
terms of treaty, but treated to be a common property of the
Muslims (Fay) and hence inalienable, while the second
category was treated as state owned. They included lands
under cultivation, as also the arable waste or barren. Of
55. It is interesting to note that when Ibn Hubayra tried to
pick out in Hijaz a piece of unallotted land for the
Caliph, he came across a tract which was not allotted
under any registered (or recorded) deed and asked as to
who it belonged. A man came forward and claimed his
ownership over it. "How did you get it?" he asked th&
owner. The owner recited a verse
(We have inherited these lands from our forefathers and
■our children will inherit them after we die). (Bal.,
359-60). Ibn Hubayra was so much disgusted with such
things that he withdrew from his effort.
56. Yah., 289. For other Hadlths on the subject see
Chapter 2.
66
or Jurist ever objected to it.
practice.^
these the latter were unoccupied and were generously
allotted. The lands of the protected people were generally
treated as landlord's and were not re-allotted to anybody.
57 .
. 'Umar made the Fay lands inalienable. 'Uthman allotted
58
government owned land. But later on the line of this
t
distinction was often violated.
4
The practice of generous allotment of land began with
Mu*awiya and the most frequently used name is that of
0
Mu*awiya's own. It was for the first time that the ruler
himself became interested in extensively adding to his fiefs
in all his dominions. First of all he took over Fadak as
4
0
his chosen property (gaf1) to bestow it upon Marwan, his
KQ — Q
Governor at Medina-^ and the lands in al-Ghuta which
*
mm mm 60
belonged to one, Ibn FUqa who was heirless. He also addec I
61
to his properties by purchase, sale and gifts. Many of
ft
his big tracts of land in V/asit comprised barren lands, watej p-
gp
logged areas and dense forests wrhich could be reclaimed
only at the expense of the public exchequer. Such tracts
ft
of land were spread throughout Iraq, particularly those
0
owned by the emperor and the royal family of Persia, and
|
were chosen by the Umayyad rulers, for themselves and their
kinsmen, and allotted to their officials, favourites and
4
general public. The provincial governors were also at
4
liberty to give fiefs to whosoever they wished. Lands were
also allotted in appreciation of one's meritorious services
57. Yah., 136-38, 156-7, 168. 58. Infra.
59. Bal., 46. 60. Sh. 13.
61. Bal., 48, 49, 68; Bukh (Waslyya), 17; I.A.H.(M),







to the government or for humanitarian considerations* The
*
s
number of all these, kinds of awards had assumed abnormal
61
proportions by the end of Umayyad rule.
0 ft
«
. From the above discussion the Islamic approach to the
question of the private ownership of land and the role of the
government in this respect would have been clear. Land is
*
a free gift of nature, and when private ownership of land
r
is regarded as permissible in Islam, the permissibility of
*
%
the private ownership of man-made means of production is- -
✓
. *
beyond doubt. But this should not be taken to mean that
ownership of man in the early Islamic period was treated to
be an absolute right. The Prophet is said to have rejected
6k
interdiction of salt and water. By these two things he
seems to have meant the natural resources which have great
Value in use for the general public. . That is why he is
reported to have cancelled the allotment of a salt mine which
— 6*5
was bestowed upon Abyad b. Hammal earlier. He also
*
prohibited the cutting and burning of the bushes by the
i
*
public within twelve miles, and hunting within four miles of
i
Medina, with a view to supporting the livestock wealth of
the community. There are valid reasons to believe that
this prohibited area also included privately owned land.
iJmar appointed a guard to stop and punish anybody pulling
67
or cutting off branches of trees in or around Medina. ' Over





63. Bal., 153, 185, 209, 280, 355-62; A.U., 693; Tab., 2,
843, 1641.
64. Yah., 345. 65. Yah., 347; Tir., 6, 149-50
66, Kh., 59. - 67. Bal., 22.
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right to reserve for state purposes any suitable plot of
land or to take away from people their lands or houses in
the public interest. *Umar, Uthman, and some later rulers
wanted to extend the prophet's mosque in Medina and they
took over the adjacent houses to demolish for expansion of
the mosque. The owners were forced to surrender their
68
houses and compensation was paid to them. The people of
Fadak were exiled from their lands after they had been paid
6q
compensation for their respective shares in the land.
Reservation of land for state purposes had started in the
Prophet's own time. The authority on any such reservation,
as explained in the $adlth, is vested in the state only.
The Hadlth reads like:4 tt&it authority to reserve a
/ — v 70
pasture (gima) rests in God and His Prophet." Here again
the words God and His Prophet refer to the authority of the
state. The Prophet reserved BaqI* as grazing farm for stat<3-
71
owned camels and horses. The principle underlying this
reservation was occupation of a part of land which was
generally inaccessible to private grazing cattle, although
72
open to the cattle of the poor. There was already a
protected area in Ta&f and the Prophet had appointed Sa*d
administrator of that 'Hima'.^
A protected area was also declared in the Yemen for the;
horses, camels and other livestock of the people of that
68. Tab., 1, 2011; Bukh,(Khugumat)#7.
69. A.U., 24. Waq., 707.
70. Buk (Musaqat), 18; A.U., 727.
71. Bukh (Musaqat), 18; Waq, 425; Bal., 23; Sa'd has given
the name of the place as Cuba (II, 1, 68).
72. Waq., 425. 73» Waq., 973.
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74 •-
region.' Abu-Bakr extended the protected area by adding
Rabdha. The policy of discriminating between small herds
and big herds continued* 'Uraar expressly advised the
official in charge of these areas to drive away the cattle
of the rich owners like 'Uthman and 1Abd-ar-Rahman, but
75
allow those of the poor. Although there is no mention
in history of the practice of protecting lands in the later
period, yet because of the expansion in armies and increased
government interest in maintaining its armed strength, the
76
practice can be presumed to have grown. The assumption
is also supported by the fact that 'Umar II ordered all
77
protected lands to be thrown open to the general public.
Instances of the government's taking over lands which
were the rightful property of individuals are many more than
those of lands converted into protected areas. 'Umar
withdrew the land of Sawad from Bajlla who had been, according
78
to agreement, given a quarter of the territory.' Historians
have described these lands which were taken over by the
79
government and treated as state property in Iraq.
1. Forests.
2. Ponds and pools*
3* The lands of the Persian emperor and his kinsmen
and courtiers*
4. The whole of Dayr Yazld.
74. Tab., 1, 1879; Sad, III, 1, 220; 5,6.
75* Kh., 60; He also added Sharaf as protected area for
camels (Sad, III, 1, 220).
76. Literary works seem to be the alternative source of finding
the details of this practice. AghanI, for^example, writes
about an official who was in charge of (lima in Kufa, 5, 137.
77. Sad., 5, 281. 78. Kh., 18; Bal., 267.
79. Bal., 272.
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5. The lands of the killed Persian soldiers.
6. The lands of the fugitives, etc., etc.
ft
As a matter of precedent the lands of Sawad and Egypt
should have gone to soldiers who conquered them, but 'Umar,
instead of so distributing them, converted them into
collective ownership of the Muslims and took over their
80
management. In addition to this forced collectivization
of some lands the condition of a proper use of land was
imposed. While the conventional law of the ownership of
81
dead land was practically recognised* 'Umar put the
condition of using the land within three years of its taking
possession, failing which it was left open for anybody else
Op ^
who could revive it. Ziyad, Governor of Iraq (under 'All
and Mu'awiya), who normally gave not more than sixty Jarlbs8^
84
of land, reduced this period to two years presumably because
of the Increased government interest in providing development
facilities. But whether or not land was really confiscated
on account of its non-revival during the later period is not
known.
To sum up, private ownership of land was practised
throughout this period. . Lands were given by the Prophet and
his successors with rights of use and transfer of the title.
At times the absolute right of ownership was taken away by
the government and conditions and restrictions on their use
or transfer were Imposed in the larger interest of the
O
80. Tab., 1. 2468; Bal., 265; Yah., 49; I.A.H.(M), 82;
Maq.iKh), 1,166.
81. Supra. 82. Yah., 247, 287, 294.




Lands were also collectivized and nationalized
land as protected area for government purposes. Private
ownership of public utility lands was in no case recognised.
An analysis of the cases of seized and taken over lands
suggests that such measures were taken,
i. allotment was temporary or for a stipulated
period as happened in the case of (as-Sundar who alone was
• >
aLlotted a tract of land in Egypt by 'Umar, the land having
allottees 35
ii. if the government enacted an amendment in the rules
#





iv. if the allottee failed to pay the revenue due fro:
him, as happened in the case of Hilal of Banu Muta an who
was allotted a hilly tract by the Prophet on some payment
converted into a regular condition for continued occupation,




the community so required as frequently
happened over the expansion of the Prpphet*s mosque in
Medina.89
government
85. I.A.H.(M), 138. 86. Supra
87. Supra




these lands, it paid compensation only in the last two
cases - in one the government had a commitment to the
protected citizens under a treaty, and in the other, it
seems, investment of labour and capital in building of
QO
houses was also involved.7 In none of the other four
Q1
cases does compensation appear to have been involved.7
Curtailment of absolute rights was not only practised
*
+
in case of land, it was also practised in the case of other
economic activities* The difference is that in the latter
case, rights of ownership, if once given, were not withdrawn*
What the government did was to control and regulate the
economic activity in such a way as could achieve the object
of a just socio-economic order. As a result, trade and
commerce were subjected to the principles of the Our* an
and the $adlth. Trades which are unlawful in Islam^2
90* Supra*
91* While Bajlla surrendered land *Umar advanced him eighty
dinars and fixed pensions for the people of his tribe
(Kh., 18, Bal.,^268).
Eighty dinars cannot be regarded as compensation
of a quarter of the area of Sawad* As regards pensions,
all the soldiers were entitled to it and after the people
of Bajlla joined other Muslims in war, they automatically
became entitled to pension* Therefore pensions also
could not be treated to be a compensation for land* The
story of an old lady of Bajlla who refused to surrender
her portion of land unless^'Umar gave her an expensive
camel and a handful of dinars (A*U«, 155) is an
exceptional case and only reflects 'Umar's leniency to
the lady. <Z. It should not, however, be ignored that
there Is much time lag between ;tfais withdrawal of land
and the beginning of pensions*
92. For this discussion see Chapters 1 and 2*
were banned. The Prophet's treaties with the Thaqlf,
Hawazin and the people of Najran required a ban on the
practice of interest.^ Use of or trade in wine was
*
declared unlawful for the Muslims, and the Prophet was not
ready to relax this law even in the case of the derelict
ga
orphans who possessed no other property. Transactions
involving uncertainty and any possibility of dispute, as wer<i
banned in the HadXth, were also banned. The Prophet not
only appointed ah inspector to ensure that the unlawful
95
transactions were avoided, ^ but also himself visited the
market, advising the traders to observe moral principles in
96
trade. Sometimes he would thrust his hand into a heap
of corn for sale to check up if the quality of the com deepd
inside was the same as outside. He would take serious
97
notice of any fraudulent practice in transactions. His
successors were also active in controlling trade and commercei.
' 98 '
'Umar not only refused to accept wine by way of .jizva and
to levy excise duty on the same; he went so far as to bum
the house of a Muslim who used it as a wine shop and exiled
another Muslim who sold wine.^ 'All once put a whole
village on fire after receiving reports that it had become a
den of drunkards.100 'Umar II prohibited the transport of
wine from one town to another.101 Government was also
93» A.U., 469, 506; Bal., 67. The first two tribes wanted
the Prophet to permit it for them after they embraced
Islam.
94. A.U., 281; Bal., 67. 95. A.U., 184-87; Mus.,10,169
96. Tir., 6, 39. 97. Tir., 6, 35. »
98. A.U., 128. 99. Sad, III, 1, 202.
100. A.U., 268, 279, 280. 101. Ibid.
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vigilant in stopping adulteration. 'Umar prohibited
102
mixing of water in milk. Practice of interest was
prohibited not only for the Muslims but also for the non-
Muslims. Violation of this law is stated to be one of the
reasons for the exile of the people of Najran.10-^ It is
curious to note that there are no reports of 'Umar's imposing
a ban on the sale of ration cards which he had issued and
which were only an entitlement to receiving a certain- quantity
of provisions. The objectionable aspect of this transaction
was the sale of a commodity before actual possession of the
0
same. Some individuals are reported to have withdrawn from
the sale proceeds of these cards when they came to know of
104
their unlawfulness. The practice was, however, strictly
4
banned by Marwan who deputed policemen to seize such cards
and hand them back to the owners.10"* 'Umar, in the national
interest, forbade-the Arab Muslims to till the soil and
wished to prevent their adoption of settled life with a view
to retaining them as soldiers.10^ Coinage was not the
concern of the early Islamic state. Later on, however, when
coins were minted the state took steps to control their
quality. The minters were generally the authorized dealers
107
and money changers, and serious action was taken on
108
detecting any dishonesty or fraud in this business.
0
Hajjaj nationalised this trade in Iraq and similar was,
perhaps, the case in Syria; but it is not sure if private
minting was altogether abolished throughout the empire.
102. I.A.H.(U), 22. 103. Bal., 77.
104. I.A.M.(M), 166.
105. Ibid. Possibly during Marwan's Governorship of Medina.
106. I.A.H.(M), 162. 107. Bal., 455.
108. See(npte~otfc coiriage^£or"_fill1^sion.
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'Umar II is reported punishing an unauthorized minter and
turning his die.10^
While the Prophet himself did not like the imposition
of any controls on prices, the later rulers did not leave
the consumers at the mercy of the businessmen, 'Umar
kept himself informed of the price situation even in the
remote parts of his dominions,110 'Uthman used to discuss
the price situation Just at the time of congregation.111
'All used to personally visit the market and enjoin' y fair
112 —
dealing on the traders. Ziyad, the governor of Iraq,
was vigilant over the price situation and gave severe
punishments to those who unjustifiably increased prices.11'5
114
A similar policy was adopted generally by Umayyad rulers.
Walld also visited the market but whenever he found that
prices were unreasonably low he advised the traders to
115
increase them. ^ 'Umar II in this respect was an exceptiorl
who would leave the prices of agricultural goods to a free
operation of the forces of supply and demand. He adopted
the same policy in regard to trade when he wrote to his
governor: "God has made land and waters for seeking His
bounties. So let traders travel without any intervention.
How can you intervene betweem them and their livelihood."11^
Anyhow, he disfavoured trading by the ruler. He wrote to
*
one of his governors: "I am of the view that the ruler shoul .d
109. Bal., 455. 110. Tab., 1, 2718.
111. Sad, III, 1, 40. 112. Sad, III, 1,17; Bal., 257.
113. Kharbutli, 366. 114. Ibid.
115. Tab., 1, 1271.
116. I.A.H.(U), 98 (pertains to lawful trades only)
not trade. It is (also) not lawful for the officer to trade
in the area of his office (fi sulfranihl... )> because when he
involves himself in trade he inadvertently misuses his office
*
in his interest and to the detriment of others* even if he
does not like to do so. 'Umar II also disallowed people
employing others in risky jobs. He wrote to his governor
about mines: "As I considered over it I found that gain
in mining was but particular (Khas) but its harm was general
lift
(*&m) so stop people from working in mines." He wished
to standardise the weights and measures throughout his
dominions (yakuna wabidan fi .1amt* al ard kulliha)3*1^ but
he perhaps could not. However* there are reports to suggest
the appointment of inspectors (Naqid) at different places
ion
who checked the weight of the coins. He advised his
*
governor of Egypt to ensure that a camel was not over-
121
loaded* The report that the Prophet forced the Muslim
— 122
soldiers to return the captives of Hawazin suggests
i
*
the power of the state to use even compulsion in certain
circumstances.
The restrictions on different trades and activities
since the beginning gave rise to the institution of Qisba*
(inspection) and the Muhtasibr) (inspector) enjoyed wide
powers to intervene in all situations which were found
•»
injurious to public interest.
117. Ibid.. 98-99. 118. Sad.* 5* 281.
119. I.A.H.(U)* 98.
120. Karmali: Nuqud* p.12. Cf. Kharbutli* 374*
121. I.A.H.(U), 160.
9
122. See Chapter 6 for full discussion.
116
The above discussion gives an idea of the government's
role in the whole field of commercial activity and suggests
that Islam from the very beginning did not leave the
%
various economic factors to operate absolutely freely.
It exercised effective control to ensure their operation










THE CONCEPT AND THE EARLY HISTORY
A
J
The concept of public finance as a separate subject
of study in modern economics is not very old. But in Islam
v
the concept occupies a very important position, and it is
I
because of this fact that books on this subject are some
ft
X
of the earliest books written in Islam. They discuss the
subject as copiously as can be conceived of a scholar of
that age. This concept is signified by the term Bayt-al-Mal
i r




The question as to whether Bayt-al-Mal was set up by
the Prophet is generally discussed by historians and
I
9
scholars in terms of premises where large quantities of goods
and incomes are dumped and taken out. But the question of
%
premises in deciding about the history of its inception seems
t
to be irrelevant. The more important question is to examine
ft
9
if the concept of Bayt-al-Mal, its items of income, its
/heads of expenditure, its rules of operation were known to
/
and practised by the Prophet or not. If it was so the
^ ♦
institution of Bayt-al-Mal was initiated by him whether or
r
not he had set apart any premises for it., The concept of
Bayt-al-Mal and the major items of its income and expenditure
were all provided in the Cur' an and the Prophet practised: on
9
those lines with the scanty funds that were made available
to him. Moreover, when the Prophet is reported to have









and pay him the price for his camel which the prophet had
bought; or when he cal^ for Mafcmtyya, the incharge of his
I
Khums property to advise him to pay the dowry money on behalf
of two of his relations^ he seems to have had some other
4
place than his own house, which was used for keeping money
and Khums properties.
4
Since the occupation of Banu Nadir the Prophet had a
source of regular income. But this income can be treated
as negligible in view of the requirements of the simplysrun
city state of Medina which was. surrounded by blood-thirsty
%
neighbouring tribes. As a result ad-hoc funds were raised
in the event of emergency. In the case of incomes by way
of Fay; and Khums, the requirements of their distribution were
too pressing to leave any balance. In spite of this
unenviable financial situation the Prophet implanted in the
minds of his followers a concept which could not be obliterated
till the end of the period under study. This was the
concept of trust; the wealth of Bayt-al-Mal to be treated
as God's wealth, 'Mai-Allah' or the Muslim's,', wealth, 'Bayt-
#
Mal-al-Muslimln' as against the imperial treasury or the
ft
emperor's wealth. This concept implied that the monies
t
paid into the. Treasury were God's trust and the common
property of the Muslims and that the ruler was only in the
position of a treasurer, whose duty it was to expend them on
,s
ft
the common concerns of Muslims while himself retaining a
fixed stipend. This concept was practically adhered to by
*
*
the pious Caliphs but accepted only in theory by the later
I
rulers.
2. infra. 3- infra.
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The concept seems to have attained an emotional
sanctity in the early days* ♦Umar tried to explain the
*
different aspects of this concept on different occasions.
For example he is reported to have observed:
"There is no Muslim who has no right in this Fayr
(public wealth) except what your right hand
possesses.
"It is my endeavour to satisfy all the requirements
of the Muslim as far as possible. But if we fail
to do so we shall try to practise austerity in our
life so that we all may have a similar standard of
living."5
"I did not find the betterment of this atSl (wealth)
except in three ways:
(i) It is received by right, (ii) It is given by
right, and (iii) It is stopped from wrong. As
regards my own position vis-a-vis this wealth of
yours; it is like that of a guardian of an orphan;
If I am well off, I.shall leave it, but if 1 am hard-
pressed I shall take from it as is genuinely
permissible."°
"I have become an obstruction between you and your
sources of earning. Whosoever among you has any
wealth, he has it at our disposal. So nobody should
treat a saddle or a rope or a string as a valueless
thing. It is the wealth of the general Muslims.
There is not a single Muslim who does not have a
share in it. When these goods are in individual
ownership they are valued; but when they become the
common property of the Muslims they are treated as
valueless, being God's wealth."'
With this concept in his mind when 'Uraar found that
0
Abu-gurayra, his collector of Zakat, had also invested his
personal earnings in business and added to his wealth he
chid him as a thief of God's wealth.8 'All was all the
s
more rigid in his behaviour with Bayt-al-Mal. He is
frequently found quoting a Hadlth that it was not permissible
for the Caliph to take from God's wealth except two portions:
4. Yah., 15. 'What your right hand possesses' means slaves.
5. Tab., 1,2368. 6. Qut., 75.
7. A.U., 663. 8. A.U., 665.
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the one which he and his family would eat and the other
Q
which he laid before the people. The concept of the-right
of the entire Muslim community to the Eayt-al-Mal was so
much emphasised that on this point Abuw-Ur Sawda succeeded
in cajoling Abu-Dharr to risetup against Mu'awiya, the
Governor of Syria under *Uthman. AbuC^sj- Sawda whispered,
this which means he
does not think Muslims have any right to it." Abu-Dharr
■
called on Mu'awiya and criticised him on this point.
Mu'awiya said: I shall not accept that it is not God's
wealth but, anyhow, I shall now call it the Muslims' wealth.11
IbnO'Umar once called on Caliph Mu'awiya who asked him about
%
his impressions as to the constructions he (Mu'awiya) had
made in Damascus. Ibn 'Ulnar's prompt reaction was: "If
4
you have spent it from God's wealth you have committed
0
breach of trust, but if it is from your personal resources
11
even then you are spendthrift." 'Abd-al-Malik criticised
his rebel Ibn ZUbayr in these words: "He was not competent
to be a politician while he spent God's wealth as if it was
*
his father's bequest."12 By this 'Abd-al-Malik meant; Ibn
4
Zubayr's niggardliness in spending among the Muslims. When
Hajjaj, the governor of Iraq, reported against Muhallab he
I
wrote to the Caliph: "Muhallab has e
wealth."1"5 When Yazld was made the governor of Khurasan
he asked his predecessor to furnish the accounts of God's
9. Kath., 8,3. 10. Tab., 1, 2859
0
11. Yaq., 2, 221. 12.. Yaq., 3, 20.





It seems that the Muslim community throughout this
period was very much sensitive to this concept. It was
►
treated to be a justifiable point of rallying against any
9
ruler. During the battle of Siffln a man came forward to
I
r
address the opponents of "All and inquired in a tone of
astonishment if "All had misused FayJ the public wealth.
4 4
One of the points the Kharijites insisted as an argument for
16
their rebellion was the rulers'misuse of public funds. The
public could not be pacified even if the misuse of funds was
made for the sake of an apparently good cause. For example»
when'they came to know that Walid had spent fabulous amount
4
on the reconstruction of the mosque of Damascus they .
criticised it as an expenditure without a justification.
Walld could hardly silence them by arguing that he had a
✓
balance in the Bayt-al-Mal which was sufficient for the
s
next three years and that he had spent this amount from his
17
personal resources. ' The unjustifiable use of public
wealth seems to be one of the factors responsible for the
overthrow of the Umayyad dynasty.
It was this concept that permeated the Muslim society
*
ft




reaction to any ruler. The more the concept with all its
ensuing details was adhered to by a ruler the more popular
%
he was and vice-versa. Yazld III became conscious of the
♦ *
fact and announced a number of revolutionary changes in his
wmmm
14. Bal., 414. 15. Tab., 1, 3128.
16. Tab., .2, 984. 17. Kath., 9, 149.
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governments attitude to the Bayt-al-Mal which is suggestive
of the causes*underlying people's dissatisfaction with the
Umayyad rulers. Yazld said:
"...I shall neither construct a palace, nor a house or
a canal. I shall neither amass wealth nor give
(special) allowances to my wife or children. 1 shall
also not transfer money from one place to another
unless the place has heen well-protected and its people
are given sufficient funds to strengthen themselves.
If, then, there is a surplus, it will be transferred
to the nearest city which is more needful of money.
There will be no toll-tax along the border of your
respective towns, that may put you in trouble* I
shall also not levy the Jizya on your protected natives
which compels them to leave you and destroy their race.
I shall give you your annual pension and monthly
subsistence so that the entire wealth is distributed
among all the Muslims equally and so that the farthest
from me among you may become like the nearest to me
among you..."18
But unfortunately Yazld III was too late to calm the people.
9
The "Constitution of Medina" put the financial
4
responsibility of the different communities respectively onQ>
themselves during peace-time. "It is for the Jews to bear
1Q
their expenses and for the Muslims to bear their expenses,"
4
,r
was one of the conditions that were laid down in the charter
of the early state. In case of war, however, the condition
0
was different. "The Jews bear expenses along with the,
20
believers so long as they continue at war." But the Jews
were, perhaps, not supposed to make contributions to the
*
financing of the expeditions which the Prophet continued
with a view to effecting the economic blockade of the Quraysh.
But the problem of the Jews was short-lived. Even as
4
4
long as they had been in Medina they seem to be reluctant to
contribute their share. The Muslims, on the other hand were
18. Tab., 2, 1834-1835. 19. Sira, 1, 303.




generally too poor to finance an expanding government.
It was in this background that the government endeavoured
to organise itself. An appraisal of the early resources
4
♦
can be made by a study of the quantity of equipment of the
expedition which the Prophet sent or led.
On the eve of the Muslims1 first encounter with the
Quraysh at Badr the Muslim army of 317 persons had only two
21
horses with it. Not all the fighting men had a share in
ordinary camels to ride to the battlefield. They got some
camels of the Quraysh by way of booty, yet it could not
provide the whole army that was to be kept ready for any
possible threat of retaliation from the enemy. That is why
in the year 3 A.H. many of the wounded Muslims had no riding
22
animals to return from Ufcud. When the Prophet beseiged
Banu QuraycS5 the Muslim army had thirty-six horses. Later on
the fifteen hundred fighters at yudaybiya had only two
hundred horses in the year 6 A.H.2^ The persecution and
the exile of theQffews of Medina and the conquest of Khaybar
#
and Fadak had greatly reduced the immediate pressure of the
demand for army equipment ahd^ridingJanimals although it was
still insufficient for a big army which could be deployed
*
at Tabuk.
As regards the situation of finances for extra-military
purposes it was all the more discouraging. Many of the
zealous Muslims failed to accompany the Prophet in his
Journey to 'umrat-al-qafla simply for want of resources.
4
21. Waq., 27. 22. Tab., gl, 1428. •








In the year 8 A.H. a man is reported to have requested the
Prophet for two hundred dirhams only, which he was committed
to pay as dowry, but the Prophet could not afford even that
uch for him. 25
The major source of finance during the Prophet1 s time
was voluntary contribution to ad-hoc funds
known way of financing social requirements
This was a well
Even before
Islam the Meccans provided free meals to the pilgrims by
pooling up donations from their community and the institution
Rafida financed
Ditch by raising contributions from all the tribes27 who
wished to wipe out Islam and the Muslims There are stories
to suggest that the Prophet too used to raise funds by a
general appeal to the audience, or any particular group
among them.
28 the would send his
to appeal to the absent Muslims. At some other time he




When there was a general shortage of water he asked
his audience as to who would buy such and such a well. A
pa
gentleman offered to do so and the purpose was achieved.
When the people of Mudar called on the Prophet, he appealed
,to the Muslims to help them and.thus they were helped. 30
The Prophet himself went to Banu Nadir to collect funds for
the blood-money of protected persons. 31 While
besieging Ta'if he announced freedom for those enemy slaves
25. Tab., 1, 1607
27. Waq., 1, 389.
29. M.B.Y., 156.
31. Tab., 1, 1448
26. Tab., 1, 1099*
28. Bukh.('Ilm), 41.
30. Mus., 7, 102-104
who would come to join him* A number of slaves came but
the government had no means to support them. The Prophet,
therefore, distributed them among the well-to-do Muslims as
^52 —
their guests. Financing of the expedition of Tabuk was,
perhaps, the most important one which the Prophet led. It
was probably aimed at demonstrating the Muslim strength to
hold on the adventurers in the north, and along with it a
A
trial of the loyalty of the newly-converted tribes. No
single Muslim was allowed to stay at home. All were
ft
required to donate their maximum to finance the expedition*0
It is reported by most historians that 'Umar brought literally
half of his belongings, while Abu-Bakr swept away everything
• * i '
in his house. Wealthy "Uthman also rose equal to
expectations. It was such a large scale offer of donations
1
that an army of thirty thousand men, including ten thousand
I
%
horses, was fully equipped to advance.
In spite of being an important source of finance,
voluntary donations were by no means a regular and certain
source of income, Banu Nadir, a portion of Khaybar and
i
Fadak, were the regular sources of income although they were
34made the Prophet*s personal share. In the last years of
his life the Prophet also appointed collectors of Zakat who
were sent to different .tribes for collecting Zakat from
Muslims and Jizya (poll-tax) from non-Muslims, Generally
Zakat was to be distributed where it was collected and could
32. Sad, II, 1,114.
33. Sad, II, 1,114-19; Abu Baud, 2, 174; M.B.Y., 170.
.34, Mus., 12,70; Yah., 79, 81, 87; Bal., 33; Waq., 377-78.
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liardly be a source of income worth any mention. Jizya was
35received in cash and in kind. The importance of these
*
sources can be presumed in the light of the report that the
✓
*
largest amount that the Prophet received under this head
36
was eighty thousand dirhams from Bahrayn.
Some of the less important sources of income were the
4
ransom of the enemy captives and loans. While some of the
poor captives of Badr were set free without any ransom,
■7{7
others had to pay one to four thousand dirhams. The
Prophet required Naufal to give one thousand lances by way
38
of ransom. There is no mention in history of any other
ransomable captives than at Badr.
39
were set free without any ransor-
Hunayn
After the conquest of Mecca, the Prophet had to
distribute soldiers, send blood-money
to the Muslims of Judhayma, and further equip his army for
-
operation against Hawazin. .He borrowed from Safwan,
Huwaytab and Ibn Rabija). He also borrowed some coats-of-
ail and riding - animals.^ One of the ' conditions of the treaty
with the people of Najran was their advancing a loan of war
41
equipment and horses in the case of any trouble from Yemen.
Abu-Bakr was unfortunate to inaugurate his caliphate
/
with a series of wars against the apostates who refused to
pay Zakat to the central government. Details of any new
35. Bukh.(Zakat), 34. 36. Sad, IV, 1,9.
37. Waq., 129; Sira, 1, 402-3? Sad, II, Q:
38. Sad, IV, 1, 31. 39. Tab., 1, 1674 sqq.
40. Tab., 1, 1650-51, 1659; Waq., 1, 882, 889, 890; Sad,
II, 108; Maq(Im), 1, 395.
41. Bal., 75, 76.
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source of Income during his period are lacking, except for
the addition of some quantity of Khums (fifths) of the booty
in *Iraq and Syria. Voluntary contributions were not asked
for. The Bayt-al-Mal was now shifted in the neighbourhood of
the Caliph and was dumped with everything that was received
by way of Zakat, Jizya, Khums or land-tax. It is stated that
during his short period Abu-Bakr received about two hundred
42
thousand dirhams. This probably does not include the goods
received by way of Jizya, Khums or land-tax* Not long after
the beginning of *Umarvs rule, the situation changed.
To sum up the above discussion, §adaqa has been an im¬
portant source of finance in tie Prophet* s time. Other sources
of income were Zakat, Fay', Khums or fifth of booty, and Jlzya,
or poll-tax. J Of these sources Sadaqa, though mostly depended
upon, was an irregular and uncertain source while tie Incomes
through * fifths* depended on the nature of the expedition and
the value of booty. The other sources were regular and in¬
creased with the increase in personal wealth and conquests.
Loans and ransom may also be included as additional sources
only to make some more items but their role was negligible.
The expenditure of the funds raised in the early period
was confined to limited heads. The Prophet used to defray
from Banu Nadir's properties his annual expenses and spend
44
the remainder on emergencies, supplies and horses and arms.
The income from Fadak was reserved for wayfarers while that
42. Sad., Ill, 1, 152.
43. For the meanings and interpretations of these terms
refer to Chapters 1, 2, 6, 7 & 8.
44. Yah., 86-87; Waq,, 377-78; Mus., 12,70. The property was




of Khaybar» he divided into three parts; two parts among
V ✓
Muslims and one part for the expenses of his household.
What remained after defraying these expenses he returned
45
for the paupers among the Emigrants. But the expenditure
of the Pay'property on all the kinsmen and similar other
expenditure was ' treated by some to be confined to the Prophe t
but not his successors who were supposed to take away for
their family only, but not for all their relations (dhawl * 1
qurba). That is why the portion which he used under this
head was, after his death, transferred to them, but the
other portions were managed by his successors for defraying
46
in those purposes which the Prophet used to do.
While the Prophet* s Fay'was spent on a few main heads,
other incomes were spent on all the other requirements. The
Prophet used the captives of Banu Qurayda in buying war
47
material. Another expenditure was the payment of wages
of officials, although regular salaries were not paid to
48
anybody. It was the responsibility of the government to
pay blood-money to those who were wrongfully killed by the
Muslim army, or in a case where the culprit could not be
caught. The examples of the former is Khalid' s onslaught
49
on the people of Judhayma and the killing of two persons
— — 50
of Banu*Amir, and that of the latter :is. the payment of bloi od
money on the murder of *Abd-Allah b. Sahl whose murderer in
4
45. Yah., 86,87; Waq., 377-78. 46. Mus., 12, 76-81.
47. Tab., 1, 1497. 48. Mus., 7, 137.
49. Waq., 882.
50. Tab., 1, 1650-51; also 1, 1448.
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51
Khaybar could not be legally traced. ■ ' Payment of money
to the visiting delegations and to the newly-converted
52
influential persons was an additional head of expenditure.
Many newly converted Muslims, as also non-Muslims, were also
given money mainly in view of reconciling their hearts to
Islam (fca'lTf al-aulub) or attracting them to Islam.^ In
the later days when the position of the Bayt-al-Mal became
M
relatively sound the government took upon Itself the repaymen t
of loans due from poor deceased persons. The Prophet
promised: "If anybody leaves a bequest, it is for his
54
relations; if anyone bequeathes a loan it will be on me."
One of the functions of the Bayt-al-Mal was also buying
freedom of Muslim slaves. Salman's manumission money was
paid by the Prophet from the funds of the Bayt-al-Mal.^
9
The Khums (fifths) money was also used to pay dower money
56
of the prophet's relations.
S
Abu-Bakr used the funds of the Bayt-al-Mal for the




was paid some salary from Bayt-al-Mal, although he later on
advised his relations to reimburse the receipts from his
57
properties.
The most popular way of spending government incomes in




Muslims. People used to assemble whenever the government
received anything in cash or kind and were given equal shares
^ > i
51. Tab., 1* 1448. 52. Bukh.(Jizya), 9; Waq., 715.
53. Wdq., 959, 980; Watt, 348 sqq.
54. A.U., 540; Bukh (Kifalat), 7.







in distribution.**8 This method practically left no
balance for any emergency expenditure the next morning.
That is why the Bayt-al-Mal was found empty on the death
of the Prophet as well as of Abu-Bakr. They only left
for their successor a number of riding animals for
fighters.
58. Even the Muslim slave got equal share with free Muslims.











Ghanlma or booty is a source of income which, like
Zakat,is to be distributed on those heads which have been
specified in the Our'an. The function of the government
in respect of both these incomes is treated to be that of -
a mere distributor. Four-fifths of the Ghanlma is to be
distributed among the fighters, while the remaining one-fifth
is to be retained by the government for specific purposes.
The fact that the Bayt-al-Mal is nowhere involved in
collection and distribution of Ghanlma does not seem to
justify its inclusion under the heading of the Bayt-al-Mal.
But in spite of it, it is a fact that the government is




and the quality and quantity of distribution; and the fact
4
that the Prophet sometimes distributed on a selective basis;
1
that lands were not always distributed, that 'SafI', 'Nafal*,
and 'Salab' were often taken out of Ghanlma; that entitlement
to Ghanlma was to be decided by the government, leading some
s
of the later jurists to believe that distribution of Ghanlma
*
*
was discretionary and not binding on the government, suggest
*
that, the government was not only an intermediary in distri¬
bution, but it exercised its function as a distributor of the
funds which otherwise would be its property. Zakat is also
a fund in respect of which the role of the government is
>
*







that of an intermediary oney and goods taken from a few
are distributed among the other few - sometimes within
the community and es outside* Yet it forms a
permanent source of income to the Bayt-al-Mal The
difference between the two is that Zakat is first transferred
to the Bayt-al-Mal while Ghanlma is disposed of without
involving any official or functionary of the Bayt-al-Mal.
In any case these facts bring the subject of Ghanlma under
the economic functions of state* It is included under the
Bayt-al-Mal, firstly because in the early days of Isla:
Ghanlma and Khums had much bearing on relieving the burden
of the Bayt-al-Mal and thus indirectly supporting it, and
secondly, because a fifth portion of Ghanlma had always been
treated as the right of the Bayt-al-Mal exclusive to Musli
fighters It is also discussed here in order to avoid
monotonous repetition of many events and statistics under two
*
different headings.
While the Ghanlma share of fighters was a well-known
2
and recognised fact in Arabia, the Prophet did not relate
it to the old Arab custom; he, like many other things,
related it to the Judeau-Christian traditions. "God did not
For example some of the pre-Isla:
the practice in the following words:
* /o/o y












Cheikho, pp. 146, 183, 322, 567.
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*
legalise Ghanlma for any Umma except for mine. This
$adlth suggests that the Prophet did not express his willing-
%
ness to legalise it simply because it was an Arab practice,
i
but because God had done him special favour as against the
other Scriptuaries.
It is reported that when *AdI visited the Prophet, the
b
latter asked him if he received the one-fourth portion (al-
•
mirba') of Ghanlma from his tribe. When #AdI confirmed it,
O
the Prophet said: "Don't you know that it is not permissible
-<^4
in the religion of the Rukus?"- an intermediate religion
between Christianity and the Church of Saint John, professed
by 'AdX.
I
The Arabs were not generally the followers of any
Scriptures. They had set their own standards and values.
It seems that)some of them were also professional 'Ghanlma-
hunters" who took part in third party wars only with the
object of seizing Ghanlma. WaqidI has mentioned one such
person who wished to Join the Muslims for the same purpose
when they were marching towards Badr.*?
In spite of the fact that the basic motivation of
Jihad (holy war) comes from somewhere else, the economic .
element of Ghanlraa as a motivating force has not been
absolutely neglected. This element was not without Ju'stifi-
I
cation for the people of a nascent state, who were surrounded
by sanguinary, bellicose tribes, and who were long since used
3. With similar sense: Bukh.,(Sala^ 84; Mus., 12,53; Tir.,7,42. .
4. Sira, 2, 375.
5. Waq., 47.
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to act on this motivation.
The concept of Ghanlma and Khums pre-requisites a
state of perpetuity in successful Jihad operations* In
case the whole world professes Islam or the enemy is too
%
4
strong to he offended, or is inaccessible, Jihad will not
remain possible and Ghanlma will cease to exist. It is
not, therefore, a permanent source of income like Zakat.
In the Qur'an there occur different words to signify
the different categories of booty. OFay1 signifies wealth
which is captured by the Muslims without involving active
$
warfare. 'Khums' is that one-fifth portion of •Nafal1
(booty) which is apportioned for the Bayt-al-Mal before
>
P
distributing anything samogg the fighters• After the 1Khums1
s
is apportioned for the Bayt-al-Mal, booty is distributed
among the fighers as against <£Fay' which the Prophet used
for the benefit of the whole community. But it seems that
in spite of this distinction, the Muslim historians have used
*
0
the word ^Fay* to indicate both. For example, Ibn Hisham ' s
heading about the 'Ghanlma'"; of Bad** reads like .this: 'A
£
description of Fay'at Badr and of■the 'captives'. Similarly
I
when Ibn Hisham says: "So Khaybar became a Fay'between the
Muslims while Fadak was exclusively for the Prophet because
they did not tread over (this land) with their horses and
i
riding/&iimals", it clearly means that in the former case he
is using the word Fay3which should have been used in the









en accompanied the Prophet to Khaybar and the Prophet
*
gave something for them from the Fay'but did not give them
8
a usual share in it." WaqidI also uses the word Fay'in
the same sense when he reports "A man asked the Prophet
for something from the Fay! The Prophet said; 'I am not
permitted to dispose of even a needle or thread from Fay^
I shall neither take man
a scarf (*lqal), the Prophet said; 'it will be given when
i
the Ghanlma is distributed'. Khalifa b. Khayyat has
t
also interchanged the two terms while he describes the Ghanlma
%
acquired at Jalula."1"0 Tabarl reports that "Hakam sentran
elephant to 'Umar who returned it with the remark that the
price (of this animal) should be distributed among those
I «
^
whom God has given it as Fay!"'1"'1' It seems that some of the
reports made on the authority of the Prophet have given
sanction to use the word Fay*in a wider sense.
It will,be noted that the Our* an (8:1) uselS the word.
anfal (sing, nafal) for Ghanlma as a noun while the verbal
form of gh-n-m is used to indicate the same thing (8;41,67).
But later on the word nafal in context of Ghanlma was treated
to signify a different technical meaning. The derivative of
gh-n-m as noun in the technical sense of GhanI
only in the form of maghanim (4:93; 48:15,19,20) with its
singular as maghnam. not Ghanlma. Similarly the word Fay-9
in the Qur'an is used only in the verbal form; "mlmma afa*
8. 2,232. For other examples see 2,173,225,241,320,324; 1,402.
9» Waq., 681.
10. Khalifa, 128. 11. Tab., 1, 2708.
Allahu "alayka", (whatever God has brought to your
possession 33:50), and 'afa * Allahu 'ala Rasulihi' (God
brought in possession of His Messenger, 59:67)* Later on
the Jurists made a distinction between the different forms
ft
of the distribution of this nafal. Therefore, in order to
avoid any confusion in the use of the language of history
and the application of the terms the following terminological
-
» « •
sense, developed in books of law, will be used: The term
Ghanlma will mean what<^^Vable^yproperty is sequestrated
4
by the Muslim army,for distribution. Khums will signify the
< 1
m
fifth which is to be transferred to the Baytral-Mal* Fay'is
t
that enemy property which is retained and administered by .
the government. Nafal is that award which is made by the
Caliph or the commander over and above the share of Ghanlma
#
whether or not it was promised in advance. Salab signifies
4
4
the items in personal use of the killed enemy, taken over
0
by the killer. Safi means what the ruler picks out,
generally from the Ghanlma, for himself.
ft
It is reported by the historians that the first Ghanlma
was seized by 'Abd-Allah b. Jahsh in his expedition against
12
the Quraysh before the event of Badr. It was natural for
him to treat with the Ghanlma on the old Arab fashion and
ft
according to a report he did so. But another report suggests
0
that he put off the distribution until the Prophet's approval
ft




13. Sira, 1, 367-63; Sad, II, 1,5; I, 2,119.
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was supposed to distribute it and retain a portion of it
for himself. The pre-Islamic couplet
♦
s \ Jo n\\j, ^ r A \ ^9 ai-X-Tj?
14
sheds ample light on the different portions which the chief
.r
of the tribe conventionally retained. But before the event
of Badr there was no Islamic principle respecting the use
of Ghanlma. When they seized Ghanlma at Badr, they did
15
not hesitate in using it, but it soon led to controversy
which was decided by the Gur'anic Verses which in the first
stage seized it from the Muslims and placed it at the
disposal of the Prophet while shortly afterwards they were
made entitled to it after 'one-fifth' share (Khums) was
passed on to the Prophet for 'God and His Messenger'. It
4
was the first Ghanlma which, according to their standard,
could be treated as 'substantial•. According to Waqidi
"all the Muslims on their return had a ride, clothing and
food, while at Badr they had only seventy camels and two
horses."1^ The total value of Ghanlma or of Khums has
t
not been given by early historians but Maqrlzl reports that
14. 05-SarkhasIi Sharh a's-Sivar al-Kablr. Hyderabad 1335 A.H.,
2,12. Mirba*, one fourth; Safaya, chosen 'pick';
Nashl"fa, a valuable 'catch' in the way; Fudul, residual.
*4
15. Sira, 2,2. According to Tabarl 1, 1334, the controversy
arose as to the entitlement to Ghanlma. Muslims were in
three groups. The first was chasing the fleeing enemy.
The second was collecting Ghanlma and captives. The
third was guarding the Prophet. Each group was pressing
for its service to be of most genuine significance.
16. Waq., 1, 26.
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17
it included 130 camels, 10 horses, arms, and hides* Over
ft
and above the fifth portion taken out as Khums, the Prophet
also apportioned for himself a share equal to others*
I
The total number of military expeditions which the
♦ 4
♦
Prophet despatched is reported to be about sixty-five, of
' 4
which 27 were led by him. But most of these wars were purelj r
of typical Arab fashion which proved to be decisive after a
*
few skirmishes* Only in a few cases the enemy took refuge
in forts. War on the enemy land also Involved occupation
of land after conquest. The significance of economic
< •
return from all the thirty-eight expeditions which were not
led by the Prophet can be appraised with the fact that the
♦ * ,
ft
cumulative figures of the number of camels seized by way
of GhanXma cannot exceed 3*000. The value of other.goods
* ft
and properties that were seized during these expeditions
17. It is possible that Maq.(Im), 1, 94, might have come
across a reliable source of information which is now
extinct. But it is equally possible that he might have
worked out an arithmetic calculation on the basis of
WaqidX's report, thus: WaqldX says there was nobody who
did not have a ride on his return while before it they hac L
only seventy camels and two horses. Now supposing that
the number of Muslims at Badr was not more than 34+0, and
that the seventy persons already having a camel returned
on their camels 1:1, 230 persons would be left without a
ride. Leaving some margin for a few horses let us
suppose 240 persons required a ride, 2:1. It means that
they should have at least 120 camels, and eight horses
for the remaining 10 persons, two of whom already have
their own. This number should be arrived at after
Khums is taken away which means (120 x 5/4)+ (8 x 5/4) or
150 camels and 10 horses. If the report is really based
on arithmetic calculation, many other variables may be
possible with change in some hypotheses. For example
100 camels plus 25 horses if all the Muslims would go
2:1 as usual; or 200 'camels plus 25 horses if the
70 camel owners would like to return in doubles as











is even less impressive. The impact of the distribution of
4
Ghanlma could not, however, be insignificant in providing
support to enterprising individuals. The Ghanlma only in a
few expeditions was encouraging to these individuals and
this provided stimulus to continue them. The Khums of the
expedition of the Qarda is said to have amounted to twenty
4 t
thousand dirharas; the remaining eighty thousand dirharas .
were distributed among 100 fighters at a rate of 800 dirhams
18
per head - quite a boom. But such cases were few and
■
far between. Something was, however, better than nothing.
As compared with these, the expeditions led by the Prophet
0
were more paying politically and economically, and their
additional significance lay in setting precedents which
formed the .basis of a number of laws. The expedition
against Banu Qaynuqa^ not only brought rich Ghanlma but
also increased trade opportunities for the Emigrant traders
19
because the former were traders or dyers. ^ Their properties
were distributed among Muslims and the Khums thereof was.
♦ \
passed on to the Prophet. Before the distribution of
Ghanlma the Prophet chose for himself a few arms. This
0
choice for the person of the Prophet was treated as QsafiQ,
4
chosen. Later on the conquests of Banu Qurayga and Khaybar
added considerable resources to the Bayt-al-Mal and provided
relief to the Muslims. The Ghanlma from gunayn was the
last rich addition to the properties of the Muslims and the
Bayt-al-Mal during the Prophet's time, although the earlier
«
4
18. Waq., 198. 19. Ibid.. 178-79.
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two also included houses, estates and agricultural lands.
I
Apart from the expeditions where active army action
was involved, there were also cases in which the enemy
t
surrendered without any war or offered to agree upon a
4
treaty relationship before an army action was planned*^
The former lands and properties were treated as Fay'and
goverm examples
lands are Banu Nadir, Fadak and a portion of Khaybar.
Communities in treaty relationship saved their properties
t
from becoming Ghanlma or Fay'and were governed by the terms
*
of treaty as they were.
As a general rule, the four-fifths of Ghanlma is
to be distributed among the fighters, but there are instances
of exceptions to the rule, as follows:
I
(i) Mecca was conquered by force, but it was not treated
Ghanlma treatment
(ii) Women are also reported to have taken part in most of
*
*
he wars and helped the fighters in nursing, cooking and, in
iertain cases, defence as well, but they were not given
21
a
fighter's share. They were, however, paid something by
way of gift or remuneration.
(iii) Slaves of the fighters took part in active war and
Op
oineration but not a share#
The following categories of persons were also entitled
to a share in Ghanlma:
(i) Non-Musli part Waqidl
20. A.U., 157-59? Gad, II, 1, 99; Bal., 51, and passim
21. Tab., 1,1586; Sira, 2, 232; Mus., 2,190-92; Waq,686-7
22. A.U., 881; Sad, II, 1,83, III, 1,34; Waq., C*\ 104-5,
684. ' *w
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has reported about ten Jews who were fighting with the
►
a
Prophet against the people of Khaybar and whom share in
Ghanima was given.2-* Safwan b. Umayya, still an unbeliever
at Hunaynv- was among those who received a lion's share,
24
perhaps by virtue of being the leader of an allied contingent!
(il) taking
25
to illness or injury during war time.
(iii) The man who was negotiating a peace treaty with the
people of Fadak.^
* |
(iv) The fighters who were killed during war operations.2^
(v) The situation of Badr in this respect enjoyed a unique
position in which Ghanima was also distributed among, those
4
persons who were not present on the occasion. Waqidi has
%
I
mentioned. only four such persons who included:
t
(1) the one who was persuading others to go to Badr.
(2) the one who was prepared to go but fell ill on
the eleventh hour and then died. .
p8
(3) Two Angary, Helpers (reason has not been given)*.
But Ibn Sa'd has provided us with some more details about
such persons. He gives a list of the following eight persons
who were given a share in Ghanima:-
1) 'Uthman. whom the Prophet left in Medina to nurse his wife
2,3) espionage
23»f{Waq., 684. Waqidi (ibid) has also quoted another
opinion that they were given something by way of
remuneration and not a share, but A.U.(318) supports -,
only the former view.
24. Waq., 943* 25 • Waq., 684.




4,5) The Prophet* s two deputies, one appointed over Medina
while the other was over Upper Medina, 'Aliya.
6,7) Two persons who became worn out and returned.
8) One whom the Prophet stopped for unknown reasons.2^
Each of the above-mentioned eight persons was given
an equal share in Ghanlma. The captives of war were
I
distributed by lot. Most of the reports suggest that a
•*o
horseman was given three times as much as the infantryman. ^
The total amount of Khums that was transferred to the
Bayt-al-Mal is not given by early historians. But if we
accept Maqrlzl*s statement about the total quantity of
Ghanlma^" the Khums will amount to thirty camels, two
horses, and some arms, over and above a share in the captives. .
The above principles of exceptions and entitlements
were followed later on too.
While the above points give a list of entitlement to
a share in Ghanlma, the following points elaborate the
properties for and the method of distribution during the
Prophet * s time:
1) As already stated, land was involved only in the case
of a few expeditions. The properties of Banu Nadir, Banu
Qurayda, Ghatafan, Banu Tamlra and the lands of Wadi'l Qura,
Bahrayn9Yamama, and Khaybar were taken over either as Ghanlma
or as Fay. But the distribution of land among the fighters
was effected only in the case of Khaybar.^2
29.(Sad, III 1,6.
30. "sira, 2, 173; Tab., 1, 1497; Kh^ri^fi^v'1
; ^
31. Supra, fn.17. 32. Kh., 38.
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3) It was prohibited to sell, remove, or use the
properties of Ghanlma before distribution. Food and fodder
were the only exemptions 33 According to WaqidlPs opinion,
food, fodder and hides were also not subjected to Khums. 34
P
4) Ghanlma arms could be borrowed before taking out Khums
and before distribution. They were, however, returnable
after the war was over. 35
5) Ghanlma properties were generally collected at one
place The Prophet, if he liked, would take any select
article for his personal use Or for awarding it to
anybody (Nafal) or for both. Then Khums was set aside for tlie
Bayt-al-Mal.
6) The remaining portion was then distributed among those
entitled to it. Sometimes the properties were put to an
open auction and sold to the highest bidders They could
pay the price out of their share of Ghanlma. This meant
GhanI in such cases, determined
and calculated onetary This
technique is reported to have been adopted in respect of
Banu Mustalia. Banu Guravda and
Khaybar 36
7) Distribution was generally made by .giving cash or
properties to individuals or by organising them into pools
*
%
and giving a share of a pool for mutual adjustment into
33. Sad, II, 83; Sira, 2, 230; Waq., 664.
34. Waq., 665, 680 35. Waq., Ibid
36. Sad, II, 46, 56, 78; Y/aq., 521, 665.
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units This practice is reported to have
adopted in the case of properties of Banu Qurayda as also
those of Khaybar. 37
8) The .Ghanlma lands of Khaybar were divided into @L;
portions and each portion was collectively allotted to one
hundred fighters, one of them being made responsible for the




'While eaual distribution of Ghanlma
39there are also instances of favoured treatment with some.
10) If the Prophet wished to distribute something only
• •
f «
among a limited group of persons, he used to get the approval
*
to This
the property of Banu Na^xr which he distributed only among
t
the Emigrants, as also in Khaybar wherein he included ih
GhanI too. 40
The distribution of the Ghanlma of Hunayn among the■
Quraysh by way of reconciliation of hearts' (ta'llf al-qulub)
has involved controversy as to whether it was made from the • f
t
Ghanlma or from the Khums And the reason of the controversy
is the report that the Angars were aggrieved over it.
4
Whether reconciliation of hearts is also a head of Khums
J
expenditure has not been pointedly discussed by jurists.
The Qur'an specifically gives only five heads of expenditure
Khu the Prophet's example sugge
that the ruler had the authority to spend it for other
37. Waq., 521,665; Sad, II, 82-3; Bal., 38.
38. \/aq., 689-90.
40. Yah., 92; Sad, IV, 2.54.
39. Sad, II, 61,83,85
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objects too - he bought war material from Khums income.
But if it is admitted that the distribution among the
Guraysh was made out of Khums while Ghanlma was distributed
among
would
tmong Ansars, the grievance
grudge proper inter-
the stories cannot be possible unless the
facts are critically examined because it is the reporting
of details that is responsible for confusion.
It is reported that Banu Hawazin and their allies,
with a strength of twenty thousand fighters, advanced along
4-+
with their belongings and families against the Muslims.
After a couple of skirmishes they took to their heels and
the Muslims seized large quantities of Ghanlma which they
had left - valuables, camels, livestock and captive












The Prophet distributed large amounts of ex gratia
per cheat to many newly-converted Muslims of Mecca (perhaps
also to some unbelievers). Tabarl has given a list of
eighteen persons,
41
most of whom have been listed by Ibn
Sa'd, too. 42 Ibn Hisham, on the basis of different
s given a total of thirty-eight ns 43
41. Tab., 1, 1679 sqq
43. Sira, 2, 320-22.






Almost all these sources inform that the Prophet awarded
100 camels each to most of them. Other Muslims got 4 camels
or forty sheep/goats each. Captives were also distributed
*
among the fighters. A* horseman was given triple the
/i/t
share of a footman. These facts, along with some others,
can be rearranged and checked up.
1. 12000 persons including 2000 Quraysh took part in the
expedition against Hawazin etc.
*
2. They seized 24000 camels and more than 40,000 sheep.
4
3. Khums was taken out of this Ghanlma.
. «




3. There were two thousand horsemen in the expedition
»
Ac
and their share was triple the ordinary share.
6. The portion of the Ghanlma was to be distributed
among 1Q,000 shares to footmen and 6,000 shares to horsemen.
The total number of shares comes to 16,000.
*
7. Let us give some margin to the number of sheep and
• •
suppose they v/ere 60,000 equal to 6,000 camels plus the
I
24,000 camels » 30,000 camels.
8. Deduct Khums, viz., 30,000-6,000 = 24,000 camels.
9* Divide 24,000 camels into 16,000 shares. The
*
0
answer will be 1.3 camels per share and not 4 camels as
0
given by the historians.
In this case it is presupposed that the Quraysh were
awarded from the Khums and not from Ghanlmabecause in the
. -
44. Waq., 949. ,45. Ibid.
46. This is suggested by Mus., 7,150; Waq., 948.
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latter case the number of camels per share would be further
reduced. But if the calculation is reversed on the basis .
»
,
of 4 camels each the total number of the camels seized will
come to 16,000 x 4 = 64,000, being the 4/5 of total Ghanlma
or = 80,000 total number of camels including sheep equalling
1/10 of a camel.
•f
In any case, the different sets of figures do not
reconcile with each other if it is accepted that all the
fighters including the AngarC)were given 4 camels each. What
appeals to common sense is that the possibility of mis-
#
reporting the small, single digit, per head share, iSw\less
than the multiple aggregate figures of camels, sheep, silver,
captives etc. But this does not seem to solve the problem.
0
If a share of four camels each was not satisfactory for any
reason, the sense of deprivation should have been widespread
mainly among the poorly trained newly converted Muslim
09
tribes and not only among the AnsarQ) as reported by the
historians. Before suggesting any solution the following
0
facts may be adduced:
According to WaqidI, the Prophet advised Zayd to
•
count the number of the people and the quantity of Ghanlma
and then distribute it at a rate of 4 camels or forty sheep
t» 9
each.
The remaining properties of Ghanlma were sent to Medina, ,
9
The Ansar^ complained that the Prophet gave Ghanima to
his (trj/be ^Cqawm) and also gave large quantities to other





These points along with those put down above suggest
the possibility of the following situation.
»
1. Khums of 24,000 camels and 40 or 60 thousand sheep
m
47
was set aside to be transported to Medina.
2. Out of the remaining stock more than 3*500 camels were
given to the Guraysh and other tribal chiefs.
3. The remaining* about twenty thousand camels* were
distributed among five thousand fighters at a rate of 4
camels each. This number of the cross-section of recipients
was sufficient to satisfy most of the tribes.
4. Although there is no report to suggest that the
EMgrants (Muhajirun) were also given any camels, the fact
was that their tribe (qawm). Quraysh had got it.
5. The Ansar, perhaps did not get anything, and this fact
aggrieved them because of their superior position in Islam
as compared with the still swerving Quraysh.
6. The reason why the Prophet did not try to annoint them
by giving something from the Khums which was transported to
Medina is not far to seek. Firstly because he had promised
9
to pay to many Muslims compensation for the captives of
Hawazin which were compulsorily taken away from them. And
secondly the Prophet was planning to lead the largest ever
expedition to Tabuk for which not only the reconciling of
hearts at Ja'lrrana was necessary, but also a heavy load of
arms and a large herd ofnding animals were necessary* It
was soon proved that he harvested a rich crop of what he had
sown at Ja'irrana.
47. Tab., 1, 1685.
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Now as regards WaqidT's report about the share of four
camels to each (faCkanat, sihamuhum 11 k.ulli ra.lulin arba'a
mln al-ibil aw....). it can be suggested that by the phrase
four camels to each he does not mean each one of the twelve
thousand Muslims; he means each on£ of the Muslims who were
decided to be given a share - perhaps the later accessions
to Islam - by totally neglecting the Angara,, the MuhaJirun,
and some others. YJhat aggrieved the AngaxO was not the
fact that they alone were neglected; it was their position
of seniority which they thought was let down. So far they
had been willingly sacrificing their economic interests for
the sake of the poor Emigrants whom they treated as senior
to themselves. But they were not willing to give sacrifice
for the sake of those wealthy newcomers who, till the last
week, were the staunch enemies of the Prophet and of Islam.
That is why, when the Prophet reassured them that their
position of seniority was secure before him, they werej
consoled and did not worry about his offer to allot them
48
lands at Bafcrayn*
While the government apportions Ghanlma to the
fighters, Khums is retained by it for specific purposes:
48. Chapter 4. Throughout this discussion we have completely
neglected the figures reported by fabarl on the authority
of Ibn Is'haq (1,1674). According to this report the
total number of camels was 6,000. If this figure is
accepted then most of the statements of all the other
historians will have to be rejected. The interesting
thing is that in the Sira Ibn Hisham has given this number
for the captives, on the same authority. He quotes "And
there were, with_the Prophet, 6 thousand of the dependents
and women of Hawazin and the camels and the sheep whose
number cannot be counted." In the face of this difference
in figures Tabarl seems to have relied on Waqldl's state¬
ment of per head distribution of four camels (1,1685)*
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"For God, and for His Messenger and for the kinsmen, and
I j
for the orphans, paupers (masakin) and the wayfarers."
The words God and His Messenger are taken to mean the
government but during the Prophet*s time the Prophet himself
was 'the government'. By the term kinsmen (dhawi'l qurba)
during his life was taken to mean the kinsmen of the Prophet
who, according to Ibn Jubayr, were the children of Hashim
La
and Kuttalib. In this way four of the five items were
of general type. It Is quite natural to assume that all
the five heads could not necessarily be met with each
quantity of Khums which the Prophet received at different
times. As a result the expenditure of Khums depended on
the urgency of a particular head of expenditure. In the
early Medlnlan period of the Prophet, Khums-receipts were
very poor and the personal requirements of the Prophet's own
family were very pressing. The gradual increase in Khums
property eased personal financial strain and the situation
was further relieved by addition of the Fay' receipts. Now
the Khums receipts could also meet the other heads of
expenditure. Orphans, paupers and the wayfarers were also
50
now financed. Along with this the Prophet also utilized
these funds in providing arms and<riding animals for Jihad.^
The Prophet also used his discretion to dispose of Khums
v
receipts as he thought fit. In the case of the Khums of
Banu Gurayda, for example, Ibn Sa'd reports: "The Prophet
freed some of the captives* gifted some to others while he
put into service whom he liked. Similarly, he did with the
49. KhcV, 2l."l; :; 50. Ibid. 51. A.U., 821.
52
goods whatever he thought fit. It is also reported
that he exchanged some of the goods and slaves of Banu
55
Qurayga for war equipment. ^ The Khums of Khaybar was
quite substantial as compared with any other which he had had
so far. As a matter of fact this was the first Khums which
had certainty and regularity in its income. The Prophet
first of all apportioned the produce of the land among his
kinsmen in a quantity which could suffice them for their
annual food requirements. Historians have given the
details of the quantities of foodgrain and dates that were
apportioned for his wives and kinsmen. Apart from
meeting his food requirements, the Prophet also spent Khums
income on financing some other requirements of his kinsmen.
9
For example, he arranged for the marriage of his two cousins
55
from Khums money. Expenses incurred on the marriage of
— — c >6
the widows of Banu Hashim were also met from the same source."
It seems that at a later stage the proportion of
expenditure on other heads than kinsmen had substantially
increased. That is why the Prophet, before distributing
the Ghanlma of Hunayn said: "Nothing except the Khums of
the properties God has bestowed on you, will remain with
me and even that much will (ultimately) be returned to you.
This saying apparently means that leaving aside a portion
for meeting the bare personal requirements of the Prophet's
family, the entire expenditure of the Khums would be made
52. II, 54. 53. Tab., 1, 1497.
54. Bal., 58, 41; Bukh (Muzara'a) 9; Sad, III, 1,124, IV, 1,1 .1.
55. Supra. 56. Waq., 381.
57. A.U., 765, 810.
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on the general welfare of the Muslims.
The administrative in charge of the Khums properties
during the Prophet's time was Mahmiyya b. Jaz'.^8 According
to Abu-Yusuf 'All looked after the supervision of the portion
of Khums which was exclusively meant for the Prophet's
59




The institutions of Ghanlma, Khums and the minor items
like §afl, Salab, Nafal, remained almost unchanged during the
period under study. The changes that took place after the
Prophet were in respect of SafI and the share of kinsmen in
the Khums. The first four caliphs refrained from taking
out any SafX for them, but the later rulers did not miss it.
The head of expenditure of Khums entitled the kinsmen
(dhawi'l qurba) was reviewed and reinterpreted.
The conquests of the rich territories of Persia, Syria,
North Africa, Spain, and Asia Minor, within the period under
study, threw large quantities of Ghanlma into the hands of
the Muslim army, and it also enriched the Bayt-al-Mal. These
conquests started immediately after the Prophet's demise,
and within a few years goods and valuables were pouring in
from all sides. At this stage a little less than a hundred
thousand men were deployed on different fronts, and the
extent of Ghanlma that they might have acquired can be
conceived by the fact that Khalid, who took part in these
expeditions for about five years, had collected goods and
60
cash valuing one hundred and sixty thousand dlrhams. These s
58. Mus., 7, 179. 59. , ITrT2T
60. Because when he came back to Medina after his earnings
were halved by 'Umar, he still possessed goods and cash
valuing 80 thousand dirhams. See Chap. 3*
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figures will seem to be modest if the picturesque accounts
of the Ghanlma accrued from Mada'in, Bukhara, Ifrlqiyya,
and Andalus, as reported by the historians are believed
to be correct.^1
While *Uraar decreed that a person will be entitled to
a share in Ghanlma who had witnessed the event, or who
I 52
as a helper had reached before the burial of the dead bodies,
'Umar II included the messengers, postmen, and the agents
(wakll) who were sent from the army, among the recipients of
Ghanlma.^ All the other beneficiaries of Ghanlma remained
the same as in the Prophet's time.
Expeditions with smaller quantities of Ghanlma were
numerous, and of a very much more regular type. While the
movable^ properties were distributed by \wpy of Ghanlma and
the Khums was transferred to government, lands conquered in
these areas were not distributed; they were converted into
Fay'. The same policy was pursued throughout Umayyad period,
and perhaps became a precedent for ever. Within a hundred
years the Muslims had occupied the territories stretching
between the Punjab in the east and North Africa and Spain
in the west, but the lands were left untouched everywhere.
The quantities receivable by way of Khums can be
conceived from the value of GhahXma collections. It was
the Khums property of Mada'in and then of Jarmuk that led
*Umar to distribute annual stipends to all the Muslims who
6U
had taken, or were taking, part in wars. There is reason
61. Tab., 1, 2444 sqq; Khalifa, 1, 397; I.A.H., 86;
I.A.H.(M), 210.
A
62. Bal., 257; Khalifa, 1,148.
63. Sad, V, 260. 64. Tab., 2411-18.
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to believe that the Pious Caliphs were careful in
spending the Khums collections properly* But unfortunately
the later stories against 'Uthman raised some controversy
about his position in this regard* The first allegation
that was levelled against him was his awarding of Khums
receipts to his kinsmen. The second was about his giving
of the Khums to 'Abd-Allah b. Sa'd b. Abl Sarh, commander of
the expedition to Ifrlqiyya. The third allegation was his
selling of Khums property to Marwan at a much cheaper rate
*
than the free market price*
As regards the first point, it is reported that.after
the Prophet1s death, people were divided on the share of
Khums payable to the Prophet and the kinsmen. A group was
9
of the view that the Prophet's share was to be taken by his
caliph. Another group had the opinion that the share of the
■ kinsmen was to be passed on to the Prophet's (kinsmen. A
small group believed that the share of the vkinsmen was to be
passed on to the (kinsmen of the Caliph. Then all of them
agreed that both shares would be utilized for providing arms
and ridi^animals,^ and this was done by Abu-Bakr and 'Umar.
But it seems that 'Uthman believed that the share of the
Prophet»s 'kinsmen could be transferred to the Caliph's kinsmei i
while "All (and Ibn 'Abbas) believed in the continuation of
the old practice of distributing it among the Prophet's
kinsmen. It can be observed that 'Uthman's interpretation
of the Qur'anic phrase 'dhawi'1 qurba' (kinsmen) was as valid
as could be that of Abu-Bakr, 'Umar or 'All. The last one
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could be justified in restoring it to the Prophet' s (kinsmen
but he refrained from doing so perhaps on political grounds
As regards "Uthman's dealing with "Abd-Allah b. Sa*d
4
4
b. Abl Sarb» it can be pointed out that he was not an
this had
Jarlr of Bajlla one-fourth of the Khums of Sawad if he,
along with his tribe, was willing to join the Muslim army
in Iraq.
66 *Uthman followed suit, but with a more
convincing justification. This will require a peep into
the earlier history of the expedition to IfrXqiyya.
When *Amr sought overrun Ifrlqiyya
'Umar refused his permission on an apparently superstitious '
ground. He is reported to have written to #Amr: "Don't
go there; it is Mufarriqa not Ifnqiyya. It betrays others
and they betray it. ii67 Whether or not this rationale
convinced 'Amr, had It is quite
66. Tab.. 1, 2186. JThe reportsCTO made by Bal. (267), A.U.,
(156), and JOT. ,^(18), may lead to the confusion that
'Umar promised'this Nafal from Ghanlma because the
fighters of this trite formed one-fourth of the whole
Sawad wasarmy. But this opinion carries no sense,
not conquered by that time and 'Umar* s policy
distribution of conquered lands was not known
bout the
There¬
fore, it was taken for granted that in case Sawad was
conquered and the lands were distributed like the lands
of Khaybar, Jarlr would naturally take away one-fourth
portion of Sawad lands by virtue of his numerical
strength and not by the grace of "Umar, This offer of
one-fourth could carry some sense only when it was some¬
thing more than the right of Jarlr, and this was possible
only if one-fourth portion of Khums as reported by Tabari
is treated to be correct,
67. Bal., 227.
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natural to believe that the contents of the letter should
have been known to other generals and soldiers* What 'Umar
did was the demonstration of the old Arab method of depending
on occult interpretations of things and events. But if
such a situation was allowed to prevail it could lead to
many wrong directions. *Uthman acted wisely when he not
only advised his general to advance this feared 'Kufarriqa'
but, in order to boost up his morale, also promised to
68
give him a portion of the Khums. Had it not been so,
many Muslims could begin thinking in these occult terms,
and would have stopped their advance almost to a point
where 'Umar had left them. There were many cities
obstructing their advance which, without any literal
concoction, conveyed a bad sense. For example, Kush in
Persian means 'kill1, Makran in Arabic means double deceit,
Munqaliba means the 'over-turned*, and so on. In fact
it is very difficult now to estimate the wisdom of 'Uthman' s
decision in relation to the future course of the history of
Islam. The least that can be observed about him is that he
again put the wheel of history to rotate with the same force
and in the same direction as it was doing before.
As regards the allegation of selling of Khums to
Marwan, it should be kept in mind that in principle it was
not prohibited. Ghanlma and Khums both could be sold and
gQ
their price used for specific purposes* The Prophet did it*^
I ^ 7Q
It is reported that Sa d, Governor of Kufa did it' and sent




the sale proceeds to 'Umar. A more interesting report is
to be found about the Governor of Syria selling Khums
property to 'Unar* s son *Abd-Allah. When 'Umar came to
know of this transaction he annulled the transaction, sold
the property at a much higher price and after giving a portion
of profit to "Abd-Allah deposited the remainder in the Bayt-
— 71
al-Mal. There is no report to suggest that 'Umar took
any action against his governor. In the case of Sa'd,
however, the matter was different when 'Umar appointed a
committee to enquire into the reports against Sa!'d, one of
72
the many being that he was lenient in the sale of Khums. .
'Uthman's 'fault' in this respect was that throughout his
life, he had been generous and lenient.
Apart from the above arguments one point about 'Uthman
must be made very clear. To err is human and 'Uthman was a
human being. But the genuineness of any allegations against
any reputed person must be Judged against the background of
his temperament and past performances. And any allegations
against 'uthman would require much stronger evidence than
has been reported by some historians.
While Ghanlma continued to be distributed among the
soldiers, even after the Pious Caliphsy?. the collection of
t
Khums seems to have been tampered with arbitrary choice
sometimes in the Caliph* s name and sometimes on the
discretion of the general who wanted to please his governor
or caliph. Ziyad advised his commander in Khurasan to pick
out all gold and silver from the Ghanlma, in compliance
71• Chapter 3» P» 72. Sad, 5> 44.
7 "3 — _
with the wish of the Caliph. Musa b. Nusayr is reported
to have brought large quantities of Ghanlma to please the




The distribution of Khums which, after the Pious
4
r
Caliphs had been carelessly treated was set right only by
*Umar II. He advised his officials to distribute the Khums
75
only among the deserving persons. He also restored the
payment of the amount of Khums to Banu Hashim which,
76
according to Ibn Sa'd, was stopped by Mu'awiya.
The practice of awarding Salab and Nafal after the
*
Prophet is generally not recorded by historians. But because
they did not Involve large amounts, had become a convention,
and did not also deprive the government of anything from its
pocket, it can be presumed that they continued. A stronger
%
9
factor that supports this presumption is that the soldiers
now needed more material incentive than before. Examples of
t
Omar's granting of large Nafal to Jarlr and 'Uthman's
4
awarding of a fabulous Nafal*^ to 'Abd-Allah b. Sa'd have
73. Supra. 74. Khalifa, 1,408; I.A.H.(M), 210.
75. Sad, V, 257-8. 76. Ibid.. 287-8.
77. The extent of this Nafal can be conceived by the fact that
according to Yaq (II, 155) the value of Ghanlma amounted
to 25 million dinars. This means that 1/5 of the Khums
payable to *Abd-Allah amounted to 1 million dinars. Many
historians agree that the per head distribution of Ghanlma
of Ifrlqiyya stood at one thousand dirhaims for a footman
and three thousand for a horseman. (Khalifa, 165;







already been discussed. Local commanders on their part
granted Nafal to encourage their soldiers. Khalid?Sa*d,
and Muthanna, for example, used to give special awards to
78
their soldiers. These were given from the Khums. While
the Prophet did not take av/ay any Khums on the Salab even
70
though it was valuable, * 'Umar, admitting that it was never
%
done before him, levied Khums on a salab which valued some
30 to AO thousand dirhams.80
Ghanima is seized by the fighters themselves and,
therefore, it is difficult for the commander or the incharge
of Ghanima to embezzle anything from it. ' It is, however,
* ■» ■




are collecting it from the enemy camps. There are reports
to suggest a high degree of moral sense among the soldiers ix i
%
this respect. While these reports can be believed in view
of the emotional turn in character at the time of victory .
*
and collection of valuable Ghanima, it does not mean that
all the soldiers possessed a similar sense of responsibility.,
%
Incidents of dishonesty are not recorded by the historians,
perhaps because it is a thing which nogone else but the
thief knows about; and he never exposes himself. In the
T
case of officials, however, Tabarl mentions two incidents of
/•
T
misappropriation in Ghanima properties; the first occurred
ft
in the year 77 A.H. by Bukayr b. Wa'shah and the second and
more serious one, in the year 104 A.H. by- HarashI in the
Ghanima of Sughd.81
78. Tab., 1, 2027,2028 & 2233.
79. Mus., 12,6§) Abu Baud, 3,97.
80. A.U., 780; TabariA Abu Jafar Muhammad b. Jarlr: Kitab
Ikhtllaf a1-Fuaaha'. ed. J. Schacht, Leiden, 1933, p.117.








The Cur'an ordains the payment of Zakat (or the inter¬
changeable word Sadaqa) on wealth (mal) and crops, and lays
down the heads on which Zakat proceeds are to be spent. The
rates of payment, the nature and the quantities of fwealth-
and crops on which it is to be charged and the rules of
exemption are not to be found in the Gur'an. It stands to
reason that these necessary details should have been explicitly
laid down without which the Gur'anic emphasis on paying Zakat
was meaningless. This is reported to have been done by the
< ♦
I
Prophet who gave all the practical details of the subject.
4
The concept of charging a religious tax is not a
Qur'anic innovation. In ancient Babylonia 'the revenues of
temples compulsory
offerings which included the esrla or tithes. These had to
be paid by all classes of population from the King downwards,
2
either in grain or its equivalent in money. The Old
Testament also provides for the payment of tithes:
And all the tithe of the land, whether of the
seed of the land, or of the fruit of the tree,
is the Lord's: it is holy unto the Lord.
(Lev. 27:30) .
Thou shalt truly tithe all the increase of thy
seed, that the field bringeth forth year by year.
. (Deut. 14:22)
And, behold, I have given the children of Levi all
the truth in Israel for an inheritance, for their
service which they serve, even the service of the
tabernacle of the congregation. ^ 18*21)
1. For relevant basic details see Chapter 2.
2. Rev. A.H. Sayce: Babylonians and Assyrians - Life and
Custom, London, 1900, p.233.
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And that we should bring the first fruits of dough,
and our offerings, and the fruit of all manner of
trees, of wine and of oil, unto the priests, to the
chambers of the house of our God; and the tithes
of our ground unto the Levites, that the same
Levites might have the tithes in all the cities
of our tillage. (Neht 11:37)
But there seems to be a world of difference between the
Qur'anic concept of Zakat and the earlier concept in respect
of their object, scope and applicability. The ancient and
Biblical tithes were meant for purely religious institutions
J
while the Qur'anic 'tithe1 is meant for giving economic
9
support to the society and not to any religious hierarchy,
so much so that its use was made unlawful for the Prophet,
his kinsmen and posterity. The Prophet is reported to have
written "The Apostle of God is the supporter of your rich
and the poor, and Sadaqa (Zakat) is unlawful to Muhammad or
ft*
the members of his household; it is only a means of purifi-
cation given to the needy and the wayfarer." Similarly
esrla or tithe was collected from all the classes of society
ft
and passed on to the religious institution while Zakat is to
be collected only from the rich and passed on only to the
poor and is applicable to all the items of wealth and
income. These points will that
and
Islamic concept of Zakat; except in one minor point: the
rate of ten per cent But even in this respect the affinity
is much limited because the rates of Zakat vary from 2& per
' *
4
cent to 10 per cent.
The history of the role of the government in collecting
3. Sira, 2, 381
and distributing Zaklt begins very late in the Prophet's
Medina. Although the covenant with the Angar at al-'Aqaba
- 4
required them to pay Zakat, it seems to have been prescribed
as a voluntary personal obligation and can be termed as pious
spending (infaq), without any specific rules and legal
requirements. Zakat as a compulsory levy with its whole
set of rules was introduced by the Prophet probably when he
>*
sent his collectors to different "tribes. These collectors
were required to collect the Zakat from the well-to-do and
distribute the same among the poor.^ Baladhurl has
suggested two different dates of sending the Prophet's tax
t
collector* 'Ala luj al-Hadrain!, to Bahrayn: the year 6 and
6
the year 8 A.H. But the year 6 will raise doubts if by
that time Zakat had become a compulsory levy by the government.
t
ft
If it was so there should have been a mention of many
collectors who had been sent out to the converted Muslims
ft
in other tribes. It is presumable that in the year 6 'Ala
might have been sent for preaching or for delivering the
Prophet's letter to the prince of Bahrayn while in the year
ft
8 when his preaching had converted many to Islam* he might
0
s
have been appointed as Zakat collector too. Tabarl not only
confirms the year 8 as the time of deputing 'Ala as
7
collector but also adds the name of 'Amr as collector for
— 8
/Uman the same year# It is almost certain that most of
the collectors were sent about the year 9* Historians have
$
4. Sad, III, 2,139.
5. Tab., 1, 1601; Tir., 3, 117,148 & c.
6. pp. 90 and 89 respectively.
7. Tab., 1, 1750. 8. Ibid.. 1600-01.
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given the names of a number of persons who were appointed
for different tribes. The following list followed by a
ap will give an idea of the names and the places of tribes
where these collectors were sent:
Table
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9. 2, 384, 387.
11. 973.
10. 1, 1750; 1, 1600-01
12. 1, 75.











































Although the items of the levy of Zakat were not too
many the multiples of the rates mainly in the case of live-
4 •
stock were many. As a result the collectors were
9
ft
particularly trained for the job. There are several reports
ft s
that the Prophet, before sending his officials, not only
informed them of the rates etc. but also advised them about
9
the method of assessment and collection, and also the moral
14
conduct which they should demonstrate. Yet it seems that
9
some of the collectors forgot these instructions and gave
15
cause for complaint* ^ This is also discernible from some
9 *
ft
of the clauses provided in the documents which the Prophet
16
is reported to have sent to different tribal chiefs. The
9
collector is sometime stated to have reported that he had
9 %
— 17
forgotten the details of the levy of Zakat. ' This perhaps
made it necessary to put down the relevant details of the
4
*
subject and send them to the officials in order that there
should arise no grievances among the Zakat-payers. This
was ultimately done and a book was written (idtab aip-Sadaqa)
IS
and copies circulated as a basis ibr practice in future.
4
Apart from these circulars, the historians have
<
reproduced a number of letters which are said to have been
written by the Prophet to different tribal chiefs and the
1
princes. Many of these letters contain the rates of Zakat
*
ft
on different items. Some of the relevant particulars of such
14. Sira, 2, 581; also see Chapter discuss!onC/on Zakat.
15. Abu Baud, 2, 141; Mus., 7, 73*
4
t
16. Infra. 17* Abu Baud, 3, 230.




documents * are reproduced below:
1. To the princes of Himyar:
"Perform prayers, pay the Zakat and submit the
fifth of God from the booty and the share of
the Messenger and his chosen part.
s
"What is laid down on believers in the matter of
tax from land a tithe of what the springs and
rain water irrigate and half a tithe on what is
watered by the irrigating bucket.
"For every 40 camels a two year old milk-camel and
for every 30 camels a 2 year old male camel and for
every 5 camels a sheep and for every ten camels two
sheep. For every 40 cattle one cow and for every
thirty cattle a bull or a cow-calf.
"For every forty sheep pasturing freely one sheep.
This is what God laid upon believers in the matterQ
of §adaqa. Who gives more, it is to his merit."
2. To Banu Kalb:
* *
*
"In the case of flocks pasturing on their own a
suckling she-camel free from defect should be paid
on every fifty camels. Camels employed in carrying
provision are exempted from taxation. On well-fed
sheep they have to pay a three year old goat whether
pregnant or full of milk.
"On what is watered by a channel from a permanent
spring they have to pay a tithe of the produce
yielded by the land and on the idhX palms, half of
it is paid according to assessment of the collector.
The tax rate on them should neither increase nor
i
To Khath'am:
"They have to pay the tithe on what is irrigated by
water flowing on the surface of the earth and half
the tithe on what is irrigated by bucket."22
19. Of late there has been some discussion on the authenticity
of these letters. The writer is inclined to accept and
adopt Watt's views on Muhamm&ds letters to Princes (Medina,
(JpP« (345-47) and has also ma&e use of the latest work
oh the subject entitled A Critical Re-examination of the
Treaties and Letters of M.A.
20. Slra, 2, 380-81.
21. Ibn Sad, I, 2, pp.23-35. Cf. 'Awnash-Sharif Oasim:
critical re-examination of the treaties and letters
Muhammad, A Thesis for M.A., Typescript, University







"Whoever brings into cultivation an ownerless barren
land and from which no advantage is derived and it
contains places where cattle lie and spend the night;
to him it shall belong.
...(after the rates of Zakat on animals heads)...
"the tax collector has no right to collect taxes on
these animals except in
To the deputation of Thumala and al-Huddan:
"They shall not have the palm trees over the
The provisions underlined in the text suggest the
, possibility of their inclusion as a result of some complaints ;
against the behaviour of the officials. The reason why
"Ala ibn al-Hadrami was withdrawn as a collector in Bahrayn
was the result of some sort of complaint lodged by the Zakat
payers
25 4Along with these safeguards, Zakat prayers were
and co-operative these
officials. 26
The traditions that Zakat is to be collected from 'thei r
rich' and distributed among 'their poor' may lead one to
infer that the role of the Bayt-al-Mal is only nominal in
respect of Zakat, and that it would ultimately be entitled
to only that amount which was collected in the capital city
W
<•
(iSr al-Khllafa). There are also certain stories to
confirm tills inference. It is said that the Prophet sent
"Amr as collector of Zakat at "Uman.
rich and disbursed it among the poor
He took it from the
27 A later report
23. Ibid. 24. Ibid.
25. Sad, IV, 2,77.
26. Abu Daud, 2, 141; also Cf. Chapter




states that Mu"adh used to spend the Zakat collections in \
\
Yemen hut when in 'Umar's time he sent some of the residual
— 28 —
funds of Zakat "Umar criticised it. Ziyad deputed a
I
Prophet's Companion to collect Zakat from some city in Iraq. v N
Yftien he came hack from his job Ziyad enquired about the funds.
"Oh. you mean the Zakat funds," retorted the Companion, "Well
I took it in the way I used to do in the Prophet's time, and
oq
disposed of it in the way I used to do in his time." ^
On the contrary there are also reports to suggest that '
the Prophet used to receive funds from other tribes too. In
some cases there may be confusion on the nature of these
funds: whether it was Zakat or Jizya, which also the Zakat
collectors collected. But there are also clear cases which
prove that the Prophet also received Zaklt from the remote
regions. Baladhurl reports that Hamza b. Nu"man, a chief
«
of Banu 'Udhra was the first to bring the Sadaqa of his
■30
tribe, to the Prophet. It is also believable that the
9
collector would take to the Prophet a portion of Zakat or in
some cases the residual Zaklt funds which remained undistributed.
The most relevant argument in support of the centre's share
in Zakat can be adduced in the context of Abu-Bakr's war
against apostates.
From the arguments adduced above it can be derived
that Zakat was sometimes directly paid by the tribes to the
Bayt-al-Mll. Some other times the collectors did not
necessarily distribute all their collections in the paying
*
community. Distribution might depend on the requirements
9




of any tribe, perhaps to be decided by the collector* The
collectors to relatively well-off tribes might leave a credit
balance for transfer to the Bayt-al-Mal. Moreover, there
could also be situations where the number of Muslims was much
less than non-Muslims and the fellow Muslims were mostly the
payers but not the claimants of Zakat. in such cases also
Zakat funds would be transferred to the Bayt-al-Mal*
What total amount of Zakat was received by the Prophet
is not to be found anywhere. There seem to be so many
reasons for it* Firstly a large portion of Zakat was
distributed by the collectors locally and the accounts were
not kept, nor any registers maintained* Secondly, the
proceeds of Zakat which were received by the Prophet were
distributed forthwith* Thirdly, counting of funds was not
a popular method of distribution; it was often effected by
handfuls of coins* In the case of dates or food grains
too, measures were more popular than weights* And while
it was to be distributed gratuitously no standard measure
was necessary to apply* In the matter of livestock and
riding animals counting was to be depended upon. It is
reported that the Prophet had 40,000 camels in the Bayt-al-
Mal when he passed away.^ But the circumstantial evidence
will hardly accept tills figure as reliable* The Prophet
died about 18 months after the expedition to Tabuk and the
• •
story of 'seven weepers',-*2 if it is taken to be reliable,
suggests that the Bayt-al-Mal had exhausted all its resources
without providing riding animals to the last seven fighters.
31* 'Umar Abu-'n-Nasr: *Umar ibn al-Khattab. Beirut, 1935,
p*185*




It can hardly be believed that within a period of the next
eighteen months when no important war was fought the Bayt-
al-Mal could have 40,000 camels by way of Zakat. Moreover#
• r
this number of forty thousand camels of Zakat would require
a cumulative total of about two million camels owned by the
✓
Muslims, and provided that the entire Zakat of camels was
4
passed on to Bayt-al-Mal without distributing any portion
4
of the same locally. The only acceptable report may be
that the Prophet bequeathed a substantial number of camels
in the Bayt-al-Mal.
A
The report that the collector of Bahrayn sent eighty
thousand dirhams to the Prophet which was the largest amount
33
the Prophet ever received ^ also does not give us any idea
s
about Zakat receipts because the amount includes the receipts
by way of Jizya too. This is supported by the fact that,
*
9 0
according to the same reporter# the Prophet gave to 'Abbas
^54
out of this income. Had it been Sadaqa only, the Prophet
0
would never have given this income to his uncle. He was so
s
rigid in this principle that he would not allow his relations
or 'rctawla1 to act as collectors or their assistants.^ There
I
can be a last way of calculating the receipts of Zakat in
,
case the figures for Zaklt and Jizya/Kharaj are mixed up:
«4
deduct the amount of Jizya/Kharaj (which is recorded in most
of the cases) from the total and the result will give the
♦
amount of Zakat. But unfortunately in the case of Bahrayn
neither the total amount of Jizya is given nor the total
number of persons who were liable to Jizya is known. What
_ __■ _
__ _ _ __ _ >
33. Bal., 92. 34. Ibid.
35. Sad, IV, 1, 17, 40.
4
is given is the rate of Jizya per head which alone does
not give any clue to the total Jizya.
•
«
How the collection of Zakat was organized in the Prophet
time is a question about which some material is available.
In some cases, like that of Banu 'Udhra the payers voluntarily
— *>6
brought their Zakat to Medina. There are some rare cases
to suggest that Zakat on rare procurements was collected by
the Prophet whenever any such case was reported to him. It
is said that once a man informed the Prophet that he had
s
got some money from ownerless ruins outside Medina. The
s
Prophet deducted Zakat at a rate of 20 per cent (khums) and
*7
returned the remaining to the possessor. Apart from such
I .
unusual cases the general practice was to appoint Zakat
collectors. Even the capital city was not left without one.
These collectors were first trained in the law of Zaklt and
✓
the ethics of 'tax fanning'. The story of one such trainee
has briefly been reproduced in the above lines. The whole
story goes like this:
*
"A man from Banu Taghlib narrated:"I called on the
Prophet and embraced Islam. Then he taught me Islam
and taught me the way to take Sadaqa from my tribe
(qawm) which embraced Islam. Then I came back to the
Prophet again and said: 0 Messenger of God! I still
remember everything you taught me but Sadaqa. So may
I work as an 'ashir (general tax collector). The
Prophet said "No, the taxes.(*Ushur) are on Christians
and Jews".2s
There are also reports which indicate that these
collectors were given written instructions.^ In most of
the cases the collectors belonged to the tribe where they
36. Supra. 37* Waq., 682.
% m
38. Abu Baud, 3, 230. 39. See Chapter
172
40
were deputed, but not always#
In the Prophet*s time the collectors were not salaried
officials. They were, however, paid some sort of commission
from Zakat funds. This head of Zakat expenditure is
derived from the Qur'anic phrase 'wa'I "amilln ^alayha* (the
officials of Zakat). This is also confirmed by the stories
narrated by the historians. "Umar, the Prophet*s collector
41
in Medina, said that the Prophet assigned him some work
42
and paid for it. According to Ibn Sa'd two of the
Prophet*s kinsmen, *Abd-al-Muttalib b. Rabi*a and Fadl b.
"Abbas, requested the Prophet to assign them collection of
» 1
_ ft
Zakat in order that this might become a source of earning
to them. The Prophet refused on the ground that they
ft
were his kinsmen for whom earnings from Zaklt funds were
4"3 —
undesirable. The Prophet did not allow even his mawla
ft
Abu-Rafi" to act as assistant to a collector on the same
ft




The public response to these collectors was not always
similar at different places. In some cases people willingly
offered more said better quality than they were required to
4<5
do. On the contrary there are also reports of complaints
and grievances lodged by the Zakat-payers, which were some¬





40. For a study of this tribal relationship see Watt, (Medina),
pp. 366-68. The list includes the collectors of Zakat
(mugaddiqs) too.
41. Abu Baud, 2, 154-55. 42. Ibid.
43. IV, 1, 40. 44. Sad, IV, 1, 52.








rejected which meant that the reports were not realistic.
\
The assessment of Zakat in the case of animals, cash,
*
gold and silver was a simple matter. In the case of food-
i
grains and dates, it must surely have been cumbersome because
it involved metric system of weights and measures* It is
not possible to explain here why this metric system had
gained sanctity since the ancient period. Divisions and
sub-divisions in geometric ratio (&, £, is, ^ could be
easier in the absence of large weighing scales than the
metric system (100, 50t 25, 10, 5, 2h)» For instance, four
✓
sub-divisions of subsequent halves can give the product 1/16
while in the case of obtaining 1/10 the division becomes
*
relatively difficult and cumbersome: divide into halves;
0
thel^sub-divide one half into five equal shares to have
the product 1/10, and a seventh sub-division of a share
will make it 1/20 and an eighth, 1/40. It is not known
J
t
how this difficulty was faced in the case Of food-grain^.
But in the case of dates and grapes, experts were sent to
t
conjecture the expected total produce and then Zakat was
assessed on the basis of this conjecture and not the exact
47
quantity of the crop. To eliminate any possibility of
injustice in conjecture, a third or sometimes a quarter of
48
the conjectured quantity was first exempted from assessment.
4
Zakat was collected only when the crop was picked out and
became ready for use. BukharXihas narrated on the authority
of Yahya b. Adam about the practice of receiving an equivalent
4
46. Supra. 47. Tir., 3, 140-43; Bal., 68.
48. Abu Baud, 2, 148; Tir., 3, 140-41.
9
substitute for Zakat on food grain;., Yahya has reported on 1
/authprity___ofTa'us that Mu'adh said in Yemen: "Bring me
cloth or garments, which I shall accept in place of Sadaqa
9
(on food grain*,) as it is easier for you and better for the
emigrants*" But QastalanI has expressed his doubts about
Ta'us's direct hearing from Mu'adh. According to him
another source, BayhaqI has narrated the story with another
chain of narrators (Isnad) but it suggests the substitution
for Jizya and not Zakat. This has further confused the
question because the levy of Jizya in Yemen was already
stipulated in the form of money or garments. The *Jizya
on land* could be in the form of food grain;- but there are
reports to suggest that lands in Arabia were charged Zakat
('Ushr). And it might be that Zakat which MU*adh had
substituted. In any case it was later on believed on the
- e,
basis of stories like this that Zakat o.na commodity could
✓
* '
be paid in the form of its equivalent value and that Zakat
Lq
could be transferred from one place to another. The
conclusion from the story does not seem to be far-fetched
because in the case of Zakat of camels difference in the
age of the camel or the levy in the form of the sheep/goat
was substituted by the Prophet for dirhams - a goat or ten
%
dirhams, a two-year-old she-camel plus two goats or plus
50
twenty dirhams as a substitute for a three-year-old camel.
Zakat was to be paid on the lapse of one full year or
on harvest. There is also evidence to claim that advance
49. Yah.A 525-26; QastalanI: Irshad as-Sarl, Sharh al-
Bukhari, n.p., n.d*, Vol. 3, 40-41.
50. Nas., 5, 20.
51 ~
payment was also made. Payment of Zakat did not absolve
all the financial liability 'of the Muslims towards the society
✓
or the state. The Prophet not only made it voluntary to
— 52
pay Zakat even on exemption limits but also encouraged
paying more than was due. He is reported to have said:
"It is a duty from God, incumbent upon the Muslims* as-Sadaqa.
55
Whosoever increases in it is better for hinu"*'-'
s
The collectors of Zakat did not have a free hand in
%
% V
collecting Zakat, distributing it in any way they liked and
remitting any balance to the Prophet. Many of them were
required to submit their accounts. When Ibn-al-Lutbiyya was
thus submitting his accounts, he set aside the articles which
he had received by way of gifts and it became a cause of
54
serious notice taken by the Prophet.
Zakat receipts, like any other income, were not retained
I
*
by the Prophet for days. He distributed them as soon as they
were received. Outstanding claims and requests were also
55
accommodated. -^ It can safely be assumed that these funds
must have been spent on the beneficiaries specified in the
Gur'an, because no evidence to the contrary is available.
Camels were an exception to the Prophet*s practice of
prompt distribution because they were generally retained for
distribution among the fighters.
4
Bukharl has narrated that the Prophet was once branding
56
the camels with his own hands. There must have been other
w s
51. Sad, IV, 1, 17.
53. Sira, 2, 380,385.
54. Mus., 12, 220-21;
55. Nas., 5, 89.
52. See Chapter 2.
*
, ' -
Abu Baud, 2, 154-155.
56. Bukh., Zakat, 102.
helpers to look after this time-consuming job but the
s
Prophet's precedent inspired the early Caliphs to exert
their personal care in discharging their duties as a ruler.
*
The institution of Zakat continued after the Prophet
without any considerable change in the way it functioned.
4
The beginning of Abu-Bakr's reign was marked by an
immediate challenge to it, but the situation was soon brought
%
under control and a big threat was averted. The historians
have unfortunately mixed up the issues of apostasy and of
g
the non-payment of Zakat in such a way as to give a
dreadful picture of the revolt against paying Zakat. But an
analysis of the different aspects involved in the issue does
not support that impression.
Before the death of the Prophet, some of the claimants
of prophethood had already appeared. Aswad al- 'AnasI who
had gathered much support had been killed a day before the
4
Prophet's death, yet he had left an obstinate contingent of
4
9
his followers who continued to operate in and around Yemen.
The Prophet's death encouraged many ambitious persons to
take their chance. Musaylima again became active and was
now joined by a "prophetess" QSajah and her followers. Their
6
field of operation was the tribes of Tamim with their foothold
in Banu Hanifa. Tulayha set his feet in the near north of• q
Medina and got some (following. Ehu't-Taj, though not a
C
57
prominent one, became active, in some areas of Bahrayn.
Besides these claimants of prophethood and their
J
4
followers, there were a few tribes who, although they did not
57. A summary reproduction of Tabari's report^.
follow any of them, refused to pay Zakat. The examples
are Banue&alb, fayy*, Dhubyan♦
A third group consisted of those tribes who. did not
i
believe in these prophets, nor did they press their refusal
to pay Zakat, yet, they were perhaps in serious doubts about
the future of Muslims and Islam. They did not like to take
sides at this indecisive stage of struggle and were, there¬
fore, reluctant to pay Zakat. The examples of such tribes
are Sulaym, Hawazin and 'Amir.
s |
Believing in the prophethood of the above-mentioned
A
claimants was tantamount to apostasy in Islamic law as
developed later on; but the refusal to pay Zakat could be
termed apostasy when it was established that they altogether
4
disbelieved in the obligatory nature of Zakat. And this
seems to be a doubtful claim. Abu-Bakr is nowhere stated
to have adjudged that the persons refusing only Zakat were
4
apostates. His line of approach was that he was not
*
agreeable to their making any distinction between the
prayers (galat) and Zakat-^ and that he would not spare any¬
body who did not pay his Zakat to him - the central govern-
60
raent - as was done during the Prophet's time. Yihile his
first condition can be Interpreted in a variety of ways, the
•J
second condition possibly implies that the problem was not
that of paying Zakat as such - it was that of paying Zakat
to the government at the centre. That is why there are
V
reports to suggest that during this period of turmoil most
s
58. Tabari reports that only some of the big persons of the
tribe became apostates while common man remained
faithful (1, 1871).
59. Tab., 1,1873. 60. Tab., 1/1894.
of these tribes were generally paying their Zakat to other
people* According to TabarX example
(against the provincial government of San*!) and exacted
taxes from the neighbouring areas. But he was indifferent
as to whether he should follow Abu-Bakr or (the followers of)
al-Aswad."61 Whatever his own attitude may be the report
clearly shows that people were already paying Zakat. In the
ame way.
? %
and Aara* called on Abu-Bakr
to pay their collections of Zakat) they requested him 'to
write for them the 'Kharaj' (incomes) of Bafcrayn and promised
community will , 62 This
story produced by Tabarl supports the same point. Similarly
*
4
the collectors who were sent to the tribes of TaraXra had
«
already collected Zakat and were now waiting for each others
»
¥
action in regard to sending Zakat collections to the govern-
ment or otherwise spending it within their own tribes or
clans• 63 The full story of these collectors as reported by
_ • *
Tabarl, would make the point more clearly understandable.
t
"The Prophet had already sent out his collectors to
*
*
Banu Tamlm before he died*
Zibriqan b. Badr was the collector in (the clans of)
Rabab "Awf said Abna*.
Qays b. "Agim wa
attached clans*
Muqa"is and
gafwan Safwan and tAmr were the collectors
in Banu 'Amr the latter at Bahda while the former at Khadm
«
Both are the clans of Tamlm*
61. Tab., 1,1991.
63* Tab., 1,1908-9*
62. Tab., 1, 1920.
179
and Malik b. Nawlra
in Banu Hanzala: one for Bafi.u Malik the other for Banu
4
Yarbu*. When §afwan got the news of the Prophet's death





Sabra's region and joined Abu-Bakr. Sabra stayed in his
place because of the nuisance of Rabab>
t
Qays waited quietly to watch what Zibriqan was doing
\
because Zibriqan was angry with Qays and had always
i
*#
frustrated his attempts to improve his relations with
*
Zibriqan. Now Qays. waited for Zibriqan's move so that he
%
could go against him. When he found that Zibriqan had
%
not given any indication as to what he was planning, he said:
*
"Woe to Ibn-al-*UkliyyaI he has frustrated allvmy plans. I
* "
fail to understand what to do. If I follow Abu-Bakr and give
«
t
him the Zakat collections, he might spend them among Banu
Sa 'd and Zibriqan will let me down in these clans. On the
s
otlSbr hand if I spend these collections' among Banu sa"d he
V
will let me down before Abu-Bakr." Qays at last decided to
• 0
• -
distribute these funds among Muqa'is and other clans and
acted upon this plan. (On the other hand) Zibriqan remained
'i.




from Rabab, *Awf and Abna,.... After his return there was
everywhere a general turmoil and apostasy and everybody
9 +
*
began to think of his own person. But Qays regretted what
he had done and when ''Ala al-Hadrami came to him, he
» 4
Sadaqat of his "Ala on his own,
him „64
64. Tab., 1, 1908-9.
180
The story speaks for itself* There is nothing in
i
this story to suggest that so many clans refused to pay Zakat, ,
On the contrary there is a surprising instance in the story
of the willingness of some clans even to pay their Zakat
twice. This and all such stories as reported by TabarX also
suggest that outstanding Zakat for the year had already been
paid out in most of the places* Therefore* there was now
no question of again paying the Zakat the same year. The
funds were now lying with the collectors. Therefore the
question of the refusal to pay Zakat was not very relevant
In the case of the general public; it was mostly relevant in
the case of tribal collectors. And for those collectors
who refused only to deposit Zakat with the centre, the issue
was whether a central* or in other words* an extra-tribal
♦
authority had any right to levy any taxes on them. The
problem of Tamlm and the surrounding tribes took a serious
turn only when Musaylima, joined by Sajah resorted to
violence.
Another proof in supprt of the assertion can be found
in the nature of Abu-Bakr* s operations against the revolting
groups. Tabari mentions eleven different expeditions which
— 65
Abu-Bakr sent out for suppressing the revolts. The map
65. Tab., 1* 1880-81. The names of the leaders of these
contingents and their destination have been given as
follows:-
_
1. Khllid to Tulayha (immediate north) then to Malik b.
Nawlra.
2. *Ikrima to Musaylima
3. Muhajir to contingents of Aswad etc.; also Hadramawt
4. Sa'Id b. al-*As to borders of Syria
5. *Amr al- 'As to Quga "a * WadX*a and Harith
6. Hudhayfa to, Bubba; then to Mahara."
7. Arfaja to Mahara __
8. Shurfcabll to Yamama; then to Qutfa*a
9. Jarlfa to Banu Sulaym
10. Suwayyid to Tihama
11. "Ala al-Qadraml to Bahrayn.
181
given bn p.JB^ wilL reveal that most of these expeditions were
directed against those areas which were occupied by the
claimants of 'prophethood* with the exception of a few
tribes in the north (see No. 5 in the Map) or some indifferenl ;
tribes in the near south (No. 8) but even there the
possibility of indirect influence of Tulayha cannot be ruled
out. This is further supported by the report, if accepted
to be equally believable, that within three months of his
reign, Abu-Bakr received "such large amounts of Sadaqa as to
66
exceed the requirements of the Muslims" (of Medina).
Along with this small group of the non-payers of Zakat,
mention may also be made of the tribes of $agramawt who were
willing to pay Zakat but due to sheer mishandling by the
collector matters took a different turn. The Prophet is
reported to have warned the collectors not to take nice
— 67
properties in Zakat. The collector in one of the cases
looked at an excellent young camel, his mouth watered over
it and he marked it as Zakat receipt. Another technical
flaw in this receipt, as pointed out by the assessee, was
that it did not belong to him. This led to 1he exchange of
some hot words and the collector, unmindful of the general
situation throughout the country, unjustifiably resorted to
force. This worsened the situation and gradually a general
68
revolt spread. As a result Abu-Bakr had to despatch a
contingent to suppress the revolt.
The question still remains to be answered as to why
*
66. Tab., 1, 1880. 67* Refer to Chapter 2.











































































these few tribes refused to pay Zakat and why the apostates
mixed up the issue with their alliance with the new
'prophets'? It is not believable that these tribes also
%
primarily wished to avoid the payment of Zakat and in order
to cope with any threatened action against them took refuge
with the claimants of prophethood. It cannot be denied
that for long it had been against Arab traditions to pay any
tribute to any government (and there was also no organised
government in Arabia except in the far south). While the
early Greek historian Herodotus mentions the payment of
tribute by the subordinate princes to the emperor of Persia,.,
he makes a mention of the Arab exemption from paying these
go
taxes. This fact dates this Arab tradition centuries
back. It is also reported by Tabarl that Qurra who was
backed by a large army of Banu *Xmir said to 'Amr: "Arabs
won't willingly pay to you the tax on their incomes. But
70
if you condone it, they will listen to you1!.
%
But these arguments have partly been examined in the
preceding discussion and a further examination of the
situation will make it more clear. The presumption of the
general refusal on this ground would imply that they were
observing all other basic conditions of Islam. But it
seems it was not so. The first test of their loyalty to
Islam which Abu-Bakr suggested to Khalid was to see if they
71
also offered their prayers with and like the Muslims. It
71. Tab., 1, 1924.
was after this 'acid test' that the question of their
conduct about Zakat arose. Similarly Abu-Bakr wrote to
all his commanders: "Give them an opportunity to reform-*
themselves. If they accept, then do not disturb them. But
if they refuse, then attack them unless they re-enter into
the fold of Islam. Then tell them their rights and duties.
Collect whatever is due on them and pay whatever is due to
7?
them. Do not give them any time..."
With these instructions it can be concluded that the
matter was not only that of their reluctance about paying
Zakat, but also that of their relationship with other
essentials of Islam. And this situation had developed most
probably under the influence of the claimants of prophethood.
Secondly, when the apostates turned against Islam, the
demonstration of their defiance of the central authority of
Islam was possible only in refusing the payment of Zakat -
the only expression of the supremacy of the centre. If Zakat
was withdrawn the centre's interest in controlling these
regions automatically weakened. It would, then, need only
a little manoeuvring to finally throw out the non-tribal
Muslim administrator and replace him with a 'brother apostate'
Thirdly, as the map shows, it was not the general thinking of
most of the Arabs. Those who were under the influence
%
(free or coercive) of the "prophets" and made it a pretext
for the non-payment of Zaklt belong to the group of fulayha
which formed a very small segment of the Arab population.
Arid even that group was the first to re-embrace Islam when
72. Tab., 1, 1884.
hi.t back by the Muslim army.
Thanks to the firm and swift action by Abu-Bakr and
p
the lack of unity among the claimants of prophethood, the
revolt was suppressed and normalcy prevailed throughout
Arabia within a few months. The institution of Zakat began
functioning as it did during the Prophet*s time with the
»
difference that perhaps the centre*s share in Zakat
collections was now increased. That is why, within three
months of Abu-Bakr*s reign the Zakat income exceeded the
requirements of the people of Medina.^ That Abu-Bakr
received in his Bayt-al-Mal a total of two hundred dirhams
(excluding the commodities) during his entire period of
ft
Caliphate is a figure that does not seem to give an accurate
t
idea of the total Zakat collections during his period because
, *
from Bahrayn alone the Prophet is stated to have received
74 —
80,000 dirhams in one year. This amount included Zakat
%
as well as Jizya. What Abu-Bakr is stated to have received
perhaps mentions that amount which he deposited in the Bayt-
P
al-Mal, but not those receipts which were distributed by
him without transferring them to Bayt~al-Mal. For no
period under study are the figures for the collection of
Zakat available, nor can they be worked out.
ft
The beginning of the era after the Prophet brought
with it new problems and challenges in respect of the
s
institution of Zakat too. The conquests of the new
I
ft
territories added new lands with new owners, new products
%
p
and new sources of income. The rates of Zakat which were
fixed in the less wealthy Arab society could now be seen to
9
be incommensurate with rising levels of incomes, fixed




salaries to all the army personnel, and addition of much
more fertile tracts of land with enormous potentials of
*
yield. It will he recalled that some of the letters that
are said to be written by the Prophet contained two claims -
payment of Jizya at a fixed rate per head and payment of
Zakat at a fixed rate of the value of the item in question.
In other words it was the established practice of the
Prophet - the Sunna - to charge Jizya and Zakat at particular
rates. But since the very early days after the Prophet a
*
part of this Sunna was subjected to major changes but the
I
other part was left untouched and later on it was taken to
« '
enjoy the sanctity by way of Ijma', concensus - a legal
4
-issue not in the purview of this study to discuss. An exanp le
of tampering with the terms of Jizya is the one levied on
the non-Muslims of Najrin who, like the non-Muslims of Himyar ,
f
Ayla, or Bahrayn were levied at a rate of one dinar per
head or in case of Najrin, 2,000 ftullas ad-valorem. It was
reduced and revised by the later rulers so much so that
s
'Uraar II refixed it at 200. The rationale was that because
s
Jizya in this case was levied on heads and the number of
heads of Jizya-paying persons had declined, the total should
have been reviewed but not the rate per head. But firstly,
in the case of per head levy too the rate of one dinar
4
was not followed in newly conquered territories and,
ft
secondly, in Zaklt also the subject of levy - land produce
*
or the level of opulance - had undergone considerable change < -
and thus the paying capacity.
%
Another point that the early Caliphs and the later
d
rulers had to face was their behaviour towards new items of
wealth which were vaguely mentioned in Hadith or altogether
omitted. In this respect the early Caliphs and the Umayyad
rulers are to be found exercising their independent judgement
on the basis of analogy. Although the report that Abu-Bakr
started to deduct the amount of outstanding Zakat from
pensions or salaries^(wazlfa) cannot be reliable without a
P *
clear explanation of the sense of cfJensTohii because in his
* »/
reign, as the historians report, neither pensions-were
%
fixed nor any salaries distributed, yet a similar report
• }
* 76




be a reasonable measure to receive outstanding Zakat at
A
P
source. Mu'awiya is also reported to have followed the
77
same practice. '
Other problems in this respect were the inclusion of
new items of income or wealth for the purpose of the levy
of Zakat. The number of these items was limited to only
•
r
those which could be found or were made known to the
b
Prophet. The list of such items was gradually expanded.
» — 78 ~
Abu-Bakr levied Zakat on vers. Zakat on honey was a
disputed issue but 'Umar was in favour of levying Zakat on
79
it. ^ He ^Introduced another innovation to distinguish
between honey collected in mountains and that obtained in
the plains and fixed a rate of 1/20 for the former and 1/10
80
for the latter perhaps because more labour was involved
75. A.U., 1125. 76. A.U.,1127.
77. Yaq., p.276. cf. S.A.Q. Husaini: Arab Administration^
Madras, 1949, p.112.
78. A grassy herb used for making face powder and perfume.
Bal«, 35*
79. Bal., 68. 80. A.U., 1490.
in the former case. He also levied Zakat on sava*im
Q«|
horses (pastured horses reared for multiplying) and
82 *
fifths on the produce of waters. Ibn 'Abbas, 'Ali's
governor in Kufa, levied Zakat on dasati.i al kurath®^ (a
vegetable, presumably non-perishable, and used as spice).
Mu*awiya's innovation was to revise the rate of Sadaqat-al-
fitr in terms of wheat and reduce it to half the quantity
QA
as compared with barley as was fixed by the Prophet.
He did it perhaps because of their relative difference in
« t
*
quality and price. §ajjaj advised for the levy of Zakat on
85 —
pearls ^ at a rate of twenty per cent. He also levied Zakat
ft
86
on vegetables but it seems that the defiance of the levy
by a Companion on the authority of a HacLith made him with¬
draw.®^ *Umar II changed 'Uraar I*s policy of levying Zakat
88 '
on horses and honey and reduced 'Uraar I's rate on fish
from 20>o (tech. Khuras) to 2§%, subject to an exemption limit
80 —
of the value of 200 dirhams. He also levied Zakat on
minerals at a rate of 2%% and added lentils and0pulses to
QQ




82. Kh., 40. Abu'Ubayda (894) also adds 'Umar' s decision ,
to levy 1/10 Zakat on ornaments and amber taken out from
the sea. But he himself has expressed doubts about the
authenticity of the report. His doubts are also
Justifiable on the basis of analogy because the yields
that involve risk and much human labour are generally
subjected to the rate of 1/20 and not 1/10.
00 # Bal., 85. 84. Mus., 7, 62.
85. A.U., 888. 86. Bal., 83.
87. Yah., 501-3. 88. A.U., 1496.
•o\00 A.U., 889. 90. A.U., 1391-92.
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'Umar took a very important decision of changing the
rates of Sadaqa as a substitute for Jizya leviable on the
— QT
non-Muslims of Banu Taghlib• The reports recorded by
*
_ _
most historians are almost alike. Yahya reports that 'Ubada
V
b. ah-Nu'man said to 'Umar: 0 commander of the faithful!
% J
you know the might of the Banu Taghlib that they are facing
t
the enemy and should they assist the enemy against you, it
would be a burdensome affair. Therefore if you decide to
give them something, do so. Thereupon he made a treaty
4
with them making a condition that they should not baptise
their children as Christians and that the Sadaqa should be
92 —
doubled on them. According to this treaty Banu Taghlib
paid Sadaqa double of what was imposed on Muslims from every-
t
thing on which Muslims paid the Zakat, such as camels, cows,
>
sheep, grains, and fruits. But nothing will be taken from
anything which falls below the exemption limits-'Umar
took this decision when, in the case of another Arab Christian
tribe Ghassan, he had refused such conditions and as a result,
the latter had migrated, as is reported, 30,000 strong to
join the Byzantine ruler* "Umar was made to realize his
*
political mistake. It is reported that he later on offered
the same conditions to Jabala the Ghassanid chief, but he
94 —
refused the offer. Later on Mu'awiya is reported to have
succeeded in bringing him round but Jabala died before he
could return. Aghnides has recorded two more cases of the
91. Ag., 241. 92. Yah., 207.
4
93* Yah., 200-210; Sal., 183-86; Kh., 68., for exemption




same nature during the Umayyad period; those of Balkh and
«• 95
Sughd - both were exempted from Jizya and levied Sadaqa.
Along with these new levies, decisions were taken
ft
about giving exemption to some new items. "Umar exempted
ft
pomegranates and apricot from Zakat, because 'they were
of the thorny trees' although their yield was many times
¥
96
more valuable than that of vineyards.
There was a precedent that the Prophet received advance
0
payment of Zakat, but there was no precedent of putting it
off. 'Umar, at the time of famine in and around Medina
ft •
* mm wm
(*am-ar-ramada) put off the Zakat collections for a year
^ ^
+
perhaps in Arabia only and then collected the outstanding
97
claims the next year. "All exempted apples and similar
t
/m
fruits. There is also a report that the provincial govern-
ment of Iraq exempted mineral products like oil, and mica
(ze'baa) in order to boost up its production.^8 'Umar II,
% A
*4
contrary to the decision of "Umar, exempted sawat'im)horses
99
and honey.^
In respect of land 'Umar decided that if the owners of
an agricultural land in Iraq embraced Islam before their
conquest, their land would be treated as Zakat ('Ushr) land
ft
*
but not Kharaj land. Baladhuri reports of some such lands .
ft
at "Uyun at-Tuf (the springs of a^-Juf).100 Similar was
95. Ag., 368. 96. Yah., 548; Bal., 69.
97. Sad, III, 1, 223.
98. Al-Kharbutli, 360L The source referred to by the author
is Vol. I of Ibn Adam's Kitah al-Kharaj, p.7. The
original source referred to by him seems to be an un¬
published work, and could not be confirmed. This story
is, however, not to be found in any of the sources
referred to in this study.
99. Supra. 100. 296.
0
4M
the case with many lands along the Euphrates. Hajjaj
converted all such lands into Kharaj lands. 'Umar II
a
again made them'Ushr land. The Governor 'Umar b. Hubayra
9
again levied Kharaj on them. But Hisham reconverted many
of them into 'Ushr lands. At last the 'Abbasid Caliph
i • 4
10?Mahdl restored them according to 'Umar II*s decision.
The border belt of Syria which was allotted to Muslims
i
also paid 'Ushr.*0^
The total collections of Zakat cannot be determined
0
for any, period up to the end of Umayyad rule. The
r
historians and geographers.have given many valuable statistic
details about the later period but they cannot be made a
point of analogy or extrapolation for want of information
about so many factors like the changes in population,
religion, land tenancy system, and other sources of income
and the per head average holding of wealth liable to Zakat.
While income by way of Zakat and Jizya from Bahrayn in the
4
Prophet's time is claimed to be 80,000 dirhams, it rose to
500,000 dirhams in 'Ulnar's time.*0^ This ratio of increase
within a few years suggests the absurdity of any guess work




The policy of local distribution of Zakat continued
at many places during 'Umar's time. According to a report
by Sa'Id b. Musayyib, Mu'adh was appointed as collector of
0
Banu Sa'd Or Banu Dhubyan. He collected their Zakat,
0
>
101. Bal., 361. . 102. Ibid.
103. See Chapter ll ^discmssiorTTon 'Agriculture'.
104. Sad, III, 1, 216.
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distributed it locally, and returned empty-handed. Sa'd
(b. Waqqas) who was a co-collector with Ya'la b. Umayya
reported: We used to go out for collecting Zakat and had
nothing with us on our return except our; lashes., (used for
lOfi
heating the riding animals). The situation changed
only with the change in the level of incomes, brought about,
f
inter alia, by distribution of Zakat. This policy continued
at least for about a century in some districts or another.
This was perhaps one of the factors that made it difficult
to record the figures of Zakat. This may, however, be
conceived that Zakat proceeds should have gradually increased
with the increase in opulence and fresh conversions to Islam.
Curing 'Uinar1 s time the converted Muslims in far-off districts
like Barqa and Zawila are reported to have started paying
— 107
their Zakat (and *ushr). That "Umar had to add new
orchards as Hima and "Uthman made further additions to them
suggest the ever-increasing number of Zakat-camels and
livestock. *Umar and 'All are reported to have pressed
«• 108
that a person receiving subsidies must pay Zakat. It
has already been recorded that in many a case it was
109
deducted at the time of the payment of these subsidies.
In the later period when chaos set in and when the
confidence of the Muslims in the general integrity of their
rulers was weakened the attitude of many might have been
affected and they might have liked to stop paying their Zakat
to the government. But it seems that the Companions of the
105. A.U., 1912. 106. A.U., 1914.




Prophet not only continued to pay Zakat to the government
4
but also convinced other Muslims to do the same. They
included persons like "A'isha, Ibn *Umar, Sa"d, Abu-Hurayra,
and Abu-Sa "Id al-Khudari
There are no reports of any change brought about in
the mode of assessment of Zakat. The probable reason
could be that the early Caliphs* faithful following of the
Prophet*s system made it a matter of convention and any
deviation from it would be tantamount to offending the Zakat
0
payers - the Muslims.
The policy of distribution was affected by many
considerations generally without prejudice to the Qur'anic
s
heads of expenditure. Local distribution was preferred,
%
but it seems that the requirements of the central or
provincial Bayt-al-Mal were also not neglected. The
practices during early Caliphate have already been discussed
in the preceding pages> It is reported that 'Umar II wrote
to his collectors to send half the Zakat to the centre tandJj
distribute^) the other half locally. But the next year he
— 111
wrote to them to retain all the Zakat collections and
s
distribute them locally presumably because the centre did not
need it. 6Umar I seemed to be very particular about
I)
spending the Zakat collections among the Arab villagers.
0
This is evident from the report that he, while on his death-
bed, advised his successors to return among them whatever
was received so much so that each of these villagemen
112
should become the (prospective) owner of a hundred camels.
110. A.U., 1786, 88, 89; Sad, III, 1, 105; Kath., 9, 5.
Ill A.U., 1901. 112. A.U., 567-68.
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In his later period he is also reported to have made a
change in the general policy of distribution. Formerly
he believed in discriminating between them on the basis of
their services to Islam but later on he thought in terms
tl*
of equal distribution. J He is also reported to have
included non-Muslims among the beneficiaries of Sadaqa
by virtue of their being destitutes, 1masakln1.11Z* The
other policy that he liked to press was about the pei>-head
share of distribution. He believed in giving a quantity
to each beneficiary which could make him well-off"*""1"^ and
9
needless of Zakat share the next year. *Umar II included
in the list of beneficiaries the non-Muslims in order to
induce them to Islam. He is reported to have given a
bifrrlq (patriarch) one thousand dinars to 'reconcile his
116
heart.1 He wrote to his governors to relieve the
resourceless debtors of their liabilities and pay for the
117
dower of the needy persons* ; He also pressed for an
12 8
equal distribution of Sadaqa among the Arabs and non-Arabs.
%
The policy of distribution of Zakat collections pursue! i
by the rulers can also be inferred from the way they
practically utilized these funds. As stated above Zakat
funds were distributed within the tribes of the paying
locality for as long as there were deserving cases. In
case of dire necessity the centre could take some or the
113. A.U., 572. 114. Bal., 135; Kh., 72.
115. A.U., 1774. 116. Sad., 5, 258.
117. Sad, 5t 276. While it cannot definitely be_claimed
that these payments were made only from Zakat money,
there is valid reason to believe that because these
heads are covered by the Gur'anlc heads of Zakat
expenditure *Umar II would have utilized these funds
for them. This is confirmed by other reports too (infr< a).
118. A.U., 574.
whole of i$. After the minimum level of incomes of the
beneficiaries was achieved - when they were no more entitled
\
*
to receive Zakat - the entire amount of Zakat could be
sent to the centre. Mu*adh
«
^
remitted a portion of Zakat to 'Umar on the ground that it
• *
exceeded the requirement of his district. Within the next
two years the whole of the Zakat receipts are reported to
have been declared by him as surplus from local requirements
/"> HQ
and remitted/ to Medina. 7 The report suggests that in the
district, <the general level of incomes was relatively higher
than in other districts and as a result the number of
f
deserving persons was also smaller. Moreover, through the
«
process of redistribution of wealth a certain minimum level
»
of Incomes was achieved so as to remove them from the list
I
of beneficiaries. This policy seems to have been pursued
m
* ft
even in the far-flung newly-converted Muslim communities of
T on
Barqa and Zawlla where the Zakat collections were
4
distributed in toto. during 'Umar's time. That *Umar II
returned the Zakat proceeds of q*Jiaan for local distribution




before him did not care much to satisfy the local requirements
But along with it the report that the Zakat of Banu Kalb was
declared surplus to local requirement and was retained for
expending the following year suggests that by that time
4
the distribution of Zakat had already brought in some degree
of satiety at many places.
119. A.U., 1911. 120. Bal., 226.
121. Bal., 88. 122. Sad, 5, 257
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The centre spent the Zakat funds generally on the
items as laid down in the Gur'an. Some of the instances
>
of such expenditures would give an idea about the inter¬
pretation they gave to these items. According to Abu IJa'ud,
Abu-Bakr gave 12y000 sa* of food grains from Sjadaqa of
•. .7
hundred camels which
by way of blood-money 123 When Qays, the
essenger of an army commander was returning to join his
units him Bayt-al
him to give them to a poorer found
124
*
was perhaps Zakat funds which 'Umar in
setting up meal-houses for the destitute wayfarers and in
/
*
storing along the route between Mecca and Medina 'what would
relieve those unable to continue their journey ,125 'Uthman
used to distribute meals in the mosques presumably for the





127 Many of the Umayyad rulers used Zakat
funds in perfuming and decorating the Prophet's Mosque on





their liability with the help of Zakat funds collected from
r
4
Banu Kalb but declared as surplus from local claims and
carried forward for the next year
129 He fixed a stipend
of three dirhams (per month?) for each of the destitutes
and fifty dirhams for each of the crippled in Basra probably
123. Abu Daud, 3, 208.
. Sad, III, 1, 203.
127. Bal.# 249.
* 5f
124. Tab., 1, 2719.
126. M.B.Y., 31.
128. Sad, 5, 245.
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from Zakat funds. He also provided with Zakat money
bread and curry to the prisoners.1"*1 Walld was among
those Umayyad rulers who took great interest in public
welfare activities. But his period was perhaps the most
fertile period for the Bayt-al-Mal. It cannot, therefore,
be claimed that all these welfare services were rendered
with Zakat money, nor can they be categorically attributed
to general incomes. That he spent the amount from the
Bayt-al-Mal is clear; but from which account, one cannot se ly.
In any case if he spent these funds from general sources,
_ 9
the Zakat funds must have far exceeded the requirements of
the genuine beneficiaries. It will therefore be interestir ig
to mention some of the welfare services that he rendered.
Yaqubl treats him as the first person who set up hospitals
(blmaristan) and guest houses, fixed subsistence for the
blind, destitutes and lepers and distributed meals during
the month of Ramadan.1-*2 'He used to circumcise orphans
and appoint teachers for them and assigned to those cripplec I
by disease, persons to attend them and for the blind those
to lead them and settled a daily allowance on the doctors
of law and forbade the poor from begging and assigned to
them what would suffice them for their maintenance. He
used to give platters of silver which were divided among the i
readers of the Our'an at the Mosque of Jerusalem.It
would be noticed that most of these expenditures could be
made from Zakat money whether or not he had done so.
130. Tab., 2, 1367. 131. Kh., 88.
132, 3. 36; also Tab., 2, 1271.
133. Tab., 2, 1271; Sti, 228.
Zakat was one of the sources of income to Bayt-al-Mal
but its management could not possibly be like the management
c
>
of other incomes due to a multiplicity of factors. Firstly,
t
a portion of it was to be distributed locally and thus it




partially - sometimes even nominally - a central. Secondly
J * ■ o
the heads of Zakat expenditure were strictly confined as
. ♦
compared with general incomes. Thirdly, it was receivable*
>
in a. variety of kinds ranging from fish to camels and from
<•
honey to lentils. Although the Zakat levy could be
exchanged in terms of money or a suitable commodity the
s
Zakat payer would generally find it convenient for him to
4
hand over the commodity which had been assessed. As a
result the collection of Zakat goods brought(with it a
problem of providing godowns for storing commodities and
* '
orchards for rearing animals. It is possible that
perishable items like green vegetables and fruits were
exempted from Zakat because of storage problems. To over¬
come the problem of storage of non-perishable commodities
and rearing the animals» godowns were built and Himas ear-
v * •
Prophet* *Umar is also^ound personally taking
care of the camels of Zakat and preparing a list of the
<
1^4
thousands of animals according to their colour and age. J
The Prophet and the early Caliphs continued to earmark
v
public lands as $ima according to requirements. In order
that general incomes and Zakat incomes were not mixed up,
134. Alhi'r 3,4 3
1/
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separate officers were generally appointed to look after
these accounts. This is confirmed by the lists of
officials under Umayyad Caliphs. Whether there was any
mismanagement of Zakat funds can Indirectly be inferred.
The Pious Caliphs' period cannot be presumed to have
developed any such tendency and, for that matter, the
reign of Mu'awiya too. Zakat was treated as a ritual
(*ibada) and not a worldly affair Cmu*amala) and any
deviation from the early conventions could offend the
senior Companions of the Prophet and even Mu 'awiya would not
take the risk of offending them. But tide later situation
of anarchy with four different persons claiming Caliphate
and controlling their respective regions"*''^ did great harm
to the proper functioning of different institutions including
that of Zakat. The confusion, however, cleared in a few
yeprs during *Abd-al-Malik's reign. Abu-'Ubayd's report
that during the last years of Sa'Id b. Jubayr there arose
some grievances about corruption in the expenditure of Zakat?",-
is vague but not improbable in a general sense. Mas'udX's
report that 'Abd-al-Malik asked for money to be distributed
as pensions and the fact that on one of the bags brought
to him, was written "The head of Sadaqa"^^ helps us in
reaching an interesting conclusion, although the purpose
of the story apparently seems to be to give the impression .
of *Abd-al-Malik' s dislike of Banu Hashim who were given
this bag and were chidden by *Abd-al-Malik when they refused
135. Yaq., 3, 10. 136. A.U., 1811.




to accept it. The story suggests that receipts from
*
different items were kept in bags. Secondly, bags
containing the receipts of Zakat at least were inscribed
9
with its special head lest it should be mixed up with
Other incomes. As regards the other part of the story
it can be safely suggested that "Abd-al-Malik would have
0 •
passed on the bag quite inadvertently because he was an
4
I ,




the decorum of his throne. This cheap method of offence
t
I
was not becoming of him.
%
4 I
During 'Urnar II's reign the whole administration was
streamlined. The Bayt-al-Mal was divided into separate
4
departments, each comprising the income of one head only.
• ♦
..mm ■' f
Thus khums incomes were kept separate from Zakat, and
Zakat incomes separate from Ghanima, and so on.^^




their officials would have been largely responsible for the
nature of public response to this levy. A dishonest and
scrupulous official would harm the popularity of the
institution. The general revolt in Hadramawt during Abu-
Bakr's reign was caused simply by the irresponsible behaviour
of the collector.No such incident? seems to have been
repeated later on. What is interesting to observe is that
\
"Umar-like rigidity in character was not found in all the
officials at any time. The Prophet censured his collector
\
Ibn^al-Lutblyya for accepting gifts from the tribes in his
s
138. Ibid. 139. Sad, V, 295.
140. Supra.
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jurisdiction When Mu'adh, during 'Umar's reign, returned




compared him with 1other officers who returned home with
loads of gifts with them This is an interesting
comment on the general behaviour of the officials and justi-
Umar1 s punitive action against them by taking away
half or in some cases the whole of their property. -
In spite of this tendency in the very early period it
does not seem to have taken appalling proportions till late
in the Umayyad period, although this period is assumed to
J
be permeated with evils in the government, as also in the
society How, then, during this period was Zakat managed?
This can be inferred from the speech given by Yazld III.
This in fact, a statement of 'confessions1 of
the misdoings of the past governments and also reflects the
main grievances of the people If this statement does not
contain any confessions about the mismanagement of Zakat
funds or misbehaviour of the officials it may imply that
there was no popular agitation against the institution or
its management,
/
"I shall also not transfer money from one place to




is the only sentence which, in the immediate context of the
preceding discussion about the local distribution of Zakat,
/
may divert the mind to the transfer of the whole Zakat to
1§1. A.U., 1912.




the centre before Yazld Ill's period. But in view of the
fact that ever since 'Abd-al
over-sensitive
provincial Bayt-al-Mal, the proposition that the
*
ent alludes to Zakat receipts cannot readily
accepted. And this fact implies the absence of any ]






The Our'an does not prescribe any rate of poll-tax
(Jizya) nor does It suggest if it is to be levied per head
or in aggregates* It was levied on non-Muslim communities
of Arabia during the Prophet's time*
The words khara.1 and khar.1 are used in the Qur'an
»
only once but not in the sense of land-tax: "am tas'aluhum
khar.1an? fa khara.iu rabblka khavr" (or dost thou ask of them
9 •
*
any tribute? But the bounty of thy Lord is better...)
In the yadlth the word has been repeated many times and used
%
t
to signify a variety of meanings in addition to the Qur'anic
sense of return, reward or bounty* Many a time the words
Jizya and Khara,) have been interchanged in the works on
Hadlth and history* For example the Prophet's advice
narrated by Abu-Da'ud recommends a reduction in the amount
of Khara3 on one Abu-Tlba who cupped him.'*' Here the word
w p
KharaJ is used in the sense of a master's levy on his slave*
Baladhurl reports that the Prophet offered two Najranite
priests to take a serious oath with him (mubahala) but they
_ •* _
agreed to pay KharaJ* Here the word Kharaj is used in the
sense of poll-tax. When the same Baladhurl reports about
s
later representations made by the Najranites he uses the
word Jizya: "Najranites requested *Umar II to reduce their
1. Abu Daud, 3. 363*
2* al-Qastalanl, Irshad as-Sari (commentary on al-Bukharl),
Vol. 4; p.40.
3. Bal., 75, 76*
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Jizya."
4 But the more interesting thing is that the
reported copy of the letter of treaty with al
the word Kharaj for Jizya levied on them: "fa ma zadat
hulal al-kharaj aw naqapat 'an al-awaql", (thus whatever
exceeds the suits of (stipulated) KharaJ or falls short of
the will be adjusted «5 When 'Umar
ordered his officer in Sawad to allot somebody a stretch
of land for horse-rearing he is reported to have written:
"If it is not a •Jizya-land1 and no •Jizya-water* flows
through it, then give it to hi II
6
Jizya-land is meant Kharaj-land.
Here by the word
'Umar II is reported
to have termed even the income of prostitutes as Kharaj.7
He is reported to have used the word sadaqa too to signify
general taxes, Jizya and Kharaj.
8 These are only a few
of the many Instance interchange
In the following discussion, however, the two words will
be used in the meaning fixed by the later jurists and
0
generally understood.
Albeit the words conveying the sense of levy, the




ver and above the per-head levy tex
there has been some controversy on the
Some scholars suggest that the concept of Kharaj
distinct from Jizva originated with while




8. Sad., 5# 277♦
6. Yah., 43
9* For example, Wellhausen, J: The Arab Kingdom and its Fall.
tr. Margaret Graham Weir, Khayat, Beirut, 1963, pp.&wfc,
284, etc. Bell, H.I.: "The Administration of Egypt under
the Umayyad Khalifas", Bvzentiniache Zeltschrift 28 (1928)
pp. 280-82. Al-Rawl, ThSbit IsmS'Il: al-Iraa ft 'asr al
Umawl. Baghdad, 1965, p.56. (Contd
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masterly work on the subject10 repudiates many of the
arguments of these scholars and with great skill, candour
and sympathy, attributes both the taxes to 'Urnar I's reign.
His approach leads one to assume - although he did not
directly deal with the point - that a double tax on non-
Muslims did not enjoy explicit or tacit approval of the
Prophet - it was 'Umar's innovation. There Is some
evidence to justify setting aside any such assumption.
s
But it seems more appropriate to first apply common sense
9
logic to examine the question.
It cannot be denied that Zakat is prescribed for
Muslims and Jizya for non-Muslims. It also cannot be
denied that Zakat is incumbent on all the Muslims (except
<
the insane,perhaps) if they possess gold, silver, articles
s
of trade, camels, livestock, and land produce, irrespective
e
of age, sex or profession. On the other hand, poll-tax
(Jizya) is not to be levied on women, children, the old
and infirm, and the monks. It also cannot be denied that
tiie rate of Zakat ranges between 2& to 10$ of the holdings
while the rate of poll-tax that was levied by the Prophet
was one dinar per head. Now if it is believed that the
Prophet prescribed only these two levies, one for Muslims
/
♦ 4
9. (Contd.) Also (Becker, G.H.: Beitrage. Vol. II, p. 82;
Caetani: Annali dell* Islam. Vol. V, pp. 282-83; Lammens,
•Le Califal de YazXd I erf Melanges de la Faculte Orientale.
Universlte Saint Joseph, Beyrouth, V (1911), pp. 712-72
Grohmann: Zum Steuerwesen. pp. 124-25: cf. Denn, pp. 4-
10. Bennett, Daniel C. Jr.: Conversion and the Poll-Tax in
4
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alone and the other for non-Muslims alone, it will imply
that he treated non-Muslims as a more privileged and
superior class of citizens. That is why children, very
*
old men, infirm persons, women and priests making up for
11
about two-thirds of population were exempted from the levy
of poll-tax while none of the Muslims possessing wealth was
exempted. Similarly the non-Muslim population got off
after paying one dinar per assessed head while the Muslims
i «
had to surrender 2&# to 10% of their wealth. in an
agricultural or nomadic society - and, for that matter, in
any other modern society - where Muslims and non-Muslims
have a similar level of affluence, the Muslims will have to
pay many times more than the non-Muslims. Moreover, the
Zakat-paying class is deprived of enjoying even the indirect
— 12
benefit of Zakat while the Jizya-paying class can also
enjoy the benefits of the payments if the amount is spent
4
s
on public welfare projects. The non-Muslim destitutes
have even been included among the beneficiaries of Zakat
17
funds without contributing anything to it. Furthermore,
the amount of poll-tax can be reduced but the rates of Zakat
cannot. These points place the Muslims at a position of
great disadvantage as compared with the non-Muslims. This
assumption goes against the Qur'anic spirit of poll-tax, and
*
it cannot be denied that the Prophet should not have neglectec I
this point while taxing the two communities Qotherwlse, as
11. For computing these figures here and hereinafter see the
formula at fh.n9 page 433.
i




discussed above, the non-Muslims will always have an edge
over the Muslims, This apparently seems to be an un¬
believable situation. A short-cut way to the solution of
the problem could be to claim that all the report^- about
the rates and subjects of Zakat are doubtful or that the
reports about such a meagre rate of poll-tax per head are
not believable. But this presumption cannot be supported .
by any convincing argument. Another way of solving the
problem could be the examination and analysis of statistical
evidence but unfortunately the relevant statistical data are
t
missing. The only course that remains is to refer to
history. Let us proceed with the premise that *Umar levied
a land-tax over and above the poll-tax; this he should also
have done in Arabia. And had it been so there should
naturally have been a reaction to this new pinching measure.
Historians have been very careful in recording any tendency
of reaction or protest which was caused as a result of any
policy measure or as a result of alleged injustice done by
any ruler. They have been so meticulous in this respect
as not to spare even the Prophet's actions and their reactions
14. History is replete with such instances; for example,
the reaction of the Companions against the Prophet's
consent to strike off from his name the words 'The Apostle
of God' (rasul-Allah) in the document of treaty with
the Curaysh at Hudaybiya in A.H.7. Then the general
reaction of the"Muslims on the Prophet's advice to
slaughter their animals and_return from Hudaybiya without
a pilgrimage. Or, the Ansar's (Helphers) protest over
the Prophet's policy of distribution of the spoils of
war at Hunayn (passim). Apart from such group protests,
accounts of individual protest abound in number.
208
t
But books of history do not record any such reaction In
Arabia or even report of 'Umar's changing the policy of
taxing the Arabs. It also cannot be claimed that most
of the Arabs had embraced Islam before 'Umar could think
9
of any such measure because, accepting the initial
assumption, Islam was an economically expensive affair
and the obligation of Zakat, as compared with one dinar of
poll-tax, was a disincentive to embracing Islam. *Umar
exiled some of the organized Jewish and Christian tribes.
But this was confined to the tribes in Khaybar, Fadak and
Najran. The people of Khaybar were working as labourers
and were not required to pay any tax. The people of Fadak
were required to pay half of their produce but no poll-tax.
Other Jews, Christians and Magians generally remained where
they had been. This means that *Umar did not Introduce
any change in taxation in Arabia; the non-Muslims paid
only what they had been paying during the Prophet* s time.
4
Now if it is accepted that the Prophet's period was a
*Kharaj-free' period it will lead us back to the starting
point of controversy that non-Muslims were given a more
favoured treatment as compared with Muslims and this
assumption makes it Irreconcilable with the Qur'anic objectii re
V
of levying Jizya (poll-tax). Fortunately we have some
| s
pieces of evidenee in history that give us a clue to get us
out of this tangle and save us from groping in the dark.
'Yafcya reports, on the authority of Hasan ibn Salih,
4
%
that...any land that belonged to the Arabs - from whom no








Thus acted the Prophet with regard to any 'Arab land captured
*
by him. He did not Impose Kharaj on it* hut It became
n e . .
.
•Ushr land* • According to Abu-Yusuf: "The lands of Arab
o .
s




acceptable and who have to choose between conversion to Islam
t
*
or death, are 'Ushr lands, even if the Imam has conquered the
%
land by force. The reason is that the Prophet conquered many
Arab regions and left them (undistributed) so they were to be
treated as 'Ushr lands to the Last Day." Baladhurl reports
the following situation about Bahrayn: "Early in the year
s •
4
A.H.8 the Prophet deputed al-'Ala* to Bahrayn.. .The two
.1
princes embraced Islam and with them all the Arabs and
to
some of the non-Arabs, Magians, Jews, and Christians made a
treaty with al- 'Ala' which reads as follows: In the name of
•t.
s
God... .etc. This is a covenant which is agreed between
al- 'Ala' and the people of Bahrayn. It has been agreed in
%
I)
the document that they will divide with us their dates
keeping the Muslims away from labour. Cursed be the one
s
who does not fulfil it! And per head Jizya will be one
'
17
dinar from each man of age." According to another report
by BaladhurX al-*Ala' reported that he used to collect 'Ushr
from Muslims (of Bahrayn or Hajar) and Kharaj from non-Muslims
4
18(mushrik). According to a third report by the sane
historian "The Prophet did not (need to) have a war against
Bahrayn. Some of the people willingly accepted Islam while
15. Yah., 45. 16. Kh., 39.
17• Bol*| 39* IS* Bslfi 90*
4
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some others agreed to pay half of (the produce) of grain
*
1Q
and dates.n * This evidence is suggestive of the situation
t
that the payment of land-tax by the pagan Arabs by way of
Zakat (*Ushr) was taken for granted. Jlzya was imposed only
on those who had a *foreign* religion: Jews, Christians,
Magians. The reason is also to be found in the same
s
evidence. Arabia had become the nucleus of Islam. It was
* *
perhaps taken for granted that because Islam originated in
✓
Arabia, the Arabs were to follow no religion other than
Islam. If they would follow a religion which originated
outside the peninsula, they were to be treated as non-Arab*
That is why the organised communities of Jews and Christians
were gradually ousted from yijaz although they were still
within the Muslim lands while individual Jews and Christians
i
»
were not disturbed. The report that there was a tax-paying
Christian in Mecca during the Prophet's time is suzprising
20
but not unbelievable.
The above derives at the following points: In the
case of land produce Muslims and the pagans of Arabia had
to pay similar rates of taxes, and this levy was treated as
4Ushr. Thus in a sense land-tax was not levied on them
✓
because they were prospective Muslims. In another sense
land-tax was levied on them with the same rates and
conditions as those of Zakat and this tax was termed as
*Ushr, Sadaqa or Zakat. This levy was over and above the
levy of poll-tax in the case of Jews, Christians, and Magians
19. Bal., 90-91. 20. Yah., 230.
211
whose position was somewhat different from pagan Arabs.
The non-Muslims of Bafcrayn were required to share their
21
produce over and above "the payment of a per head tax.




dresses (hulla), each being worth forty dirhams. This
may be a lump sum of tax payable in two equal instalments.
It is possible that the aggregate amount was fixed keeping
in view the number of heads. For example, there might be
8,000 Jews and Christians who were required to pay the tax
at a rate of 1 dinar per head. But as a community they
were allowed to pay the amount in terms of dresses valuing
the required amounts. Other charges on them were the loan
of war material and provisioning of Muslim messengers for
a month. In view of such a large number of dresses, it
seems, they were generally craftsmen and not land owners or
farmers. The Jews of Maqna' were to pay a quarter of their
woven and spun material, horses, coats of mall and produce
of fruits.2^ The Scriptuaries of Tabala and Jurash were
levied per head tax amounting to one dinar each and
2L
provisioning of Muslims for three days. Similar conditio! is
25
v/ere made for the smaller communities of Ayla and Adhruh. *'
But these seem to be very small communities probably
dwelling in a village or two with small holdings and as a
result having too meagre resources to pay anything more than
one dinar per head. This becomes clear with their total
26 >
payable amount, viz., 300, 100 and 100 dinars respectively.
21. Supra. 22. A.U., 502.
23. Bal., 71. 24. Bel., 70.
25. Bal., 71. 26. Bal., 71.
The Prophet levied a per head charge in some cases
and a tax on produce or trade in others* But hoth of
them could not be termed by Mm as Jizya as prescribed in
the Gur'an, because if land-tax had also been termed by
Mm as Ji2ya, it would not have been levied by later rulers
on Muslims and then approved by all the jurists because the
Prophet is reported to have said that there is no Jizya on
Muslims and that if anybody accepted Islam he would be
27 ~
exempted from Jizya* The Qur'an has expressly prescribed
it for the Scriptuaries and the Prophet extended it only
%
to the other non-Muslim communities - Thus wMle it is
certain that he levied a tax on some groups of non-Muslims
over and above poll-tax it is not certain as to how he
s
named it* TMs levy in some cases was a share in total
*
land produce, wMle in other cases it was the provisioning
of Muslims for a few days, or the supply of some arms etc.
28
by way of loan.
According to the ,Qur'an, the spirit of poll-tax seems
• * /' f, *
' *+Jm
to be an expression of non-Muslim subservience (to Islam or
to Muslims).2^ But since the very beginning poll-tax and
4
protection (dMmma) became interdependent and the concept of
to
guaranteeing protection to the lives and properties, etc.
of non-Muslims overshadowed the Qur'anic concept of sub-
servience and humility (wa hum gagMrun)* The Prophet is
reported to have said: BewareJ whosoever perpetratedaiy
injustice to a protected person (dhimml). or broke a promise
27. Abu Baud, 3, 231-32.
28. Infra. 29* see Chapter 1.
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given to hi hi his
him anything without his free will shall
for him on Doomsday* 30 A look at the documents of the
Prophet's treaties will reveal emphasis on the state
responsibility of guaranteeing them protection Professor
Watt attributes this emphasis to the early nomadic custo:
Whatever the exact cause, the concept seems to have over¬
shadowed the Qur'anic spirit. The treaties in Iraq and
31
Syria can be adduced in support of this theory* 32
The policy of land-tax was similarly based on the moral
principles of justice and equity. And this concept underlay,
at least in principle, throughout this period* While Sawad
(Iraq) was conquered and assessed for the°levy of land-tax,
'Umar called for two local p
the pre-Islamic levy.^ He
the light of their evidence*
bout
then fixed the
always Insisted that his
collectors be kind and just in assessing and levying land-tax.
i
He is reported to have reminded his successors not to tax
the protected communities beyond their capacity 34 When
Egypt was conquered ''Umar advised his governor to find out
from the local officials the fiscal secrets of its prosperity,
and then devised his policy of taxation in Egypt* In this
9
case also he would like to have direct personal evidence of
said ensure that justice was observed When
a community was taxed on this principle, no more was to be
30. Abu Daud, 3, 231*
32* Infra*
31. Watt, (Prophet), 219-20
33. Kh., 21.




exacted even If they could bear it. But if they were unab]
to pay it, the levy was to be made easier for them so
that they were not burdened beyond ability. And this
*6
policy was adopted by them everywhere. In spite of this
basic principle of the policy, he repeatedly enquired of
his collectors if they had done full justice to tax payers,'
whenever they sent to him their tax collections. He
continued to warn his officers who were compelled to assure
him that the amount of taxes was easily payable by the
assessees.^ During 'Uthman's reign one of the conditions
T
that was laid down in the treaty with the prince of Herat
was that he would equally distribute the burden of tax
s
long his subjects, which he had agreed to pay to the
Muslims.**® *Alz advised his officers not to sell out the
horses of the tax payers nor their oxen or cows, nor their
summer or winter clothing and insisted on them being kind
■zq
and lenient and to give them convenience. According to
Yahya, a man from Thaqlf reported: " *AlI b. Abi Jallb
appointed me to supervise Buzurja Sabur and advised me not
to flog anyone or sell his provisions, his winter or summer
garments, nor the beasts he works with, said never to let a
man stand (in the sun) in order to collect dirhams. So I
said: 0 Commander of the Faithful2 Then I shall return to
i
you as I left you2 And he replied: Even if you return as
you left2 Beware! We are ordered to collect from them with
36. Yah., 29; Kh., 23; A.U., 106, 114.
37. A.U., 106; Bal., 226. 38. Bal., 396.
39. A.U., 116.
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•leniency't ( 'afw) which means •favour'.»^ During
Mu'awiya•s reign, when the governor of "Iraq was informed
.
of some injustices done by the Muslim collectors, he replace* i
them by the natives
41
His standing orders for the
collectors were to behave leniently with the tax-payers and
not to compel them to sell out foodgrain and livestock in
order to pay their taxes*
42
decline in taxes in Iraq, requested
unnerved by the
.bd-al-Malik to ;
him to enhance the rates. *Abd~al~Malik declined his
request and advised him to be content with whatever he got





'Umar II was very meticulous in collecting only
is much as was just and clean (tayyib) 44 He wrote to his
%
governor: The religious spirit of the economic laws is
justice (*adl) and generosity (ihsan) Survey the lands
Appraise the crops. Do not put the burden of barren lands
on the fertile nor do it otherwise.
only can „45
Tax an infertile land
had decreed that the
and could
sold out (for taxes). also renorted to have
followed the practice of administering oath to a delegation
of the local population attesting that the collections were
made fairly Once two of such witnesses refused to take
oath before him which suspect it to be an
40, Yah*, 234.
42, Agh., 21, 27.
44. Sad., 3, 260,
46, A.U., 258.





unfair collection and so dismiss the officer concerned.
It would not he without interest here to make a mention of
the behaviour of some Notorious * officers in Egypt. Vftiile s
the Muslim historians have treated Qurra b. SharXk as a
4
tyrant-officer, the editor of the Aphrodlto Papyri is inclir led
s
ft
to acquit him of the charges of injustice, oppression and
48
high-handedness. At the end reference may also be made
of the policy speech of Yazid III which sheds ample light
on the policy of taxation which he promised to follow
AC )
perhaps by reforming the malpractices of his predecessors.
The above discussion is sufficient to give an idea
4
as to the principles of taxation of the non-Muslims which
✓
most of the rulers generally made a point of following.
ft
P
Justice and generosity are urged. How far these principles s
were practically adopted remains to be seen.
4
Before giving a historical account of taxation some
v
basic facts, may be laid down. In the Prophet*s time, as
already discussed above, land-tax was paid by the Muslims
as well as by the non-Muslims on their produce. Poll-tax
ft
was an additional levy on non-Muslims alone. The later
conquests of territories outside Arabia raised for the
ft
first time the problem of taxing the lands occupied
exclusively by the non-Muslim subjects, who were not
9
necessarily prospective Muslims. The taxation background
47. Akhbar Majmu*a fX Fatb Andalus, pp. 22-23 e£. Shalabi,
277-78.
48. Pap. IV, General Introduction, XXXV.






of these lands was entirely different from those in Arabia.
They were more fertile} their yield was high, their taxes
I
I
were many and varied and the rates of taxes were also higher
than the five per cent or the ten per cent rates of Zakat.
Moreover, the proceeds raised by way of Zakat were to be
4
A
spent on some specific purposes. Running a big expanding
s
administration, and waging an Onic easing war required
general sources of revenue to finance the various require¬
ments. These facts led 'Umar and his successors to
A
organize the administration of taxes. Thus land-tax as




of the old pre-Islamic machinery were retained and entrusted'
with the task of collecting taxes from their respective
✓
communities so that the Muslims were not involved in an
unpopular and corruptible task and were spared for warfare.
%
Another important limitation of the Muslims was their lack
of experience in maintaining account books. In any case, the ;
%
4
policy making authority rested with the Muslim officers and
along with.it the overall supervision of the administration
too. The day to day routine work was generally looked aftex •
by the local staff who worked in Persian, Greek and Coptic.
But when they posed a challenge to the Arab capability to
4
run this office, it took the latter no time in switching
over to Arabic and handing over tax administration to the
Arabs or arabicised non-Arabs. If the non-Muslim officers
in the lower ranks of local assessment and collection were
still retained, it was perhaps a matter of convenience
{•
without any bias to the concept of doing justice to the
protected people. With these introductory observations the
s
history of taxation in different regions can be studied.
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ARABIA
About 9 A.H., the Prophet wielded his authority
over almost the whole of Arabia. There were a large
number of people who had not embraced Islam during the
Prophet's life. They included the Jews, Christians,
Magians and pagans (mushrik). Details about the levy of
poll-tax on the pagans are not recorded and, as discussed
above, they were supposed to be prospective Muslims or
were otherwise to be purged out. The following table (p.219] I
will help in the study of the position of the Jizya-paying
communities during the Prophet's time.
In Arabia at least the government appointed its own
assessors and collectors who were also responsible for
collecting Zakat from the Muslims. They often belonged to
the tribe where they were deputed. These arrangements
continued during Abu-Bakr's reign, the only exception being
a brief period of jeopardy due to apostasy.1 'Umar shifted
the Jews and Christians of Khaybar, Fadak, and Najran to the
newly-conquered territories in Syria and Iraq. Hie Magians
were not disturbed and they too& their time in merging them¬
selves in the Muslim Umma. Thus the income from poll-tax
should have gradually declined to nothing. *Umar was too
2
sensitive to allow any non-Muslims into Medina. Yet there
was quite a substantial number of Jews and Christians outside. .
Many of the Jews had settled in Ta'if and paid poll-tax.^
1. See Chapter 7.























Rate or quantity dirhams
2,000 dresses, valuing 1 uqiyaj
(40 dirhams) each, payable in two
equal instalments + loans of coats
of mail, horses, camels, & arms 30
each + 30 days provisioning of
Muslims
Not given, but the total annual
receipt including Zakat:-
mantles or
1 dinar per head
1 dinar per head
1 dinar per head or
dresses
1 dinar per head
1 dinar per head
1 dinar on the only Christian











dinar per head and provisioning
of Muslims








4. Abu Daud, 3, 227; Bal., 75,79} A.U., 67.
5. Bal., 89,91,92. 6. Tab., 1, 1702; Bal,, 71.
7. Sira, 2, 338; Bal., 71.
8. Abu Daud, 3, 227; Nasal, 5, 26; Bal., 82-83; Yah., 228-29
A.U.,$4.
9* Tab., 1, 1718-20; Sira, 380-81.
10 1032 (Sira, 2, 338 amount not given). Waq hasWaq.,
mentioned of the Prophet's writing of treaty to both
the people of Jarba' and Adhruh but in the text of the
letter Adhruh alone is mentioned. Tabarl (1, 1701)
that the Prophet wrote a letter to all of them,







11. Yah., 230. 12. Bal., 71.
13. Abu Daud, 3, 229; Tir., 7, 84-86; Tab,, 1,. 1600-1.
14. Waq., 1027; Sira, 2, 339; Sad, II, 65; Abu Daud, 3, 226
15. Waq,, 711; Bal., 47. 16; Bal,, 70.
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In the later period Muhammad b. Yusuf, the governor of
Yemen, levied a fresh land-tax over and above "Ushr which
*
was later on withdrawn by 'Omar II but reimposed by his
17
successor* '
While incomplete figures of the collections in the
Prophet*s time are available, figures for the following
period are all the more scarce* What can be conceived is
that incomes by way of tax like those of Zakat must have
gradually increased. Bahrayn paid 80,000 dirhams in the
Prophet* s time while the amount rose to 500,000 dirhams in
*Umar*s time.**"® Ya*qubl reports that *KharaJ* from Bahrayn
and Yamama during Mu'av/iya's reign rose to 10 million
19
dirhams* 7 The figures are too paradoxical to be believable 3.
Had the rate of Increase in revenues been so high, the
government at Medina would not be waiting for funds from
outside Arabia to meet its normal requirements. "Send to
the people of Medina their pensions because they too are the
sharers in your collections," thus wrote *Umar to his
collector in Sawad and every year got some twenty to thirty
?0
million dirhams which were distributed as pensions. *Amr
was required to send half of the collections of Egypt to
21
Medina. These incomes were over and above the incomes
received by way of the fifths of booty. When the dreadful
famine of the year A.H.21 threatened the Hues of a large
segment of the population of central Arabia; Iraq, Syria,
and Egypt rushed to the rescue of the centre and a great
17* Bal., 84* 18. Cf. Chapter 7. *ri 104
19* Yaq., 2, 221. 20. Yaq., 2, 142.
21. I.A.H.(M), 158-59.
22
catastrophe was averted. But for these resources,
the people of Medina and its surroundings would have
starved to death.





The Muslim conquests outside Arabia brought with them
many new problems* The Prophet's example of levying poll-
tax on the Magians was extended to any other community of




*Uthman did it in the case of Berbers in Ifrlqiyya. It was
decided by *Umar that only those men would be subjected to
poll-tax who shaved; viz*, attained the age of puberty*
Even among these mature men the too old and the crippled
9
were exempt and this was in addition to women and children.1
V
A
Similarly the monks in their monasteries also remained exempt
There was no question of the levy of poll-tax on Muslims*
old or newly converted* Yet, Hajjaj did not withdraw this
i *
levy on the converts in Iraq* The number of Jizya-paying
Muslims in Khurasan during the governorship of Na§r b* Sayyar
had reached 30,000.2 . Abu-Muslim, Governor of Ifrlqiyya also
tried to follow Hajjaj's policy of retaining poll-tax on
■a
converts, but was killed by an angry mob.
It has already been suggested that ^land-tax was
payable over and above (poll-tax. But in case a man did not
possess land, he was not spared from paying a meagre amount
0
0
of poll-tax* He was required to pay trade-tax on his
business or profession, On the slave-craftsman who cwas_j
sent by Mughlra to *Umar was levied a tax with the same name
A
1. Yah., 231; I.A.H.(M), 70, 152.
2. Jurjx Zaydan, History of Islamic Civilization, Part IV,
tr. D.S. Margollouth, London, 1907, j?.98* (For full
discussion see discussion on Khurasan).; also .Tah, 2,1689.




of Jizya, at a rate of two dirhams daily or according to
L
Ibn Sa 'd a hundred dirhams per month. *Uraar and 'All
e
levied this tax on the earnings of all the craftsmen*' and
it seems that it was never withdrawn. The amount of poll-
tax, if levied on any community without a treaty* could he
enhanced or reduced by the government, but in the case of a
treaty, the amount once agreed upon could not be enhanced.
'Uthman reduced the poll-tax on Najranites (now settled in
Iraq) by 200 suits* Mu'awiya made a further reduction by
*
7 _
200 suits.' But Ha^aj withdrew Mu*awiyafs concession and
8
reimposed the levy of 1800 suits. 'Umar II made a drastic
4
cut by 1600 to 200 suits valuing as usual 40 dirhams each
or 8,000 dirhams in toto.^ This rebate was again withdrawn
by governor Yusuf b. "Umar arid the situation continued to be
the same until the "Abbasid Caliph Abu'1-^Abbas refixed it
10
at *Umar II's amount. There are certain cases to suggest
that poll-tax was altogether condoned in the larger interest
of the state. Such cases will be discussed in due course.
Unlike the per-head levy of poll-tax the matter of
land-tax involved a number of issues. The question was as
*
to who should be treated as the owner of the conquered lands, Q>
the state, the conquerors, the Muslim community or the
*
%
former owners who were now subjugated? In case the state
was declared as its owner, who would possess, occupy or use it?
4. Sad., Ill, 1, 250. Mas,, 3, 64,
5. Yaq,, 2, 142. 6. A.U., 504.




What should be the nature of the right of the state or
s
the conquering soldiers if it was to be retained and used
by the former owners? What should be the considerations
J
of the transfer of Ownership? How should the government
organize the machinery to guarantee the different rights
s
r
over these lands? All these questions were decided by the
Caliphs in consultation, or sometimes even without
4
consultation, with the senior Companions of the Prophet.
The first Muslim conquest outside Arabia was Iraq and it
was in this context that the Companions were divided on
determining the policy about land - whether it should be
✓
treated as booty and distributed among the conquerors or
as Fay' to be retained as a common property of the Muslims.
*Umar voted for the second alternative and got it through.
As regards the lands which were surrendered under an
j
agreement the terms of agreement were followed. Thus most
of the conquered provinces had two broad categories of lands:
the one conquered by force C'anwatan) and the other governed
✓
by the terms of agreement (gulhi). The ultimate ownership
in both cases was vested in the state. The lands were
4
left with whomsoever they were before the conquest. They
were required to pay not only a tax on their heads (Jizya)
but also tax on their land. If any of them embraced Islam,
11
poll-tax was withdrawn but not land-tax* Where unoccupied
land was reclaimed by a Muslim, it was treated to be *Ushr
*
land and not K^araj land. The lands which were treated as








Fay* were the common property of the Muslim community and
IP ^
inalienable. A KharaJ land which was bought by a Muslim
was subjected to land-tax and not 'Ushr. As regards the
other questions about land they were differently decided
at different places, depending on the circumstances of the
conquest and the preceding system. In the following lines
an account will be given of those regions which the Muslims
had conquered and where revenue administration had already
taken a definite shape during the first century. Spain
♦
(Andalus), which was overrun by the Muslims Just at the
end of the century, and where administration took a definite





The conquest of Iraq was Inaugurated by Khalid's
treaties with the representatives of Ullays, Baniqqiya',
Barusma, and Hlra. Tabarl has given two different amounts
» «
of money agreed on with the people of Blniqqiya' and
Barusma (in the second treaty the name of the place is given
as Bssma, not Barusma): 1,000 dlrhams and 10,000 dinars.^
About the treaty of Hlra, the following amounts of treaty
are given in different sources.1^
>
Yafcya b. Sdam 1,000 dirhams
Abu-Yusuf 60,000 dirhams
BaladhurX 80,000;84,000;100,000 dirhams
Khalifa b. Khayyat 90,000 dirhams
?abarl 90,000;190,000;400,000 dirhams
BBB
Yahya's reporting seems to be an utter confusion and may be
t
«
set aside* The question now arises which of these many
I
figures should be treated as a believable figure agreed on
with the people of $Ira. Tabarl while giving the many
amounts agreed on in the various treaties also mentions that
the people of $Ira revolted two or three times and, after
every suppression of the revolt the amount of treaty was
enhanced* Baladhurl ' 8 reporters on authority of Yahya,
and Abu-Yusuf's reportC3 are comparable in respect of the
heads on which poll-tax was computed, and as a result also
in respect of the total amount which was probably initially
13* Tab., 1,2017, 2049*
14. Yah*, 143; Kh., 83; Bal., 244-45; Khal., 101; Tab., 1,
2016, 2017, 1029, 2042, 2045V
levied. Abu-*Ubayd reports that the people of Hlra cs
of the tribes of Tamlm, Jayy, Ghassan and Tanukh1^ -
branches of four tribes. Thus Abu-VSsuf's report that
Hlra had 7*000 men of whom 1,000 were very old and
invalid and were exempted* the remaining were taxed for a
total of 60*000 dirhams,seems to be more plausible.
BaladhurX reports the same idling with a relative difference i
in the value of dirhams: eighty four thousand dirhams
%
weighing five carati^ which is equivalent to Abu-Yusuf's
60*000 dirhams weighing seven carats each. In this way
Baladhurl's and Abu-Yusuf•s statement* if interpreted with
£aharX1s report about three revolts, will give the
dirhams
following figures.
Amount originally agreed 60*000
Amount revised after suppression of '
the first revolt 90,000
Amount revised after suppression of
the second revolt 190*000
Amount revised after suppression of
the last revolt 400*000
But this gives rise to one difficulty. According to
«
%
TabarX, the amount of 190*000 dirhams was fixed by Khalld
which means that it happened after the suppression of the
♦
second revolt. The amount of 400*000 dirhams was fixed
* #
by Sa'd when he suppressed the last revolt. But Tabarl
himself mentions one more revolt which was suppressed by
*
Muthanna and after which also the amount of tax was
IS » mm
enhanced. Muthanna commanded these areas after Khalid
15. A.U.* 68. 16. Kh.* 84*85*
17. Bal., 245* 18. Tab., 1, 2045
228
and before Sa*d. It means that Tabarl has missed quoting
the amount fixed by I^futhanna and also forgotten to Include
it in his account. Thus a more probable position seems
to be that the amount of treaty initially agreed upon was
*
60,000 dirhams which gradually rose to 400,000 after the
fourth and last revolt was suppressed.
As regards the treaties with the people of Baniqqiya*
*
and Barusma there seems to be confusion of a different nature.
A
*
Khalid's debut in Iraq begins with this treaty involving
1,000 dirhams. But after the suppression of the second
revolt, he is stated to have entered into, with the people
v
of Baniqqlya* and Basma, not Barusma, and the surrounding
*
areas along the river Euphrates, a treaty involving 10,000
19
dinars at a rate of four dirhams each. These reports
involve three confusions. Firstly, if it is supposed
that Baniqqiya* and Barusma were the first to come to
s
terms, the agreed amount of 1,000 dirhams is suggestive
of its insignificant area and population. But the
geographers mention that Barusma was a suburb (frassuj) in
— 20
central Blhquhadh and this, along with Nahr-al-Malik,
jointly fetched 122,000 dirhams of tax in addition to
21
quantities of wheat and barley in the year A.H. 204.
4
The name of Basma is nowhere to be found, at least in the
books of Muslim geographers* Moreover, Barusma which,
at the time of the first treaty was a partner of Baniqqiya'
I
has been replaced by Basma without reappearing at any further
. ♦ ♦



















stage of treaties# It is probable that the name of the
/
village was actually Barusma which was later on exposed
4
to fabrication in reading or writing. Thirdly the
assumption is also supported by the fact that Khalid is
reported to have expressly exempted Baniqqiya' and Basma
% i
because a separate treaty had already been made with them.
It meant that this Basma also was situated within Bihqubadh
and had already settled terms with Khalid, . If Barusma
A
was a different place from Basma it should also have been
0
excluded because a treaty with its people and of Baniqqiya'
had been signed which is not reported to have been violated.
It transpires from the above discussion that Basma
was not a different village from Barusrtfa, a suburbs,
s
of Bihqubadh whose people, like the people of Baniqqiya',
✓
wished to get the treaty renewed and extended to a wider
A
area, now covering the belts along the Euphrates. ibid in
this agreement too the well known Saluba family has been
an active intermediary as in the earliest treaty with
mm mm m mm 22
Baniqqiya9 and Barusma. The amount was now enhanced to
10,000 dinars reportedly at a rate of four dirhams per head. J
%
If this rate is treated as correct the number of tax-paying
community will come out to be 29,000 heads or a total
\




Moreover, this seems to be a fairly unusual rate in the whole
•chain of treaties. The usual rate so far had been one dinar
l
per head or even more. Another doubtful, thing is the unit
, ♦






of currency reported by historians. Iraq was a dirham
area and most of the transactions involving money are
reported in terms of dirham and not dinar. The examples in
A
\




treaties in Iraq. .Thus both the figures; the total amount
of levy as also the per head rate* seem to be doubtful.
» J
t
It is difficult to suggest any solution to it because many
assumptions are admissible. If both the figures are
f
revised according to the above criticism* the amounts will
*
4
have to be read as 10*000 dirhams* at a rate of one dinar.
)





between dirham and dinar - inadvertently reporting dinar
t *
for dirham - there can hardly be a possibility of misreporting
4
• • * +
four dirhams for one dinar. Another assumption may. be that
i " ' '
>
while the total amount of 10,000 might be correct the per
4
s
head rate is wrongly reported as four dirhams rather then
*
« •
four dinars - a punitive increase in the usual, rate of one
7 *
dinar per head* A third assumption may be that the rate
of four dirhams per head is correctly repbrted and indicates




the taxable population only. This will, seem to be a more
*
appealing interpretation and the rate per head of taxable
$
4
population will in this way come around one dinar. Anyhow
none of the interpretations can be supported by any evidence
24
and they stand as nothing but assumptions.
24. There still remains one minor point of dating. £abarl.
mentions that this treaty was signed by Khalid after he
suppressed the second revolt of ylra. The treaty of
$Ira involving 190,000 dirhams gives the month ofjtebl'l
of A.H.12. But the treaty with Baniqaiya' and Barusma
ends with §afar, A.H.12 (Tab.* 1A 2030). It means that
this treaty was signed before Khalid set about suppressing
the second revolt of $Ira (1*2043).
231
The last of the treaties in Iraq was made with the
• %
people of Bihqubadh (central and lower). Here again
fabarl has given two different figures: the one Involving
2 million dirhams on the authority of Mughlra, and the
other involving one million dirhams on the authority of
'Ubayd-Allah. The following points lead us to choose the
lower figure:
4
1. The treaty made with the people of Bihqubadh was the
4
4
first treaty with them and the amounts generally fixed under
%
the treaties were easy to pay.
(
2. During Hajjad's governorship over Iraq* and even
after him, agriculture In Iraq had some set-backs. Many
4
s
lands were deserted; production and taxing capacity were
>
reduced,
3* There was a gradual decline in land revenue during the
ft
later Umayyad period, and the decline continued until the
4
*Abbasid period. The total revenues raised by the "Abbasids i
V
in A.H.204 from Bihqubadh (Upper* Central and Lower)
amounted to 2?084,800 dirhams in addition to a quantity of
OK
grain. *•' But this amount also Includes the collections
from Upper Bihqubadh while Khalld's agreement covered only
the Central and Lower which, during the 'Abbasid Caliphate
paid about 1,23 million dirhams,If this could be a full- >
.
capacity levy during 'Abbasid period, it should have been a
mild levy during Khalid's period. This is also no doubt
guess-work, but keeping in view the above-mentioned premises,
23* Qud*, 237-38. 26, Ibid, (Calculated amount)
<
one is inclined to choose 'Ubayd-Allah* s report which is
on the lower side and also demonstrates the early norm*
Along with the amounts involved in the treaties*
4
there were certain other conditions too that were made
binding on the subject d? communities:
>
9
1* The representatives of these communities were made
responsible for collecting the amount of levy and paying
27




assistance in the job by means of Muslim staff on condition
C
s
that the charges incurred on this staff would be borne by
«• 28
the Bayt-al-Mal. This implied that the charges that
were to be incurred by the subject collectors or agents
were not treated as the liability of the Bayt-al-Mal*
2. Lands were left in the possession of the former owners
except for the lands and valuables owned by the emperor of
%
Persia2^ and his family*
0
3* It was provided that the amount of poll-tax will be
*
receivable only when the Muslims protected these people. ^
*
4. In some cases* the subject-collectors were explicitly
required to distribute the burden of this tax equitably
among all the male population according to their incomes.^




3* The tax in the case of treaty lands is not poll-tax^
(Jijsya)^ because It seems to have been levied in a lump sum




27* Kh*» 85; Tab.* 1, 2050-51* 28. Kh*, 85#
29. Tab,, 1, 2028,2031,2050-51. 30. Ibid.
31. Ibid.
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population due to births, deaths or conversions* While
the number of heads might have been taken Into account at
f
the time of fixing the first amount* this consideration
was set aside in the case of revised treaties after the
> ►
suppression of the revolt* Thus the amount of 60,000
dirhams might represent a calculated levy on the taxable
9
*
people of Hlra, the latter amounts of 190,000 dirhams or
% <
,000 dirhams did not represent any such consideration
was a punitive tax on the whole of the community.
These treat!e within two
Khalid* s entry into Iraq and fetched them a total of
1.41 million dirharas over and above some valuables* The
I >
people of Bihquhadh are stated to have paid theirl million
within 50 days.^ The remaining part of Iraq was occupied
9
by force of arms although these treaties too took their
« «




pitched battles within an area of about forty square?miles.
M * *
in this short period.-'-' The remaining part of Iraq was
conquered within the next four years after the most decisive
• ••
battles of Mada'in, Qadisiyya and Jalula'.
The first Question that was to be decided bv *1
was the government's policy towards the ownership of land.
9
%
While a number of the Companions were pressing for the
• 9
* •
distributjLon^of conquered landj among the fighters, *Umar,
supported by an almost equal number of the Companions, voted
14
against it and decided to treat it as Fay* *-' Thus the
32. Tab*, 1, 2054. 33. Tab., 1, 2042ff




following rules are known to have been observed by 'Umar
✓
• $
and followed by his successors.
t
1. The part of Iraq, which was conquered by force*
36
belonged to the Muslims and was declared as inalienable,
while the part which fell under peace treaties, belonged
to the former owners and its ownership could be
36transferred.
2. Khara3 (land-tax.) was to be levied on all those lands
ft
which were conquered by force even if the owner later on
37




3* The former owners of the lands conquered by force wen 3
offered to occupy their land provided they were agreeable
to pay poll-tax and land-tax.^ Later on, the Jurists
40
sanctified it as a self-imposed commitment or a contract.
{ »
4. The unoccupied lands, which were reclaimed and
cultivated by Muslims, were treated as *Ushr lands. Thus
* .






5. Collection of taxes in the case of non-treaty lands
42
also was made the responsibility of the landlord.
6. Land-tax was levied per .1arlb of cultivable land
4
whether or not it was cultivated, but not on the
L*5
individuals. J In the case of cultivated land# rates were
44
fixed according to the nature of the produce.
35. Yah., 148-163. 36. Yah., 144.
37. Bal., 268. 38. A.U., 231 sqq.
39. Tab., 1, 2028, 2031, 2370.
40. Kh., 16$ Yah,, 126-28; Bal,, 266,
41. 1st., 82. 42. A.U., 134.
43* Infra. 44. Infra.
In order to manage the affairs of the land, *Umar,
45
first of all, tipped experienced persons to survey them
46
and conduct a census of the population which was also to
be subjected to poll-tax* It is not known how large a
team of assistants they took with them because a survey of
the whole province could not be undertaken by a man or two
in a reasonable time* There are also reports of dodges
47
given by local persons to one of the surveyors, tfudhayfa
but the nature of these dodges is also not recorded.
48




Similarly the undergrowth, area covered under water, or the.
area inaccessible to water, and steeps (falaO were also
49
excluded* Thus the total area of surveyed land reportedly
- *0
came out to be 36 million .larib-' or 125 farsakh in length
and 80 farsakh in breadth or 10,000 square farsakh.^ In
ft
9
order that people do not evade poll-tax by pretending to
^have been counted, strict measures were taken to fix a
seal on their necks after they were included in counting.
A man having no seal was declared to be unprotected. Thus
about 550,000 persons were sealed,
ft
After these basic data were made available, *Umar had




46* Kh*, 21. The names of the two officers are given as
'Uthmin b* Hunayf and Hadhayfa b. al-Yaman.
47. Kh., 22* 48* A.U., 182*
49* Yaq., 2, 142* 50. Kh., 20.
51* I.K., 14* Farsakh = 3*600 sq. yds*
52. A.U., 134. 53* Kh., 73; I.K., 14.
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s
Nosnirwan, the government took away from the landlords
W
something between 1/6 and & of the yield.^ Noshirwan
levied a payment in money and in kind, each measure of
) '
ground being taxed at a dirham and one fixed measure of
the produce. These payments which applied only to sown
9
land were never increased* and in consequence the
cultivator was free to work for his own benefit, sure of
reaping what he sowed* It is stated that an annual survey
was made of all lands under cultivation. This is. difficult
to believe because of the enormous staff the work would have
required; but it is certain that there was a remarkable
advance in efficiency.^ In addition to land-tax there
was an assessment on fruit trees, a tax on property and a
poll-tax. Payment of the taxes was made in three instal-
I
ments, at intervals of four months, and to prevent
56
oppression, the Magians were allowed to act as inspectors.
According to Baladhuri the amount of poll-tax which
Noshirwan levied was 12 dirhams for the well-to-do, 8 for
the average, and 4 for the poor."^ Whether *Umar knew all
these details, cannot be doubted, particularly when his most
s
favourite poet Zuhayr had made a mention of the general
practice of the levy of qafXz and dirhams (per ,1arlb) in
✓
34# Jahs., 4. 55» Sykes, 1, 462.
56. Ibid.
57. Bal., 93. (Almost the same points with varying details
are to be found in Tab., 1, 961-62; Christensen (Arthur):
L'Iran sous les Sassanides, Paris, 1936, pp.54-56, 98-105,
118, 361-62; Noeldeke (T); Geshhheste der Perser und
Araber zer zeir der Sasaniden, Leiden, 1879* pp. 243-45,
246. Cf. Denn, 14-16).
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Iraq.**8 Abu-Yusuf in one of his reports^ suggests that
"Umar levied the same rates whether or not land was
cultivated. According to another report by the same source
"Umar sent for a delegation of the Iraqlan landlord first
to have direct information about the pre-Islamic taxes. The
landlords informed him that they had to pay to the Persians
27 dlrhams but "Ulnar did not like this rate and fixed for
each .1arXb of land where water was available a aafXz of wheat
or barley and a dirhara. According to TabarX, 'Umar
levied the same rates in Sawad as were levied by Klsra
(Persian Emperor).81
v
It will be seen that all the reports are almost identical
$
except for the addition of Abu-Yusuf's story about the pre-
Islamic levy of 27 dirhams. The story does not explain the
nature of the monetary payment exclusive of any commodity
payment. Whether It was the monetary value of the total
taxes in money and kind, on the lands of these landlords,
✓
or an average per person or average per unit of land, is




the idea and fixed it at per unit of land in terms of money
*
as well as produce. This was over and above the poll-tax
C
1
which was levied on them. But it seems that after the
situation normalized he changed the general rule of levying
a fixed amount on all Isolds and changed it to varying amounts
depending on the quality and value of the yield. The early
Cheikho, 519; Also Sab*a Mu'allaqa, Zuhayr, No.33*
59. Kh., 48. 60. Kh., 21.
61. Tab*, 1, 2371.
238
sources have reported different amounts for the different
4
crops which may be arranged in Tabular form, (see Table No. 5,
p.239),
%
It will be seen in the following table that while the
inferior quality dates were exempt, the rates on superior
quality fresh dates were the highest Barley was treated
to be the cheapest crop with 2 dirhams per of levy.
✓
The list seems to have covered almost all the crops that
might be growing in Iraq. The rate of poll-tax was fixed
48 dirhams for the well-to-do dirhai liddle
and 12 dirhams for the poor class per annum. 62 It has
and above the land-tax which was levied




and the amount of taxes collected from $awad either included
'
♦
Theboth or was only land-tax exclusive of poll-tax.
point is easily understandable due to the fact that the
number of heads on which poll-tax was imposed and the
total collections are recorded by most of the historians
without any formidable difference.
The total taxable population in Sawad has been
recorded to be some five to six hundred thousand. 63
\




we shall have to assume different ratios of class strata.
v
Suppose that the number of the well-to-do persons was 5»000
of the middle class 30,000 and the poor 550,000 The
total amount of poll-tax with this hypothesis will come
62. Kh., 20-21.









































1+1signifiesodirhamplusmeasure(qaf z). leviesint rmofdirhams.
Allotherfiguresindicate
6.>InmanycountriesBambooisforestproduc .ttsnclu i nthlifa m orgardenpro ucesugg ststh tinc serep rti.^f)iso r ct,bamboowaals grownandcultivated.1-
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to 8*040,000 dirhams per annum. This it will be observed
seems to be quite a modest estimate of class-division. In
order to remove all possibilities of any objection to this
estimate, let us also calculate the annual collections on
*
the basis of a paradoxical maximum allowance to the
assumed number of the higher strata of population. Therefoi re,
suppose that the class ratio would be 1:2:3 - although
improbable. Thus the number of the well-to-do v/ho would b< i
taxed at 48 dirhams would be 100,000; of the middle class
*
200,000; and of the poor 300,000 or say, fifty per cent of
the total. In this way the total collections by way of
poll-tax would amount to not more than 13*200,000 dirhams.
t
Thus while the amount of 800,000 dirhams could be a modest
estimate, the amount of 13*2 million would be the paradoxics il
maximum in a medieval agricultural society of Persian
territory. A reasonable figure must be much less than thai;•
( The question whether the amount of poll-tax is
Included in the total figures quoted by the historians is
not certain except on the evidence of Yahya's statement thai ;
when two men from Ullays embraced Islam 'Umar reduced the
amount of poll-tax from the total land-tax^ which indicates
the collections were inclusive of both the taxes. The
following. table presents the amount of collections from Ira<; [





Amount of Collections from Iraq
In million dirhams




?AlI (Governorship of Ziyad)
Mu 'awiya (Governorship of 'Ubayd Allah)
'Abd-al-Malik (Governorship of HaJJaJ)
'Umar II
Hisham (Governorship of Yusuf b. *Umar)
67. Bal., 270. According to Kath., 9» 137, 'Umar II is
reported to have said that the collections from Iraq
during 'Uinar' s time were 11 million.
68. al-Su'li, p.219; cf. S.A.E., 135.
69. Ibid.
70. Yaq., 2,.221. Baladhurl Ansab al-Ashraf (Mss) cf^ S.A.E.,
135* Mu awiya is also reported to have added gawafl
lands which, according to Yaq., 2, 207 fetched 50 million
dirhams over and above land-tax and which later on rose
to 100 million dirhams, p.2, 221-22.
71. Bal., 270. 72. Kath., 9, 136-37.
74. Jahsj., 63. 75. Ibid.
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The above table gives almost a uniform figure for
about 150 years, but for a short period intervening
HaJJaj's governorship and a period of recovery during *Umar
II* s Caliphate, which could be a period of almost 25 years.
The increase during the governorship of *Ubayd Allah
9
presumably was the result of his withdrawing Arab officials
76
and replacing them by natives although these natives had
already been working at lower levels since the very
77
beginning." On the contrary, 'Abd-al-Mallk's period
b
witnessed a sharp decline in revenues from the record 120
4
» ♦
million dirhams to 40 million dirhams. The cause of this
decline is not far to seek. This should not actually be
treated as the figure for the whole of Ira«j, nor for the
entire period of 20 years of 'Abd-al-Malik'a reign. It
should be a period when a number of claimants of Caliphate
*
were actively operating in the Hijaz and Iraq and they
practically controlled these regions. Over and above these
claimants (Ibn Zubayr and Mukhtar) who were taking away a
chunk of the taxes of Iraq, the Kharijites (ShabXb and his
78
followers) also exacted taxes wherever they operated.
The situation could be restored to normalcy only after
suppressing all these elements, but* in the year A.H.82-83
the mutineers, who also robbed of taxe^set fire to all
the revenue records which would have encouraged evasion of
taxes and other malpractices, and taken a long time to
improve the situation. By the time of 'Urnar II the
>
76. Tab., 2, 457-58. 77. Supra. Also Tab., 2, 941.
78. Tab., 2, 907-08. 79. Agh., 6, 46.
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situation improved only partly and the total revenue which
*
had touched the figure of 120 million during Mu'awiya' s
reign, added up to 80 million* After "Urnar II, however,
the figure again touched the pre-Mu*awiya figure of 100
million and remained so throughout the period.
An important development that took place during this
period was Hamad's policy of the non-withdrawal of poll-
tax on the converts. The reports of Hajjad's rudeness and
cold-bloodedness might be having some truth but his policy
of levying poll-tax on the converts, if examined in proper
perspective, does not strengthen the allegations against
him. The question that requires examination in this
respect is whether the amount of poll-tax could really be
P
so large as to affect the total government revenues of the
#
province. It cannot be believed that if poll-tax was with- ■
drawn - as it should have been - the entire population of
non-Muslims was prepared to embrace Islam forthwith.
Supposing that a maximum number of fifty thousand taxable
persons were willing to accept Islam during the period
when the question of withdrawal of poll-tax arose, the total .
amount involved would not be more than 1 million dirhams
out of a total collection of 40 million dirhams. Was this
I
small amount a potential threat for sensible Hajjaj to
misbehave in such an arrogant way? Conversion was no
threat to the amount of land-tax because it was to be paid
even after Islam. Contrary to it the monetary benefit
in the case of their conversion could have accrued in the
form of their contribution by way of Zakat and this could
have added more to the public treasury than the per-head
244
levy of poll-tax and thus more than offset the loss. It
i
can be mentioned here that a similar situation took place
in Khurasan thirty years later and a close examination of
the two events suggests one common factor that was
responsible for an unjustifiable reaction of the governors.
This common factor was the emotional and religious attach¬
ments of the tax officers whose sympathies lay with the
non-Muslims• They did not like these conversions but
could also not fight out this 'menace1 on a religious plane
without offending the Muslims - the ruling community* The
best and most intelligent way to discourage this tendency
was to get the converts punished by the government and they
ft
partly succeeded in their manoeuvring. It is unfortunate
that early historians have disposed of this particular
aspect of the story in a summary way* yet these brief report s
do not fail to give a clue to the tax officials' over¬
emphasising of the real situation and thus misguiding the
governors. In the case of Khurasan the officer concerned
reported that the man whom the governor sent for preaching
(and whose preaching proved effective) 'had created dis¬
satisfaction and unrest among the people; and peace and
80
order was threatened.' This is the literal sense that
the historians found fit to record. It can roughly be
conceived in what way the officers would have urged their
case. A simple metaphorical or emotional sentence could
hardly prompt an intelligent and sensible governor to take
p
80. For a thorough discussion on the subject see notejan
Khurasan* pp. 323-31.
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drastic action prejudicing his om religious Mas* These
officers would have made out a theoretically strong case
to get through their objective - with written reports,
personal representations, fake stories of insolvency, and
imaginary over-ambitlousness of the converts or their
«■» 81
hypocrisy; as clearly happened in Khurasan under Ashras.
As regards Hajjaj he was already in the doldrums.
Suppression of uncreasing revolts and mutinies required
increased funds but the revenues of the province were, on
the contrary, declining. When the revenue officers would
have painted an extremely dismal picture of the future
finances due to conversions and migrations from village to
city, and by implication about the future of Hajjaj*s
governorship too, he would have become unnerved and in a
fit of neurosis presumably acted upon the suggestions of
tax-officers by re-imposing poll-tax on the converts and
pushing them back to the villages. It was the very Hajjaj
who at the time of levying taxes convened a large meeting
in Wasit perhaps to distribute the burden of taxes equitably '
4
>
as used to happen in Egypt.
By the time of *Umar II the trend had already changed.
Stability had set in long ago, yet he was unable to get
the pre-Hajjaj amount of revenue. This may be attributed
to his leniency and his care for eliminating the past
injustices. A tax-payer has always the wherewithal to pay
his money and any leniency of the tax-collector encourages
him to evade his liabilities.
81. For full story see note on Khurasan in the same chapter.
82. Mok., 129.
Incomes from land-tax do not include other incomes
from land. 'Umar's rigid policy was to disallow the
possession of Fay'-land by Muslims in Iraq.8** He applied
this rule even in the case of those lands which were
formerly owned by the Persian Royal family. As a result
I
vast tracts of land were lying idle. *Uthman changed this
policy and took the initiative to put these lands into use
by allotting them to Muslims. While income from such
state lands in 'Ulnar* s time was five million dirhams, it
shot up to a figure of fifty million under 'Uthman.8^ Many
of such lands were later on picked up by Umayyad rulers as
their •chosen* property (gafl).8^ The so-called antl-
9
Umayyad historian Ya'qubX reports that Mu*awiya received
fifty million dirhams and perhaps later on, 100 million
86
dirhams from his chosen properties. Whether or not the
report is a hundred per cent correct, this much is certain,
that the lands of Sawad which were directly under state
ownership were widespread8^ and brought sufficient revenues
to the state. The chaotic condition that prevailed during
yajjaj's governorship ended about A.H. 82-83* hut the lack
of land records, after they were set ablaze during the
mutiny, was still a formidable hurdle in restoring state
revenues to normalcy. Yazld II, the successor of *Umar II*
advised his governor to again survey the lands and prepare
88
fresh records. This now formed the basis of future
taxation and the situation improved.
83. For this and the following discussion on land policies
also refer to Chapter 4.
84. Supra. 85. See Chapter 4.
86. Yaq., 2* 207; Supra. 87. Supra.







The circumstances of the conquest of ash-Sham
(Syria) were entirely different from those of Iraq. In
the latter case the entire region had a centralized
*
administration under the Persian rule and over-running of
a certain part of the region did not finalize its conquest
unless the Persian armies were driven out of the last
boundaries of the region and any future threat of their
>
s
offensive was crushed. At the initial stages the regions
contiguous to Arab borders (Hlra and surrounding villages)
*
saved themselves from the Arab onslaught by a fake commit-
«♦
ment but as soon as they knew of a counter-offensive by
4
the Persians, they turned back again and again and tried
their best to get rid of the Arab yoke. After continuous
defeats of Persian contingents in six pitched battles
within an area of about forty square miles near $Ira the
*
subjugated people lost all hope of restoration of the
former position said reconciled themselves to the new rulers. .
Contrary to it, Syria was, administratively, not one unit
when the Muslim armies invaded it. It was administered
t
by separate local bodies, independent of each other. These
s
units were based on fiscal considerations and the main
*
features of these fiscal institutions dated from the reform
of Constantine and of Diocletian. The latter emperor had
9
caused a census to be made of lands and people, resulting
in the rough division of the country into units, equal not
in acreage, but in value of the crop produced. The unit
4
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was called iugum: and each lugum paid the same fixed tax.
The census took note of the numbers of ingera of each
municipality with its dependent lands* villages* and
estates; and once a year when the basic tax per ingum
<.
was announced* the municipal curiales were compelled to
collect a sum equal to the basic rate multiplied by the
number of ihgera ascribed to the municipality. The keynote »
in the fiscal structure* then* was the municipality; and
this fact explains why the Arabs* in taking Syria * made
not one but many treaties.1
✓
Thus when the Arabs began their operations in Syria*
they found it easy to deal with these municipal bodies one
4
by one. Each one of them* finding it difficult to defend
itself* entered into a treaty with them. Thus while most
of Iraq was conquered by force* Syria* including Jordan and
0
Palestine* was subjugated by a number of treaties made
with the municipal bodies of the respective cities. Cyprus
also agreed to enter into a treaty with the Muslims who,
administratively* merged it with Syria. Thus these
treaties encompass more than thirty cities and their
suburbs.
As regards the terms of treaties with these cities*
r w
they vary from one another only slightly. Baladhurl
reports that the people of Bugra agreed to pay a dinar
per head and a measure (.1arlb) of wheat on each .1arlb of
2
land. According to another report* the supply of oil and
i •
*
1. J.B. Bury: History of the Later Roman Empire. London,






vinegar was also Included in the treaty* Later on
(during 'Umar's time) they were subjected to a poll-tax
per head and a separate tax on their lands.^ The terms
I
of treaty with the people of Emessa, Damascusf and Jordan,
according to Tabarl, were similar.-5 Some agreed to pay
a fixed sum without any consideration to the future
economic conditions, while others agreed to pay according
to their capacity.^ The treaty of Damascus contained the
*
payment of cash, sharing of the land with the Muslims, a
pej>-head levy of one dinar and a levy of one .1arlb of
produce per .larib of land. The properties of the royal
7
family and its entourage were treated as booty (Ghanlmej).
The same terms were settled with the people of TaUariyya^
O
and Bisan. According to Khalifa b. Khayyat, the city of
Damascus was subjugated under a treaty while the entire
land was conquered by forceIbn-al-Faqlh, the geographer ,
n
has mentioned that four-fifths of the governorate of
1Q
Damascus was covered by treaty. Tabarl has repeated
almost the same terms of taxes for Bnessa while giving
details, as in the case of Damascus. Baladhurl has
12
reported that the people of Emessa like the people of
3. Bal., 157. 4. Bal., 157.
5. Tab., 1, 2392. 6. Ibid.
7. Tab., 1, 2154. 8. Tab., 1, 2159
9. Khalifa, 1, 112. 10. I.F., 105.
11. Tab., 1,
12. On another authority Bal., 136 has given a fixed amount
of 17,000 dinars of levy on Emessa. This was perhap
tdie first stage of agreement which was later on made





Ba'labak and some other towns were to pay poll-tax and
land-tax,1^ hut has failed to give a report about the
*
.
proportionate amount of levy. He records the same terms
for the payment of poll-tax and land-tax for Fahl and many
1^
other cities of Jordan. The terms of treaty with the
cities in Palestine were also basically similar."1"**
✓
The contents of the treaties recorded by TabarX and
Baladhurl suggest that in many cases the nature and the
amount of levy were not defined immediately after the conquei st.
The confusion in the use of the terms Jizya and KharaJ
is more pronounced in the case of many reports about the
4
cities in Syria than anywhere else. It seems, as already
discussed earlier in this chapter, that the two have some-
.
times been taken to mean tax or tribute without any regard
to its nature. For example, Khalid is reported to have
*
written for the people of Damascus that "They will be well-
treated if they pay Jizya. This simply means that the
taxes and the liabilities were yet to be levied on them.
Moreover,"the officer of Adhru'at requested the Muslim
Commander to offer him the same terms as were offered to
the people of Bugra and to declare the lands of al-Bith'thine \
as Kharaj lands. The commander agreed to it. "Abu-
♦Ubayda...appointed Yazld b. Abl Sufyan in his place and
started for Enessa and settled an agreement with the people
of Ernessa that.•.whoever among them will stay will have to
s |
1
13. Bal•, 136-37. 14. Bal., 120-22.
15. Bal., 144; Tab., 2405-7.





pay Kharaj"; "so the lands in Ernessa were given to them
on condition that they pay Kharaj without any regard to
iq
boom or scarcity"; y in all these quotations the word
KharaJ has been used to convey the sense of both the taxes
as also tribute. Similarly Baladhurl reports that the
people of Jerusalem agreed to pay something in lieu of the
20
properties that were left within the fort"... and suggests
that they were to pay something like Kharaj but not Jizya;
but Tabari reports that they agreed to pay Jizya and opened
pi
the gates for him (for *Umar). The fact is that, as
other reports, suggest they were made to pay both the taxes.
These and all such instances simply reflect confusion in
4
reporting. But all the reportings taken together and
reconciled to each other suggest two to three stages of
taxation during *Umar*s time. In the first stage the
absolute term of Jizya or Kharaj without any mention of
rates was decided. In some cases a dinar and a measure of
produce of land was levied while in some other cases this
was the second stage of taxes - the implementation of the
levy. This was in comparison with the terms that were
t
decided after the conquest of Sawad (Iraq) - a dirham and
9
9
a measure of the produce of the land. Supply of provisions
9
p
for the army was over and above this condition and it stands
t
to reason that this should have been levied in the very
s
4
first stage. The next stage began with 'Ulnar's visit to
Jerusalem while he defined the taxes as per-head levy (Jizya)
to
• *
18. Bal, 137. 19. Tab., 1, 2392.





of money and per-.1arlb levy of land produce. Then came
*
the last stage of *Umar's reorganisation of the tax system
when he revised the rates. According to Baladhurl: "In
the beginning the poll-tax in Syria was in terms of .1arlb
and dinar per head. Then 'Umar levied on 'the people of
gold' four dinars and on 'the people of silver* forty
*
dirhams and divided these people according to the wealth
0
of the wealthy* the poverty of the poor and the average
0
22
resources of the middle class. According to another
report by Baladhurl, *Umar wrote to the commanders of armies
to levy poll-tax on all those who shave, at a rate of
forty dirhams for 'the people of silver' and four dinars
for 'the people of gold' and he also advised the commanders
*
to make them responsible for supplying provisions at a rate
of two modi of wheat and three gist of oil, and fats and
honey for every Muslim person in Syria and. Mesopotamia. ^
0
Thus the government, as Dennett has observed in the case of
Mesopotamia 'placed on the countryside the exclusive burden
of providing food for the .1und (armyJ...If, therefore, the
country people had to bear the exclusive burden of providing
the tax in kind it would seem proper to assume that the city
24
people had the exclusive burden of paying the money tax.'
»
The new system perhaps followed a general census in respect
of population in 639-40 (A.H. 18-19) and of all lands, men,







Cyprus was conquered during 'uthraan1s reign. But it
i
chose to impose upon itself the suzerainty of hoth the
warring powers: Byzantine and Muslim. It agreed to pay
pg
7,000 dinars to each.
Successful military operations continued up to *Uthiaan* s 3
time. During 'All's Caliphate, MU'awiya seceded from the
/
centre and the Muslim-Byzantine war took the form of
9
'see-saw'. While at loggerheads, Mu'awiya, the ruler of
s
Syria and Egypt, was compelled to pay 'some wealth' to the
27
Byzantine ruler to save the cities under his control. How
much Mu *aw±ya had to pay and for hov; long, has not heen
✓
I
reported by any of the Muslim historians. But because
4
this has also escaped the notice of the early Christian
I
9
historians it seems that it was a purely temporary arrange-
ment in respect of some particular Byzantine expedition.
'Abd-al-Malik also faced the same situation in the year
A.H.70 and agreed to pay to the Byzantine ruler one thousand
28
dinars per week. The Muslim historians are again very
brief on the point while some details are available in the
Christian sources. Agapius (Mahboub) de Manbidg records:
"The treaty between *Abd-al-Malik and the Byzantine Emperor
25. Michael the Syrian II Fasc.III, p. 426, and Theophanes 55
Cf. Denn., 60-61. This evidence also Indirectly
confirms the different stages of taxation. The survey of
the entire land and adoption of a uniform policy was
Impossible unless the whole of Syria etc. was captured
which took some six to seven years. The cities already
conquered in the early stages could not be left tax-free
pending the entire conquest. So some sort of temporary
taxation policy was adopted in the beginning.
✓
26. Bal., 158; Tab., 1, 2826.
27. A.U., 445; Bal., I63.
28. Yaq., 3, 16; Tab., 2, 796.
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and that
Emperor Justinianus should return Lebanon hills
In return 'Abd-al-Malik was to pay 1,000 dinars daily
and horses and
between them. ,,29
as. Moreover Cyprus was to be common
But It seems this agreement was also
long because shortly afterward find
al-Malik despatching his expeditions along Byzantine
borders 30
$hat was the total income from these levies is not
given for the early period. But for Emessa, the amounts
levied on different cities axe also not recorded. Incomplete
figures n aao given by Ya*qubX and BaladhurX can be helpful
in giving some idea about the amount of collections, and
are reproduced below:
Table No.7.




















Total 1,257,000 1,738,000 1,824,000
29. Patr.Or., 8, 497*
31. Yaq., 221-22.
30. Tab., 2, 853
32. Bal., 197.
33* Ibn Khal. Cf. Lestr. p. 45. The figures have been included
only with a view to judging the authenticity of the other
34
figures, by comparison.
The amount pertains to Emessa only
the treaty.
35* Or according to another tradition 700,000 dinaxs




In view of the sharp increase of taxes in the year
4
>
81, as compared with the figures during Mu*awiya's reign,
it may be suggested that the amount for Mu'awlya1s reign
pertains to his pre-reform period, and thus would also
possibly be relevant to the pre-Mu'awiya period* Up to
Mu'awiya's reform the taxes for the peasants on an estate
were paid by the possessor of the estate, who collected
the amount as a sort of rent, but Mu'awiya introduced the
*
practice, along with his general reorganization of "the
empire, of collecting all taxes directly from each peasant;
V7
without intermediation of the landlord. Michael the
Syrian reports that in the year 980 of the Greeks, 9 of
Mu'awiya and 54 of the Arabs, Abu'1-A'war made a census
■*8
of the Christian peasants for the tribute in all Syria,
It would possibly be after this census that Mu'awiya
introduced his reforms. Another reason for the increase
t
in the amount should be Yazld's raising of the rates of
I
•KQ
poll-tax in Jordan and Palestine*'7 and the levy of an
additional tax on land over and above the levy by way of
provisions for the army.Yazld is stated to have
41
enhanced the amount of poll-tax to five dinars per head
I
in the case of Samira in Palestine. The tax in Cyprus,
which was so far 7,000 dinars, was raised by 'Abd-al-Malih;
to 8,000, but reduced by 'Umar II to the original 7,000.
0
^ *
37* Denn., 62 (sic.)
38. Michael the Syrian, II. Fasc.III, p.450. cf, Denn, 62.
Dennett has criticised the corresponding dates.









This was again raised to 8,000 by Hisham and remained so
«
until the. 'Abbasid Caliph Mangur reduced it again to the
original amount,^ Like the Banu Taghlib of al-JazIra,
the people of al-Jarjuma, the Nabaetians of the suburbs
s
of. Antioch, who had helped the Muslims during war and who
were a threat to peace and defence, were, in A.H.89,
exempted from the payment of poll-tax. Not only were
they taxed like the Muslims - a higher privilege than
that enjoyed by Banu Taghlib; but they were also entitled
to salab. pensions ('ata') and provisions like Muslim
ATt
soldiers* So far the practice was to link poll-tax with
9
4
the granting of protection. Now it was also treated as a
charge for exemption from military service. That is why
%
when al-Jarajima fought with the Muslims, poll-tax was
withdrawn. So far there might be such instances in
individual cases only but the wider and more general
application of this rule carried significance for the later
jurists.
The terms of the treaties and the nature of the later
4
*
developments derive at the following main points of the
taxation policy in Syria (including Palestine and Jordan).
1. Unlike Iraq almost the whole of Syria was conquered
>
through treaties. These treaties were made with the




2. There were two methods of levy employed by *Umar in





42# Bdl* ^ 139* 43» Bol* ^ 164^ s@(ji
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*
of grain on each .1arib. and a proportional tax on the harvest*
5* The old administrative structure was retained only for
some time but because the government now wished to exercise
4
4
more and direct control over taxation in view of eliminating
%
the unnecessary element of intermediation, it took upon
4
itself the responsibility of assessment* Collection was,
i




also required to hand over monthly supplies at the headquarter *s.
4. While the cities and the occupied lands enjoyed the
I
privilege of treaty relationship, the royal estates and un-
>




5* Although the task of the assessment of taxes was
taken over by the Muslims, collection was still the res-
r
possibility of the local people* This should have involved
some expenditure; and to whose account this expenditure was
debited is not given by historians. In the case of Iraq
the Muslims had promised to bear the expenses of Muslim
Officials if the local people required their services. But
it seems that the expenses incurred by the locals were per-
a
haps the responsibility of the local people themselves* It
appears, therefore, that these local collectors in Syria, as
4
also perhaps in Satfad, transferred this burden to the assesses a,
and thus levied tax over and above those which were to be
transferred to the government* Although there is no
concrete proof in support of this assumption in the case of
Syria, the levy of such a tax in Egypt, as will be discussed






















The region lying to the north of Iraq (Sawad) end
stretching between the Euphrates and the Tigris was .
conquered by the Muslims after the conquest of Iraq and
Syria. Agapius de Menbidg has given the following account
of the conquest;
Abu-'Ubayda sent 'Ibad b. 'Athim1 with a large army... ,
Then he (*Ibad) turned to al-JazTra and conquered all her
4
cities and granted them security tinder the agreement that
4
they will send to him 100,000 dinars every year provided
i
that none of the Arabs crossed the Euphrates (to enter al-
Jazlra)••.The people sent to 'Ibad b. 'Xgim KharaJ of one
year and this was done by the (patrician) Bulls (Polis ?)
whom Heraclius had appointed governor of al-Jazlra'.
Heraclius dismissed him and exiled him to Ifrlqiyya and
0
^ ^ p
appointed patricians Ba^llmus as governor.
The statement is not confirmed by Muslim historians
on a number of points. Firstly a lump sum agreement for
0
the whole of al-Jazlra was not made. Like Syria, al-JazIre i
♦ .
also fell not once but city after city under separate
treaties - all of them following the terms settled with
ar-Ruha (Edessa), the capital. The conditions that Muslim; \
♦ •
would not cross into al-Jazlra is also contrary to the
i
Muslim historian's records which follow in these pages.
1. The original nemesis 'Iyad ibn Ghanam; but it seems to




'Iyad b. Ghanam, according to historians, began his
I
operations in the border town of ar-Raqqa en route to
Edessa, the capital of the Byzanti'j part of the region.
According to Baladhurl, #yad spread his soldiers around
ar-Raqqa where they arrested the countrymen and got over
food and provisions. It was harvesting season there and
wh';-; some five or six months elapsed in this way, the city
officer conveyed to *Iya$ a request for the grant of
protection to which *lya£ acceded and granted protection to
the lives, properties, children and the city of these
people and made a treaty with him and said 'but the land is
ours because we have trodden over it and securedit (qad
wat'anaha wa afrraznaha). Then he left all their land with
them on the condition of paying land-tax, and gave to the
Muslims those lands on the condition of paying 'Ushr
about which they did not agree. He also levied on all of
them, except women and children, a poll-tax of one dinar
per head and fixed some oaflz of wheat and quantities of
oil, vinegar, and honey. When Mu'awiya became ruler, he
4
levied these things on them as poll-tax... It is said that
'Iya£ fixed a tax of four dinar per head but it is not
correct; actually when 'Umar appointed 'Umayr b* Sa*d
after *Iya£, he ordered him to fix four dinar per head as
had become the case with every 'person of gold*. Then
*Xya£ reached Harran where the people offered to accept
the conditions which would be settled with the people of
the capital Edessa. *Iya£ then reached Edessa....After a
few days the people of Edessa requested for protection and
treaty. 'Iyad agreed to their request and gave them the
4
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following document. "In the name of God.••this writing is
from *Xya£ b. Ghanam for the bishop (asqaf) of Edessa.
If he will open for me the gate of the city on the condition
that he shall pay on behalf of every man a dinar and two
modii of wheat, he shall have security for himself and his
property and for his fellows and followers. It is incumbent
*
on him to guide the lost travellers, to repair bridges and
3
roads, and to evince good-will to the Muslims..."
Abu-Yusuf has given a more comprehensive account of
9
the conquest and the levy of taxes in al-JazXra. A summary
k
of the relevant portions is as follows:
"Al-Jazlra was partly under Byzantine and partly under
Persian Empire. Abu-'Ubayda sent *Iya£ for al-JazXra. *Iya$
started for the capital city of the Byzantine, port and laid
seige on the city. The governor, along with most of his
army got off and the people of the city, the Nabaetians,
sent their emissary to make a treaty with 'Iyad who conveyed
their desire to Abu-'Ubayda. Abu-*Ubayda asked Mu'adh
for his advice whereupon Mu'adh said: "If you make a treaty
9
with them on a fixed thing which, later on, they fail to
pay you shall hate no right to kill them, but the only alter-
native will"be, to cancel the agreed amount. On the other
9
hand, if they become more well-to-do, they will be able to
pay the amount without feeling the burden which God has
desired them to feel. It is, therefore, suitable to




shall pay land tax according to their capacity."
ft
Abu-Yusuf continues) nAbu-*Ubayda vnrote this advice
to *Iya<l who informed the people of the city about the
condition. The reports about the later events differ.
Some say they accepted the condition of paying according
to their capacity while some others say that they agreed to
ft
P
pay only a fixed amount. In any case *Xya$ agreed to what
these people wished. He then went to yarran whose people
also agreed to these terms. Similar was the situation in
respect of other towns and villages. After full control
over the area* the Caliphs gave the people of the villages
the same treatment as to the townsmen. But the provisioning
of the army was made the responsibility of the countrymen
and not of the townsmen. Some knowledgeable doctors say
the Caliphs did so because the countrymen had fields and
farms but the condition of the townsmen was different.
» i >
"As regards the Persian part of al-JazIra, the
ft
population had already vacated it after the fall of
Qadisiyya. But those who failed to migrate embraced Islam.
"*Iya$ fixed on their chiefs a rate of two dinars per
head plus two modll of wheat and two gists each of olive.
oil and vinegar. He computed a class of people (under
each chief). When *Abcl-al-Malik became ruler* he deputed
ft
pa$$ak b. *Abd-ar~Ra$man who found their levy very light.
He* therefore* took a fresh census of the chiefs and
ft
treated all the people as labourers under them. He
calculated the gross annual earnings of every person*
deducted from it the cost of food and other requirements and
i •
of the festivals and found that'this still left them with a
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surplus of four dinars which he fixed for every man alike.
While levying the tax he also took into consideration the
factor of nearness to the city, and levied a dinar each for
every 100 .larlbs of land near the city, and for every tw
hundred .iarlbs remote from the town. Similarly a dinar
each on every 100 gourds of vine said every 100 trees of
ft
olive near the city and every 200 gourds and 200 olive tre
far from the city. The same technique was followed in
4
Syria and Mosul."
The above narrations depict almost all the important
>
Points about taxation in al-JazIra. Yet BaladhurX has
recorded a few more details which fit in the chain of event
and make them more intelligible. These details are
summarised as follows:
1. The towns and villages of al-JazIra were conquered
under treaties (sulhan) but their lands were conquered by
forced'anwatan) •
g
2. The terms of treaties with most towns were identical.
3- The commissioner of BidlXs (Sahib Bidlls) was made
responsible also for collecting the Kharaj of Khilat and
(the tax on) its heads and also the amount due to the
— 7
patrician of Khila$.
4, Ra's al-*Ayn was captured by #Umayr b. Sa'd who le
there four dinars per head as poll-tax while the land was
8
treated to be in the ownership of the Muslims.
4. Kh., 23-24. 5. Bal., 179.
6. Bal., 180. 7. Bal., 180.
8. Bal., 181.
5. Al~Jazlra continued to supply oil, vinegar and food
* 4
4
for the Muslims for a time. fUmar then reduced it to 48,
4




pay two modii of wheat, and two gists each of vinegar and
Q
oil in addition to his poll-tax.7 This point is also
i
perhaps confirmed by Theophanes and Michael the Syrian who
observe that *Umar wrote to his governors to straighten
• * I •
(taqsit) the Kharaj system in all the places under his





and Kharaj was straightened on town to town, village to
'*
»
. * V #
^ I »
village and city to city and suburb to suburb, and the
&
10
taxes and Sadaqat were collected.
6. As was the case with al-Jarajima in Syria, Banu-
« •»
Taghlib,' an Arab race,perhaps Christians (Nagara) in al-
*
4
Jazlra, were exempted from poll-tax and land-tax but
4
subjected to §adaqa (Zakat) at double the rate levied on
4
Muslims. Unlike al-Jarajima who rendered military
%




purely negative. The government did not like the fact
4 ♦
that this tribe might join their enemies. But they were




were Arabs. The compromise was effected on their paying
l?
double Sadaqa on the 'Zakat-able' items.
The above details derive at the following points
4
about the system of taxation in al-Jazlra:
9. Bal., 187.
10. Theophanes, 341; Cedr. I, 732; Mich, the Syrian II,
424. Cf. Pat.Or., 8, 478.
11. Bal., 186-18§; Kh., 69. 12. Ibid.
£
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1. Most of al-JazIra was conquered under treaty which
followed the pattern of treaty settled by the people of
Edessa and which provided for a tax in money as well as
in kind.
2. Land was treated to be conquered by force and some
unoccupied or deserted lands were also allotted to Muslims
who paid *Ushr on their produce. Thus the land was treated
as Kharaj-land unlike the lands in Sawad which were
generally treated as Fay*•
3. In the beginning a per-head tax of one dinar was
levied over and above the supply of foodgrains, vinegar,
oil and honey. But later on 'Umar introduced reforms and
taxed the townsmen only for money at 48, 24, and 12 dirhams
13
per head and the countrymen only for provisions. The
per-head monetary collection in the case of the townsmen was
enhanced in lieu of the provisions which they had previously
paid. In the same way it also stands to reason that the
commodity levy in lieu of money should also have been
enhanced for the countrymen.
4. While assessment was done by the Muslims, the
*
responsibility of the collection of taxes was laid on the
local officials. Here again the Bayt-al-Mal is not reported
to have committed itself to bear the expenses of collection
which, it can be presumed, was probably the responsibility
of the local community.
3. For assessment purposes the population was, in the
13. As discussed in the case of Iraq and Syria, the amount
differed according to the resources of the tax-payer.
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*
early stages* divided into towns or village communities*
Hu'awiya is stated to have introduced his reforms in al-
Jazlra too but the details about them are not recorded*
It is presumable that they might be just in line with
14
what he introduced in Syria*
#Abd-al-Malik again streamlined tax administration in
al-JazIra. He reconstituted idle units of assessment by
treating a number of workers working under a chief head
as one unit and the chief head was made responsible for
collecting and paying the taxes on their behalf* He also
revised the taxes on land by taking into consideration the
factor of nearness to the city. The way of taxing land
before this period in al-JazIra is not explicitly recorded
but it is likely that this was not much different from what
it was in Iraq.
As was the case with al-Jarajima in Syria* the Banu-
Taghlib in al-JazIra were also exempted from poll-tax and
land-tax but* unlike the former* were subjected to double
0
Zakat on the negative consideration of stopping them from
crossing into the enemy country*
14* Supra.
EGYPT AND THE WEST
(Misr and al-Maghrib)




'Amr b. al-'As In sending relief supplies to Medina during
#










this year* Immediatelyyafter the conquest of Egypt* al-
*
0
Maghrib was seized and 'Umar stopped his advancing general
from crossing into the borders of Ifrlqiyya which was
destined for 'Abd-Allah b. Sa'd b. Abl-Sar£'*
The account of the conquest of Egypt mid particularly
* *
4





briefly perhaps because the Muslims did not,have to exert
m 4 %
as much force here as in Iraq or in Syria* and also because
I
f
the whole of this region was conquered by 'Amr in less than
two years* The Byzantine armies were already engaged in
e
Syria and after its fall* in saving the remaining borders
. .y s
4 «,4








lost the richest province which fed a large number of Roman
*
• •
and Byzantine people free bread for centuries*
I 4




The local Copts were probably reluctant to resist him* The
4
i
Byzantine garrisons stationed at different quarters resisted
in vain and were either routed or they capitulated on the
1. For useful and brief discussion on the chronology of
the first conquest of Alexandria see S*L.P* 13 fh. For
detailed discussion see Butler* The Arab Conquest of
Egypt. Oxford* 1902*
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condition of safe return to their mainland. An agreement
was reached for the whole province. But the treaty could
not last long. Heraclius disapproved it and despatched
fresh contingents to reinforce the once defeated armies who
again arrayed against the Muslims. By the year A.H.25
2
Alexandria revolted twice and was reduced. The original
treaty was obviously abrogated. It is said that during
this period also* the local population did not actively
support the Heraclian troops and tried to have an under-cover
I
agreement with the Muslim commander. Vftien Alexandria was
fully and finally conquered after suppressing the revolt by
force Zubayr pressed 'Amr to distribute the land as the
Prophet had done in Khaybar. But 'Umar decreed what he had
done in the case of Iraq.^
Leaving aside the chronology of events and the names of
persons and the terms of treaty involved* this general story
is discernible from the different resources* mainly BaladhurX.
Severus observes that when the Muslims crossed Jordan to
enter Egypt Heraclius concentrated his forces at Aswan.
'Amr defeated the Romans and captured a number of cities*
4
advanced, to Babylon between Sa 'Id and Rlf* pitched the tents
and named it Babylon al-Fustat. The Muslims vanquished
the Romans after three battles.^
The above statements suggest that at the time of the
first capitulation of Egypt an agreement was reached. But
later on the treaty was violated and thus abrogated. Vfhat
l
2. Bal., 224. Severus* 107-8.
3* Bal.* 220. 4. Severus* 107-8.
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terms and conditions were originally settled and what
changes were made after the abrogation of the treaty are
C
not precisely explained by historians. Moreover, while
>
in other lands different terms were settled with people of
different cities the terms of treaty in Egypt seem to be
different for different communities; the followers of the
ruling church and the local Copts with a different church.
4
\
It was natural, therefore, that the policy of taxation
should also have been different for different communities.
But tills situation seems to have confused the early
t s
historians in deciding if the whole of Egypt was taken by
force or by treaty. They have recorded both the views on
s
different authorities with stronger evidence for the former
view. The later developments also suggest the continuing
confusion throughout the period. What the ^Caliphs
generally did suggested that they treated it as a land
4
occupied by force. The confusion arises due to a number
f
of conflicting reports which have been mixed up by historiac
4
without suggesting the chronology and the exact place of
events. It seems worthwhile, therefore, to record the
different reports on the subject.
'When the prince of al-Yuna (Babylon) freed himself
•l
about his own affair and about the affair of its citizens,* - r
he settled the same terms for all the people of Misr as he
had done for al-Yuna• They were agreeable to it and said:
s
When these well-guarded people (mumtani *un) have had an
agreement, we are more in need of protection because we are
exposed. Khara3 was levied on the lands of Misr which
4













of wheat and two dinars of poll-tax on each head.
;:>r Al-Muqawqis settled with *Amr to let the willing
Romans go and to allow those who wished to stay on agreed
terms. They also agreed that the Copts would pay poll-tax
at two dinars per head. When the Byzantine ruler learnt
about it, was annoyed and despatched reinforcements who
shut the gates of Alexandria and gave an ultimatum to 'Amr.
Al-Muqawqis then came to 'Amr and said: I beseech you for
three things: firstly, do not show that leniency to Romans
which you showed to me because they have treated me as a
traitor; secondly, do not abrogate the treaty for the Copts
because they have not violated it; and, lastly, bury me in
such and such a church in Alexandria when I die. To this
'Amr replied: this (last) condition is most acceptable to
e n
6
According to Yazld b. gablb Al-Muqawqis the ruler of
Misr settled with levy two dinars tax
Copts When Heraclius knew of it, he was very annoyed and
sent armies towards Alexandria and they shut its gates. Ther
. gj
'Amr conquered it by force.
I "•> According to the sa was
with the tributories of Migr which required them to pay
two dinars for wheat, oil, honey, vinegar, in addition to
two dinar per head.
8







her© at my seat and I am not committed to any treaty with
any of the Copts of Misr. X may kill them if I will, I
may take the fifth (Khums) of their properties if I will,
or I may sell them if X will. But the matter of Antabalu£ i
» ♦





(^j According to 'Abd-Allah b. Ja 'far Mulwiya wrote to
Warden for increasing a carat each on the Copts to which he>
wrote as to how could he do so while there was a treaty
allowing for no increase on them.
T • ) According to Sufyan b. Wahab, when Misr was conquerecl
without a treaty Zubayf stood up and exclaimed: 0 *Amr
✓
*
distribute it among us. *Amr said: NOi Unless X write
to 'UmarJ So he wrote to *Umar who decreed to leave it as
it was, so that posterity were also benefitted from it.11
■ Xbn Anita's grandfather who took part in expedition
V / ^
against Migr, and *Abd~Allah b. Hubayra have reported that
12
Egypt was conquered by force.
• ♦ *
. ■ Ziyad b. Jaz* who was also present in the expedition
J
has reported that Egypt was conquered by treaty and
criticised the policy of the Umayyad rulers of treating it
• «
13
as a land conquered by force.
Husayn b. Shufayy said: "When Alexandria was
conquered the number of surviving slaves was six hundred
thousand excluding women and children. There was a dis¬
agreement between most of the Muslims and 'Amr, on the
9. Bal., 219. 10. Ibid.
11. Bal., 220. 12. Ibid.. 221.
13. Tab,, 1, 2581-84,
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question of their distribution. 'Amr referred the
matter to 'Umar explaining to him about the conquest and
the general opinion about distribution (of slaves). 'Umar
wrote to him to leave them undistributed so that their
KharaJ becomes Fay* for the Muslims and a source of strengtl i
in waging war against the enemies. So #Amr spared them,
4
counted them, and levied KharaJ on them. Thus the whole
of Egypt became a conquest through treaty (gulbX), paying
two dinars for each person, not to be increased except that
they are able to pay it corresponding to increase in the
productivity of land outside Alexandria. Thus they (people j
out of Alexandria) paid both Kharaj and Jizya at a rate
which was determined by their officers. Alexandria, on
the other hand was conquered by force and without any




According to Layth, Yazld b. gablb used to say
that the whole of Egypt was conquered by treaty except
15
Alexandria which was vanquished by force.
According to Yazld b. Hablb Mu'awiya wrote to an
officer to allot to 'Uqba a stretch of land measuring one
thousand square ells. The officer declined on the ground
that he had treaty land. On this 'Uqba observed that the
treaty contained only six conditions: nothing will be
snatched away from them or from their women or their
children, nothing will be increased on them, and protection
#
will be given to them and they will not be overburdened;









and I am a witness to these conditions•
It is said that Mu'awiya wrote to Wardan to increase
their tax by one carat. Warden wrote to him: "How •
would you increase when the agreement provides for no
17
increase on them." '
According to YazXd b, HabXb when 'Amr conquered Mi$r,
he settled with them that all the Copts should pay two
dinars each major person excepting the women and children.
18
They counted these assessed persons who numbered 8,000,000.
Many other reporters, on the other hand, claim that
Egypt was conquered by force and without any treaty or
conditions,1^
All the above reports have been made by BaladhurX,
i
Tabari and Ibn 'Abd-al-Hakam, without generally suggesting
s
the context of these reports and this fact has confounded
4
4
the whole issue. The sources suggesting the capitulation
of Egypt do not mention if the terms of capitulation pertain
9
9
to the first round of conquests or the last. In order to
reach a precise conclusion, the following points also need
clarification:
1. W|*y the ruler (or more correctly the competent officer)
of Bab-al-Yuna (Babylon) settled the terms for all the people
0
of Ml§r? Was he the governor? Moreover, was Babylon the
seat of the governor?
2. Why did the people of Misr fear their unprotected
position as compared with Babylon? Was there only one
*
16. Ibid.. pp.85-86, 17. Ibid.. p.86.





fortress at Babylon in the whole of the province of Misr
(Egypt) with the only protecting army at Babylon?
*
Along with these questions' the frequently occurring
i
mention of Alexandria as exclusive of Misr is also
meaningful in early records. "Zubayr earmarked two plots
of land in Migr and Alexandria." 'Arnr stayed for some-
time after he conquered Misr and then wrote to *Umar for
21
permission to advance towards Alexandria." "Misr and
22
Alexandria were conquered in the year A.H.20.& These
are only a few of the similar statements which are
reproduced by historians. It is no less important to note
that Muslims were not the first, nor for that matter the
n •
last, to distinguish Misr from Alexandria. Even centuries
before Muslims, Egypt was sometimes named as Alexandria
ad Aegpptum. v In the later period the tenth century
Patriarch Severus mentions: 'When Khusroes conquered Misr
and controlled it, he made preparations to conquer the
2A
great city of Alexandria." In view of the above state¬
ments title question arises if Alexandria at that time was
not a part of Egypt?
The early Muslim sources do not clarify these points
*
4
and it will be seen that this is the main cause of confusion.
C
The solution to this problem may solve other problems too.
Let us, therefore, look at other sources. A clue to the
1
solution of the problem is given by John of Nikiu who
✓
20. Bal,, 216. 21, Ibid.. 221.




reports the capitulation of the city of Misr and is
supported by Abu-Salih while he describes the church at
the island of Misr*
27
of Mi$r and other cities'* The Muslim historians
suggest that Misr capitulated consequtive to Babylon, and
after the capitulation of Babylon and Misr the Muslim




infer that the cause of confusion among the different
>
historians was that they did not distinguish between the
*
28
city of Mi§r and the whole province which was also known




if this fact is kept in mind. Thus the answer to the
questions suggested above will be that Misr, in context of
s
many (not all) reports of historians was a city near Babylon,
*
, s
poorly protected and populated mainly by the Copts* According
.
*
to Ibn Duqmaq ancient Misr was located on the site of
4
_ _ *
present Fustat.^ Evetts locates it on the 'north of
RaUdah or Roda, the large island near the Nile nearly
opposite to the old city of Cairo.Moreover, the rationale
behind 'Amr's seeking *Umar's permission to advance towards
Alexandria after the conquest of Migr is understandable in




When 'Amr conquered the east bank of the Nile he did not
ft
like to cross it to advance towards Alexandria without prior
ft
I
approval of the Caliph who did not encourage sailing across
25* S.L.P., 3 fa* 26. A.S., 112 fh.
27* Severus, 108*
28. Also called Masra cf* Gibbon 3, 447*
29* Bal., 231* 30. A.S., 112 fh.
a/
Severus also mentions the 'district
»
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stage of the conquests ended with the capitulation of the
* ft
city of Misr - the eastern bank of the Nile. The second
stage started after 'Ulnar's permission to cross the river
i
4
en route to Alexandria. This fact can also be inferred
from *Amr*s son, 'Abd-Allah's statement but in view of
general confusion it escaped a clear understanding. As
■ s'; .





communicating at Babylon and then encouraging !,Amr to








suggesting to his people to come to terms with Muslim armies.
Long before it a Muqawqis was also to be found sending some
gifts to the Prophet.-' All these traditions taken to¬
gether suggest that Muqawqis was not the name of a person;
4
it was the name of an office - the chief officer of the
*
principal city. Baladhurl reports that when Alexandria
%
revolted, Kuqawqls withdrew from the revolt. 'Amr re-
4
4
instated him and his colleagues in their offices; but some
» • •
32
say that he was dead even before this war. In view of
*
the suggestion about Muqawqis the reports can be reconciled
>
4
without contradicting each other. A Muqawqis of Alexandria
ft
9
(Cyrus) was called back by Heracluis after the first treaty
with Arabs. Another Muqawqis (Manuel) was killed by the
Muslims in war on Alexandria; there should have been a
$
4
third Muqawqis to replace Manuel, and come to terms with
«Ar,g ■
31. Watt (Medina), 345. 32. Bal., 223.




The above discussion leads to the following conclusion:
*Amr had settled the terms of treaty after the capitulation
I
of the city of Misr. Then the same terms, or with some
changes, were reconfirmed at Alexandria, now for the whole
of Egypt - Misr or the eastern bank of the Nile, and
Alexandria or the western bank. After the revolt of
Alexandria, the treaty was abrogated. When #Amr was
reminded of the supporting role of the Copts, and the
retention of the treaty for them, he did not clearly commit
it. Yet he behaved generously, spared them and levied tax
on them, rather than killing or enslaving them according
to the prevalent rules of war. When a similar behaviour
was adopted with the people of Iraq it was later on taken





of Egypt was further caused by ignoring the sequeice !6f--"event
and the chronology of the conquest. . It also seems that in
some cases full reports are not reproduced. For example
the statement attributed to #Amr*s son 'Abd-Allah suggesting
the truth behind the misunderstandings, seems to have been
half-produced and thus it has distorted the real picture.
The treatment of the issue given above is the short
I
cut to explain the question of this sort in these pages.
In essence, it is generally in line with the comprehensive
■XA
work produced by Butler who has skilfully combined the
%
• early Muslim and the Christian records of history and
0
greatly cleared off many confusions and ambiguities. But
r
unfortunately the work is not so helpful for our puxpose
s
*
34. Butler, Alfred J: The Arab Conquest of Egypt and The
Last Thirty Years of the Roman Dominion, Oxford,.1902.
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which is outside the scope of his work. Bell has tried
to compensate for this lacking, but as Dennett would put
it, he "was not an Arabist and was dependant, therefore,
*
on the evidence of Becker for the information to be
35derived from Arabic sources." As a result his work is
4
exposed to all those objections which apply to Becker's work. >
While the confusion in the chronology of events could
be cleared off by combining and reconciling the Muslim and
the Christian records, the confusion in respect of the
terms and conditions of the treaty still remains to be
thrashed out. As regards the social and political
concessions contained in the treaty, it can be believed, as
is also evident from different sources, that they were not
different from those given elsewhere. They include
protection of life, properties and churches, freedom of
religion, exemption of women, children, decrepit and the
monks from poll-tax. But, unfortunately, the .differences
*
among historians reach their climax on the point of the




are reported to have been levied:
s




"...And the people of Migr if they are agreeable to
• m
this treaty shall pay the Jizya (poll-tax); when the
36
inundation of their river has subsided, fifty million...,
3b* Den. ,7.
►
36. Lane-Poole (S.L.P. 6n) seems to be to the point in
suggesting that this is probably a slip for "pay the
poll-tax [of "two dinar a head] and fifty million dirhams
in land-tax (Kharaj) for it would be the land-tax not
poll-tax that would be modified in proportion to the
fertility dependent upon the extent of inundation.
And as for those who will not enter into this treaty the
sum of the poll-tax shall he reduced in proportion; but
4
we. are not responsible for their protection.. If the rise
of the Nile is less than usual the tax shall be reduced in
*
proportion to the decrease...The collection of taxes shall
be in (instalments of) one third at each time...."1
According to #Abd-Allah b. 'Amr the treaty which
originally covered the people up. to the city of Misr
(Babylon) called for a poll-tax of two dinars per head, a
levy of two dinars on the owners of land; in addition to
✓
three artabas of wheat,two gists each of oil, vinegar, and
honey. *Amr also required .them to supply for his soldiers
yearly dresses. These terms, according to 'Abd-Allah, were
extended to the whole of Misr (Egypt). Lands of Egypt
were subjected to land tax at a rate of one dinar per
.iarlb plus three artabas of wheat and two dinars on each
adult."*8 According to Yafqubl when the whole of Egypt
was conquered 'Amr collected fourteen million dinars at a
rate of a dinar per head and two artabas of wheat per
■SO
hundred artabas. As regards the total receipts under
this treaty Ya^qubl has given the figures of fourteen
million dinars,**0 Maqrlzl at twelve million,**1 Baladhurl
at two million,**2 Ibn 'Abd-al-Hakam at twelve million as9
•
compared with twenty million dinars which, according to
.
37. Tab., 1, 2588-89. 38. Bal., 217.
39. Yaq., 144.
40. Yaq., 2, 144; Yaq.(B), 339.




him, Muqawqis used to collect before Islam. v The most
paradoxical figure is given by Severus for a period when,
according to Muslim historians, the amount had much
decreased, viz., two hundred million dinars excluding the
charges for so many other expenses during the early Abbasid
9
/./. _
period, although according to Abu-§ali£ the total of
receipts during Mahdl*s period amounted to 1,828,000 dinars^" '
while in Harun's period, according to other sources, it was
four million dinars.^ Sa'id (Eutychius) is inclined to
suggest an amount of twelve million while be confirms that
the number of taxable Copts in Egypt was six million who
47
were taxed at two dinars per head. '
0
Some sources also give the amount of collections
exclusively for Alexandria. Baladhurl has given two
» *
different versions: (1) 13»000 dinars and two dinars per
. . Aft
head on Copts and, (2) 18,000 dinars. According to
*
Mahboub al-Manbidjg (Agapius) the treaty between 'Amr and
.
. AO ^
'Qurrsr, the ^patrician of Alexandria, provided for the
payment of 200,000 dinars per annum, provided l#Amr did not
0
1




no Arab entered there during his time. Then some Egyptians
reported to Heraclius of •Qurra's1 payment of wealth to
0
Arabs...and of, his payment of Kharaj. Heraclius was annoye< i
and sent(patrician Manuel to dismiss 1Qurra1....When the
B
Arabs again came to collect their money, Manuel was displeas< 3d.
_ _ ^ . . _ _ ^ 0
43. I.A.H.(M), 161. 44. Severus, 204-5.
45. A.S., 83. 46. Yaq.,B, 339; Maq.(Kh), 1,8] L.
47. Scr.Ar•, UlI, 24. 48; Bal., 224.
49. May mean 1Cyrus1.
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Amr invaded Alexandria and pushed them out and conquered
Egypt 50 According to MaqrizI, ''Amr collected 600,000
dinars from the ahl adh-dhimma51 in Alexandria. According
to his other report the amount stood at 12,000 dinars in
beginning and dinars 52
The above figures give a very intriguing picture of
the real situation. While the minimum amount of land tax
and poll tax for Egypt is reported by Baladhurl at two
illion dinars the maximum amount as suggested by Severus
stands at 200 million for the ''Abblsid period. If any
iount during
the early period will come to between 300 and 400 million
dinars. The matter does not end here. Some historians
have added to the confusion by suggesting much more
paradoxical figures for the population of Alexandria and
Egypt 53 Ya'qubl, while he gives the amount of fourteen
Illion at one dinar per head, admits the population at
fourteen million persons; Eutychius illion of
taxable persons,
54 Ibn •Hakam too at the latter
figure at a rate of two dinars per head, and according to
another
similar rate. 55
w illion taxable persons at a
For Alexandria alone MaqrizI has reported
the Jewish population at 600,000 during the Roman rule and
an equal number of total taxable persons after the Musli
conquest. His third version suggests a taxable population
50, Patr. Or., 8, 471
52. Ibid.
54. Scr.Ar. VII, 24.
51. Maq.(Kh), 1, 79





of three hundred thousand. Ibn 'Abd-al-Hakam has
reported a, hundred thousand only of Romans, and forty to
57
seventy thousand Jews excluding the Copts.
With the above figures one may quickly infer that
• «
some of the historians have based the estimates of
*
population on the recorded total collection: so much
money divided by two, the rate of per head poll-tax, will
i |
give its product in terms of taxable population. It is
no doubt an easy-way-round but can be convincing only when,
contrary to all historical records it is believed that,
firstly, there was no other levy except poll-taix and,
secondly, there was no increase in the rate of levy. But
all the historians agree that at the stage of conquest by
I
force land-tax was also levied in addition to poll-tax.
Moreover, Baladhuri has reported that 'Umar himself replace d
the levy in commodity by two dinars making the total levy
58
to four dinars. There seems to be no reason to suspect
the authenticity of the report mainly in view of the fact
that similar reforms have been reported about other
provinces too.
As regards the figures of total population ranging
50
between fourteen million and 240 - million there seems to
be ground to suspect the validity of such a paradoxical
4 •
estimate. Population is the counting of living human bein gs.
If in the first century of Hijra (A.D. seventh) the popu-
0




56. Maq.(Kh), 1, 62,66,79. 57. I*A.H.(M), 82.
58. Bal., 218. - • •
59. Computed with 8 million taxable persons.
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i
population of the country should have reached about 150
to 250 million, even rejecting the Malthusian theory of
growth-at geometric ratio. If it is not so, there should
9
be some reports of large scale toll, of human life through
epidemics or wars. If there is also no such report, there
should be some proof of large scale migration or exodus
of the population to any other place. In the latter case
1 3
there should have been the reports of explosion'in populaiior 1
in that part of the world'where they migrated. But in the
absence of supporting demographic evidence it will be safe
i
to believe that the figures of early population of, Egypt
as have come down to us are based on some sort of mis-
%
understanding. And as this misunderstanding occurs in
N
Egypt, in overestimating its population, the same'situation
seems to have occurred in underestimating the population of
Alexandria. A poll tax of 12,000 or 18,000 dinars will
credit Alexandria with 6,000 or 9,000 taxable persons or an
f
approximate total population of 20,000 or 30,000 persons.
%
Alexandria, at the time of the conquest, was not that small
a city to be proud of only 30,000 persons. Severus has
reported of the presence of 600 busy churches (davr 'amir)
60
in Alexandria during the same period. This figure can
also be rejected as safely as the reports that it had 4,000
bath houses, 400 playhouses and 12,000 grocery shops and
the like. But the fact that Alexandria was a big and
4









population can be guessed by the fact that in the
beginning of the seventh century John the Almoner could
6?
find only 7,500 persons in Alexandria who needed charity
and this number was treated to be a very small segment of
the total population.
Census of population was conducted by the Roman and
4
Byzantine rulers. But unfortunately the records to
♦
%
suggest the number of heads have not yet come to hand. In •
the early Islamic period too census was conducted; not
•I
*
once, but at least four times by the end of the Umayyad
9 •
period. 'Amr might have relied on the figures furnished
s
9
by the continuing officers in the initial stage of his
governorship. Severus attributes to "Abd-Allah b. Sa*d
«
the first maintenance of registers and organisation of
« »
administration. According to another report "Ubayd-Allai i
*
conducted a census of men and livestock and surveyed land
- 64and trees during Hisham's Caliphate. Before him Ibn
A
Rafa'a had also conducted an intensive census and surveyed
<
lands in the whole country accompanied by a large number of
65
staff working for several months. During this whole
period there also appear the reports of the recompilation
of the registers and perhaps with it the administrative
structure too. While Severus names 'Abd-Allah b, SaM as
the first to set up taxation registers (div/an or offices)
al-Kindi names 'Amr as the founder of the administrative
t
machinery who also took census and conducted a survey follov red
62. J.W., 237» 63« Severus, 111.
64. Ibid., 154; Kindi, 73. 65. I.A.H.(M), 156.
4
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by 'Uinar®II * s governor. Later on Qurra and Bishr b. "
Safwan also did the same in their governorships
66 «
respectively* Ibn "Abd-al-Hakam includes Ibn Rafa 'a
as among those who conducted an intensive survey of land,
livestock and men* His report is very emphatic in
suggesting a very large population in the province. He'
reports that when Ibn Rafe 'a became the governor of Egypt
he set about a census in order to reassess the taxes. He
worked for six months and reached Aswan with a team of
A
assistants and scribes. He spent three more months in the
lower parti There were more than 10,000 villages and even





With all these details about census and survey it is
difficult to believe that the early historians only used
their wild guesses in suggesting the total number of heads.
They must have had some reason to honestly believe in the
reports quoting such high figures. But it is now very
difficult to put a finger on the source of this misunder¬
standing. It would require a great deal of demographic
research to prove that the ra6e to which the Copts belonged
s
was tending to decline in rate of growth. There remains,
therefore, to be no other solution than to brush aside the
4
*
factor of population in discussing the revenues of Egypt
at least at this stage.
Before discussing the question of the total collections 3











in Egypt care will have to he taken of the volleys of
M
4
criticism that have been made by modem historians who are
oversensitive to the figures reported by the Muslim, '
historians. Butler, and following him Johnson, criticise
«
the figures of total collection by observing that 'if these
>s
figures were divided by ten they might be more credible.^®
Gibbon is also startled by'these figures, but did not insist
go
upon the formula of dividing by ten. But unfortunately
the basis of the information of the first two is the
extremely insufficient fragmentary evidence abou*c the pre-
Islamic period from which one cannot make out a reliable
statement of fact. As a result the economic history of
the pre-Islamic Egypt is replete with presumptions, and
wild guesses. The most important source of information
*
about this period is now supposed to be the Greek Papyri
4
0
which cover only a few isolated villages and give out some,
incomplete units of figures for different periods and some-
times even undated. These Papyri are frequently exposed
to various conclusions at one and the same time and can be
used by the scholars to fit in with the many a priori
✓
theor^Qi and idee fixe.
In spite of this weakness in the study of the economic
statistics of the pre-Islamic Egypt, it will not be advisable
*
*
to altogether ignore the available Information. They can,
to some extent, provide the tools to break fresh'grounds.
While criticising the early Muslim figures Johnson
s
has tried to estimate the probable total collections of Egypt
0




during Justinian's period (around A.D.540) and has
»
compared them with the Muslim period (A.D.643 = A.H.41). '
9
4
According to his presumptions the wheat levied by
Justinian, if converted into money, would be worth 800,000
^ •
solidi. The largitionalia would normally add 500,000
solidi. The gold annona at Aphrodito was normally about a
4 |
sixth of the canonica, and probably iall Of these should be
M
reckoned as part of the revenue sent to Constantinople. If
9 to
we add the customs dues, taxes on vineyards, gardens, and
' «
trades, the revenues from imperial estates and government
4
monopolies, it is not impossible to estimate the total
♦ 9
n
income of the Byzantine rulers at 2,000,000 solidi
70
annually.
Before making any comments on the above figure it
would be worthwhile to list down the taxes that are
4
supposed to have been levied in Byzantine Egypt, although
%
there is much obscurity as to the total amount of tax that
was raised by the Byzantine Empire. Fragmentary evidence
suggests the existence of a multiplicity of taxes that were
inherited by it from the Roman period and many of which
continued till last. The amount which was contributed by
$
Egypt was a matter for special consideration by the emperor
year by year. He not only decided how much revenue was
A
to be raised in the province, but issued special instruction s
as to the manner in which it was to be collected. The
4
most important of all the taxes levied in Egypt was the
corn tax, emboli, which was collected in kind from the
»




villages and used to furnish the tribute of the corn sent
71
to feed Rome. One of the lists available for the period,
p
apparently refers to this tax, and the rates vary from
s
two and a half to seven artaba.| per aroura, the commonest
72
being four and twenty seven fortieths artabag. In the
ft
sixth century Justinian set the tribute in grain at 8 millior l
units presumably artaba|:. This amount would be sufficient
77
to apply approximately 600,000 people daily. 3 Another
tax, payable, like the embole, in corn was annona. Details -
as to this tax are rare, but it appears probable that it
was for the supply of the allowance of com made to
4
4 «
Alexandria as the embole was for that to Rome and Constanti-
74
nople. A further charge upon the village granaries was
4
met in the form of certain payments for charitable purposes,
4
k
which was made in com payable either through a special
75
tax or chargeable upon the common property of the village.
The gardens were also liable to a tax payable in money.
The rate of tax on trees and plantations cannot be determinec 1
but in one case the tax was ten drachmae per aroura, in
76
another list it was from twenty to forty. There were
ft
other taxes on lands payable in money, the nature and amount
of which is presently obscure. A charge of 'naubian* is
several times mentioned; but there is nothing to show what
its precise object was, beyond the fact that it appears among j
other imports levied on real property;, nor what its rate
ft
was except in one instance, where it seems to have been
71* J.G.M.* 118. 72. Pap., 267; cf. J.G.M., 119.
m
73. J.W., 236. 74. J.G.M., 120.










Entries for receipts for "geometrica" are also
same list as also the one named "aritfc
along
already mentioned; but the particulars relating to these
charges cannot be determined.
78
House property was
subject to tax presumably at a hundred drachmae for each
house. 79 The cattle-tax was levied on various kinds of
flocks and herds separately.
80
All inhabitants of Egypt
sixty, with the exception
tax
8i L
According to Hussey the system of taxation in the Byzantine
Empire since the third century A.D. had been that of the
insatio itatio and with many alterations it remained in




taxation according to the yield of the soil, on the other a
capitation fee per head of the labouring population.
82 But
Johnson thinks that urban population was exempt from this
tax. 83 Romans and Alexandrians were also exempt from most
capitation levies.
84
In addition to income from monopolies
the customs dues became an important source of revenue.
These included octroi as well as import duty. 85 Other
indirect taxes which were formed in the same way as the
77. 120-21,
79. Ibid.
81. Ibid.: 2, 73.
8$ A.C.J,, 109, 112, 122.
85. Ibid.. J.G.M., 123.
78. Ibid.
80. Ibid.; A.C.J., 128.




customs were the enkyklion, a fee of ten per cent on sales,
*
a fine of five per cent on Inheritance and one at a
86
similar rate on manumission of slaves. Greek Papyri
suggest that Justinian also introduced 'air tax' which
was levied as an addition to the ordinary tax but the
87
nature of the tax is not explained. A tax was also
paid by traders of all descriptions, the sum payable being
reckoned on the monthly receipts of the business in each
88
. This was therefore a kind of income tax. Another
burden which was laid upon the inhabitants of Egypt
»
consisted in the posting rights claimed by officials although
s
in principle it had been restricted by the decree of the
89
prefect. The work of repairing the dykes and clearing
4
the canals partook somewhat of the nature of liturgy in
ich as it was compulsory though it was joint labour for
90
a common purpose. Temple property was not, as such,
exempt from taxation. It paid the ordinary taxes; and
9
there were in addition,special taxes levied under the
names of altar tax, tax on offerings and 'lesonia1.^1 The
op
priest also paid a special tax known as eplstatikon*
There are also records to suggest the exaction of some
levies called diagraphae and these have been explained
as poll tax,^
86. J.G.M., 124. 87* Pap, IV., Intr. 1357
88. A.C.J., 109; J.G.M,, 122.
89. J.G.N., 126, 90. Ibid.






The above list cannot be claimed as comprehensive
or conclusive because of the nature of the evidences on
which it is based. It is possible that records of many
more taxes have not so far reached us; it is equally
possible that a particular tax that has been inferred from
some incomplete record did not exist at all, and the amount
actually refers to some other transaction which is mis¬
understood. Similar is the case of the few rates of levy
at isolated places, that have come down to us. In spite
of all these formidable handicaps in the study Johnson has
t
tried to conjecture the probable total collections on the
ft
basis of Justinians assessment and come to the conclusion
that the Byzantine rulers would be receiving 2,000,000 solid!
annually;^ an amount which BaladhurX seems to have
. 95
suggested for "Ulnar's period.The question arises! Are
Johnson and his predecessors justified in their criticism
of the figures reported by early historians and comparing
them to the figures of A. D. 530-50? A mention has already
been made of the source of their information which. can be of
some use in formulating various theories but not necessarily
in arriving at facts. Apart from this, these scholars
have totally ignored the difference In the boundaries of the
ft
governorate.of Egypt between Justinian's and the Muslim
period. In Justinian's period, as Johnson himself records
certain.parts of Egypt were transferred to Libya while under
the early'Muslim rule the wjHaleiof Egypt including Libya-
ft * f • • ft *
I





. 95. Bal., 217, 220.
i
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lands of the south were merged with it. And this remained
so up to the period when most of Ifrlqiyya was conquered
t
and a separate governor was appointed to control Al-Maghrib
and Ifrlqiyya. Mu"awiya again merged the entire western
provinces with Egypt under Maslama who himself appointed a
lieutenant governor Abu '1-Muhajir to look after his western
region.^ Musi b. Nusayr the governor of al-Maghrib had
his capital at Qayriiwan when 'Abd-al-Malik advised him to
Q7
gear up for further conquest.7' (see also map on p. Z92.)»
Moreover the amount suggested by him refers to what would
*
s
have been actually received by the emperors but not what
t
s
would have been collected, while the amount referred to by
the Muslim historians refers to what was collected and
9
not what was remitted to the centre.
In view of the above-mentioned differences between
the areas of the governorate of Egypt before and during
9
early Muslim rule (see also map on the next page) any
comparison of revenues during the two periods having a gap
«
of about a century is meaningless. Yet the figure which
9
I
Johnson has suggested as a guess to estimate the total area
t
under cultivation during Justinian's time may provide some
ground for working out new figures. He is of the view
that Justinian's levy of 8,000,000 artabas of wheat would
QQ
require 6,400,000 arouras of arable land which means an
area of about 1,760,000 hectares^ or about 4,460,000 acres
of land under cultivation. If it is taken for granted that
96. Tab., 2, 93. 97. I.F., 88-89; Khalifa, 1, 417.














the total area under cultivation did not change within the
last one hundred years the figure may provide a basis for
%
conjecturing the total population engaged in agriculture
and all its complementary and allied industries and trades.
Let us suppose that with primitive methods of cultivation
v
the average crop area per inhabitant would be about 1 acre.
It will not be a rash assumption because up to the forties
of this century the average crop area per inhabitant in
Upper Egypt was 0.51 feddan.100 With this estimate, which,
it is supposed would be treated as modest, the total
population of Egypt sufficient to cultivate 6,400,000 arouras
✓
of land and engaged in all the allied and complementary
•
,
trades would be near about 4,500,000 persons or in other
words about six to seven hundred thousand families. This
ft
will give a taxable population of about 1.5 million at a
✓
rate of two dinars. It is guesswork and not necessarily
correct, but in the absence of any reliable evidence the
4
figure may tentatively work as a datum.
Among the different figures quoted by the historians,
TabarX and Baladhurl are treated to be the most important
* and reliable sources of information, but both give two
different figures for Egypt. According to Baladhurl,
i
WaqidX and Yazld have reported that total receipts of land-
4
tax and poll-tax amounted to two million dinars. The amount
rose to four million during 'Uthman's Caliphate•
According to the same source, the original agreement required
t i




the payment of poll-tax at a rate of two dinars per head
"LOP
and a land-tax of one dinar per .1arlb of land. According
to Tabarl the agreed maximum amount was fifty million in
case the Nile inundated its banks extensively; otherwise
less.^^ It should not be ignored that Tabarl has not
mentioned the unit of currency, which, as common sense would
justify should be read as dirhams, equivalent to 5 million
dinars. Secondly it was not a fixed amount, but was
*
commensurate with natural phenomenon. The only fixed
4
condition seems to be that the levy would not exceed five
million; it could be reduced. Apparently this report is
in conflict with Baladhurl's reports adduced on the authority
f
of Waqidl and YazXd. But in fact the latter may accommodate
for a number of Interpretations. Firstly, the amount refers
4
to the eastern bank of the Nile, or in other words, Misr,
exclusive of Alexandria. Secondly, this refers to the
amount which was remitted to the centre after deducting the
expenses on administration, salaries, pension and stipends,
%
repairs and constructions. Thirdly, this amount refers to
the collections during the first three years of the
conquest but not the period after the suppression of the
revolt led by Manuel, after which, as was done in the case
of Hlra in Iraq, the amount was enhanced by way of punishment.
Fourthly, the amount refers to one third of the total annual
taxes, because as Tabarl reports, the agreement contained the
payment of tax in three instalments. Arguments can be
adduced in support of each interpretation, but curiously,




none contradicts Taban' s report; they are all reconcilable
♦
to his. As pointed out earlier Tabarl does not give a
9 *
fixed annual amount of land-tax, he gives a maximum which
could be reviewed every year, in determining the extent of
reductions. Now if it is supposed that the Nile had her
full flooded Inundation, and the land; could produce enough
to bring the maximum of tax the situation would be as
follows:
Land tax
Poll tax Q 2idinars per







Keeping in mind the above figures it becomes easier to
examine Ibn "Abd-al-Hakam's report about total collections
amounting to 12 million dinar. It has been pointed out
that al-Maghrib and the southern lands of Egypt up to the
frontiers of Nubiya had already fallen during the sa
ft
period and merged with the governorate of Egypt. Baladhurl
t
has given the following report on the conquest of al-Maghrib
%
in the year A.H.22 in 'Amrls wording which he addressed toG
'Umar:
"I have entrusted ,#Uqba ibn Naff with Al-Maghrib.
He has reached up to ZawTla and the situation fro
Barqa to Zawlla is fully under control. Its people
are fully subdued and whosoever among them has
embraced Islam, paid Sadaqa. Those who came to terms
have agreed to pay Jizya. - I have levied on the people
of Zawlla, and on those between Zawlla and my place, a
tax which they can bear. I have advised all my
officers to collect Sadaqa and distribute it among the
needy, and to remit to me the amount of Jizya. I have
also advised them to levy on idle Muslims at a rate of
one tenth and half of one tenth and on the tributories
according to the agreed terms.n10^
104. Bal., 226
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None of the historians has given any statistics
about Al-Maghrib except the fact that the city of Barqa
105
agreed to pay 13,000 dinars. •' It is, however# reported
106
that Al-Maghrib was also the land conquered by force.
Thus the difference between the amount of total tax as
0
*
calculated in the above lines and that reported by Ibn
'Abd-al-Hakam can be made up with the collections from
•» 107
the southern regions of Egypt (up to Nubiya ), and from
al-Maghrib. The total of 12 million greatly tallies with
100 million dirhams that was collected from Iraq during
''Uinar*s time, although its area as well,as population were
less than that of the governorate of Egypt. This however
does not tally with the collections from the governorate of
Dimashq (Syria and Palestine) because all the cities in
*
there capitulated under treaty and secondly because most
V . •
4
of the lands bordering Byzantine lands or waters were
108
allotted to Muslims and made tax-free.
4
4
The situation in Egypt, however, did not remain the
♦
same. During "Uthman's Caliphate a part of Ifriqiyya was
conquered and it also added to the revenues of Egypt. But
lOg. Ibid., 225? I.A.H., 34; Yaq., 2, 146.
106. Bal., 219. ' .
107. Nubiya is excluded. Historians (Bal., 238) report
that the Muslims made an agreement with the people of
Nubiya to have a number of slaves in exchange for a
quantity of foodgrain. Tabarl (1, 2593) has termed
it as a gift. Ibn Khal&un reports that the agreement
with Nubiyans also provided for permission for free
trade and peace. (Khal., 2, 115. Supplement). The
agreement was made during 'Abd-Allah b. Sa 'd's governor *-
ship.
108. See Chapter on Syria and on Agriculture.
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later on the provinces of al-Maghrib and Ifnqiyya were
separated to form another province; and their revenues
too. Another reason for the
suggested by Ya'qubl was the gradual conversion of the
people• The following figures for the total amounts of
revenue have been reported by historians, for different
periods:
Table No.8












very old and decrepit, and monks
and children
^ 114 John
exemption of churches 115 But
this exemption would not, perhaps, cover the extensive
landed properties owned by the church That some of the
Papyri also suggest the names of the priests as tax payers
can be interpreted in this context.
As mentioned elsewhere, the treaty with Egypt called





113. Maq.(Kh), 1, 81.
114. I.A.H.(M), 70; Bal., 215,216,220







maximum limit was fixed. The reduction in the amount
depended on the poor inundation of the Nile. This was a
4
consideration which the preceding rulers also did not ignore. >
A
In order to estimate the extent of inundation "Amr had to
9
depend, on the judgement of the local population. He had
0
fortunately inherited an organized machinery of administratic >n
which he fully utilized. *Umar as usual advised him to
first find out from competent local persons the secret
*
underlying the development of land and thus increase its
m c ♦ t
economic efficiency. i#Amr asked Muqawqis about it and
informed "Umar*^^ When the situation favourably normal!sec i
fAmr reorganized revenue administration.
Initially, the supply of wheat, oil, vinegar, and
i
honey was also made compulsory in addition to the payment
of two dinars. But as was done elsewhere, here also the
commodity paymentby the urban population was replaced by
two dinars per head. Thus the burden of the supply of
provisions became' the responsibility of the land owners.
Mu'Iwiya introduced reforms to bring in consistency in the
4
system, followed by ''Abd-al-Malik; but the nature of the
0
reforms in respect of Egypt is unknown. The Papyri showing
the payments of both money and commodity by the land owners
suggest that 'Hoar's policy had long since been changed and
also that the rates of levy were increased.' Thedstails
given by Ibn 'Abd-al-Hakam suggest the .levy of taxes for
the benefit of clergy and public utilities like baihsvwhich
* * 117
have not been reported about in any other province. It
i- - • •• , * j
—————— s*





was traditionally inherited from the Byzantine period and
• •
continued by the Muslims. There is reason to believe that
the entire collection and disbursement of these funds would
/




perspective of the •Green1-1Blue1 antagonism, exposed to
f »
many malpractices. Severus, himself a Copt, has cited a
► I *
number of instances of the •(rivals'1 injustice and tyrannies
but did not let us know how the Copts behaved with their
adversaries. It is through him that we come to know about
*
#Amr inviting Benjamin the Coptic bishop to return and
118
look after the affairs of the church and his community.
0
The amount of total collections is reported.to have
been increased in 'Uthman's Caliphate due to the conquest
of some regions in Ifrlqiyya. According to WaqidI and Ibn
Ka*b,"Abd-Allah b. Sa"d concluded a treaty with Gregory
HQ
for payment of 2.5 million dinars. * The amount is also
— 120
reported as three hundred qintars of gold. According
to Khalifa, Subaytala capitulated in the year A.H.27 at
9 1Pi
200,000 r|tl of gold. Another reason for an increase^MB
♦
in the amount of taxes was perhaps strict vigilance exercise
by the new governor. Severus is inclined to credit him
122
as the first to organise tax administration, but he
I
probably means that "Abd-Allah personally took interest in
revenue affairs and did not leave them entirely in the




118. Severus, 109. 119* Tab., 1, 2818; Bal., 228.
120. Ibid., Khalifa, 1, 165.




some more conquests were made in the western parts of
4
> »
Ifrlqiyya hut the impact of these conquests is not known.
ft
During his early period *Amr again took over as governor;
now enjoying full powers. But Mu 'awiya• s period is known
only for decline in revenues. There was no question of
any substantial number of conversions so quickly after
* f *
'Uthman. The reason for this decline may be attributed
firstly to the weakening authority of the centre during
fr
'Amr • s governorship and after him the separation of the
4
(
account of Egypt and al-Maghrib. The rise in the number
of the privileged class, exempt from poll-tax, may also be
one of the causes of decline but its impact should have been
negligible. In the case of land-tax the exemption to any
4
%
number of people would not affect the total collections
4
f *
because it was deemed to be a collective liability of each
village. But poll-tax depended on the number of heads
which were taxed and exemption from this tax would mean
4
loss to the' government. That is why we find 'Umar II
advising his governor to withdraw the exemptions and levy
poll-tax on all the dhlmmis. The report that Mu 'awiya
*
advised one of his officers to increase the poll-tax by
124
one carat per head suggests that the earlier policy of
non increase in taxes was now abandoned. Although the
officer is reported to have refused to obey the Caliphs
4
order, he could not stop the proposed increase because
another newly appointed officer would only be obliged to
4 Z <
take this place and change the policy. The proposed
ft
123. Severus, 153. 124. Bal., 219'. .
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Increase by a meagre amount such as one carat, however,
could not compensate for a substantial decline. There
+
might have been some attempts to increase the taxes after
Mu'awiya's reform throughout his empire, as mentioned
elsewhere, but the main taxes remained the same; viz., lam 1
tax and poll-tax. It is not surprising to find that the
i
Aphrodito Papyri do not mention a third tax up to the
end of *Abd-al-Malik• s period12^ (A.H.86 = A.D. 705). Wher l
*
further taxes were officially levied cannot precisely be
dated, but the evidence that people began to desert their
lands in A.H.90 (A.D.709) is suggestive of the impact of
burdensome taxation during Walld's Caliphate. Severus
1 p/r
reports about the fugitives during Gurra * s governorship
who, according to al-Kindl, took over in that very year
(A.H.90 = A.D. 709). It means that Qurra was the first
governor either to himself inaugurate a policy of making
an increase in taxes or to allow the local officers to give
extraordinary exemptions to some favourites and overburden
some others. Which of the different factors was
*
responsible for burdensome taxes cannot be explained in
the absence of complete and conclusive evidence. Even the
Aphrodito Papyri do not help us in giving any hint at the
probable situation. These fragmentary documents which
cover a period of twenty-two years ending A.H.103 (A.D.722)
only suggest that taxes which were levied during this
period were of two kinds: Public and extraordinary. Public ;
125. Pap.IV, Intr. p.82. 126. Severus, 149*
taxes comprised land-tax, poll-tax, and other expenses
The first two were by far the most important
while the third one was a charge for salaries and
maintenance of the collectors and other local officials.
While poll-tax was paid by adult males, land-tax was to
be paid by the owners of land in addition to their share
4
of poll-tax Those who did not possess land but pursued
any other trade were not exempt from »this levy They were
to pay a sort of trade-tax on their earnings which
corresponded to land-tax. 127
The evidence cited above simply confirms the fact
that, by the end of A.H.103(A.D.722), the government had
the benefit of only two traditional taxes. Other taxes
were levied and utilized only locally As regards the
rate of increases during
eighty years, the information found in the Papyri is in¬
complete and inconclusive. The following tables compiled
from different lists will sufficiently prove the point:
Table No.9










































Cf. Pap.IV. Gen.Intr., pp. XXXVIII & XXXIX.
127. Pap.IV, Gen. Intr. XXXV.
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Table No.10
Rates of Taxes In Egypt











16 4 0 4 0
4 1 0 2 0
4 1 0 2 0
8 2 3 0 0
Cf. Pap.IV. General Introduction Page XXXIX
v;
Table No.11
Rates of Poll Tax in Egypt
















Sources Pap.IV. 1420-3, 146f. Cf. AST., p.198
evident that the figures
taxes given in the Papyri are hopelessly bewildering.
Fractions and odd amounts of land-tax can be interpreted
to have occurred due to differences in the area of land
but no explanation possible in the case of poll-tax
which is suoposed to have been levied at a uniform rate for
each person Anyhow it will
304
+
number of the records of the Papyri the rate of two
dinars is the most usual rate of poll-tax while the rate
of one dinar for every four aroura of land is the most
128
common rate of land-tax.
9
4
Another money tax which is mentioned in a number of
Papyri seems to be a charge for local officers, not
intended for the provincial government. Over and above
s
these taxes the local population was also supposed to
t
contribute physical service in repairs and construction of
public utility constructions."^® Whether or not they were
also paid for ^p is a question which can be argued in both
ways. But it can be supposed that in this respect also
they would have continued the preceding Byzantine practice
of imposing five days' labour or its equivalent in terms
of money. Similar is the case with taxes in kind (embole)
which, sometimes, seems to have been paid for, but not in
1^1
all cases. J The accounts mention the contributions of
articles like oil, salt, mats, palm, ropes, poultry, butter,
iron, milk, naval supplies, sewn leather, and ready-made
clothes.
4
Egypt was a country where the Muslim influx was not
as rapid and large as in Iraq and Syria. As a result the
entire revenue administration was at the mercy of local
officials. It was they who were to determine the extent
of inundation of the Nile, the leviable total of land tax,
its distribution among the districts and villages and the
128. Pap. IV, Intr., p.172. 129. Ibid., pp.173,264.
130. Pap.IV, Gen.Intr. XXVI. 131. Ibid.. Intr., pp.158,261.






per person share in that tax depending on the area and
produce of land, the levy of extraordinary taxes for
i a *
officials and religious and public utility services and
*
• •
the method of collection. As the Muslims for a long time
T
• ♦ ♦
did not penetrate deep inside smaller towns and villages,
< »
they were unaware of the functioning of these officials
I 4
and thus they could easily be misguided and duped. Since
*
centuries the sectarian jealousies of the 'Blues1 and the
'Greens' had been continuing. After the Muslim conquest
%
I
the 'Greens* (Copts) won the confidence of the Muslim
governor and used him to take revenge from the Greek 'Blues'
(The Orthodox Church). As a result the 'enemy' also did
%
not miss any opportunity to retaliate. While the Copts
I
were in power Theodosius went to Yazid I at Damascus and
got a patent as governor of Alexandria independent of the




an enemy of the Coptic Patriarch, and used his position to
vex him. He exhorted from him thirty-six dinars yearly
I •
4
as a tax for his disciples, the governor's share of the
9 9
requisitions of the fleet, besides other money. But
during 'Abd-al-Malik' s time, we find Athnasius as the tax
commissioner and the supervisor of churches. He belonged
to the Coptic Church, and led a delegation to the governor
to request that the Church "of Alexandria be taken over by
some body because it had the possessions that were liable,
«







could manage the affairs of that church. The governor
1*4
did accordingly. How they took their revenge is not
reported by Severus, Such sectarian intrigues continued
along with normal routine and the governors were made to
be convinced of the rationale behind such acts. To what
extent this behaviour affected the tax payer cannot be
determined.
The priests and monks were exempt from poll-tax but
not land-tax. When burdensome taxation made the rural
population flee away from their lands, the governor ordered
IV)
that they be hunted back to their villages. The reason
s
behind the governors policy seems to be the care for the
i
maintenance of agricultural economy, but not the amount of
land-tax because it was the communal responsibility of the
village* and primarily of the district without any consider¬
ation of individuals. The Aphrodito Papyri too confirm
2. *36
this fact. J Many fugitives took refuge in the churches
and monasteries. As a result the monks were required to
wear a ring on their hand to distinguish themselves from the
fugitives.Governor^Asbagh and his successor Usama
issued passports to the rural population"1"^® and forbade the
monks to accept any newcomers* and at the same time removed
the profit motive by making the monks themselves pay poll-
%
1*Q
tax* Severus finds it as the tax imposed on the monks
for the first time by 'Asbagh the pagan'. "^° The rate of
*
134. Ibid.. p.142. 135. Pap. IV, Intr., 1343.
136. Ibid. 137. Severus, 151.
138. Denn, 81; Maq.(Kh), 2, 493.
139. Denn*, 79. 140. Severus, 143.
1
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this poll-tax on monks is given by him as one dinar in
141
general and two dinars annually for the monks in districts.
*Umar II abolished the tax on clergy which is observed by
Severus in the following words:
He was good to the people and bad to God. He
ordered for abolition of tax on clergy and priests
and withdrew (additional)142 taxes, inhabited the
cities which had been deserted, and the Christians
■ and the churches became in peace and relief. After
all this he began to act maliciously and wrote that
those who wished to retain government posts should
embrace Islam,••He also ordered that all the non-
Muslims should pay poll-tax although they were not
traditionally used to it. So God did not give him
much opportunityxto rule the, country because he was
like a ■Dajjal1 ^antichristT145
These observations speak for themselves. Up to this
r
4
time the local officers were in control of the financial
i
affairs of the province and they practised a selective
policy of levying poll-tax. 'Umar II decreed to levy
%
poll-tax on all. This strict policy would have induced
many to embrace Islam. That is why we find the governor of
Egypt complaining of the financial implications of conversions
which offended 'Umar II.144
<
Yazld did not toe fUmar II's line and reimposed the
taxes which existed before 'Umar II. During Hisham' s
Caliphate a fresh census was made of men, livestock, lands,
and trees; followed by a further increase of tax by one
14*5
carat. ^ According to Severus people over twenty years
146
of age were subjected to poll-tax but this seems to be
his misunderstanding because there was apparently no reason
141. Ibid. 142. Parenthesis mine.
_ —
p
143. Severus, 152-53. 144. Sad., 5, 28J.





to enhance the age limit which had been at puberty.
r
Details about the provinces west of Egypt are not '
recorded in detail in the early books of history but it
can be understood that the regions formerly under Byzantine
r
control would have similar administration and the Muslims
S
4
retained them to the extent they did in Egypt. An inter¬
esting . development that took place in Ifrlqiyya in A.H. 102
was the governor's policy of collecting poll-tax even from
the converts and returning them from the city to their
former villages. The converts mobbed over the governor,
0
killed him, and elected another one which the Caliph
confirmed.
What was the machinery of administration that
b
✓
functioned in Egypt is explained by Ibn "Abd-al-Hakam and
148
confirmed by Aphrodito Papyri. The report gives a
' *
general idea about administration. It runs as follows:
When *Amr b. al-'As had gained complete control
over Egypt, he established for the Copts the taxation
that had prevailed under the Greeks, which was
equitable (bi * t-ta 'dlT'O. If a village were
prosperous and its population numerous, the taxation
was increased. If its population were few in
number, and it had decayed, the taxation was
decreased. The knowledgeable persons and the chiefs
of every village used to assemble and discuss the
prosperity or decline (of the village) until, when
they had determined on the quotas to be increased
they returned to their districts with their quotas.
There they came together with the chiefs of the
villages and divided that quota according to the
cultivated area of the villages. Then every village
would take back_its quota, and they would add to these
quotas the Kharaj of every village and its cultivated
147. Jahs., 57; Tab., 2, 1435-
148. Pap. IV, Intr., p. 174.
4
\
land. Thereupon they would subtract two feddans
from the land for their churches, baths and ferries
out of the total acreage of the land and subtract
from it also the amount for the entertainment of
Muslims and for the visit of the authorities. When
they had finished this work, they inspected the
artisans and the labourers in every village and
allotted them their portion according to their
capacity but usually only to domiciled or married men.
Thereupon they calculated the Khareg that remained
and divided it among them (the villages) according
to the amount of the land and then divided that (land)
among those who were willing to cultivate it, according
to their capability. If anyone were weak and
complained that he was unable to cultivate his land,
they divided what he was unable to cultivate according
to capacity. And if anyone desired more land, he
was given what the weak were unable to cultivate. If
there were disputes, they divided land according to
number. Their quota was made according to the
carats of the dinar, 24 carats to the dinar on which
basis they divided the land...They were taxed £ artaba
of wheat on each feddan and 2 waiba of barley, but
there was no impost on clover. The waifca was then









Map Showing Classification of. Taxes
in the Eastern Regions of the Muslim
Empire
CAPITULATED AREAS GOVERNED UNDER TREATY TERMS




PERSIA MD THE EAST
Iraq and eastern Mesopotamia (&l-JazXra) were under
the Persian Empire when they were* reduced by the Muslims*
But the subjugation of these ^provinces did not decide the
• ft * 4
fate of the whole empire* The battle of Nihawand, however,
*
* •
crippled the effective defence potential of the Persians;
yet the complete conquest, of the whole empire took many
t
more years* In the mean time, frequent raids were made
*
9
on Armenia, Sljistan, and Western India which could not be
reduced before the end of the century. And because the
St
t
Muslim armies were entangled on several fronts in the east,
9
north and west at one and the same time, and their internal
s
differences were spelling an internecine struggle, the
conquered regions continued to revolt frequently against
%
their Arab conquerors in the hope of regaining their lost
position. Thus there is an apparent reason to believe
that the treaties made with a number of cities in the
* 1
Persian provinces should have undergone considerable changes.
But historians devoted themselves to describing the circum-
+ *
*
stances of conquests and reconquests, neglecting to enumerate
the revised treaties. The case of Hira in Iraq has been
reported earlier to explain how, after suppressing the
frequent revolts, the originally agreed amount of 60,000
dirhams was enhanced to 400,000 dirhams.^ But the
operations q during the years 20.to 35 A.H. were so swift
and so multi-lateral that many of their details escaped




confused in determining the precise chronology of different
conquests and reconquests. The series of these conquests
k
started after the fall of Nihawand which ensured a tribute
p «. 4
of 800,000 dirhams annually. Taban begins this series
with the conquest of al-Jibal.
*
Al-Jibal
The treaty of Isfahan, according to him* provided
for the payment of Jizya which was to be assessed according
7 _ _
to the capacity of the subject people. Baladhun describej
some details about the different stages of the conquest of
the region. While he has not given the details of
*
financial arrangements with the people of Hulwan and
Qirmasin, ^ Dlnawar and Isfahan are reported to have
5
capitulated on condition of the payment of poll-tax. Ray
*
and Qumis capitulated on payment of a lump sum of 500,000
dirhams and the condition of the payment of poll-tax and
6 «- — —
land-tax. People of Bara'a, Qazwln and Qaqizan opted
for Islam rather than for paying poll-tax; and their lands
were treated as "Ushr lands.^
The total collections from Iraq and al-Jibal Jointly
amounted to 21 million dinars or 210 million dirhams during
Q
"Ulnar* s Caliphate. Thus if the collections from Iraq
for that period are deducted from the total the revenues of
2. Khalifa, 1, 148. 3. Tab., 1, 2641.
✓
4» Bsl« | 299® 5* 304 sc[c^f
4
6. Bal•, 306. 7 * Bal«, 318"*19•
8. Sad., Ill, 1, 202*
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al-Jibal will come to 90 million dirhams. During Mu*awiya' i 3
Caliphate the collections from the district of Ray alone
amounted to twenty million dirhams which fell down to
12 million by Mamun's time.? Whether the comparison of
the figures about Ray or any other district will be valid
in the absence of the precise delimitation of boundaries
in different periods is doubtful. And this confusion
*
remains for the entire period.
Ahwaz
Khuzistan, with its headquarters at Ahwaz, was
oonquered by force. The details of the arrangements the
ft
Muslims made with the people or their Marzubin are lost
i
in the accounts of Hurmuzan's defeat,, the march of his
9
procession to Medina and conversion to Islam. According
ft
to Khalifa b. Khayyat, it agreed to pay 2,890,000 dirhams
in A.H. 16 when Mughira conquered it,1^ but the amount was
increased to 14 million when Abu-Musa suppressed the revolt
11
a year later. During Mu 'awiya' s time the total collect!or 1
from Khuzistan (Ahwaz and suburbs) amounted to 40 million
9. I.F., 270. How large the district was during Mu ''awiya' s
reign and into how many districts the region was divided
is not discussed by geographers. Even the boundaries
of,al-Jibal are not rigidly defined. Ibn_al-Faqih, for
example, observes_that it included Hamadhan, Masabazan,
Saymara, Qum, Nihawan'd and Qirmasln, the Pehlavi cities,
but not Ray, Isfahin, Qumis, Tabaristan, Jur/jin,
Si0istan, Qazwxn etc. (p.209). Muqaddasi although
excludfes7, them (p. 386) as Pehlavi cities, includes
them witnin al-Jibal.
10. Khalifa, 1, 124. 11. Ibid.. 126.
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dirhams. 12 It is possible that the amount included the
tribute of Ramhurmuz amounting to 800,000 dirhams, as
«•
1
reported by Baladhurl and Khalifa.^
In the case of Sdharbaijan, Tabarl reports the text of
a treaty calling for the payment of a poll-tax on the adult
aales according to their paying capacity. Women, children,
monks and the priests were, as usual, exempt.
14
But,
according to Baladhurl, Adharbaijan capitulated
dirhams weighing 15 According
Is'haq, the agreed amount was 100,000.
16 The .three
• 1- - »_
different stories can be reconciled keeping in view Baladhurl
0
report that Adharbaijan revolted many times and after each
17
suppression, taxes were levied on them. ' It means
that initially a general agreement to pay the poll-tax was




Jurjan and Tabaristan also revolted many times,
amount of treaty with Jur3an involved 200,000 dirhams
The
18
and with Tabaristan, 500,000 dirhams. 19 When Tabaristan
12. Yaq., 2, 221.
14. 1,
16. Ibid.
13. Bal., 372; Khalifa, 1,132*
15. Bal,, 321*
17* 322.
18. Bal., 330. According to another report (Ibid.) it
involved 300,000 dirhams.
9





was reconquered in A.H.98, it was made to pay 700,000
dirhams in addition to quantities of saffron, 400 slaves,
20 — —
dresses, and silver. Mosul, Samighan and Shahrabadh
21




The cities in Fars and Kirman were also conquered
generally by force. Some of the cities, however, agreed
i
22 — 1
to pay the two taxes or a lump sum. According to Khalifa,
mm
the cities of Irman and Dar'abjard agreed to pay 220,000
dirhams each, or according to another report, the latter
agreed to pay 520,000 dirhams.^ Baladhurl reports that
%
24 — —
it agreed to pay some cash. Sabur capitulated on
25
3^00,000 dirhams. In the cities that were conquered by
force, the farmers during the early period are reported
to have been regularly paying a share of their produce which
26 — —
varied from tenths to a third. Arrajln and Shiraz agreed
27
to pay poll-tax and land-tax.
Armenia
mm PR
The Armenian expedition, according to Baladhurl,
started with the conquest of Qallqala. The inhabitants
ft
either left the city or agreed to pay poll-tax. After
Qallqala, Daybul capitulated on the condition of paying the
m
20. Khalifa, 1, 424. 21. Bal., 327, 329.
22. Bal., 378,380,383; Tab., 1, 2695-96,2704 sqq.
23. Khalifa, 1, 164. 24. Bal., 380.
25. Khalifa, 1, 163* 26. 1st 158.







two taxes. The same terms were settled for Nushwa,
Biflrjan, Sisjan, Tiflis, Kafarbls, Kasal, Khanan, Samsakhl,,
*
— 30 -
Jurdaman, Khazar, etc., etc. Some of the cities
capitulated on the condition of paying slaves and/or
quantities of com. Sarlr agreed to pay every year five
ft ♦
hundred male slaves and an equal number of female slaves
in addition to 200,000 Mudds of corn, Wazlkaran was to
» *
pay 50 slaves, and 10,000 Mudd. Hamzlr was required to
give 500 slaves only once and 30,000 Mudd every year. Sadd
♦
4
was to pay 100 slaves once and 5,000 Mudd every year, and
9
>
Tabarsaranshah 10,000 Mudd. Similar arrangements with
varying quantities were made with Lakz, Sharwin, etc.
%
The operations in Armenia started during 'Umar's
Caliphate immediately before his death and continued till
the end of the Umayyad period. The native officers and
princes continued to govern the regions under the agreement
. and were made responsible for levying and collecting the
amount of tribute. The lack of direct control of the
Muslims can be understood by the fact that they did not
31
survey the land throughout the UMayyad period. Some of
4
the cities capitulated without war and agreed to pay annual
tribute (Itawa).^2 The semi-autonomous position of the
province induced these princes to revolt frequently. The
last of such revolts during the Umayyad period was perhaps
t
0
29- Ibid. The rate of land-tax on vineyards in 'Uthman' s
period is reported to be 100 dirhany. The same amount
was payable by those who owned mills.
30. Ibid. 31. Bal., 212. 32. Ibid.. 205.
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m
suppressed by Marwan in the year A.H.lOOwho levied 1,000
» 0
slaves and 100,000 Mudds of wheat every year.^
♦ ^
The ruler of Bab who promised to assist the Muslims
4 ,
during war, was exempted from tax.
9
How much in all Armenia brought in every year is not
recorded. Ihn Khurdadhabib and Qudama give 4,000,000
dirhams as the amount of annual collections made sometime
■34





Khurasan was the only province of the Persian empire
which did not risk the hazards of a war and capitulated on
%
the condition of paying a fixed annual amount of money.
When the Muslim armies reached any city the ruling chief
hastened to reach an agreement. Thus the different cities
agreed to pay different amounts of tributes. In the cases
%
of Herat, Bushanj and Badaghls, the amount of tribute was
t
fixed and the ruling chief was warned to divide the burden
%
of the amount equitably among the people. But the later
developments suggest that these chiefs did not take this
condition seriously. In any case they themselves became
the assessors and collectors and the Muslim officers* only
concern was to collect the stipulated amount from these
chiefs. The following table gives the amount of annual
36
tributes that was originally settled:^
33* Khalifa, 2,,367. 34. Qudyi 246; I.K., 124.
35* Bal., 396.



































Khalifa also describes the agreement with Sarakhs
at 150,000, with Bayhaq at 1,000,000 in addition to a
quantity of foodgrain, and with Balkh at 400,000 dirhams.
Thus the total amount agreed in the case of Khurasan does
not exceed 10 million dirhams, a very much lighter burden
as compared with other regions • that were conquered by force
ft
ft
Syria also enjoyed the same privilege by virtue of its
capitulation without risking a war. But the difference
was that in Khurasan the ruling chiefs enjoyed a semi*-
ft
autonomous position in determining, assessing and collectini \
the taxes. Yet these chiefs did not reconcile themselves
to the new arrangement. TabarX reports of three revolts in
37. Or 75,000 (Bal., 394). 38. Or 1,000,000 (Bal., 395)
39. Khalifa, 1, 173-7$.
4
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Khurasan during 'Uthman's Caliphate. 40
i
They revolted
again during 'Ali's time Baladhuri reports that the
Marzuban of Marw called on 'All who appointed him the chief
*
commissioner of taxes and wrote to all the landlords to
pay him their dues in.future.
Khurasan violated the treaty.
On this the people of
4




and the amount of tribute also remained the same.
Si.jistan
The expeditions against Sijistan (Slstan) continued
till the conquest of Zarang, the Marzuban having agr<
pay 1,000 slaves, each having a gold cup in his hand
42
three vears and
two million dirhams and two thousand slaves. 43 The conquest
of Sijistan opened the way to Kabul and confrontation with
Ratbil the most stiff-necked prince. In the first few
A.
hits Ratbll gave in and agreed to pay 1,000,000 dirhams.
44
But not long after this agreement, he hit back at the
' . i
Muslims who were now forced to pay him 500,000.dirhams by
way of ransoj 45
t
The die-hard. Ratbll and, after him, his
son ade themselves unmanageable and their land a problei
pro-wince, and frequently claimed heavy toll of Muslim lives
and money In the year A.H.80 again the Muslim army was




When Ibn Ash'ath took refuge with
40. Tab., 1, 2689.
42. Bal., 386.
44, Bal., 389.







him, Hajjaj offered him a peace-treaty for 7-9 years with-
♦
• ■
out having anything to pay. After the lapse of this
period, however, he was required to pay farm-produce valuing;
47
about 900,000 dirhams annually. ' Both the parties
honoured the treaty. But ♦Ratbll's* son again backed out
*
% , /
during Sulayman's reign and later on totally refused to pay
anything. Thus the Umayyad rulers were deprived of this
48 -
tribute after Hajjaj although even the latter could not
4Q
regularly collect it. ^
Apart from Khurasan, which had a treaty relationship,
most of the other regions under the Persian empire and in
the east were conquered by force and the terms and
conditions governing these provinces were based on the
circumstances of the conquest. In some cases a tribute
was levied. In others poll-tax and land-tax were imposed.
The amount of taxes was not always pre-determined. In
cases where the subject people violated the treaty, the
terms were revised but not always. While Iraq had been
made a separate province the remaining parts of the Persian
empire were divided into three, administrative units:
Adharbaijan, Khurasan and Sijistan, not much different from
50
the pre-Islamic division. After the conquest of Sind a
new administrative unit was created.
A
4
47. Bal., 391;'" Tab., 2, 1134 mentionecia seven-year*-truce.
48. Bal., 392.' 49. Tab., 2, 1036.
50. Yaq* (1, 154) reports of (1) Khurasan, (2) Adharbaijan





I P * * •!,
a
* * «•
. . Survey of lands preceded the levy of land-tax in
the regions which were conquered by force and where land-tax
was to be levied. It is, therefore, natural to believe
V
that the conquered lands in the Persian enrolre were surveved
like the lands in Iraq. It is reported that in Qum alone
51 —
the lands were surveyed as many as four times. Fars was
surveyed,twice during 'All's rule.^2
Historians have mentioned several conquests of the





their reconquests after revolts. In A.H. 87-88 Samarqand,
was reconquered and made to pay 2.2 million dirhams as
against 700,000 dirhams annually.^ This was perhaps over
tj/i
and above a fine of procuring thirty thousand slaves.
Revolt in Jurjan was suppressed in A.H.93 costing her
55
500,000 dirhams in addition to clothes and slaves.
A
Khwarizm and Tabaristan were also penalized in A.H.93
and A.H.98 respectively.^ According to Baladhurl,
Tabaristan had to hand over 4 million dirhams as a lump sui
57
700,000 dirhams per annum, slaves and a variety of goods.
The suppression of the fourth revolt in Bukhara bound it
#
to a payment of 200,000 dirhams to the Caliph and 10,000
dirhams to the Amir of Khurasan every year perhaps in additic >n
CQ
to the originally agreed amount. Half of the dwellings
were to be vacated for the Muslims. The inhabitants were
• 59
also required to supply fodder for horses, and fuel. The
51. S.A.E., 10 n. 52. Ibid.
53. Bal., 410. 54. Bal., 416.
55. Khalifa, 1, 422. 56. Khalifa, 405,424
57. Bal., 333. 58. Narshakhi, 53.
59. Ibid.
4
revolt in Sughd was also suppressed in the nineties and it
was now made to pay 2,200,000 dirhams annually in addition
60
to a number of slaves. Sporadic attempts to overthrow
1 »
th^yoke of the Muslim rule in Armenia and Khurasan continue<
until the end of the Umayyad period, and every time the
revolts were suppressed said the tribute refixed. It was
W
perhaps this factor, or at least one of the factors, that
led Umayyad rulers to think over the problem seriously. In
Khurasan, so far, the chief Rabbi collected the taxes from
I
the Jews, the Bishop from the Christians and the Marzuban
b
from the Magians or Zoroastrians.^ And it was quite
natural that they had their religious loyalties and pre¬
judices. The conversion of their co-religionists should
have been pricking their ponscience. All the religious
communities were reconciled to each other under the
>
Sassanid rule and co-existed without any conflict. The
%
♦ I
situation entirely changed under Islam which emerged as a
fast-spreading religion and began to enlarge its circle at
i
the expense of the numerical strength of other communities.
%
4
In all the provinces the old administrative staff was
retained as workers and helpers; while the Muslims busied
themselves with policy-making and overall supervision and
control. In the Persian provinces of Khurlsan and Armenia
the native officers were working more autonomously than
elsewhere. This fact, while it partly explains the cause




60. Tab., 2, 1245. C '
61. Well, 478.
• ♦







provides material to understand how before it, Hajjaj
was wrongly convinced of retaining poll-tax on converts
6?
in Iraq and adding fuel to the fire. It is possible
that this policy in Iraq was adopted by him after Khurasan
and Sijistan were also consolidated under his governorship.
As already explained, the cities of Khurasan had to
<
pay a fixed amount of tribute; not land-tax and poll-tax^
But <this tribute was to be collected from the local
population. What the considerations were for distributing
the burden of the tribute can be understood from the report
brought to the notice of 'Umar II; that the burden of
i
taxes on non-Muslims and the converts was uniform. It
* ■
means that the subjects were to share this burden through
multiple levies, perhaps with different names. The levies
63
were assessed for each person. Another probable way of
assessing these persons might be their distribution
f
according to the preceding Persian pattern in vrhich poll-
fi/i
. tax was also collected from persons of 20-50 years of age.
In any case, ''Umar II freed the converts from poll-tax.^
But the later developments suggest that the converts
ft
continued to be discriminated against, not only in relief
«
r
from tax but also in other respects. Taban states that
a delegation brought to the notice of 'Umar II that 29,000
mawali (confederates) were taking part in Jihad without
ft
receiving any pensions and rations as were admissible to
them under the rules. They also reported that an equal
A
/_ ._ . . « % ,
62. Supra. 63. Tab., 2, 1507.
• *
»










number of converts were being made to pay their taxes as
before. The story may raise many questions but the
answer to them will be found in the explanation that the
officers in charge of assessing taxes did not like the
4
fact that conversion was encouraged by withdrawing poll-tax
%
4
in favour of the converts, nor did they like to have their
names entered in the pension registers to feed them free
9
and make them contented soldiers. 'Umar II wanted to
improve this situation but he did not live long enough to
check up tie results of his instructions to abolish poll-tax
A
on converts or to enter their names in pension/rations
registers. But because he had abolished a number of levies
over and above poll-tax, the impact of these liberal with¬
drawals should have been felt by his successors.^ Ibn
Sa"d has clearly mentioned that the main reasonvforthe
decline in revenues was "Ulnar's withdrawal of one dinar tax
on Persians, one dinar on servants (or slaves ?) and five
68
dirham tax on farms. He also abolished a number of
other taxes and exactions that were a source of substantial
6Q
income. This brought in a sharp decline in the revenues.
Had all the other taxes and levies been reintroduced -
barring the poll-tax - the deficiency in income would have
greatly been made up. But it seems that among all these
levies, most emphasis was placed on the re-introduction of
poll-tax on converts. The story about conversion and the
66. Tab., 2, 1354.
67. His own governor of Khurasan sought his permission to
become strict in collecting revenues which he declined.
Tab., 2, 1355.
68. Sad., 5» 277* 69* Supra#
levy of poll-tax in and after A.H.110, with all its
ambiguities, is meaningful and supports the above view.
Tabarl reports that Ashras, the governor of Khurasan, said
to his officials "Find me a man who is pious and virtuous
and I shall send him to Transoxania to summon people to
embrace Islam." They recommended to. him Abu *s-Sayda'
Salih b. Tarlf, a mawla of Banu Dabba •.. Abu 's-Sayda'
i
said:"I shall go on condition that Jizya shall not be taken
from him who embraces Islam, for the Kharaj of Khurasan is
only on the head of men." Ashras agreed*...Then Abu ' s-Saydl
went to Samarqand, where the governor and the collector of
Khara0 was al-Hasan b. Abu ' 1-Amarrata al-Kindl. Abu 's-
Sayda' invited the people of Samarqand and its environs to
become Muslims on condition that Jizya would be removed
9
from them, and the people hastened to respond to his call.
ft
Whereupon Ghurak (the native prince) wrote to Ashras that
the Kharaj was "going broke," inkasara. Ashras wrote to
his governors "Verily in the Kharaj is the strength of the
Muslims. I have learnt that the people of Sughd and the^ ;
*
like have not become Muslims sincerely. They have accepted'
Islam only to escape Jizya. Investigate this matter and
I
discover who is circumcised, performs the required acts
v
of devotion, is sincere in his conversion to Islam, and can
read a Sura of the Qur'an. Relieve that man of his Kharaj."
*
Later Ashras relieved his governor Ibn Abu '1-Amarrata of
his duty as collector of Kharaj and appointed Rani b. Hani
as collector. Meanwhile the mawla Abu 's-Sayda' succeeded
%
in preventing the collection of Jizya from the converts, with
326
■
the result that the Dahaqln of Bukhara came to Ashras and
said: "From whom are you going to get the Kharaj when
H
everyone has become an Arab?" Thereupon Ashras wrote to
t
Hani b, Hani and his officials: "Collect the Kharaj from
* •
those whom you used to collect it and restore the Jizya on
w
those who have become Muslims." As a result 7,000 people
« * *
of Sughd seceded. Abu ' s-Saydl' protested against this
4
treatment and was imprisoned. His friends revolted under
' *
Abu-Fatima but were soon disposed of. Then the Arab
supervisors of Kharaj insisted on collecting it in full, and
*
they mistreated the Persians. The clothing was torn from
the Dahaqln, their girdles were hung about their necks in




The story is suggestive of some points worthy of
. ♦
consideration: Ashras, the governor willingly agreed to
waive the poll-tax on the converts. According to the
original arrangement, Khurasan was to pay a fixed amount of
tribute but not poll-tax and land-tax. In the absence of
»
any report about alterations in the arrangement the
governor's agreement to withdraw poll-tax implies two
' *
*
conclusions: Firstly the assessors and collectors were
* 1
distributing the burden of the tribute over each head through
a per-head levy and a tax on earnings. This was the
system that the officers practised in pre-Islamic Persia
^ s














and the native officers would have retained it, and the
*
government recognised it de facto. Secondly, the governor,
while giving his consent to Abu '§-§ayda\ would not have
4
been unmindful of the fact that if the amount of per-head
levy, the so-called poll-tax, was withdrawn the revenues
would not substantially suffer. Even the collector of
♦
Samarqand did not fear it;, that is why he allowed Abu 's-Sayc
• 4 ^
to work freely.^ It was Ghurak, the native prince, who
<
hastened to dissuade Ashras from his offer. Tabarl gives
the sense of Ghurak*s message in only, two words innal khara.i
gad inkasara (p.2.1508). How and in what detail Ghurak
argued in his letter is not mentioned, but Ashras's reaction
9
by advising the scrutiny of ' sincere Muslims' suggests at
least one point: 'you should have no soft corner for these
converts simply because they have joined our religion; they
are hypocrites and have embraced Islam simply to evade their
s
tax'. Yet Ashras did not withdrew his offer; he suggested
4
71. Christensen, L'Iran, 118-124, 362. Cf. Dennet, 116.
Dennett (121) has assumed that by A.H.110 there seems
to have been some change in the taxation system of
Khurasan. But the difficulty is that there is not a
single report to support this assumption. Moreover the
terms of the revised treaties in different parts of
Khurasan (Supra) essentially retain the same system of
a fixed tribute. A third_point to note is Tabari's
report (2, 1689) that Mangur reimposed the amount of
the agreed tribute which also suggests that a formal
revision was never made by the government. The report
(ibid) that 'after the reorganisation Marw paid one
lakh dirhams more than the amount of treaty' is suggestive
of the possibility that this one lakh would be a penal
impost over and above the agreed amount of treaty. The
treaty was intact even during the Abbasid period when
'Abd-Allah b. Tahir intended to revise the policy in
Nlsapur (an-NTsaburl, Muhammad b. 'Abd-Allah: Ta'rikh
Nisabur, abridged by al-KhalXfa an-NlsaburX, Tehran,
n.d. p.130).
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the application of a criterion to test the bona fides of
Ghurak's letter and retained his offer if the conversion
was sincere. Now it was the Dahaqln8 s turn to dissuade
Ashras. They were practically the real collectors and in
a sense they struck their work and called on Ashras to
paint a very gloomy picture of-the state of collections:
"From whom are you going to get the Kharaj when every one
/j
has become an Arab?" Whether the Dahaqln themselves took
the initiative to call on the governor or they were prompted
by Ghurak, is not clear. But Ghurak's personality in this
story is most mysterious. In the beginning Qhe apparently
demonstrates his loyalty to the Muslims and his grave
concern for the finances of the government. But when the
government, acting upon his advice, turned against the
converts, he betrayed it and joined Khaqan with whom his
4
72
son was already fighting against the Muslims. He




Why the native princes, like Ghurak and the Dahaqln,
*
were against the abolition of 'Jlzya', does not now remain
t
a secret or a point of presumptions. This is further
u
strengthened by the later events which suggest that the
I • *
k
matter of the abolition of 'Jizya' did not have as significar it
financial implications as religions and political. In
order to appreciate these events the following facts should
I
also be noted:
At the time Abu 's-Sayda' started .for Samarqand, Hasan
0
; - ' i





al-Amarrata was entrusted with army-command and revenue.
I




revenues. But when 1Jizya' was reimposed on the converts
*
he was relieved of army-command too and was replaced by al-
0
Mujashshir. A few months later al-Mujashhir was also re-
J
0
placed by Nasr b. Sayyar who, after about ten years of
servicep after these events was promoted to the governorship
of Khurasan. He can rightly be believed to be a most
reliable witness to these ugly happenings and to the real
4
causes underlying them. His analysis of the revenue
situation during all this period is worth studying for the
observations he made in his speech as governor. Nasr said:
"Did not Bahramsls favour the Magians, helping them
and protecting them, and putting their burdens on the Muslims s?
Did not Ishbadad b. Jarljur in like manner favour the
Christians, and did not *Aqiba favour the Jews? Shall I
• I
not favour the Muslims, helping them and protecting them
m
I
and relieving them of their burden which I shall impose on
the unbelievers? Shall I accept anything except the full
I t
payment of the Kharaj according to what has been written and
made known? Therefore I have appointed as special officer
I
Mansur b. 'Urnar b. Abu-Kharqa and I have ordered him to act
I
with justice to you. If there is a single Muslim from .
, whom the 'Jizya* on his head has been taken, or on whom the
Kharaj is a heavy burden while it is correspondingly
lightened for the unbelievers, let him report the matter to
Mansur who will transfer the burden from the Muslims to
7L
the unbelievers."
74. Tab.9 2, 1688.
?
%
And the second week had not passed before 30*000
Muslims came to him who were paying Jizya on their heads
9 *
while 80*000 unbelievers had been relieved of their Jizya.
4 *
*
Thereupon he put the Jizya on the unbelievers and removed
* # '
it from the Muslims. Then he reclassified the Kharaj and
put it in order (sannafa *1 Kharaj hatta wada^ahu mawadl4
*
Then he assessed the stipulated tribute (wazlfa) according
*
%
to the treaty of capitulation. And 100,000 used to be
— 75taken from Marw in Umayyad days in addition to Kharaj.
t •
The speech and the later developments, if read in
« '
the context of the above arguments do hot need any more
explanation. They are self-evident and discover the truth
underlying the whole story. The figures of 80*000 and
76
30,000 are suspicious to Wellhausen but there seems to
be no obvious reason to suspect them because of either of
» I ♦
the two probable situations: Firstly it suggests the
composition of the entire population of the whole district
which wrongly suffered and which was wrongly benefited. Or
secondly* the governor announced this policy not for the
city of Marw but for the whole of the province and the
figure reflects the fortnight's progress. These, however,
r
add one more point to our hypothesis that aspersions on
the financial impact of 'Jizya' were mischievous because
even ten years after Ashras the number of converts had not
✓
assumed those serious proportions, although Islam had
i
completed a century in Khurasin. It will be worthwhile to
75. Tab., 2, 1688-89. 76. Well., 479.
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reproduce a similar story about Bukhara during Asad's
governorship.
"It is reported on the authority of Muhammad.b. Ja'far
through Muhammad b. Salih al-Laythl that a man arrived and
began to preach Islam among the dhlmmis. Some people
became converts. But the native prince Tughshada resented
it because he had not sincerely embraced Islam. He, there-
w 77 —
fore, wrote to the governor of Khurasan, .Asad'' b. 'Abd-Allah,
that a man 'is creating unrest among the people and advising
them to Just announce Islam superficially in order to evade
4
#
Jizya, and inciting them to oppose the government*. Asad
got them arrested through his collector of revenue and
handed them over to Tughshada for punishment. Some were
*
punished, some others were expelled or sent to Khurlsan.
But they did not desert Islam."'''8
4
The facts stated above easily lead to the causes under¬
lying the offensive decision of retaining poll-tax on
converts and do not require any more discussion. This much
can, however, be observed that the Muslims had not yet
achieved that degree of expertise in politics, diplomacy
and administration which was to be found in their rivals. .




77. Asad preceded Nagr.
78. Narsakhi: The History of Bukhara, tr. Richard N. Frye,
Cambridge (U.S.A.) 1954,pp«59-b0.
79. For detailed study on the subject see Chapter II on
Moral Foundation..•
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The total amount of taxes etc* collected in different
districts is not available except in the case of Khurasan.
But the arrangement made with individual cities has been
dealt with in the above pages. Yfhat frequent changes were
made are also not to be found. In most of the cases, it
seems the original arrangement was retained and a penalty
for revolt was imposed as a lump sum. Like the ruler of
the Persian city Bab Fllanshah and Tabarsaranshah were also
exempted from tax because they had promised to assist the
80
Muslims in war; while the prince of Sharvan who also
promised to side with them was paying ten thousand modi of
wheat every year.81
. •
Ya'qubl has given the following figures for Mu 'awiya•s
82
period, for some of the regions.
Table No.13.
Fars 70,000,000
Ahwaz and suburbs AO,000,000
Kur Dajla 10,000,000
Nihawand i






The total collections from the provinces of the Persian
empire are calculated at 650 million dirhams as compared
80, Bal., 211; Khal., 2, 120 Supp;
81. Bal., 211. 82. Yaq., 2, 221.
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with pre-Islamic collection of 600 million as reported by
Qudama who has also produced the average of total revenues
8?
for the first half of the third century. As regards the
individual units, the figures can only be of any value if
their precise boundaries are known, otherwise it would be
rash to insist on any conclusion. Qudama, for example, has
divided Persian provinces into about twenty units in the
later period while Ya*qubl, in eight for Mu'awiya's period.
As a result, Mu'awiya's Adharbaijan earns 30 million dirhams
— . 84
while Qudama^, with its districts, only 4.5 million?
Ahwaz brings 40 million but Qudama1 s, with its seven
85
districts, only 18 million; and so on. Similar differences
are to be found if the two lists are compared with Ya'qubl's
figures for '•Abbasid period. Ya 'qubl, however, reports
that the entire amount of the revenue of Sijistan was spent
p| C
on maintaining army, police, and borders within that country.
It means it did not carry forward any balance for the
province or for the centre.
Sind, the western region of Hind (India) was first
conquered when Spain was reduced. The only financial
details that Baladhurl has reported is the balance sheet
of the conquest: the experi'td©h ; cost 60 million dirhams
and fetched 120 million by way of booty. But the general
turmoil and the political unrest followed by the return of
the conqueror, Muhammad b. Qasim blurred the situation. The
83. a 249-52.
84. Q**4«Jpp. 242-46 for all cities.




Umayyad dynasty survived for forty years after the conquest
t
of Sind and the effects of the functioning of economic
4
machinery could not be judged from across the turmoil-
stricken lands of Sijistan and Khurasin. This is, however,
certain that Sind was conquered by force and agreement was
—• 88
reached on the payment of Kharaj (land-tax). What amount
was involved is not known, but the fact that the Muslims
r
r
settled there for a time without debiting the central or
I '
the Provincial Treasury suggests that they raised sufficient
*
funds there. Baladhurl reports that the governor of Sind
#
sent forty million dirhams to the centre and retained an
V
equal amount with him after distributing some funds. This
8Q
suggests that the total collections must be substantial. *
t
When a new governor took charge of the treasury, he still
90
found a balance of 18 million dirhams. But a report
about the later period mentions that the governor sent to
Mamun seven million dirhams after deducting the local
91
expenditure. It suggests that in the beginning the



















It has been pointed out above that a number of
1
levies comprised payment of commodities and slaves.
\
In the discussion on the amounts of taxes the commodities
1. The slaves were, apparently inevitable to the socio¬
economic institution of the age. But the Qur'an and
the Sunna coming down to us enjoin a behaviour that
first of aU tends to replace the institution with
that of a respectable household servant or personal
attendant, and then gradually abolish it. One of the
positive measures that the Qur^an takes in this regard
is earmarking a portion_of Zakat fund for the freeing
of slaves (wa fi 'r riaib). • It seems that Abu-Bakr
and "Umar were conscious of this spirit and took
measures to discourage it. But later on the Muslims
realised that it was too early to abolish the
institution without first replacing it with an
alternative that could fit in the Islamic set up.
There was the need for somebody to look after their
household affairs, to help them in farming and
gardening and to take care of their riding animals.
The ruler himself needed to have an entourage of
faithful and submissive persons. The tribal Arabs
were not 'tamed* to act as submissive servants. These
factors probably induced them to acquire foreign slaves
and elevate their status to that of a_household
servant. "Uthman's governor 'Abd-Allah b. Sa'd,
for the first time settled an agreement to receive
a number of slaves from Nubia and after him it became
a regular practice to haul up the largest possible
•herd of slaves'. But the generous treatment that
was extended to them created political problems
followed by their absolute political power in almost
the whole of the Muslim world. Beginning gradually
from the status of the teachers of religious
disciplines and soldiers, they rose to the position of
rulers - a political but not at all a religious
upheaval.
or their values have hot been accounted for* These
commodities, apart from slaves# included foodgrain and
r
provisions like wheat, barley, honey, oil, vinegar,
2
clothing and utensils. In most of the cases provisioning
of the Muslims was also made a condition of an agreement*
The Egyptians were required to supply for the army in
*
Egypt, gowns, mantles, caps, trousers, and socks. In
most of the agreements entertaining the Muslims for three
*
days or so was made a condition of the treaty. But such
«
arrangements have invisible economic effect and their
value cannot be ascertained. The commodities and dresses
were collected by the government, stored in godowns, and
distributed among the deserving persons.
Apart from the amount and the quantity of the tributes
and taxes the Bayfc-al-Mal also received some other incomes,
most important of which were customs duty Cushur) and
later on purchase/sales tax* Before Islam each tribe, or
a group of tribes inhabiting a town collected these taxes
v ' *
on the trade goods imported by a 1foreign1 tribesman for
sale in their market*^ These levies were deducted at ten
per cent of the value of goods and perhaps a dirham per
» *
2. Chapter 8* 3* Ibid*
✓
4. For example a pre~Islamic poet Jabir b* Hanni says:
(Chaikho, 189) foe
And there is a payment in each of the markets of
Iraq and in the case of each article that a man has
sold the deducting of a dirham* The literal meaning
of Mikas or Mumakisa is: he diminished or deducted
from the price of selling or buying * Lane, Arabic-
English Dictionary.
transaction and the collector was called sahib maks or
*ashir. But it seems that after the establishment of aff3
Islamic state in Arabia many tribes were still imposing
their pre-Islamic authority and collecting these taxes
even from the Muslims who, in principle, had transcended
these tribal imposts. That is why the tone of the
_ 5
gadiths on this subject is very severe. The aim seems
to be the elimination of extra-state authority, and the
subjugation of the pre-Islamic tribal authorities to the
Islamic state. It is, therefore, not very surprising that
the very sources that narrate the Prophet's serious views
against "ushur. also narrate that "Umar was the first to
introduce 'ushur in Islam. As a result, they have tried
to reconcile the Prophet's sayings with 'Umar's practice.
Abu-"Ubayd has suggested that it was the pre-Islamic practice
which the Prophet intended to abolish. He banned it and
substituted it with Zakat which amounted to two and a half
0
per centQ\of the value of goods as against the pre-Islamic
ten per cent ("ushr. pi. 'ushur). Thus the receiver of the
2& per cent will not be called 'ashir (the collector of
tenths) because he is actually collecting 2^ per cent.^ As
regards the tenths collected from harbls or the twentieth
_ 7
collected from dhimmis. it was based on treaty.'
The rationale behind this tax as given by Abu-Yusuf
is more convincing. He has adduced two stories to suggest
the origin of the tax:
7. A.U., 1668. harbl, one who belongs to a nation locked in.
5. Chapters'2j& 7 6. A.U., 1638.
1. Abu-Musa al-Ash"ari wrote to "Umar that the Muslim
traders were being taxed at a rate of tenths in harbi lands.
"Umar advised him to reciprocate and further suggested
vto^himJol)charge five per cent from dhimmTs and 2j per cent
from Muslimsi provided the value of the goods exceeded two
Q
hundred dirhams.
2. The traders of Manbij; who were an enemy (harbi) nation
across the waters wrote to "Umar to allow them to enter his
country for trade on payment of tenths of the value of goods.,
"Umar consulted the Companions who voted for it. Thus it
— Q
was the first nation to pay "ushur.
Whatever the rationale, "Umar levied customs duty on
the imports. In the beginning some Companions were reluctar it
to accept the job because of the Prophet*s condemnation of
the "ashir (the collector of the tenths) "^ but they were
soon convinced. "Umar appointed his tax collectors at
different centres.^ They organised their office to check
the incoming traders at a central point. The rate of tax
was 10, 5 and 2% per cent for the 'Romans* dhimmls. and the
12
Muslims respectively. Nabaeteans, who frequented the
4
markets in Medina, were also taxed at a rate of 10 per cent
but, in order to encourage the imports of oil and wheat, the
two commodities were taxed only at a rate of 5 per cent.1^
4
These taxes were collected on an article only once a year
subject to a minimum value of 200 dirhams.^ Manumitted
8. Kh., 78; Yah., 638-39. 9. Ibid.
10. SarkhaslSharh Siyar, 4, 262; Tab., 1, 264-2.
11. I7a7hT(M) , 109. _Abu-Yusuf has given the names of Anas
b. Malik and Ziyad b. Hudayr, pp.78-79.
12. A.U., 1655 sqq. Kh., 78. 13. A.U., 1659-60.
14. According to Yafcya, harbis were charged at 1096 if they
stayed for less than b months. But if they stayed for
a year they were required to pay 5% (Yah., 635).
slaves were exempt from paying this duty on their own
15
articles for trade. J The place of levy was the post
through which goods were hound to pass. But because there
were no fixed routes of entry, a trader could cross the
borders at any point and travel through the country unnoticec 1
by the customs collector. As a result markets were also
made the centre of levy.
The proceeds of customs duty are not recorded for the
period. But there is no doubt that the levy continued
4
throughout the period. "Umar II, in order to streamline the >
administration of this tax, advised his officers to issue
an official receipt so that a double charge was not made on
the same goods during the same year.1^ He abolished the
system of checking at the border posts or the canals and
17
bridges, etc., and appointed city-collectors.
When maks or the transaction-tax was introduced, is
not known. But "Umar II*s condemnation of the tax and its
abolition suggests that it was prevalent. There are also
reports to suggest the existence of unofficial collectors
which particularly led "Umar II to abolish it along with
9
some other taxes known as tea'ids? (table) and 1 fidya1 (ransom) ,
18
the exact nature of which is not known. While trade-tax
was collected from the traders and craftsmen in lieu of
r
land-tax, some officers did not exempt even the prostitutes
from paying a tax on their earnings. 'Umar II abolished
- 19
this 1 khara.11 too. He also prohibited his governors from
15. Kh., 79. 16. Sad, 5, 288-89.




depositing the amount of excise duty on wine.^ TabarX
mentions his decree aimed at abolishing the charges of
minters (ujur-ad-darrabin) the presents made on the eve of
the Persian festivals, of Nawroz and Mehrjan, the 'price of
the Book' (Saman suhuf) the army charges Cu.1ur-al-fuvu;1 or
al~futuh), the house charges*, and the wedding charges
(dirahim nikah) • Almost, the same words are reported by
Abu- 'Ubayd. The nature, the impact and the incidence of
these taxes can only be guessed. It is, however, clear that
they were in force before "Umar II, and can be presumed to
4
have been levied some time during and after Mu'awiya's
reign. Whether or not these taxes were reintroduced after
'Umar II cannot be definitely claimed. . But because most
*
of the decisions taken by him were reverted by his
successors, so might .be the case with these levies.
Over and above these levies, there were also some minor
•
and negligible sources of income to the Bayt-al-Mal, Since
'Umar's time the bequest of the heirless deceased was
transferred to the Bayt-al-Mal. Later on half of the
blood-money of a tributary was taken over by the state, the
other half being passed on to the claimant. ^ Another
9
source of income was the seized properties of the officers.
This practice started in ''Umar's time^ and seems to have
continued throughout the period. During Umayyad reign,
*
however, there were clear cases of corruption and many of
*
20. Sad, 5, 280. 21. Tab., 2, 1366-67; A,U., 120.
22. Sad., Ill, 1, 61.







the corrupt officers were caught. The amount received
by way of ransom of enemy captives had also been a source
Pfi —
of income ever since the Prophet's time. Abu-Bakr received
27
the ransom of the apostates at 400 dirhams each. 'Umar II
is reported to have charged, in some cases, 100,000 dirhams
28
for a captive and 100 mithqal of gold for another.
Seigniorage, after the government took over the minting of
coins, also became a source of income, the normal rate
29
being 1 per cent of the value of the coin. ^
Apart from these sources of income, the government
always had a last resort in cases of emergency: loans from
individuals. How the Prophet utilized this source, has
been discussed earlier. During *Abd-al-Malik's reign,
his governor of Khurasan borrowed from the traders sufficient
30
funds for preparing for war. The governor of Egypt under
31
"Uinar II borrowed 20,000 dinars to distribute as pensions.
An interesting case of attracting incomes is Walld's
requisition of money, material and technicians from the
>
*
Byzantine ruler, for the reconstruction of the Prophet's
32 * —
mosque-^ in 98 A.H. According to Ibn Kathir, Walid
33demanded of the ruler the required material.J According
to Tabarl, the ruler sent 100,000 mithqil of gold, one
3A
hundred masons, and forty camel loads of marble.
25* Chapters 3 and 11 D.
27. Bal., 112.
29. Bal., 454.
31. Maq.(Kh), 1, 78.
33. Kathi-^, 9, 146-47.
34. Tab., 2, 1194; Yaq., 3»
26. Chapter 5r p.126.
28. Sad, 5t 258, 260-61.
30. Tab., 2, 1022.
32. Tab., 2, 1194.
30.
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Mu*awiya and the later rulers and their governors
received the presents made on the occasion of non-Muslim
festivals. But it is not certain if these gifts and
.
presents formed a portion of the incomes to (tfie~Bayt^al^Mil.
It is, however, certain from 'Umar II's decree of
abolition of the tax that the governor received it.^
«•







"0 Amir-al-Muminln! retain something in the
Bayt-al-Mal for future too."
"This has been put into your mouth by Satan. God save
me from his evil. It will become an ordeal for those who
1
will come after me." Thus responded 'Umar to the advice
t
of one of his companions in the early days of his rule. But
after a few years, he wrote to one of his governors "By my
life a regular income (.iizva aa'ima) which continues for
us and our posterity is more desirable to me than the Fay'
2
which is distributed and exhausted as nought."
The early 'Umar was now changed into an administrator
with vision and realism. The Muslim armies were treading
the remote north, east and west. More than one hundred
thousand soldiers needed regular provisions, arms and
riding animals for themselves and in many cases for their
families, too. Thousands of Arabs were to be settled in
the conquered lands. A full-fledged administrative
machinery was to be organised. Construction for the
economic infra-structure and for defence was an urgent
requirement for retaining the conquests. "Umar now realized
that what he refused to do earlier should be done by his
governors in the provinces. As controller of (central Bayt-
*
al-Mal he needed large amounts to finance the ever-increasing
1. Tab., 1, 2414-15. 2.' Tab., 1, 2582.
requirements of an expanding state. These amounts could
not be donated by the Arab provinces. The newly-conquered
lands could be expected to take their bit in financing the
government requirements at the centre too. As a result,
ft
provincial Bayt-al-Mals were set up and placed under an
officer separate from the governor. • The functions of these
provincial organisations were to cover all their expenditure
within their jurisdiction and send the remaining portion to
the centre. Thus the provincial Bayt-al-Mal was supposed
<
to support the central Bayt-al-Mal but not to look upon it
ft
as a supporter unless an unusual situation arose.
• «
The central Bayt-al-Mal was located in Medina. 'All
. 7
transferred it to Kufa while Mu'awiya took it to Damascus.
The provincial Bayt-al-Mal was located in the governor's
city, with its branches at all the centres of collection.
The function of the latter was only to collect levies and
remit them to the provincial headquarters which utilized
them according to requirements. In the early period, the
4
centre.was responsible for allocating pensions and, therefore,
a regular and quick remittance of funds was very necessary.
But later on many of the centre's functions were transferred
4
to the provinces. Yet the centre was not itself self-
• •
sufficient even in respect of its local liabilities. "Send
a
me for the Medinans their pensions as they are also the
sharers of your Fay", wrote 'Umar frequently to his governors.
When Mu'awiyaO had full control over the government, he asked
3. Well., 131. 4. Yaq., 2, 142; .Maq.(Kh) I, 78.
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his officers in Iraq to expedite sending him funds to relieve 3
5
him of his liabilities. The same advice he sent to his
officers at Basra^ and Khurasan, but in the latter case only
7
for gold and silver procured in booty. It is doubtful if
he received anything from Egypt during 'Amr•s governorship
because some historians have reported that he had bestowed
Q
upon him the income of Egypt and al-Maghrib. In any case
the centre was so needful of provincial funds that the




In spite of its claim over the provincial resources,
the centre in the early days was not well off. 'Umar could
not have resources enough to pay his soldiers generously.10
ft
'Uthman had sufficient funds in his treasury, but 'All had
to face a financial crisis followed by Mu'awiya's secession.
Even the provinces of Fars and Kirmin which were under him
refused to pay their share."'"1 In the later period, the
centre could generally keep its head above water. Walxd I
and Hisham were in this respect the most fortunate rulers
to have a treasury bubbling with surplus funds. While the
income of the provinces was sure, the resources of the centr< 3
were oust at the mercy of the provinces. Favouritism and
ft
nepotism of the rulers paid them politically but hit them
ft
financially. Mu "awiya seems to have been deprived of the
resources of Egypt and the West for as long as 'Amr was the
5. Yaq., 2, 207. 6. Ibid.
7. Chapter 3. 8. Yaq., 2, 210-11; Kindi, 31« >





governor. Under Marwan I Ms son 'Abd-al-"AzIz was
posted as governor of Egypt and he remained there until
Ms death in the middle of 'Abd-al-Mdlik* s reign. Both the
Caliphs thus deprived themselves of the privilege to claim
the funds of Egypt and the western provinces. "When "Abd-
O
al-Malik was angry with Ms brother, he wrote Mm to remit
the centre*s share. 'Abd-al-ilAzIz replied: "Do, not
disturb me. We both are the oldest men in our family and
_
God knows who will die first." - Early in Marwan*s period hi 2
l/i :—S
sent only 7,000 dinars to the centre. "Abd-al-Malik .
*
offered the governor of Khurasan to desert Ms rival Ibn
k
Zubayr and take the province as Ms personal property for
15
seven years. ^ TMs, however,did not materialize. The
native prince of Kabul was granted a Kharaj-free period of
16
7-9 years. Similar was the case in respect of Iraq and
Khurasan during Yazld II *s reign when Ms brother Maslama was
17 -
in charge of the taxes of both provinces. WMle Walid
18
had some hard times during Ms early period, he managed
to increase the rates of taxes, reorgaMzed the finances
and thus, witMn a short time, had sufficient funds to
19
take up mammoth construction and public welfare projects. ^
"Umar II had<Mfficulties,in the first year of Ms reign because
he withdrew from a number of *unjust* incomes. Iraq, wMch
had been the most faithful supporter of the central Bayt-al-
— 20
Mai fell in need of support. The general state of the
♦
. ♦» * .
12. Yaq., 2, 210; Kindi, 31.
13. Tab., 2, 1167; AtMr, 4, 410.
14. Kindi, 55. 15. Tab., 2, 832. '
16. Chapter 8. 17. Tab., 2, 1432.
18. Yaq., 3, 36. 19. See Chapter nn expenditure.
20. Sad, 5, 252.
treasury was also unsatisfactory. While granting a
pension to Ibn Sirln, the Caliph regretted that he could
not restore the pensions of the deprived Basrites simply
21
for want of funds. But not long after he set his foot,
we come across several reports which suggest a miraculous
recovery in the financial position of his government. It
is reported that the governor of that very Iraq found it
difficult to dispose of the funds of the Bayt-al-Mal even
22
after generous distribution among new heads. His
governor, Abu-Bakr b. Hazm also admitted the same situation
r
for his province. Another reason responsible for this
situation was perhaps his decision to distribute Zakat
funds<;within the provinces, which were perhaps sent to the
2*5
centre before him. ^ Moreover, there were regions where
incomes fell short of their requirements, and they had becc >•
a liability for the centre. The example is the border
regions of Syria (Thughur-ash-Sham) where Kharaj-free lands s
were in abundance. Muslims had occupied them and paid
"Ushr on their produce. 'Ushr alone could not, perhaps,
24
cater for the military requirements of the border belt.
Armenia had no surplus to be remitted and in the event of
2C >
a military operation it became a liability of the centre.
The general increase in the pensions of the soldiers and
heavy administration during WalTd II's reign, created a
«
heavy strain on the resources of the central Bayt-al-Mal.
21. Sad, 5, 256. 22. A.U., 621.
fc





The ruler not only pressed his governors to remit him more
pg
funds, but also began to bargain the office of governor-
27
ships. He could manage it, however, by hook or by
crook, so much so that he bequeathed a Bayt-al-Mal full
%
of 47,000,000 dinars.28
While the central Bayt-al-Mal was witnessing good and
%
bad days alike, the provincial Bayt-al-Mals were relatively
in a better position. When Zibriqan offered Abu-Bakr to
grant him the Kharaj of Bahrayn for ensuring the loyalty of
29
the people there ^ he might be sure that the province would
give abundant surplus. The officers in Syria were the firsl t
to assure "Umar of the free supply of decent rations to the
Muslims stationed there, because as they admitted: "God
•*0
had abundantly supplied wealth, resources and taxes.
Egypt contributed large funds to the centre. Mu'awiyg i
is stated to have received 600,000 dinars every year, after
31
expending over the provincial requirements. Ibn "Abd-
al-Hakam has reported it to be the richest province during
— 32
Walid's period. ^ The governor is reported to have
complained to the Caliph of the lack of accommodation for
storing wealth.^
Iraq had been a source of regular income to the centre. .
In "Ulnar*s time it was divided into two financial units:
Kufa and Basra. Kufa alone donated 20 to 30 million dirhams 5
26. Tab., 2, 1778-9. 27. Athir, 5, 125.
28. Yaq., 3, 77. 29. Tab., 1, 1920-21.
30. A.U., 607. 31. I.A.H.(M), 102:£ 7^.




every year. But because most of the army that was deploye >d
on the northern and in particular on the eastern fronts was
4
to be financed by these two units. Their resources fell
short of their requirements. As a result, the area of
these units was extended by adding the paying districts of
— — ^5
Dinawar and Nihawand. ^ The practice was that the branches
collected the funds and sent them to the provinces. The
provinces, after deducting the estimated local expenditure,
passed on the remaining portion to the centre. For example,
the collectors of different districts of Basra sent their
collections to "All's governor Ibn "Abbas who passed them
on to "All.^ Kufa had its branches at Anbar, Mada'in,
"Ayn Tamr and Waslt.^ Irmiyya, Hawr, Khawmi and Salmis
sent their collections to Mosul. The Greek Papyri reveal
the existence of several district treasuries throughout
"58 — —
Egypt. During Mu"awiya's reign, Ziyad became the sole
collector in charge of the whole of Iraq and Khurasan.
The jurisdiction of Hajjaj was extended to farthest eastern
frontiers. During the time of crisis, he intended to raise
the taxes but the Caliph disapproved of it.^ By Walld• s
#
time, Iraq continued to remit an amount of 25 million
40
dirhams every year. Sind is reported to have paid to
the centre 40 million dirhamsbut it is not certain if
the same amount was regularly remitted.
34. Yaq., 142-43. 35. Bal., 303.
36. Tab., 1, 3440. 37. Rawi, 68.
38. Pap IV. Gen. Intr., p. XIX*




In view of their relatively better position, these
Bayt-al-Mals could have performed a more splendid role,
»
had there been regular audit and rigid vigilance over the
accounts. How 'Umar exercised control over these
✓
treasuries has already been discussed elsewhere. In the
later period also, there are reports to suggest the
auditing of the provincial treasuries, but the incidents
of corruption suggest that firstly it was not a regular
*
practice and secondly the offices of administration and
revenue did not remain strictly separate. When 'Abd-Allah
• *
9
b. *3mir, governor of Basra, called on Mu'awiya, he
requested him not to check up his accounts. Mu'awiya
t IxO _
agreed to it and spared him. Yazid I asked his governor
of Khurasan, "Abd-ar-Rahman about the amount he had brought
with him, "20 million dirham," answered the governor.
Yazid offered: "If you wish to continue your job, submit
the accounts; but if you do not want to surrender the amount,
43
resign." The governor chose the second alternative. ^ The
period intervening Yazid and the middle of "Abd-al-I^Sik1 s
reign was not in this respect a happy period. The eastern
provinces were under Ibn Zubayr's control. In the year
66 A.H. Muhhtar slipped away with nine million dirhams of
44 . -
the treasury in Kufa. ;'Abd-al- "Aziz was not remitting
0
the revenues of Egypt. Even Ibn Zubayr's governors were
not behaving towards him fairly. Hamza, the governor of
42. Tab., 2, 69; Kath, 8, 28.
43. Tab., 2, 189; Yaq., 2, 225.
44. Tab., 2, 634.
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Basra, deserted him with the entire funds of Bayt-al-Mal.^
The Kharijites were exacting the taxes of the lands under
their influence, -.pie culprits and the defaulting tax-
46
payers had joined this hand and killed many tax-collectors.
Sulayman' s deputy governor, Yazld misappropriated about six
47 —
million dirhams but was caught by "Umar II. Hisham*s
governor, Khalid, amassed large fortunes and misappropriated
48
government properties. By how much the office of revenue
collection^ had become a source of corruption can be conceived
by the report that when a person in 105 A.H. went to take
charge from a revenue officer, the latter offered him
4Q
300,000 dirhams to withdraw from the job. *
ft
In the face of the above instances of corruption and
p
the frequent loss to the government two points are evidenced
s
clearly. Firstly, the government never showed any signs of
financial insolvency, although it experienced many a hard
time. Secondly, the Muslim society looked down upon such
elements whenever they were exposed. It was conscious of
the concept of mal-al-MuslimTn (Muslim common weal); and
if they found anything fishy, they rushed to protect 'their1
mil. But unfortunately the concept, in the absence of
proper discipline during Umayyad's reign, was distorted
and narrowed down to provincialism. When Ibn "Abbas
ft
intended to transfer the funds to Bagra, the people there
objected to it because they wanted to have their pensions
45. Kath., 8, 293. 46. Tab., 2, 941.
47. Bal., 333; Tab., 2, 1213.
48. Tab., 2, 1655. 49. Tab., 2, 1470.
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50 —
before sending any money to the centre. When Ziyad
advised his officer to send to the Caliph the entire
quantity of the precious metals of the booty, he assembled
51
the soldiers and put the proposition to vote. "Ubayd-
Alllh b. Ziyad, perhaps sensing this tendency, and to win
the support of the people, announced in his inaugural
address that the Caliph had advised him to distribute 'their
52 —
Fay' only among them and not to transfer it. When Ziyad,
the governor of Basra, intended to transfer the surplus
funds to the centre he was mobbed on the ground that the
funds belonged to them and should be distributed only
55
among them. ^ A similar situation arose when Hamza b. .
54
Zubayr was trying to slip away with the provincial funds.
Governor Ibn Ziyad had enormous funds with him when Salma
revolted against him. He, perhaps, with a view to winning
the people's support, distributed these funds among them by
, xJ 55
calling them 'their own wealth (Fa^)'.
While the above instances suggest a consciousness of
the concept of Bayt-al-Mal as the commonjproperty of the
Muslims, the narrower outlook of the area, or the tribal
affiliations of that society is all the more pronounced.
This narrow-mindedness fed by the pre-Islamic tribal pre¬
judices seems to have continued and by the end of the period,
grown to the extent that when the people of Iraq were given
50. Baladhurl, Ansab al-Ashraf (Ms. Paris) f.450A. cf.
S.A.E., 122.
51. Chapter 3.
52. A^i-Dinawri, al-Akhbar at-Tiwil, 247. cf. Kharbutli, 386.
53. Agh., 20, 17. cf. Kharbutli, 386.
54. Tab., 2, 752.
55. Tab., 2, 439.
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their usual pensions, the Syrians objected to it in these
words: "Why are you giving the wealth gained by us, to
56
our enemies."^ This objection was later on withdrawn
by the Syrians, but during the same period Yazld III
officially reconfirmed this provincialism in his first
57
announcement to reform the financial policies.






While the expenditure of Zakat was confined to
particular heads of expenditure,^" the most important items
/v - _ _
of expenditure from the general funds of (the Bayt-al-^Mal\;wer<
>-\r ~~ ~~
pensions followed by defence and development.
C
Pension, in its present day limited sense, is a
—O —
misnomer to the sense of *ata and arzaq (singl. rizq), as
used in the early works of Muslim history; but the same
has been adopted to signify this sense throughout this study
for want of a really appropriate word and because of its
currency. The scheme of granting pensions was ultimately
aimed at the distribution of wealth in the whole society
and particularly to the Muslims who were supposed to volunte<
themselves for the defence of the faith and the state. It
also included salaries (waga'if singl. wazlfa) that were




In the early days the policy was to distribute all
incomes whenever they were received. The need to hoard the
incomes was not realized mainly because distribution of
wealth was much emphasised in the Qur'an and by the Prophet.-
The Prophet himself distributed among the Muslims whatever
1. See Chapter on Zakat.
2. Sometimes also called waglfa, salary.
3. Refer to Chapters 1 and 2.
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and whenever he got anything. So did Abu-Bakr too. But
during this period the resources for distribution were
%
scanty and per-head share was negligible. The situation
%
changed after the conquest of Iraq and Syria' which brought
in substantial wealth to Medina. Then a permanent settle¬
ment with the people of these lands and the conquest of
some more regions ensured a regular flow of income to the
Bayt-al-Mal. These regular resources were further supple-
«
mented by the frequent loads of the fifth of booty that were
received after each successful expedition.
What was distributed among the people is divisible
into heads: pensions ("ataya), and rations (arzaq). According
4
to Tabarl ""Umar fixed the pensions for those on whom God
bestowed Fay'. They were the dwellers of the cities and
had moved to Kufa, Basra, Bimashq, Hims, Urdunn, and Filastln.
"Umar said: The booty is for these urban people and for
s
those who are with them; assist them and stay with them.
He did not fix anything for others. These very people were
staying in the cities. They were a party to the treaties.
Poll-tax was paid to them. They were also responsible for
4
guarding the frontiers and facing the enemy.*' But as regards
rations Baladhurl observes that wheat, oil, and vinegar
5
were meant for all the Muslims including the slaves. This
is confirmed by Ibn Sa"d who reports that 'Umar gave rations
to the people of the suburbs of Medina ("Awall) while "Uthman
g
added clothes too. Thus, while pensions were, in the early
4. Tab., 1, 2414. 5. Bal., 446-47.
6. Sad, III, 1, 214.
1
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stage of distribution, fixed for those who could join
and did join the army, rations were perhaps given to most
p
of the population. The same policy, in respect of pensions
%
was adopted by Abu-'ubayda, the military governor in Syria,
• #
who turned down the request of the country men to grant them
pensions. He adduced two causes for his refusal: firstly,
t
the funds could not suffice even the urban population and,
secondly, the countrymen did not join the congregation in
7
the city.
But in view of the above mentioned policy one may
be led to believe that the rural population was not
■
supposed to be entitled to any share in the Fay'. Abu-
'Ubayd has adduced a deal ^/of evidence to prove that the
right of country men to Fay* was accepted and respected but
'Uraar did not grant them regular pensions as he did in the
case of town dwellers. Instead, he, like the Prophet,
8
supported them whenever they fell in need. There are
also reports to suggest that during the last year of his
life, he had made up his mind to include among the
beneficiaries even the country men and increase the minimum
7. A.U., 558.
8. A.U., 358-568. One of the examples of distribution in
need is the generous grant of subsidies and rations to
all during the famine of 21 A.H. ('Im-ar-ramada). It
is narrated (A.U., 644) that a Bedouin's daughter came
to 'Umar and said that her father fought with the Prophet.
'Umar fixed for her subsistence allowance.
Ibn Sa'd (III, 1, 224) narrates that during the year of
<^famine> ('am-ar-ramada) the entire caravan of relief
provision was diverted towards the country men. C~~^}iWhenp the relief operations were brought to an end
after the rains "Umar distributed provisions and camels
among them and allowed them to go. (Ibid., 229)*
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limit to equalize most of the Muslims. He is reported to
*
have said: "By God! if I am spared for the widows in Iraq
I shall care for them so that they will not need support
q
of any ruler after me." On another occasion he said: "If
I survive the shepherd in far away hills of San"a will
surely get his share from this wealth although he will he
at his place. And: "If I survive, I shall bring the.
senior and the junior to same level. He also wished
to increase all pensions to 4,000 dirhams: 1,000 for travel,
1,000 for arms, 1,000 for household, and 1,000 for riding
animals.'1'2
The above evidence suggests that it was the ultimate
policy of the Caliph to extend the list of distribution to
the country men and to increase the amount of pensions to
equalize the Muslims. But he died before he could implement
his scheme. Even if he had lived, it was doubtful if the
resources of the Bayt-al-Mal could have allowed him to do so,
and in fact the resources never seem to have been sufficient
for this. ^ In any case the list in the later days was
extended to cover a larger number of persons but never the
whole population. It was always recognized that fixed
regular pensions pre-supposed military service in the past,
*
present or future, if the recipient was not engaged in any
qttier service of the state, for example, the civil service.
9. Yah., 240; Bukh.(Fa$ail "Uthman) 5.
10. Sad, III, 1, 216. 11. Ibid.. 217; A.U., 649.
12. Ibid.^ 214 (or 3»000. dirhams, Ibid.. 219); also Tab.,
13. This is also partly proved by the fact that Hajjaj was
keen to push back the converts to their villages in
Iraq, (Supra).
Even the receivers of the pension themselves presupposed
it as a moral obligation to discharge military service
whenever they were called upon to do so. When 'Abd-al-
I *
Malik ordered the despatch of an army to Khurasan, the
pensioners transferred their pensions to those who could
14 -
represent them in the battle-field. Hisham had made
w
it compulsory for the Marwinids to participate in war.
Many of them, however, sent their substitutes."Umar II
wrote to his governor: "order for fixed pensions for the
ft
army. Take care of the townsmen and neglect the country
men because they neither coin the congregation nor do they
16
take part in wars." Thus the pensions continued to be
granted as a return for expected war service. This also
*
ft
included prospective or potential soldiers. The newly-born
17




Fresh converts and even non-Muslims who could be expected
to assist the Muslims were also given pensions. The
examples are the dihaaln and the asawira of Persia and the
— /1 18
non-Muslim residents of Jar,juma ^in Syria j; In this way
all the Muslims, and a C^izable number of non-Muslims, who
were available for war services were entitled to fixed
19
pensions. 'Umar had exempted Meccans from this service;
20
as a result, he did not fix their pensions. Traders were
also excluded from the list because they could not devote
21
themselves to war. By the end of 'Abd-al-Malik1s time,
14. Tab., 2, 1028. 15. Tab., 2, 1731.
16. A.U., 559.
17. A.U., 581-86; Kath., 7, 214; Sad, III, 1, 214.
18. Bal., 165, 166, 366, 374, 444; A.U., 304.
19. Kind!, 76;- Bal., 153, 209, 279, §50-51, 359, 401, 412 &c.
20. A.U., 562. 21. Sad, 5, 254-55.
a large number of persons receiving very high payment had
died, and thus the inequality in scales of pensions had
largely narrowed down. A r.Sizable number of villagers
had joined the townsmen and volunteered for the military
service. Thus the list of beneficiaries had expanded.
Yet a complete equality in distribution and a universal
distribution of wealth could never be achieved. The Prophet
— 22
and Abu-Bakr distributed their incomes equally. "Umar simply
(Wished jL'tV~ After ^"Umar the~higherscale of pensions could
*
not be curtailed perhaps for fear of resentment of the
seniors. But it could also not be enhanced due to scarce
resources. Even then when "All is reported to have
distributed any other incomes he maintained equality. It is
p
reported that he once entered the treasury of Basra and
ordered the equal distribution of the entire funds among
his followers including himself and his sons.Similarly,
he is also reported to have expedited the distribution of
funds whenever he received them. Abu-"Ubayd reports that
he received some funds thrice a year and soon distributed
them. In the meantime, he received funds from Isfahin too.
1
He, therefore, called his followers to distribute them among
24
themselves the nexrt day. It seems that such bonus was
also distributed by the following rulers if they had spare
funds. Mu'awiya is reported to have distributed such an
amount by announcing: "some funds remain in your Bayt-al-Mal
after the distribution of pensions. They are now being given
« 4
22. Supra, (also A.U., 670-73 for "All).
23. Mas., 3, 116-17. 24. A.U., 671-73.
to you. If a surplus remains the next year too, it will
be distributed in the same way, but if otherwise, do not
%
be annoyed. It is not my property. It is God's Fay'
25
which He sends for you."
t
. As the Prophet used to give a larger share to a
26
married man than to a single man, women were also made
entitled to a share in pension since "Ulnar's time, although
at a lower rate than men. The Umayyad rulers had privileged
ft
the members of the ruling family to receive special pensions.
ft
In case the funds exceeded the amount of pensions "Umar
%
extended the list of soldiers, including the persons of
28
sound character, muru'a. and good company, suhba. He
also fixed pensions of those who were memorizing the Qur'an
29 —
but later on withdrew it. ^ Mu*awiya appointed officers
for different tribes to find out if any of the Muslims had
received.any guest to entertain, in which case the host was
• »
30 —
entitled to an allowance, Walid added in the list all
*1
the destitutes and the invalid persons, < f'Umar II granted
i •
32
an allowance for pilgrimage to Mecca, and continued the
%
-5-5
policy of fixing pensions of the decrepit and the weak. ^ In
the case of higher amounts of pensions, he advised his
officers to disburse the amount after ensuring that the
recipient had in his possession an Arab horse, and all the
34
conventional weapons of war.
25. A.U., 620. 26. Abu Daud, 3» 188
27. Sad, 5, 275. 28. A.U., 641.
29. Ibid.. 641-42. 30. Maq. (Kh), I, 94
31. Supra. 32. A.U., 120.
33. A.U., 119. 34. Sad, 5, 255.
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The report that "Umar introduced the scheme of
distribution after Abu-Hurayra brought the revenue
collections of Bahrayn amounting to 500,000 or 1,000,000
dirhams^ seems to be incomplete because this amount alone
could not be sufficient to cover even a part of his
xg
ambitious scheme. With the rates given in the early
records, the total collection should have been many times
more than Abu-Hurayra1s. It is possible that many more
funds and the receipts of Khums might already be lying
with "Umar. Baladhurl' s view that "Umar introduced the
scheme when he received the taxes of Iraq and Syria in A.H.
37
20-" may be more appealing provided the year is not
insisted on."*®
35. Kh., 26.
36. 500,000 dirhams at a rate of 5,000 dirhams to each one
of the Badrites could suffice only 100 persons. The
number of persons will be double if the amount is
doubled yet it will not solve the problem.
37. Bal.,. 435-36.
38. The same year has been reported by Ibn Sa*d III, 1, 213.
But in principle the period after the fall of Iraq and
Syria following the Battles of Qadisiyya and Jarmuk
should be a convincing date because a permanent settle¬
ment with the farmers after they had returned to their
lands and reconciled themselves to paying their taxes to
a Muslim government could be a possible natural condition
of receiving substantial amount of taxes. But the in¬
sistence on the year A.H.20 would also require the scrutiny
of the report that "Umar's general Abu-"Ubayda b. al-Jarrajj.
also fixed pensions for the Muslims (Supra). All the
historians agree that Abu- '*Ubayda had died of plague in
A.H.18. Tabarlf(l, 2411) has suggested the year A.H. 15
for pensions. I Ya"qubi has suggested that rations were
fixed for the Muslims in A.H.18 while pensions, in A.H.20
(Yaq 2, 139, 143), Patriarch Agapius (Mahbub al-Manbif})
has reported (Patr.Or., 8, 581) that it took the Muslims
five years to restore normalcy and levy taxes. The period,
if calculated from the beginning of the expedition to
Iraq will suggest the year A.H.17 but if calculated




Historians have given different rates of pension
which "Umar fixed for different categories of persons. But
» »
these differences occur mainly in the case of the first two
categories. The rates for the following eight categories
are almost the same everywhere The following amounts are
the most commonly reported:.39
TableNo.14^
The Prophet's wives




Migrants of the pre-Meccan-conquest
The sons of the Badrites
Converts at the conquest of Mecca
The children of all Emigrants and Helpers
Muslims in Syria and Iraq 200 to 2,
Those who fought at Qadisiyya
Those who conquered Uballa





























39. Sad, III, 1, 213-sqq; (Also Kh., 25-26 with some minor
changes. Similarly Bal., 435 sqq; Tab., 1, 2412 sqq).
40. Or 1,500 dirhams. Sad., Ill, 1, 215. But the one above
is most frequently reported. See for example Tab.,
op.clt.. also 1, 2307.
41. Tab., 1,




46. Tab., 1, 2413.
%
47. Who were these 'all others' is vague. It is possible
that they included those who had not taken part in any
war by that time but could be mobilized. Thus they may
be those countrymen or nomads who lived near the cities
and frequented the social and religious gatherings.
48. Sad., 5, 65; Yah., 185-6.
4
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Apart from these fixed scales of pensions, special
scales were given in special cases. The consideration was
high office, courage and bravery, generosity, conquests or
4q
loyalty th the Prophet.
»
Over and above these pensions each Muslim including
t ♦
slaves was allowed a mud! of wheat, two qis$s of vinegar
50




When "Uthman became Caliph he increased the pensions
4
52
by 100 dirhams each. Whether the increase was general
or in the case of low pensions only is not known. He also
55 —
supplemented rations with dresses. ^ *Ali increased the
54 -
pensions of his followers in Iraq, m- Mu'awiya ordered for
— 55
an equal increase in the pensions of Kufans, ^ but reduced
the scale of the pensions of honour (sharaf) from "Ulnar's
' 56 —
2,500 dirhams to 2,000 dirhams.. Malik has treated this
— 5®
cut as the deduction of Zakat^ but the prescribed rates
of Zakat on this amount would allow an annual deduction of
4
62% dirhams only. If it is treated to be a deduction of
Zakat on other wealth of the recipient, the amount cannot
be identical in all cases. The only plausible interpretatic >n
can be that he reduced this scale. During his time Egypt
alone had 40,000 Muslims on the role of which 4,000 were
49. A.U., 549 sqq; Kh., 27; Tab., 1, 2412; Bal., 442 et sec [.
50. A.U., 609-10. 51. A.U., 607 sqq.
52. Tab., 1, 2800. 53. Supra.
54. Isfahan!, Maqatil a-^-Talibln 55 of. Kharbutli, 414.
55* Agh., 14, 175* 56. Kalbl, Ansab, 836, cf.£LA£* LH.
57. of. S.A.E., 111.
58 —
on the 200-dirham list. His governor Ziyad added many
new names to the list and assigned to 500 persons 300-500
'
•
dirhams each.*^ It is stated that he distributed 60 million
60 —
dirhams to 60 thousand persons in Basra. Mu"awiya granted
A
ft
to confederates (MawallQ) a pension of 15 dirhams perhaps every
month. "Abd-al-Malik increased it to 20; Sulayman to 25;
and Hi sham to 30.^" Hajjaj discontinued the pensions of the
gA
confederates but "Umar II restored them. In Egypt
governor "Sbis also made an increase in the scale of
pensions. ^ "Umar II ordered for a further increase in
6/t 65
Egypt as he had done in Syria; but the increase in
— 66
Egypt was later on withdrawn by Yazld II. "Umar II also
made large extensions in the list of recipients and placed
67
new names on the 40-dirham list. Higher scale of 100
dirhams was given to those whose names were drawn by
6ft
ballot. The poor and the invalid were also given
pensions although at a meagre rate. He abolished the
practice of giving pensions to the newly-born and fixed it
6Q
from the age of weaning. 3 He also discontinued special
70
pensions to the privileged. He wrote to one of his
58. Maq.(Kh), I, 94; I.A.H.(M), 102. (Probably a new scale
introduced for the fresh recruits.
59. Tab., 2, 77 & 78. 60. Mas., 3, 282-83.
61. "Iqd., 4, 400. cf. Kharbutli,$17.
62. Supra. 63. Kindl, 313«
64. Kindi, 68. 65. Yaq., 3, 50.
66. Kindi, 70. O
67. Tab., 2, 1367; Bal., 415*» reports that he fixed
pensions for the converts.
68. Ibid.Q 69. A.U., 586.
70. Sad., 5, 278.
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governors to fix pensions for all except the traders. 71
The minimum age limit fixed by him for full pension was
fifteen years before which a boy was treated to be
dependant
72 In Hisham's period 15,000 more persons fro:
Khurasan were included in the roll. 73 The amount of
pensions that was distributed in Egypt during Hisham's period
totalled about 1,700,000 dinars and it continued to be so
throughout the Umayyad period.
74 By the end of the period
some more additions were made in Iraq and Egypt 75 Walld
II recommended an overall increase in the scales which was
reduced by Yazld III.^
Along with the general policy outlined above, the
personal element of the ruler or the high officials also
affected the policy of granting or withdrawing pensions.
<
An army officer promised to award pension to a non-Musli
and his family for locating a loop-hole to enter the enemy-
city 77 Twenty-five soldiers who had displayed exemplary
and bravery at Qadisiyya were granted five hundred
dirhams each. 78 Yazid I restored the pension^ of Medinans
as a gesture of goodwill to the visiting Medinan delegation.
*Abd-al-'AzIz (Egypt) increased the pension of one who
79
him on his wills' (insha*Allah)8 0
The killer of a Kharijite was rewarded by "Abd-al-Malik a
71. Sad., 5, 254-55
73. Bal., 418.
72. Sad., IV, 1, 105
74. Maq.(Kh), I, 99.
75. Tab., 2, 1855; Kindi, 90. 76. Yaq., 3, 76.
77. Bal., 373.
79. Kath., 8, 215





pension of 2,000 dirhams. Hajjaj celebrated the end of
Ibn al-Ash"ath by allowing a general increase in pensions
8?
in his province.
Similarly there are instances of pensions being with¬
drawn by way of punishment or displeasure. "Umar cut one
poet by 500 and raised another by the same amount.®^ "Uthman
4
was displeased with Abu-Dharr, Ashtar and Ibn Mas"ud; but
the magnanimity with which he treated them was not to be
0
0
found among the later rulers. In the case of Abu-Bharr,
0
he did not discontinue his pension amounting to 4,000 dirhams.(
Instead he gave him a flock of sheep, a herd of camels,
84
and two slaves before he was exiled from Medina. Ashtar
was exiled from Iraq, but his pension continued to be paid
85 —
to him in Syria. Ibn Mas'ud's pension was discontinued,
mm
but "Uthman himself apologised on punishing him and paid the
86
arrears. Mu'awiya punished a man by holding back his
pension because he complained to him of the debasement in
a coin which was minted under his instructions.Ziyld
punished a man for 400 dirhams of his pension because he
intended to marry his own deceased wife's mother. "With
this knowledge of law 300 dirhams will suffice you" observed lb m
— 88 —
Ziyad. Zuhri's pension was withdrawn because his father
81. Tab., 2, 1020. 82. Kath., 9, 126.
83. AghanI, ed. II 18, 165. cf. A.S. Tritton, "Notes on the
Muslim System of Pensions," Bulletin of the School of
Oriental and African Studies. 16 (1954) 170. hereinafter
referred to as AST (Notes).
84. M.B.Y., 74-75. 85. Athir, 3, 109.
86. cYaq., 2, 160; Sad., Ill, 1, 113-14.
87. Naqsh, 6. Also Tab., 2, 19;4; Kath., 8, 96, for other
examples.
88. Kath., 8, 284; Tab., (2,816) has reported these figures
in connection with 'Abd-al-Malik1 s act of punishment. It




was anti-government. Some followers of Ibn Asli'ath
r
were deprived of their pension but they again got it after
— 90
they pleased Hajjaj after three years. Another person
whose brother had joined Ibn Ash"ath could not win his
91 —
pleasure. All the Asawira and Zatt were similarly
deprived because they supported Ibn Ash*ath.^2 "Abd-al-"AzIz
curtailed 100 dinars from a pension because the pensioner
QTS
spoke incorrect Arabic. ^ Walid took census of the
pensioners and dropped as many as 20 thousand names fro:
the list.^ 'Abd-Allah b. "Uli, Hasan and Ibn Sirln were9 •
in bad books when "Umar II took over and restored their
*
pensions.^ Even the prince Walld, son of Hi sham, could
not escape his father's wrath and lost his sharaf "ata.^
honorarium.
Administration of Pensions
The administration of pensions and rations was
organised by maintaining two registers (dlwans). One of
p
them contained the census records and the amount that was
payable to each of the pensioners; the other contained the
97
statement of revenues. In Arabia both the registers were
98
maintained by the Arabs but in the provinces the first kind
was maintained in Arabic while the second category was in
89. Kath., 9, 346-47, was later restored, Ibid.. 341
90. Mas., 3, 358. 91. Kath., 9, 124.
92. Bal., 367. 93. Kath., 9, 57.
94. Yaq., 3, 36. 95. Sad., 5, 256.
96. Tab., 2, 1744. For some other names, see AST(Notes)
., 170.





the provincial language, viz. Coptic, Greek, or Persian,
QQ
and was looked after mostly by native officers. "Abd-al-
Malik and Hajjaj switched over to Arabic in Syria and Iraq,
*
Walld in Egypt; and Hisham in Khurasan.100 Each province
depended on its own revenues. But in case the population
«
of a province exceeded the resources of the province,
revenues of some other areas yielding surplus were allocated
*
to the deficit province. For example, the governor of
Basra requested "Umar to merge some surplus districts in the
province because the 'Kharaj' of the province had fallen
short of its requirements.101 Thus pensions were also a
factor in delimiting the area of a province.
The register contained the names of the beneficiaries
with all the relevant details. Mobility of the Muslim
population was not infrequent and this factor, in addition
to births, deaths, and conversions, called for frequent
10P
revisions in the list. The beneficiaries were issued
pension cards and ration cards which contained the name of
10 5
the beneficiary, his tribe, and the amount of entitlement. '
Pensions were paid twice a year while rations were
issued every month. But in case the soldiers were
104
mobilized they were paid in advance. Many a time paymen" t
of pensions was delayed because of shortage of funds or
105
because of punishment to pensioners. Payment of cash
99. Jahs., 38,40,67; Maq.(Kh),l, 98; Kindi, 58-59; Bal., 29< 3
Patr.Or., 8, 498; Khalifa, 1, 395.
100. Ibid.. (all sources) 101. Tab., 1, 2672.
102. Maq.(Kh), 1, 94; Kindi, 71J Yaq., 3, 36.
103. Kath., 9» 57 inference. 104. Bal., 318.




in lieu of rations could also be practised. Pensions
— 107
were generally distributed from Kharaj fund. ' Payment
— 108
from Zakat fund was treated as an indignity, and resented.
While money taxes were collected locally but remitted
• «
to the provincial headquarters, commodities were transported
to the nearest distribution point. For example, the
%
distribution of rations in Basra was effected from the
109
commodities that were received from Kaskar.
Mu'awiya introduced an interesting system of deducting
penalties from the amount of pensions. He wrote to the QadI
(Judge) of Egypt to compute the nature of the wound of the
wounded person and to send a note to the master of registers
(gahib ard-dlwan). Qa^I Sulaym, for the first time, sent
such a note to the master and. ordered him to deduct the
amount of compensation from the pension of the offender, in
three equal instalments. Rations continued to be issued to
him as usual.110
ft
The way in which the pensions reached the individuals
was well-organized. In the beginning the administration
followed the pattern that was set by the Prophet for
organizing the army. The commander-in-chief had under him
the group commanders each of whom controlled a number of
contingents; each contingent was represented by a flag-bearer
(sahib-ar^ra'ya). The flag-bearer controlled the tribal
ft
106. Kindi, 354. 107. A.U., 234,
108. Chapter 19 pp.199-200.




units. Each tribal unit was led by a tribal chief who
approached the individual soldiers through a commandant
111C*arlf) who was in charge of ten persons. Thus the
order from the bottom to the apex was 'arif who was also
made responsible for distributing salaries to individuals
at their houses - tribal chief - flag bearer - group
9
commander - commander-in-chief. The system was called
a *shar. the system of tens, and continued till the founding
of Kufa and Basra after which it was changed. The group was 3
now composed of seven persons. One hundred 'arlfs were
s
appointed in an army, each 'arif having at his disposal
100,000 dirhams. Among the Qadisiyyites, a group consisted
of 43 men, 43 women, and 30 dependants, and was paid
100,000 dirhams. The pre-Qadisiyyite Cahl al-awam)^12
group consisted of 20 men each in 3,000-dirham list, 20
women and one hundred children, assigned with a total of
100,000 dirhams. The post-Qadisiyyite group had 60 men,
60 women, and 40 children. These men were entered in the
1,500-dirham list and all of these 160 persons got 100,000
dirhams. Distribution was effected thus: amir, the
commander received money; distributed it among the as'frab
a;r-ra?yat, flag-bearers, who were Arabs. The flag-bearer
4
redistributed it among the different *arifs under 0 him. Each l
*arif paid it to the different amlnsrx(trustees) under him
111. Tab., 1, 2224-25.
112. Those who fought during Prophet*s life.
Ir
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and the naqlbs« who handed it over to the beneficiaries
11
at their houses. ^ Some changes were, however, effected
from time to time. For example Ziyad reconstituted the
%







The chapter on pensions and rations will reveal that
the distribution of wealth in this account can also be
characterized as the expenditure on defence. Although the
S
Muslims, since the very beginning, were supposed to offer
free military service without any hope for return or reward,
yet, once involved in their various economic pursuits, it
would have been difficult to dislodge them from their
business and employ them as trained professional fighters.
Since the very beginning they were, no doubt, entitled to
booty but this arrangement prerequisites a sure victory in
war which is not generally predictable. Thus the institute on
of pensions kept them eversavailable for war. During the
first twenty years they hardly got a 'fair1 material return
for their services and sacrifices. Fixation of pensions,
however, added a factor to bind them to volunteer themselves
for military service without any excuse. In this way
113. Tab., 1, 2496; Maq.(Kh), 1, 93.
114. Tab., 1, 2495, 2486.
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defence became a big claimant of the resources of the
Bayt-al-Mal. The expenditure in this account called for a
contented army ready to advance and strike: large herds
of riding animals or ships, traditional weapons, cantonments
where the army was permanently stationed and kept alert
near the borders, forts, castles, and also ready money to
mobilize the army, to give incentivep to the soldiers by
s
way of prizes and awards, and to ransom the captured soldiers.^ >
Since the pre-Islamic days almost all Arabs were
supposed to be well-versed in the art of warfare. It was
0
a matter of their personal honour to be well-trained
fighters and to own at least some effective arms to defend
themselves and to organise raids on their enemies. Riding
animals facilitated quick movements but they were too
expensive to be maintained by every one; let alone a horse
which was quite an expensive affair.
The early Islamic state had to encounter two major
problems: arms and horses. How these problems were tackled
in the Prophet's time has been discussed earlier. By 'Umar's
time the resources of the state had esqaartded and it was now
possible to provide a large number of camels and horses.
Provision of arms - simple and few as they were - was <no~p
problem for the Muslims during the period of affluence. But
a horse was still a hard task to manage. Abu- Bakr used
to spend money from the Bayt-al-Mal to buy horses, camels
and arms, and distribute them among soldiers.11^ 'Umar had
115. Sad., Ill, 1, 151.
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a number of public orchards where horses and camels were
pastured and supplied to the fighters every year. According 5
to Abu-Yusuf the number of such horses was 4,OOO11^ in
i
addition to a very large supply of camels every year, which,
according to Ibn Sa'd, numbered thirty thousand and were
117
given along with their equipment. That is why all the
— 118
soldiers at Madi'in were mounted on horse-back. It can
4
be believed that later on the practice of supplying riding
animals must have continued because of the vast increase in
the area of operation. Ibn Sa*d reports that horses were
taken to Sulayman for distribution. But he expired before
he could distribute them; so *Umar II did so."'""1"^ He also
provided 500 horses and provisions for the safe and quick
120
return of Maslama's contingents from Syrian borders.
Tabarl has reported an interesting instance of 'Umar I
1' ^1
exchanging a weak camel with a strong camel, for a fighter. ' "
War on waterswas started by Mu'awiya, governor of
Syria, under 'Uthman. In the beginning he used the newly
assembled Phoenician and Egyptian fleet and took Cyprus, thei 1
Rhodes and Cos and finally defeated the Emperor Constans II
122
in a sea-battle off the coast of Lycia. In Egypt also
when the Byzantine fleet had crossed into Egypt, the Muslimst
under the command of "Amr, could manage to sail two hundred
127)
ships, although a poor show as compared to their enemy.
116. Kh., 27. 117. Sad., Ill, 1, 220; A.U., 742
reports 40,000.
118. Tab., 1, 2451.
119. Sad., 5, 293. 120. Tab., 2, 1346.
121. Tab., 1, 2703. 122. J.M.H., IV, 2, 41.
123. Kindi, 13.
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But Mu'awiya was commanding a fleet of 1,700 ships against
124
Constans II. When he became ruler he set up a workshop
(Sana4a) to assemble war-ships in Jordan?-2^ *Abd-al-Malik
set up another workshop in Tunis, also for manufacturing
instruments. The Greek Papyri allude to a workshop in
— 127 —
Alexandria during Walid1s period. Hisham is reported to
— — 198
have moved the workshop in 'Akka (Jordan) to Sur.
Hussey's report that the Muslim Navy had used 2,500 ships
in its expedition against Constantinople in the year 717 A.D.
(A.H. 99)129 seems to be a misunderstanding but does support
the assumption that the workshops would have been in a
position to assemble this number of ships by the end of the
century. Baladhurl reports that the Umayyad rulers were
always alert with their ships for any possible confrontation
with Byzantium.
After the conquest of a number of foreign lands, Arabie i
had become secure from the enemy. But the lands they had
conquered were exposed to the enemy's retaliation. 'Umar
set up a number of cantonments (jund) in Palestine, Al-Jazlra,
Mosul and Qinnesrln, etc., over and above the centres that
existed in provincial capitals and principal cities. He was
131
also the first to recruit for a regular army. ^ Governor
Mu'awiya also recruited an army to be posted on the borders
of Al-Jazlra."^2 He was also advised by the Caliph to repair »
+
124. Patr.Or., 8, 480. 125. Bal., 12,4,125.
126. Maq.(Kh), 1, 200.
127. Pap, IV. Gen. Int. XXXII. also Introduction to 1.369.
128. Bal., 125. 129. J.M.H., IV, 1, 63.
130. Bal., 167. 131. Bal., 436.
132. Bal., 183.
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and forts, arrange for a guard, and illuminate
the posts. Abu-"Ubayda also did the same during his
command in Syria.*Uthman arranged for the permanent
rehabilitation of Muslims in the border areas.*Abd-al
Malik fortified the exposed cities and undertook repairs of
the weak defence constructions.*1"^ "Umar II and Hi sham
also paid full attention to 'construction, renovation and
repairs.1^ In addition to these regular jobs, rehabilitati .on
of new cities also served the purpose of an army centre.
There are not many reports to give an exact idea
about the expenditure on an army operation in the different
stages of its accomplishment. But it can be assumed that
this involved lots of money. The conquest of Sind involved
60 million dirhams. The expedition against Sijistan
in A.H. 80 cost two million dirhams excluding the regular
17iQ .
salaries paid to the army. "Abd-al-Malik granted the
entire funds of some regions to finance a local military
140
operation, in addition to the incomes of two districts.
Crossing an inundated valley cost Ibn "Amir, governor of
Makran, four million dirhams by way of awards which he
, 1An
announced among his 4,000 soldiers to boost their morale.
There are several instances of the award of prizes for
gallantry, courage and leadership, some of which have already r
to
been mentioned in different chapters. Corresponding to
133. Bal., 134. 134. Bal., 155.
135. Bal., 134. 136. Bal., 124, 148.
137. Bal., 139,169,179. 138. Bal., 427.
139. Tab., 2, 1046. 140. Tab., 2, 1004.
141. Athir, 3, 147.
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instances of the awarding of prizes there are also examples
of fines that the government had to pay for its weaknesses.
It has "been mentioned earlier that Mu*awiya and 'Abd-al-
Malik had to pay tribute to Byzantine rulers during some
hard times. "Umar II had to pay ransom for a large number
_ 1 A?
of Muslim soldiers who had been captured at Laziqiyya.
He had also to pay ransom to get back a number of Muslim men,
women and children from the Aden coast. J When the army
was hard pressed in Cyprus, Yazld I sent 'large amounts.of
1V[
bribe' to ensure that it returned safely.
The above list, although not claiming to be complete,
can give at least a sketchy idea about the nature and extent
of the financial implications of defence - active and
unoeasing^wars throughout the whole period, fortification
of the borders from Sind to remote west, and mobilization of
armed contingents in an area extending over about 4,000 miles
from Multan to Gibraltary
<
C. AGRICULTURE
The encouragement given to agriculture and horticulture
on the religious plane has been discussed in Chapter 2. The
policy of recognising the user's right over unowned dead land
had been in practice since early days of Islam. Umar, 'All
145
and Umar II are reported to have followed the same policy. J
142. Bal., 139. 143. Sad., 5, 260.
144. Bal., 158.
145* Bukh.(Muzara'a), 15; A.U., 716.
>
The classification of land in the early Islamic
*
period can be made in a variety of ways. From the point of




The lands not in possession of anybody were state-owned.
%
In the case of conquered lands this rule was applied even
to those lands whose owners were killed during war, or who




Syria, and Iraq, was also transferred to the Muslim state.
The concept of collective or communal ownership was
not unknown in Arabia. It had been a cornerstone of
nomadic economy. But in the Islamic period, collective or
communal ownership was recognised and practised, even in
agricultural society where private ownership was the
prevalent rule. The lands of Khaybar were collectively
146
owned by those Muslims who took part in war on Khaybar.
The lands which were conquered without a treaty were taken
147
to be the collective ownership of the Muslim community.
In Khaybar the rights of ownership were alienable but it was
not so in the case of the lands in Iraq and Egypt for quite
a
some time. Later on, however, the principle was not rigidly
ft
adhered to. In the case of treaty lands, the right of the
owner was respected.
From the point of view of taxes, lands could be divided
into two categories: 'Ushr land and Kharaj land. The lands
146. Chapter 4. 147. Chapter 4.
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I
in Arabia were, since the beginning, treated as "Ushr lands.
The barren lands anywhere else which were reclaimed by the
148
Muslims were also subjected to 'Ushr. Similarly the
lands taken over by the government and then transferred to
the Muslims also paid 'Ushr, as was also the case with lands
which were abandoned by the original owners and passed on
to the Muslims. In Syria "Ushr land was that unclaimed
land from where the inhabitants had been expelled and which
was allotted to the Muslims. \-^3^iS^pLand"was: •'thus reclaimer d
149
with the permission of the government, * and^.f lay mostly
in those areas which were contiguous to Byzantine borders.
The lands outside Arabia which were occupied by the subjugate^ d
people were treated as Kharaj lands. The.ratej of the tax
150
was fixed by the government ^ and collected in cash, kind,
or both; the last being the most prevalent way during this
period. The policy of assessing in this way continued in
Iraq unless the; "Abbasid ruler Mahdl changed it to crop-
151
sharing. The treaty lands continued to pay according to
the terms agreed on.
Another basis of classification may be from the point
of view of tenancy. In Arabia lands were generally owner-
cultivated. The conquest of Khaybar and the capitulation of
Fadak transferred the ownership of these lands to those who
did not cultivate them. Feudal land-lordism was already
148. Bal., 84 sqq. 149. Bal., 157.
150. Kh., 16. 151. Bal., 271.
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152
prevalent in parts of Iraq and other Persian provinces
and continued along with owner-cultivated lands. In Egypt
there was a large number of domain lands which were
4
cultivated by the local people. The terms of tenancy
varied at different places. Letting out of land for a share
in the crop was a controversial issue among the Prophet* s
Companions and was being practised by many* The tillers in
Khaybar were given lands on the condition of sharing half the
produce.In the case of Najrin lands were given on the
condition of two-thirds share for the state and one-third
for the tiller if it was irrigated by natural means, and
154
vice versa if otherwise. • Investment of capital and
labour was to be made by the tenants - Jews in Khaybar and
Muslims in Najran.
The conquest of lands outside Arabia brought vast
territories into Muslim control. While a large portion of
lands was under cultivation, vast tracts of land were lying
4
waste. They comprised dry lands, thickets, swamps, forests
or water-logged lands. Most of them were deserted by the
cultivators. As the mainstay of these provinces was
I
agriculture, any effort to maintain and develop this industry
could hardly be over-emphasised. The Caliphs, since the very
^
152. Abu-Yusuf reports that 'Umar, after the conquest of
Iraq handed over 500,000 cultivators to their landlords.
Baladhurl reports that when the Arab newcomers bought
lands from the Persians ('Ajam) in Sdharbai jan the
villagers became their peasants (Kh*, 73; Bal., 324).
153- Bukh. (Ijarat) 25; Mus., 10, 208-10; Kh., 29.
154. Kh., 49.
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beginning, addressed themselves to the challenge and adjusted
their policy to meet it. They did not disturb the existing
set-up f put new lands into use and made Herculean efforts
C
to reclaim the lands that were lying waste or that had been
deserted.
While "Umar believed in the user's right to an
155
unclaimed barren land, he did not neglect to see that the
interdictor was utilizing the land properly. "It is not
given to you to interdict it from others. Take only as
156
much as you can reclaims; return the rest": Thus
advised 'Umar to one of the allottees. When the Muslim
157
armies conquered Iraq, they did not disturb farmers.
'Umar knew that it was not possible for the Muslims to
utilize these lands and advised the Muslim commanders to
*
spare the cultivators if they were detained and return lands
158
in their possession. ^ Under the prevalent laws of war,
the subjugated people, if spared, were treated as slaves
«4
0 •
and had no guarantee of protection of life and property.
'Umar wrote to his governors: "Fear God in treating
subjugated peasants. Do not kill them unless they wage
159
war against you." "Umar II also urged his governors to
ensure their protection.^0 These cultivators even where
land was conquered by force were treated as dhimmis (the
*
protected) whose life and property could not be harmed.
A problem arose when they began to embrace Islam and desert
their lands to join the ruling Muslim community in the cities
4
155. A.U., 700-701. 156. A.U., 712.
157. Tab., 1, 2026. 158. Bal., 370-71; Yah, 28.
159. Yah., 132. 160. Yah., 134.
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and thus probably claim their right to pensions as were
fixed for town-dwelling Muslims. It was not only the
shortage of funds but also the disruption in agriculture that
— 161
forced yajjaj to push them back to their villages. The
%
same situation arose in Egypt when governor Gurra increased
"1 /T A f
taxes. As a result he also had to drive the farmers
back to their lands. This compulsory return must have been
*
effected by force but there are no records to suggest any
ruthless persecution of the fanners. In any case when once
the farmers were disinterested in their lands the agricultural .
economy was bound to suffer. But the adverse effects of
4 1
4
this tendency were offset by the increased interest of the
*
Muslims in farming.
Lands were granted to Muslims even by the Prophet and
the succeeding Caliphs. But 'Uthman was, in a sense, the
first to grant fiefs to a large number of Muslims in Syria
and Iraq. Thus the masters were changed but the land
tenancy system perhaps remained the same. He also allowed
alienation of lands and a number of Muslims bought them. A
large number of Muslims were granted fiefs in the border
_ 16' ?
areas of Syria and Al-Jazira where they settled as farmers.
164
In the later period they acquired lands in Egypt as well.
While the Muslims had an incentive to cultivate their lands
by paying only tithes on their produce, the new-coming non-
Muslims were also sometimes encouraged to cultivate lands.
161. Chapter 8. 162. Ibid.
163. Chapter 4, also Bal., 157, 184.




The expelled Najranites were not only given lands in Iraq
165
but were also exempted from land-tax for two years*
Over and above the growing rush for cultivation the
Caliphs themselves became interested in adding to their
9
landed properties. They thus occupied vast tracts of barrer i
r
lands and developed them. Such occupation is reported to
have begun with Mu "awiya and continued throughout the
166
Umayyad period. The development of the lands required
a net-work of canals and bridges, clearing the forests,
. drying and filling up of ponds and the repair of the
existing irrigation system - a work which could be dischargee 1
4
only by a government.
9
In the early period, state lands were developed at
government expense. 'Uthman left them to persons who
possessed the ability to improve them. It was, perhaps,
because of this element of personal ownership of the rulers
and cultivators that the factors causing adverse effects on
agriculture, due to burdensome taxes and desertions of land
%
9
in the later period were greatly offset. There are many*
instances which suggest an increasing government interest
in development of land. Hajjaj used to go to the farmers
to personally inquire about the techniques of farming and
1 go
the effects of taxation. 'Abd-al-Malik used to receive
4
periodical news-letters about the quantity of rainfall in
165. Kh., 41.
166. Bal., 288,291,325,356; Qud., 241 &c.
167. Ag., 509.
168. Jahiz, al-Bavan wa't-Tab'In. ^73« Cf. Kharbutli, 341.
169
Iraq. 17 When agricultural activities increased, drought
animals fell short of requirement. flajjaj restricted the
slaughter of cows with a view to protecting and multiplying
170
them. *Umar II wrote to one of his governors: Look
into the lands in your province and distribute them on the
»
condition of crop-sharing at 50% of the yield; and a poorer
<
quality at one-third for the state; or even less, reducing
the state share to tenths. However, if the land is so
/*■
unfertile that nobody likes to cultivate it even at tenths,
give it for nothing. If even then there is nobody to
accept it, spend on it from the treasury of the Muslims so
171
that no land under your control is neglected.
I *
While the owner or the cultivator of the land was
W
supposed to look after the development of his field the task
4
of providing rich arable land was taken up by the government
I
Most of the arable lands were already under cultivation.
What was left were the cultivable wastes or barren lands.
The government cleared the fore&ts and brushwoods, filled
and dried water cisterns and dug up canals for Irrigation
4
and reclamation of water-logged areas. The canals, as
usual, were also used for drinking water and for many other
%
purposes.1^2 'Umar wrote to his governor, Abu-Musa, to
✓
get a canal dug for the people of Basra"^^ with the primary
174
object of supplying drinking water. He also advised his
169. Ibid.. 3, 235. of. 341.
170. Rustam, Abd as-Salam:^a^Mangur, Cairo, 1965, p.105.
171. Yah., 195. 172. Bal., 352-53.
173. Jahs., 19. 174. Bal., 352.
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governor in Egypt to re-open the choked-up canal linking
9
the Nile to the Red Sea with a view to facilitating the
175
transport of corn to Medina* " Apart from transport
facilities the irrigation system of Egypt was also improved*
*Amr developed the productiveness of land by irrigation. *..
%
and it is reported by historians that the system kept 120,000
labourers at work winter and summer in maintaining and
177
improving the dams and canals* ' Governor Sa*d, (hiring
the same period, started the opening of a canal at Anbar
but the work was discontinued because of the hilly terrain*
This was, however, completed by Hajjaj*^* A canal was also
dug in Medina and extended and improved by Uthman and Walldi^
^ 180
In later period a canal was dug between Ta'if and Ityud*
The canals dug during 'Uthman's Caliphate are rarely Qaeng}
tionedin history, but this can be safely assumed in view
of his greater interest in reclamation of land than that
of his predecessors* 'All is reported to have once written
175* I.A.H.(M), 163* The canal connected Babylon to the Red
Sea (S.L.P.20). It is curious to note that *Amr sought
'Umar1s permission to dig out a long canal linking the
Mediterranean Sea with the Red Sea across Pelusium
( ai-Farama). "Umar declined it on the ground that the
'Roman* pirates would cause problems for the travellers
to Mecca* (Abu'l Fida Geography, Mss Fol. 102, Paris,
Cf* Syed Sulayman[1 Nadvl Arbon Kl-Jahaz Rani* Azamgarh,
1935, P*55*
176* Lane-Poole (S*L*P*20) calls it a corvee^ system perhaps
because it was so in the Byzantine period* But Bell
observes that this personal service 'was not exactly
forced labour in the ordinary sense since the persons
requisitioned whether as sailors or workmen received
wages* It was, in fact, conscription' Pap IV General
Introduction XXXI;
177. S.L.P., 20. 178. Bal., 273-74.
179* Muq. 80. 180. Bal., 26*
}
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to his governor: "The protected people have reported of a
canal which is choked-up in your jurisdiction, and the
Muslims are bound to repair it. You should inspect the
ii
site along with them and get the work done. To me,
9
• « .
improving and developing the lands is preferable to having"
i si 'f
the inhabitants desert them." '
^
There are a few instances of the early stage of the
f 1
development activities of the government. To what extent
•I \
this government interest developed in the Umayyad period v
•j il
may not be usefully detailed here. Baladhurl chas ~giyen[ """"" 7
♦
the name of more than a hundred well-known canals in Iraq
182"
alone which were opened by these rulers. A study of
early geographical works gives a manyotimes larger number of
i
such canals* In a nut-shell, Istakhra reports the existence
4
of 120,000 canals linking each other around Basra many of
which were used even for transport.The figure will
J
become easily believable if it is assumed that it also
included the small channels in the fields, linking the canals.
✓
Along with these canals, bridges, culverts and dams should
naturally have been built. Baladhurl speaks of the con-
struct!on of a dam as far away as the River Indus (Mehran)
in the present-day province of Sind. The dam, Sakr-al-Md,
184
was built to canalize the water of the river. The repair
and maintenance of the network of canals and bridges, etc.,
g
181. Yaq., 2, 192.
182. Bal., 149,155-6*172,184,284,288-9,292-3,327-8,356-64 &c.







would naturally have required a large force of technical
staff and labourers and Involved huge funds. The details
of this administration are not known. The details as to
how management of land was made can.be Inferred from the
following story:
Yazld b. *Abd-al-Malik wrote to 'Umar b. Hubayra that
Amlr^al-Mu'minFn did not possess, along with his possessions,
any piece of land In Arabia. Go to the lands and check up.
If there is any piece of land that is yet to be allotted
reserve it for him. "Umar toured the places. He went
from one land to another, investigated them, and surveyed
the lands (to compare them with the documents) and at last
came across a piece of land (which had no document). He
asked the occupant of the land as to who it belonged to.
"How did you acquire it" asked "Umar. The occupant retorted
a couplet saying that he had inherited it from his forefathers
and would, in the same way, bequeath it to his posterity.
The records of these lands were also centrally
%
maintained in each province. The followers of Ibn Ash'ath
put them on fire in the year A •H •8^5?'^which paved the way for
disorder and corruption. The records of Egypt were burnt
by Marwan during the last years of Umayyad rule.18^
185. Bal., 359-60.
186. Supra, also Yah., 198
187. Chapter 8,
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D. ^PUBLIC"WELFARE^' ' ^
While the development of agriculture and subsidiary
projects could be in full swing only after the conquest of
Iraq and Syria, other public welfare projects continued
since the very first day of the inception of the Islamic
state. The problem of providing houses, markets and
cultivable lands arose when the Prophet, along with his
Companions migrated to Medina* Migration to Medina (Hijra)
0
in the Prophet's early Medinian period was made a matter of
merit and thus the influx of population continued throughout
his life. The disposal of the Jewish population in Medina
provided some support in accommodating a number of refugees.
ft
New markets were also built, plots of land were allotted for
housing and new lands were brought under cultivation. Fresh
conquests made it necessary to rehabilitate the armies in the
newly-conquered provinces, to found new cities with all the
amenities that were required during those days. Ibn Sa*d
treats *Umar as the first to 'urbanize* (tamaggara) or found
the cities of Kufa, Basra and Mosul and others in Syria and
r
Egypt. He rehabilitated the Arabs in these cities and
188
earmarked different corners for the tribes. He also
18Q
'urbanised1 Bahrayn. The building-up of a city followed
the selection of a site which suited the physical requirements i
of the Arabs. Madl'ln was the first choice to build up a
188. Sad., Ill, 1, 202.
189* Ibid.. 204.
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city But 'Umar, knowing that camels could not stay there
because of mosquitos refused to-allow the Arabs to stay
there. Kufa was the next choice190 and was located near
the village 'Aqul. 191
The construction was inaugurated with the building of
a mosque and the governor's house192 within the market area
Land was divided into different units, each for a tribe.
This was followed by the building-up of Basra and Mosul,
ft
ft
the latter also being a small town before the arrival of
193
194
Muslims 195 Tawwaj, y' and Sanjar
colonised Egypt, Persia, and
Al-Jazlra respectively. • Qayrawan in al-Magbrib, Nushwa
in Armenia, and Mar#ash in al-JazTra were founded during
4
Mu'awiya's period.The city of Bazra 'a was rebuilt. 200
Hajjaj founded the city of Wasit in A.H. 83» and spent over
it an amount of 43 million dirhams 201 'Abdral- 'Aziz
founded Hulwan in Egypt
202 Muhammad b. Qasim founded a
new city near Elbal in Sind and inhabited 4,000 Muslims
there• 203 After him, his son founded al-Mansura
204
and Hakam
190. Khalifa, 1, 129; Tab., 1, 2482 sqq.; Bal., 274-75
191. Patr.Or., 13. 625.
193. Ibid.
192. Bal., 275-6.
194. Bal.,256,327,341; Tab.,1,237* 3
195. Ahmad Sufi: al-Athar wa'l MabanI al-Arabiyya fi'l Mawsil,
Mosul, 1940, 5.





197. Eh.(Tar), 2, 39.
199. Bal., 192, 207, 230.




b. 'Iwana founded al-Mahfiuza.20^ Musa plotted a town In
Tan:ja in A.H.8920^ and Sulayman the city of Ramala.20''
Caliph Hisham built ar,-Rasafa
208
t
while his governor Asad,
•J'V 20Q
a new city near Bal&K*^
\
V.
The foundation of a city called for the basic
establishments and amenities of life, like offices, mosques,
houses, roads, shops, godowns, bath-houses, means of communi
fi
cation, water supply, and open orchards for the cattle.^
ft
Some of these facilities were to be supplied by the




There are reports suggesting the government's
construction of godowns for storing food-grains the
year A.H.20 two godowns were built at the port of Jar, off
Medina. 210 There ,"is .also evidence;", for the existence ofv
such godowns at Anbar, Armenia ,, and Maltiyya
C • WW
211 but these do
not exhaust the universal construction of such godowns
because the government itself needed them to store commodity
taxes- and Zaklt.
In all the new cities the governor's house was the
first constimetlon after erecting a mosque In old cities,
sometimes, a house could be requisitioned for accommodating
offices. Mu'awiya bought 'Ikrlma's
I









209* Tab., 2, 1490, Najl (47-55) has picked out the names
of as many as 28 cities that were built during the
whole period,
210. Yaq., 2, 145.
212. Sad, I, 1, 45,
211. Bal., 191,209,247.
& 3
Apart from the founding of new cities other public
welfare activities were also not ignored The Prophet
founded a market in Medina. 213 Shopping centres were
planned in the newly-founded cities near the mosque in the
heart <f the town. The market in the newly-founded Kufa was
4
so noisy as to compel the governor Sa'd to fix a big gate
in his house which invited "Ulnar's wrath. 214 "Uthman * s
governor *Ibn 'Amir founded a market in Basra. Hishim's
governor Khalid got a number of shops constructed and also
\
arranged for the accommodation of the shop-keepers near
their shops His brother Asad also founded a new shopping
centre in a village.
216 from the Kufan
was utilized for the requirements of the army 217 Basra
had three shopping centres including the one for. camels.
218Wasit had a big market, Mosul had three* and Hira, one.
The mosque, since the early days, has been a focal
point of Muslim architecture. "Umar and 'Uthman expanded
the Prophet's mosque. 219 "Uthman*s governor, Ibn "Imir
had pools constructed at 'Arafat and linked them with a
canal. 220
«• « 221
Mu'awiya decorated the Ka"ba. His governor
Ziyad got the mosques of Kufa and Basra renovated with huge
amounts and set up seven new mosques Walid founded
the mosque of Damascus by spending fabulous amounts over
213* Supra.
215. Sad., 5, 33.
217. Ibid.
214. Kath., 7, 75.
216. Yaq.(B), 310-11; Bal., 28*
218. I.F., 181. also Kharbutli, 373, with many other names.
219* Supra.
221. I.F., 20.






its construction and decoration. J His governor at Medina
ppi
further expanded the Prophet* s mosque. The Ka"ba was
ft
also renovated with 30,000 dinars. 'Abd-al-Hakam reports
of his founding several mosques in Egypt.22** He also
advised his governor to level up the hilly tracks leading
to Medina and sink wells in the city.
The importance of hotels, inns and rest-houses cannot
be over-emphasised, particularly along caravan routes. *Umar
ensured that the wayfarers enjoyed the facilities of water
and shelter along the route between Mecca and Medina
His governor Abu- "Ubayda got rest-houses built at Qinnesrin
'Umar II did the same in Khurasan,22^ According to Ibn Sa*d,
'Umar II exempted the local population from the obligation of
entertaining Muslims and provided for them government guest¬
houses. 2^° that these guest
constructed by Walld. Hisham provided a rest-house at Sur
while his governor Asad provided such facilities even in
lonely deserted places.2^2 Mu*awiya and his governor,
Ziyad spent four million dirhams to organise a mail-service
The network of this service had become so effective by §ajjaj*s
time that his message from Kufa could reach Sind within three
days. Greek Papyri mention the existence of post-offices
223. 1st., 60; I.F., 107; Khalifa, 397.
224. Ibid. 225. I.A.H.(M), 132.
226. Tab., 2, 1195. 227. Bal., 64-65.
. Bal., 150. 229. Bal.,415? Sad.,5,254.
230. Sad., 5, 258. 231. Bal., 124.
232. Tab,, 2, 1637. 233. Kharbutli, 419.
234. Bal., 424.
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even in the small towns of Egypt.
*
The Muslims were permitted free rations in all the
cities. This required the setting up: of provision stores
#
(dar afa-daala) where rations were stored for monthly
4
distribution. "Umar was the first to fix rations and set
4
up provision stores. It stored plain flour, baked flour
(suwaia). dates, raisins and other provisions?^ These
commodities could also be used by wayfarers and guests. >
2*!57
A similar ration-depot is mentioned in Egypt# There is
*
i
also mention of a ration-depot in Kufa during r'AlI' s
2"38 —
Caliphate. Ziyad is reported to have set up such a
depot in Basra too.2^
To Walld can be attributed the setting-up of hospitals i
(Blmaristan) and leprosy centres.2^ Agapius mentions one
such hospital at Naslbln even before Islam, which a Patriarcl i
241
visited for reading some books* It means that these
centres were also used as teaching hospitals. Istakhrl
(d. 318 A.H.) found one of Walld's hospitals still
functioning in his time.2^2 Walld was also the first to
provide free food to the deaf, the destitute and the
decrepit.2^
Besides these routine programmes of construction and
236. Sad., Ill, 1, 203.
238. Tab.,, 1, 3135.
240. Yaq., 3,36; Tab.,2,1199.
242. 1st., 241.
235. Pap. IY, 1347,(intr.)
237. Bal., 216.
239. Tab., 2, 77.
241. Patr.Or., 8, 530.
243. Yaq., 3,36.
4
development of public welfare centres, the Bayt-al-Mal had
taken upon itself a number of other functions to give direct
support to the different classes of society. It granted
loans for consumption, trade and agriculture.2^* There
js
are reports suggesting advance of consumption loans even
to Abu-Bakr, *Umar and Sa*d.2**^ Hind, "Utba's daughter
(Abu-Sufyan's wife) borrowed from the Bayt-al-Mal 4,000
P/tA
dirhams for trade. One of the functions of the Bayt-al-
Mal since the Prophets time had been the relieving of the
undischarged debtors. "The debts outstanding' against a
deceased person is our liability but the wealth bequeathed
#
by him is for his heirs", is narrated to have been declared
by the Prophet in his last days. When "Umar II had
improved the financial position of his treasury he wrote
*
to his governors to relieve the debtors with government
2/l8 — pAc
funds. The Bayt-al-Mal also functioned as a trustee.
'Umar I compulsorily advanced as business loans an orphan^
fund which was under the trust of the Bayt-al-Mal. 2^°
#
Hajjaj and "Umar II are reported to have advanced agricultui
loans to the farmers.2"*1 "Umar II also managed to spend
2C
public funds in bearing the marriage expenses of the poor.
Unclaimed children were treated to be the liability of the
Bayt-al-Mal.2^ When ,#Umar vrf.th.drew the vast tracts of
4
land from the tribe of Bajlla, he paid to their chief,Jarlr
244. For agricultural loans, infra.
245. A.U., 659; Sad., Ill, 1,198; AthirV, 3, 45, 63.
246. Athi'r, 3, 48. 247. Chapter 2.
248. A.U., 621; Kindi, 68-69; I.A.H.(Umar), 68.
249. Sad., 5, 61-62. 250. A.U., 1303.
251. A.U., 621, I.K., 15. 252. A.U., 621.
253. Sad., 5, 45; Bal., 446.
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eighty dinars from the Bayt-al-Mal, perhaps in appreciation
254
of his sacrifice, hut not at all as compensation. The
instances of the advance of loans are not many in the later
ft
period because the line of distinction between the personal
ft
resources of the rulers and public wealth had been blurred.
They frequently used - or say, misused the funds carelessly.
W t
"What happened in practice was that while they did not stop
the necessary and permissible expenditure, they spent or even
9
overspent, unnecessarily. And because the beneficiaries
• *
were only too glad to draw this benefit, the practice was
not generally criticised. Rather this generous behaviour
was.appreciated perhaps because this was also in keeping with
the old traditional virtue. The more liberally a ruler
distributed his wealth the more popular he became. As
against it, the early standard was modest. An observer
ft
summed up the behaviour of "Umar's governor Sa'd in the
4
following words: "Collects for the people grains like an ant;
behaves affectionately like a mother; is a Bedouin in his
care for date-trees and Nabaetean in supervising taxes;
s
distributes equally and arbitrates Justly.Another
observer summed up the conduct of the governor of Egypt thus:
"He gives a camel if somebody loses his'own, gives a slave if
somebody misses one, gives money if somebody is needful of




254. Yah., 109-10. 255. Bal., 278.
256. Mus., 12, 212.
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speech: ,fI shall not hide myself if any needy person comes
to me even at the dead of night'.'^^
This was no mere tall talk. The fact is that the
very concept of the Bayt-al-Mal or 'Mal-al-Muslimm' called
this approach and attitude It was treated to he the
responsibility of the state to ensure a subsistence level
/
to all its citizens, and to relieve them of the pressure of
exigencies
Among the functions of the Bayt-al-Mil was also the
freeing of the slaves and the payment of ransom of Musli
prisoners in enemy camps. It also shouldered the
responsibility of paying the blood-money or compensation
to the claimants in case the culprit could not be charged
or planished.
U
257. Tab., 2, 75.
. Sad., IV, 1, 56-57; Yah., 55.




A NOTE ON COINAGE
Who can be credited with introducing coinage in Islam?
Many of the modem scholars have tried to summarily dispose
of the question by choosing any of the class
still, most of them are conditionally right. It is not
worthwhile to deal with the question at any great length
but the observation made by Lane-Poole seems to accommodate
/•
ost of the different^ theories in this regard and may bem
reproduced as follows:
The Khalif ''All or one of his lieutenants seems to
have attempted to inaugurate a purely Muslim coinage,
exactly resembling that which was afterwards adopted;
but only one example of this issue is known to exist,
in the Paris collection, together with three other
silver coins struck at Damascus and MervQbetween
A.H.60, and 70 of a precisely familiar type. These four
coins are clearly early and ephemeral attempts at the
introduction of a distinctively Mohammadan coinage,
and their recent discovery in no way upsets the received
Muslim tradition that it was the Khalif Abd-el-Malik,
who in the year of flight 76 or...77...inaugurated the
regular Musli:
from all the
coinage, which was thenceforward issued
tints of the empire so long as the
dynasty endured, and which gave its general character
to the whole currency of the kingdom of Islam.1
I
A study of important early material on the subject leads
to the following further conclusions which also do not
contradict Lane-Poole's opinion.
ft
1. Arabia used to have Iraqian dirhans and Syrian dinars
before Islam. Himyarite coins from Yemen, though in currency,
were not popular. The coins were accepted on their weight and
not on their face value.
2 This situation continued even
under Islam. 3







2. Private money-changers were available to exchange
gold or silver for the coins in currency at moderate
i
f
charges. They might be using their dies to mint the coins .
They could also perhaps make some improvement in the dies.
3. In the beginning *Umar thought of issuing a new
4
currency to be made of leather. He fefrained from doing s< o
A
when other Companions opposed the idea.
4. *Umar and 'Uthmln got the Persian dirhams minted.
4
V
This was done on Persian lines. "Umar is reported to
5
have suggested some additions in the inscription. This
was not unusual because the money-changer could make improvi s-




3* 'Umar's deputies in Syria also followed the same
4




6. To 4All can be attributed the introduction of a
Q
distinctively Muhammadan coinage.
7. Mu'awiya also continued to issue his coins with a
ft
Q
figure and a sword struck in it. His deputy in Iraq,
4
Ziyad, also issued dirhams.10 These coins also were of
the Persian style except the addition of the Caliph's name
4
in Arabic.
8. To Ibn Zubayr can be attributed the minting of round
4. Bal., 456. 5»Maq.(N), 8.
6. Ibid, for weights and measures see Appendix.
7. Cheikho (B.II), 385-7; also cf. Shalabi, 285.




coins in Hi jaz, while Mus'ab, his governor in Kufa, minted
the coins on Persian and Syrian patterns
11
9. Some recent finds also include the coins issued in
Bishr
Kharijites
b. Marwan and sc
The latter were called *
« — ■ —
the
12
10. *Abd-al-Malik for some time followed his predecessors
in the issue of coins. 13
11. So far coinage had been unorganised, irregular and a
personal only additions
already prevalent Byzantine or Persian coins. All were
acceptable currencies 'Abd-al-Malik for the first time
ade a change in the state of affairs. Coinage was almost
nationalized. Old Byzantine and Persian patterns were
altogether discarded New dies were made Government
mints were set up.
14 A uniform standard for each currency
was prescribed and minting of coins was subjected to
government authorization 15
11. Kath., 9, 15; Maq.(N), 9; Bal., 454.
12* J. Walker: "Notes on Arab Sassanian Coins", Numismatic
Chronicle. 14 (1934), pp. 293, 297.
13* Sad., 5, 170. While different dates are suggested by
authorities the earliest available dinar minted under
'Abd-al-Ma1ikfe reform dates the year 77. G.C* Miles:
"Some early Arab Dinars" American Numismatic Soclet
Museum Notes. 1948, pp.94-9
14. With the help of recent finds some definite information
is now available about some of the places where mints
were set up.
_ They include Dara'b'oarbij Suq Ahwaz,
Sus, Jay, Manadar, Maysan, Ray, Abarqubadh.
J. Allan: "Unpublished Coins of the Caliphate"
Numismatic Chronicle 19 (1919), p.195.
Arab Sassanian Coins", op.cit..Ibid.
G.C; Miles: "Abarqubadh, A new Umavyad Mint" American
Numismatic Society Museum NotesQ. 4 (1950),
15. Bal., 454; Maq.(N), 15; Naqsh., llj Tab., 2* 939;
ad-Damlrl: Hayat al-Hayawan, 1, 76. Cf. Kharbutli, 424-25
"Abd-al-Malik1 s performance brings us to discuss
briefly the government's role as a formal and permanent
authority to control coinage.
In the early Islamic period the value of a coin
depended on its weight.
16
A mlthqal of gold containing
a grain less than 22 carats represented a full standard Arab
1'
dinar but the dinar in currency generally contained 20 carats,
4
and was sub-divided into & and & dinar. 18 A dinar could
be cut off into smaller pieces and used as gold - a mediui
of exchange par excellence *AlI* for example, cut off
«
two carats of gold from a dinar in order to buy meat. 19
)which was known to beSilver was weighed in terms of
equal to 40 dirhams in weight, and was sub-divided into
nash, rltl, nawat and sha *IraC\ representing 20, 12, 5 and
1/60 dirhams respectively.
20 But a standard and unifori
weight of dirham was not adhered to mainly because coinage
was just a private business The silver content of a
dirham generally varied between 10 and 20 carats. 21 When
wished to mint dirha:ilk recommended an
weight of 14 carats for a dirham. 22 This was 7/10 of the
weight of a dinar which was 20 carat. 23 While Mu'awiya is
stated to have increased the weight by one carat, his










weight of 14. 24
Although Egypt was being governed by a strong central
government at.Rome and after that at Constantinople, since
*
the last several centuries before Islam the situation in
respect of coinage was.not much different. Dinar (solidi)
Islam
;e in Syria and
The early Musli
ources
Egypt but the finds of the Aphrodito Papyri have to
extent compensated for the lack of earlier records. These
finds belong to the early seventh century, mostly covering
the reign of Walld b, 'Abd-al-Malik. The editor of the
Papyri is inclined to suggest the prevalence of dinars of
25
varying weights, the biggest containing 24 carats with
different smaller fractions, the smallest being 1/6 of a
dinar. 26 Along with the dinar, he also finds the existence
of folles which effah Prefers to as the coins of
copper
27 It was because of these varying weights of the
coin that their value was determined by the weight of their
gold content# Officers were appointed to appraise the
real value of the coin at least in receiving the government
revenues
28
Although *Abd-al-Malik had fixed the weight
*
29
of dinar at 22 carats less a grain and he fixed 15 carat
24. Maq.(N), 8, 9.
26. Ibid.. p.86
25. Pap.IV, 84,85 Introduction.
C X
27. p.464, Introduction to Pap. IV, 1544; Jahsfij, 34.
fli m












As already mentioned above the government did not
exercise any control over coinage before the reign of
'Abd-al-Malik. At the most, what they did was to replace
■sn _
counterfeit coins with genuine ones."' But Marwan treated
■32
the cutting of a coin as fraud and made it punishable.
Before minting was formally started, Hajjaj, the governor
of "Iraq,collected full information about its technique
and the procedure that was being followed in Persia. He
^ —
then set upjmints and employed technicians. ^ gaojaj also
ordered the setting up of mint-houses in all big towns
✓
and advised traders to get new coins minted at moderate
36 36
charges^ of one dirham for every 100 dirhams. Unauthorized
37
minters were punished. ' In order to further discourage
the use of old coins, the government compelled the farmers
to pay their taxes in the old currency. It also prohibited
even the private melting of the coins and permitted hoarders
and the rich to remit their old coins in the state mint.^
While the minting of dirhams was organised in the * silver
4 /
30. Maq.(N), 10; Naqsh., 11; But Bal.,451 makes a general
statement about the weights of the coins in the Islamic
period, at 14 carat each for dirham and dinar. The rsame
value is derivable from Jabarl, (2,939) who observes/ that
"Abd-al-Malik's 10 mithqal weighed 7 pre-Islamic mithqal
although his statement that a dirham weighed 1 grain less
than 12 carat does not fit in his earlier statement (ibid.)
On the contrary there is evidence to suggest that "Abd-al-
Malik reduced the weight of the dinar. In modem weight
the 4*35 gram weight per dinar was reduced to 4.25 grams.
(E.I.. II art* Dinar).
31 Bal. ,- 455* 32. Bal.", 456.
33. Bal., 454.
1
34. Bal., 453; also fn. 14.
35. Bal., 454. 36. Ibid.
37. Bal., 455. 38. Bal., 454.
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areas' minting of the dinar was started in Damascus and
Egypt.The seigniorage was equally moderate. Care
was taken to ensure correctness in weight.
40
Yazld lisperiod, 'Umar b. Hubayra took special care to
41
use pure silver and made the rules of money-changing
more rigid.
42 Hisham's period became ideal for the issue
of standard currencies. His governor Khalid was known to
be a very strict officer in enforcing government standards. 43
His successor Yusuf was all the much




j one hundred flashes} each to
He is also reported to have
utilated their hands and branded their skin with burning
dies. 45
By the time of Hisham new coins had already been widely
circulated. It was, therefore, not feasible to run mints
at different places so making it an expensive and cumbersome
job with staff employed in every town Hisham
centralized the work and closed all the mint houses except
that in Wasi$.^ The standard of dirham was so nicely
aintained by *Umar b. Hubayra, Khalid and Yusuf that






44. al-Bayhaql, Ibrahim b. Muhammad: al-Muhasin wa'l masawl,
Leipzig, 1902, p.199£




coins even after the end of the dynasty.
p
The dinar-dirham ratio throughout the period under
study seems to have remained almost stable. For all
practical purposes a 20-carat dinar was treated equal to
ten 14-carat dirhams reducing the gold-silver ratio to
481:7* It cannot be claimed that this ratio was fixed as
a result of the interplay of the factors of demand for and
supply of gold and silver. Augustus in his reign fixed a
49
gold-silver ratio of 1:12 throughout his empire and so
was the case in Egypt. Since the fourth century onwards
there are some evidences to suggest that 10 grams of silver
50
were collected for every one of gold. In Syria, Iraq
and Arabia under Islam the prevalent ratio was 1:7 and
thus the dinar-dirham ratio at .1:10. The conquest of
eastern lands gradually brought many silver mines into Muslim
51
hands but the gold-silver ratio remained unchanged for
quite a long time. In the second century and early third
century Muslim jurists generally treated the same 1:10 dinar-
47. Bal., 454-55.
48. Grierson calculates mint ratio at 1:14 by treating
dinar-dirham ratio at 1:20. But the works of history
and literature suggest it as a very late development;
perhaps long after the fall of Umayyad dynasty. He has
however admitted that before 'Abd-al-Malik's reform the
dinar-dirham ratio was 1:10.5 viz. the mint ratio at
about 1:7. It has already been reported that 'Abd-al-
Malik increased the weight of dirhams by one carat to
fifteen carats while he decreased the weight of gold
from 4*55 to 4.25 grams. Thus the change of the dinar-
dirham ratio after the reform in favour of the dinar at
1:15 as suggested by him is not apprehensible. For
Grierson refer "The Monetary reforms of *Abd-al-Malik",
Journal of the Economic and Social History of the Orient.
3 li9bo; pp. 259, 253. For other details see fn. 27
Supra and E.I. II art. Dinar.
49. A.C.J., 4. 50. Ibid.. 65.
51. S.A.E., 158.
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dirham ratio as real and practical. 52
ratio fluctuated in favour of the dinar.
his 53 while
But later on the
Qudama puts it
ie of Ibn al-Faqih
it touched 1:17. 54
The above discussion should not be taken ean
universal prevalence of coins in the Islamic empire. Bartei ?
m
was more popular in villages and small agricultural towns
than it is in the twentieth century in agricultural countrie ;s
in the Orient. The Hadlths banning the transactions
involving interest in barter allude to its wide prevalence
in the Prophet*s time
56
55 But this fact does not contradicl i
the statements^ about the developed trade and financial
'W
institutions of Mecca feven . before^ Islam.-; -^ It was the
development of this institution later on that had made
popular the cheques and the bi11s-of~exchange even among the
villagers which is evident from a poetic message quoted by
%
Ibn Qutayba:
"Pay my complements to the amir when you see him and
tell_him that I am indebted to one of the villagers
(a'rab) which is the worst indebtedness. I owe hi






55. See Chapter 2.
56. W.M. Watt, Muhammad at Mecca. Oxford, 1972, p.3; De Lac >y
0*Leary: London, 1927, p.182.
57,
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CHAPTER 13 ECONOMIC INDICATORS
APPENDIX I Translation of the Verses
referred to In Chapter 1*






Prices and Cost of Living
■%
The efficacy of an economic order can he judged by a
study of the key economic indicators of the society in
✓
which the order is made to work* It is with the help of
these data that we come to know if wealth is justly distributed,
if the taxes are equitably and justly levied, if the level of
prices is kept within the reach of the common man, and if an
everage standard of living can be attained by a man of moderate
means. This requires a study of the average level of prices,
level of incomes and the standard of living of the city
dwellers.
In spite of the extreme significance of these indicators
it is not surprising that the complete data which are really
necessary to reach a satisfactory conclusion are not available.
The only alternative remains to confine ourselves to the
incomplete data and try to draw conclusions.
It seems that the most important and practical criterion
of having a rough idea about the cost of living can be had
by the exemption limits (nisab) of Zakat on different items.1
The exemption was allowed perhaps with a view to providing a
4
minimum level of subsistence to the Zakat payers. Thus the
savings amounting to less than two hundred dirhams or the
2 —
produce of 5 wasas of grain were made exempt from Zakat.
1. For full discussion on exemption limits etc. see Chapter 2.







And this suggests that the amount of two hundred dirhams
should have been the level of average annual requirement of
the payer. While the amount of money was fixed in the case
of gold, silver, and articles of trade, the quantity of
consumption hut not its value was considered in the case of
land produce. That is why the exemption limit of dates and
grain is fixed at the same level of five wasas without
discrimination. In respect of animals and livestock the
number and not the value of different breeds.has been made
the standard; the aim in view seems to be the price of an
average animal. What can be inferred from these standards
is the theory; that the annual requirement of an average
family could be met.in two hundred dirhams or in five wasas
4
of dates.or grain. The same amount will be computable in
%
the case of an average animal. For examplefbrty sheep or
goats are exempt from Zakat, their average value amounts to
%
200 dirhams. Camels numbering less than five are exempt
and the minimum value of these five camels comes to about
200 dirhams. All this evidence suggests that in almost
\
all the cases the exemption limit has been made commensurate
with the average annual requirements^of a man. Incidentally,
t
this was the minimum amount which 'Umar granted by way of ,
pensions.
The question remains to be seen if this minimum standarc L
• N
was set for a comfortable living or just to provide one to
keep his head above water. The following evidence will.




suggest that the aim in view by fixing this minimum was the
distribution of the burden of Zakat as widely as possible
even where a man with a large dependent family could not
4
comfortably afford it. While ''All's observation that a man
possessing four thousand dirhams was a rich man; ^ 'Umar II' s
observation 60 years after him, that 20,000 dinars were
5
sufficient for 4,000 homes probably suggest the maxima and
the minima of living with a standard, although 'Umar II1 s .
standard belongs to a very late period What 'Umar II
might have considered should be sufficient to provide for a
comfortable living in a more urbanised society of Syria as
late as the year A.H.100 His own expenses
are stated to be two dirhams daily and this does not seem to be s
an exaggeration in view of another statement that one could
pass his month with an expenditure of only two dirhams in
Basra under Ziyad.
6 Thus the exemption limit of 200 dirhams
for every owner of 'Zakat-able' goods may be an amount for
comfortable living of a man but could not provide comfortable
I
living to an average family. And it is also not surprising
because the exemption limit is granted on personal holdings
< '
Thus if there are four persons
«
in a family who are severally liable to Zakat, each of thei
will separately be enjoying this exemption limit.
but not on family holdings.
eAfter.basic evidence^ study may be made of the available
4. Qut., 292.
5. I.A.H. (U), 58. This comes to 5 dinars per





different articles have been Inferred on the basis of
arithmetic calculation example, in the case of blood-wit
100 camels were treated as equivalent to lt000 dinars or
dirhams or 2.000 goats or 200 suits or 200 7 which
meant 1,000 dinars could command each of these lots or in
other words a goat could be had for 5 dirhams suit
50 dirhams and so on. Similarly when it is reported that
✓\
ascertain person retained with him two dirhams for expenditure
on food during his expedition to Khaybar and left two dirhams
for his household expenditure during his absence it means
that the amount of two dirhams could be sufficient for a
family for expenses for about 15 days.
8
The most important items of human necessity have been
food, clothing and shelter. Food prices for the early
period are not given anywhere in clear figures. The principal
%
diet of the Arab8 was dates or barley. A man could buy dates
for two or less than two dirhams to eat for about fifteen
days 9 regards the prices of grain, only this
known that the prices had fallen down to a reasonable extent
after import of wheat from Egypt had started during #Umar's
10
time. but they again soared up during anti- 'Uthman-'
agitation. Later on the prices in Medina are reported to
have gone up during Ibn Zubayr's 'revolt* and rose to two
dirhams for a modi of wheat;
11





10. See Chapter on Centre-




consumption of wheat which was fixed by *Umar for free
12
supply was two modi per man. Some rough idea about
.
low prices of wheat can be made, keeping in view the
*
reportedly 'high' price. This provides for a justification
to believe that the range of low prices should have been
4 l
between 1 and 1& dirhams for a modi. That is why the person
going on expedition to Khayber left a total of 2 dirhams for
175
household expenses for about fifteen days. J It should not
be ignored that barley, the common man*s diet, was cheaper
14
than wheat. Tax on land under production of barley was
fixed at half of that under wheat crop.1-* Mu 'awiya reduced
by half the quantity of sadaqa al-fitr in terms of wheat than
16
that fixed in terms of barley. The price of an average
i
17 18
goat was 5 dirhams ' and of below average, 3 dirhams.
As regards clothing, the cheapest quality of shirt
19 2C )




A pair of thick shoes was bought by 'Umar for 1 dirham.
22
The price of a trouser was 4 dirhams. The following table
will give at a glance the different prices of various items,
s ♦
as quoted by historians.
12. Bal., 446. 13. Supra.
4
14. The evidence of Pap. IV, 315 n.128 suggests that even in
Egypt the price of barley was half the price of wheat.
15. See Chapter 7. 16. Muslim, 7, 62.
17. Kh., 92.
4
18. Ibn Haban. cf. Yusuf al-QardawI, al-Halal wa'l-^aram,
fl'l-Islam. Beirut, 1967, pi120. ~
19. Waq., 635. 20. Ibid.







Wheat2-5 1 to 2 per modi (prices hereinafter in units)
Shirt24 2, 3, 4, 6§, 8, 14, 400
Mantle25 4, 5, 8, 100, 200, 500, 1,000
Trousers28 4
Two-piece dress27 50, 500
Rough shoes2® 1
Goat29 3, 5
Camel30 40, 70, 120, 300, 400
^1





land 2° 100, 100,000, 170,000, 1,600,000
Garden^ Sold for a coat-of-mail
Eate tree37 1,000
Slave38 8, 360, 400, 600, 800, 10,000, 40,000
Maid slave39 150, 200, 6,000, 10,000
23« Supra.
24. Kh.17 (in Iraq); Kath., 8, 3 (perhaps in Iraq); Waq., 635;
Sad., Ill, 1, 18; for 6£ dirham see Bal., Ansab, Mss. 438a,
cf. S.A.E., 129*
%
25. Waq., 635; Sad., Ill, 1,132; Waq., 6,35; Sad., 5,39; III, 1
92; IV, 1, 127; V, N 161; Eh.(Tar), 2, 190.
26. Kath., 8, 3 (perhaps in Iraq)
4
27. Kh., 92; Sad*, IV, 1* 45.
28. Jahs., 19* 29* Supra.
30. Waq., 36, 400; 687; Tir., 6,157,162; Sad*, 1, 1, 153*
31. Bukh.(Buyu*), 52. 32. Bukh.(Hudud), 26.
33. Waq., 909. 34. Sad., 4, 2, 80.
35> Waq., 688 (calculated average), Sad., Ill, 1, 132 (with 15
wasas of yield per crop), Bukh.(Khums), 37, (Zubayr's land
was sold for 1,600,000 after his death. Ibid.
36. Supra. 37. Sad, IV, 1, 49.
38. Mus., 7, 83; Bukh.(Buyu"), 116: Sad., Ill, 1, 27; Tab.,
2, 1470; Bukh.(Kaffarat al-Ayman), 8; Kath., 9, 4.
39. Waq., 523-24 (Calculated average: 2 female slaves and
6 children sold for 1,500 dirhams; one female slave and
2 children for 450 dirhams); I.A.H.(M), 58, 193? I.A.H.,80
411
*lrlq.
The above prices were current
Papyri give some prices that
Hijaz and
Egypt during the middle of the period under study. They are
reproduced below.
40
can be accented with the resea>-





Wheat 699 A.D. (A.H.80) 20 artabas per solidi
it 706-07 (87-88) 12 ft ft
ii 709 (90) 13 It It
n 715-16 (96-97) 10 91 99
Oil 711 (92) 20 testes (qis^) 99
Dates ii 12 artaba 99
Onions n 10 it 99
Raisins ii 2 99 91
Boiled wines ii 40 xestes (gist) 19
Vin Ordinaire n 72 ii 99














According to the same evidence per-capita monthly
consumption was calculated at 7 artabas of loaves» lg artabas
of pulses and 7 xestes of oil. The cost of provision
40. Pap. IV., Introduction p. XXXVIII.
hi. According to al-Kindl, the period of 'Abd-Alllh' s governor¬
ship (A.H.86 onwards) witnessed for the first time
unprecedented rise in prices,
be corrupt and called hi:
People alleged him to
. Kindi, p. 59.
412
(probably only oil and salt) of a man for 6 months was
estimated to be Hi carats or about i solidus (dinar).
The above lines include the: prices of those items
which do not register any abnormal rise or fall in
ordinary circumstances. But if there is a wide range of
variation in prices of the same item, it surely reflects
the great difference in the quality of goods. A coarse
plain shirt may well cost three dirhams but it cannot be
i/
comparable with a superior silken shirt inlaid with golden
* S «
embroidery. This is always the case with the prices of
slaves and animals. The price of each and every slave must
*
depend on his talents and accomplishments. The price of an
animal is governed by its age, health and breed. The prices
of land are sometimes governed even by those factors which
are not to be found within the land itself. Development of
%
. the adjacent area, progress in the means of communication and
transport or attachment of any historical, social or religious
significance may cause a sudden increase in the demand for
I
land and hence an increase in its price. These phenomena
were actively at work in fast developing Arabia and other
id-





witnessing an Unprecedented increase. The land which
ft
Zubayr bought for 170,000 dirhams was sold for about
*
' Ap
1,600,000 dirhams after his death. A big house three miles
away from Medina was sold for 300,000. ^ In Basra a house
t •
which cost 5>000 dirhams fetched 10,000 simply because of
AA ^




for his slave Nafi*. He himself bought another.one for





40 thousand.^ There are many instances of fabulous
%
increases in the prices of all these items with the passage
of time and there seems to be no point in emphasising this
«
except that the latter Instances of possessing big building
or land or good slaves or horses became the criterion of
judging the level of affluence*
0
Salaries and Wages
After having a sketchy idea of the level of prices it
is worthwhile now to examine if the salaries and wages were
4
commensurate with them*
While prices were governed by the laws of demand and
supply allowing for all its limitations; the salaries were
yet to be fixed by the newly growing Muslim state which had
no previous experience or tradition of such administration.
The Prophet is stated to have observed: "Whosoever gets an
office in our state he may marry if he is unmarried, he may
get a house if he does not possess it, he may have a riding
animal if he does not own it, he may keep a servant if he
does not have one* But if anybody hoards wealth or rears
a flock of camels (with government funds) God shall make him
46
rise up as the one who misappropriates or who robs. The
s




'Uttab b. Usayd as his ''ami 1 (officer) at Mecca* he fixed for
47 —
him one dlrham per day. ' When Abu-Bakr became Caliph he
was not sure if hejwas entitled to a salary as a matter of
right. While he was selling mantles as usual, 'Umar said:
I
45. Kath., 9, 4. 46. A.U*, 651.
m
47. Sira, 2, 325.
414
T
Come, Abu- 'Ubayda shall provide for you. Abu-'Ubayda said:
I shall provide for you the allowance for one man of the
Muhajirs and a garment for winter and for summer. Then he
assigned unto him every day half a sheep, and shelter for
48 _ ,
him and his family. According to another report Abu- Ubayda
assigned him.2,000 dirham. Abu-Bakr thereupon said: 'Increase
the sum for me for I have a family so they gave him an
increment of 500 dirhams.^ *Umar set for himself a
t v
standard of his salary he would say: Two suits for the year
I
4
are permissible for me one in winter, another in summer; and
a riding animal for pilgrimage and meal for me and for my
family of the standard of an average Qurayshite. After all
this I am only one of the Muslims. I shall get what the
other Muslims get."'0 'Uthman was himself a rich man and
did not like to take any salary."*1 "All is also reported
not to have taken the Caliphs salary perhaps along with his
52
pension. What he took was a cotton stuffed shirt and dress.
'Uinar II, too, lived on his pension only.^
These concepts, though modest and sublime in themselves,
could not be made applicable to every one. And when salaries
were to be fixed there was bound to be some realistic basis
for it. Arabs within Arabia could continue to live in their
traditional way but when they moved out of Arabia they had
J h
e
to observe the decorum of a ruling nation in a way that could
impress the subjects. In the beginning fixation of salary
48. Sti., 79.











for any official in any part of the kingdom was generally
the function of the Caliph hut later on the power passed
on to the provincial governors# so much so that they some-
54
times fixed their own salary.
'Umar is treated to he the first to fix regular
salaries for officials. He fixed for the surveyor of Iraq
55
five dirhams and a bsgfull of flour every day. The
f
governor of Iraq was also given'' an economical salary hut he
convinced 4Umar of the political need to have a reasonable
»
amount. Mu"awiya, unlike all other governors under 'Umar
57
• received 1,000 dinars annually. The commander of the
Muslim amy in Iraq appointed Ziyad in charge of the spoils
58 —
and paid him two dirhams dally. But when later on Ziyad
0
himself became governor of Iraq he fixed 1,000 dirhams each
for his soldiers and 25,000 dirhams for himself. Qajil
Shurayh (judge) got 100 dirhams or, according to another
report 500 dirhams per month.The judge at Fustat got
0
300 dinars annually, during Mu'awiya's reign,^ while another
judge of Egypt Hudhayma got 120 dinars. During Marwan• s
'reign the salary of the judge was 240 dinars per annum.
The person in charge of an office got 300 dirhams per
65 —
month. • and an ordinary clerk 30 dirhams. Governor Ayas
4
*
54* Yaq., 2, 223- 55. Yaq., 2, 141.
56. Sad., Ill, 1, 220-21. 57. cf. A.N*, 141.
#
58. Bal., 338; Tab.,. 1, 2388. 59. Yaq., 2, 223.
60. Kath,, 9, 22; Mas, 3, 283.
61. Kindi, 317. cf. S.A.E., 118-19.
62. I.A.H.(M), 241. 63. Jahs., 42.
« ♦ * * * # "
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b. Mu"awiya was paid 2,000 dirhams.^ Ibn Huj^ayra^,- al-
Akbar, the governor of Egypt* in the early seventies
received 200 dinars each for his additional jobs of judge,
65
preaching (qasas) and the Bayt-al-Mal. This was over
and above his pension amounting to 200 dinars and perhaps
66
the same amount as the salary for his governorship. It is
stated that in 'Abd-al-Malik*s time the chief of the police
was paid 100,000 dirhams^ while Hajjaj received 500,000
68
dirhams. A shipbuilder in Egypt got 9 to 24 dinars,
caulkar 18 dinars, sawyer, 22 dinars, labourer 8 dinars
6q ,
and a carpenter 15 dinars per annum. Umar II fixed
a salary of 300 dinars for his officers so that they may
not commit any malpractices because of financial stringen-
70
cies. . The early caliphs believed in austerity on the
part of the officials but the latter rulers had a different
*
view and tried to make the officers contented and carefree.
To facilitate the glance at the overall picture of the
salaries and wages the figures,may be arranged as far as
possible chronologically. They are given in terms of
dirhams per annum at the dinar-dirham ratio of 1:10.
64. Out;, 35. 65. Kindi,*317.
66. Ibid., also Dh.(Ibar), 97. "
67. Bal.,AnsIb, op.cit.. 5, 177. cf* S.A.E., 118.
68. Kath.i 9, 51. Ibid.. SiA.E.






























The above discussion suggests that there was no unifon
* *
standard of fixing the pay for different jobs* While one
governor got 2,000 dirhams another got 25,000 dirhams. Apart ;
%
from some exceptional cases of high salaries which cannot be
*
unconditionally accepted, most of the incomes lie between
the range of 2,000 and 5,000 dirhams per annum. These
salaries belong to a class of people which was employed in
the government. Over and above these salaries regard should
also be given to the pensions that Umar extensively granted
to early Muslims and soldiers and the list of which continued
71
to be expanded throughout the period under study.
In the above lines has been made a sketchy study of
prices, wages* and salaries. It will be seen that the prices
71. For full discussion see Chapter 11, note on pensions.
<
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of food grain and cloth have been within the reach of even
A,
_
the^poorest class of people. Wheat at 12 artaba- per dinar
{/ p s"*
or one modi per dirham meant that a man of average family;
9
earning twenty dirhams per month could buy within six to
eight dirham as his monthly grain requirement while he
could arrange to have ordinary clothes for 80 to 100 dirhams
every year. Lands and houses in fast growing regions only
had become expensive but even there a poor man's tenement in
a comer normally cost him his own labour combined with
nominal investment in ordinary building material. It was the 5
rich man's mansion which had become expensive in densely
populated areas. The question now arises if the distributic >n
of economic resources was widespread or was it limited to a
certain class of population or to certain areas. The
question can be studied with the help of a similar set of
incomplete data.
Affluence
Books of history and biography are replete with
descriptions of the very important persons or of the
Companions of the Prophet about whom special care was taken
to record as much detail as possible. Thus a description
of some such names does not in any way give the maxima of
t
the wealthy persons. There must be numerous persons who
might be richer than them but they escaped the notice of
scholars for their insignificant religious position.
Picturesque details about a number of such persons are to be
found in literary works like al-Aghanl but they cannot be
made a point of sober analysis in respect of this study main] .y
4
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because their degree of reliability cannot be ascertained.
Even the sources which have been made a basis of the above
0
and the following inferences are not without defect yet they
are much more reliable than the works on literature and poetrj f»
How social economic change and individual economic
✓
«
change was ushered in within a short period of the first
N *•
4
forty years of Islam can be discernible from the following
few instances. When on the occasion of the battle of
Hunayn the Ansar had some grievances about the distribution
of booty, the Prophet, addressing them, reportedly said:
• »
4
"Were you not destitutes ("Sla) when I came among you and
after that God made you well-off?" The Ansar (Helpers) are
72
reported to have admitted it which meant that they had
realised the over all economic change in Medina. How the
condition of the Muslims in general underwent a change in
this period can also be examined by the quality and
quantity of their equipment which they possessed during their
expeditions. While the 300 Muslims had 70 camels and two
73horses J in the year A.H.2, they took with them thirty
9
thousand riders including ten thousand on horseback at Tabuk
'i
74
in the year A.H.9. Although the overall situation was
not very impressive, the relative change over the former
J
situation was but a promising development - a net increase^
9
in resources. The change that was gradually coming in can
fc
be Judged in the context of the following stories:
Bukharl reports that Ibn "Umar demonstrated the way of
o
72i Waq., 957; Tab., 1, 1684.





offering prayers in a single garment and then said: "We did
not have even two-piece suits during the Prophet's time."
Bukhlrl continues that by this Ibn "Umar wanted to show how
*
it was practically possible to offer prayers with a single
piece of clothing.^ The Hadlth not only reflects the state
of poverty in the Prophet's time but contrary to it, also the
level of affluence of the people in the later period, who
could not even conceive of doing with a single dress. This
t »
story reflects the nature of change in the standard of living
s
of the people. Another interesting report about the same Ibn
*Umar appears in Ibn Sa"d's statement that he himself was very
V
much affected by the opulence and sometimes covered himself
76
with a mantle worth 500 dirhams. This report becomes less
interesting before another report that Ibn 'Abbas covered
77
himself with a gown (hulla) worth 1,000 dirhams. Another
Hadlth transmitted by Bukharl gives down the two statements
4
in simple words: Ibn Mas"ud said "Whenever the Prophet advised
us to give sadaqa, some of us would earn one mudd of commodity
after a full day's labour; 1 and now many of them own 100,000
dirhams.Ibn Mas"ud has, in his comment, given a very
* 4
modest estimate of the riches of some of his contemporaries.
The extent of their holdings can be gauged by some instances
which have been given by historians about some of the well-
known persons. That "Umar agreed to pay 10,000 dinars by
- 7Q
way of dower to Kulthum can be suggestive of the demon-
stration of his regard for the Prophet's grand-daughter but
75. Bukh. (Salat), 4. 76. IV, 1, 127♦
77. Kath., 8, 306. 78. Bukh.(Zakat), 21*






the point to note is that a rigid man in austerity, like
"Uinar, could arrange to have the amount paid from his own
resources without compelling his sons to borrow something
QA
from anybody. Ibn Mas"ud and many other well-to-do
Companions in Kufa refused to accept their pensions and
invested money in landed property. Ibn Mas*ud bequeathed
— 81
90,000 mithqal in addition to slaves, goods, and livestock.
"Uthman is known to have extensively allotted lands to Muslim s
%%
in the newly conquered territories. Its object was to
utilize uncultivated lands to add to the funds of the public
exchequer and general welfare, and secondly to rehabilitate
Muslims in those areas which were absolutely under the
practical control of the dhimmls. This policy gave a fillip
to agriculture and building activities. A' group of
Companions in "Uthman's time took to housing and estates,
s
among them was Zubayr b. al-*Atowam who built his house in
• S
Basra which stood there till the year A.H.333» and where
the businessmen, the wealthy, and the people from the ships
(sailors and travellers) stayed. He also built his houses
4* I
in Kufa, Misr and Alexandria. He bequeathed properties
valuing 30,000 dinars in addition to 1,000 horses, slaves,
Qp
and other properties. According to Ibn Sa'd Zubayr
bequeathed lands, eleven houses in Medina, 2 in Basra, one
a
each in Kufa and Egypt and yet he was indebted because he
accepted others' deposits by way of loans and invested them
80. It is stated that he bequeathed a loan of 80,000 dirhams
but this amount was also paid by his sons without
borrowing. Sad., Ill, 1, 260.
81. M.B.Y., 63* 82. Mas., 3» 76.
9
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in properties. Thus he became indebted to 2,200,000
j
dirhams. He bought the property of al-Ghaba for 170,000.
His four wives received a share of 4,400,000 by way of
inheritance which totalled 40 dirham 83 During the
*Ubayd--Allah
o
His daily income from Iraq alone was one thousand dinars or
even more. Ibn Sa'd puts his income at 1,000 dirhams, not
i
dinars and adds that he had sold one of his lands for
• r
m
700,000 dirhams, and bequeathed 44 lakh dirhams or, according
\
to another narration* 30 million dirhams.
Mas'udI he also had a house in Medina.8**





He had a hundred
horses in his stable, 1,000 camels and 10,000 sheep. The
value of a quarter of his wealth was 84,000 dinars.
86
Zayd
b. Thabit bequeathed a property of which the value of gold
and silver alone amounted to 100,000 dinars in addition to
properties and estates 87 Yafla b. Munabbih bequeathed
300,000 dinars in addition to the loans outstanding on others
The value of his property amounted to 300,000x dinars.
88
\ Zayd
b. Thabit is stated to have spent 30,000 dinars on the
construction of his house. 89 Sa'd paid 3,000 dirhams as
Zakat on his cash holdings alone He.bequeathed 250,000
dirhai 90 Hakim Hizam sold one of his
83. Ill, 1, 76.
85. Mas., 3, 77.
84. Ill, 1* 157, 158.
86. Ibid. But according to Sad., Ill, 1, 96* he had 3,000
and also bequeathed the estate in al-Juraf which
was irrigated by 20 camels. The &th portion of his




90. Sad., Ill, 1, 105.
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to Mu'awiya. He had the resources to volunteer the payment
of half the amount of Zubayr's debt of 2,200,000 dirhams.^
tmm mm QO
Mu awiya had lands in Hijaz which' employed 4,000 workers.%
Maslama b. 'Abd-al-Malik was so resourceful as to have
r
financed the construction of the canals which cost him three
q-%
million from his personal resources. ^ The Governor of Iraq
once wrote to 'Umar II that the people of Basra had
94
acquired so much wealth as to make them arrogant. By
about the same time the officials of Egypt had reported that
95
their treasuries were so full that they could hold no more. ^
The holding of large fortunes by any number of persons
in any society does not necessarily represent the general
• '
condition of the society unless these fortunes are made to
create their 'multiplier effect*. Hoarding of large treasures 3
does not change the fate of even the owner. Investment in
4
activities like housing has a very limited and temporary
impact. But investment in productive activities like
agriculture, industry, or trade effects a far reaching change
0
in the economic condition of the whole society. The bringing
of new lands under cultivation would involve widespread
V
mobilization in the different sectors of the economy: more
employment, extension in the means of transport and communi-
cation, expansion of the market, increased demand and 1
production of producer and consumer goods, increase in
*
0
investment opportunities and government revenues - all have
91. Bh.(Ibar), 60. 92. Cf. Abu *n-Nagr, op.cit.. 147.
93. Qud., 241. 94. Sad. , ~5, 282.
95. I.A.H.(M), 132. , '
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their direct and indirect impact on the overall economic
condition of the society. The institution of Zakat had
96
gradually been effecting this change quite imperceptibly. *
The later developments could not but accelerate that effect
in a more pronounced way. And these activities must have
'
•
brought a change in the general level of Income of the
common man too. As regards the price structure there are
some reports to suggest the situation in relation to general
purchasing power.
4
Egypt which some time before was the richest and the
97
most valuable province of the Byzantine empire*" now formed
4
part of idle Muslim empire. But because of the differences
in fertility the prices of food grain also varied. .Egypt
had so far been supplying free bread to the Romans and then
✓
98
to idie Byzantines. But the Muslim conquest mitigated this
burden of the whole empire to a few thousand conquerors who
were stationed in Egypt. Export of grain from Egypt to
Arabia was still there, but there are reports to suggest
that they were not supplied free. For example Tabarl gives
4
an account of the digging of the old canal linking the Nile
to the Red Sea in these words:
" 'Amr-al-*As wrote to 'Umar: If you wish that the
prices in Medina may become like the prices in Egypt I shall
get the old canal dug up again and the bridges reconstructed.
*Umar advised him to expedite. The people of Egypt tried
• ♦
4
to dissuade fAmr from it and said: Your Kharaj (land-tax) is
96. See Chapter 7. 97. Ostro., 103.





sufficient (zaj) your Caliph is satisfied and if you
complete the work, it will break Kharaj (land-tax). Mien
*
Umar knew it he said: 'Expedite itJ If God deserts Egypt
for the prosperity of Medina, let it be so'. As a result,
m. »
the prices in Medina also became like the prices in Egypt,
V
and Egypt also became prosperous and such a situation never
recurred until.the blockade during 'Uthman e 99
. The above report suggests the supply of grain on .
trade terms, that is why it exercised its healthy effect on
• ^
»
arket prices in Medina and on general prosperity in Egypt.
ltihile increase in demand for grain in Egypt should have
*
increased its prices and brought more income to the Egyptian
peasant and hence his prosperity,Cthe~increase^ in~supply
in Medina. should have brought down the food prices there and
thus cut down the cost of living. That is why the report
suggests in the end that the prices in Medina became like
Egypt and Egypt also became prosperous Due
blockade, the regions which imported wheat from Egypt must
4
have faced a shortage in supply, hence a rise in prices, as
has been reported by al-Kindl.
ing prices in Egypt first a
100 But the reports about
in the vears A.H.86-88
during the governorship of -Abd-Allah b. *Abd-al-Malik.101
The impact of this rise in prices can be gauged by the
prices of wheat in Egypt during this and the subsequent
period. 102 figures indicate an
seven dinars to buy his annual requirement of grain, although





in a purely agricultural society a village man's needs for
food and clothing are supplied from the farm.
Reports ahout the cost of living at some other centres
also give a satisfactory picture. Ibn al-Faqlh reports *
about a man who went to Basra and on his return to Medina
observed: "It is the best place for the hungry, the
traveller, and the destitute. A hungry man can eat rice
bread with curry for two dirhams for a month.This is
said to be the situation in Ziyld's governorship of Iraq.
It was an ideal situation of prosperity which could hardly
continue for ever. "Umar II*s change in taxation policy,
»
by allowing the farmers again to pay taxes in terms of
104
commodity caused some increase in agricultural prices.
✓
The trend seems to have continued later also but then the
reason seems to have been different. According -to TabarX
Hisham's governor of ''Iraq Khilid al-Qlsrl used to say:
"You think I cause rise in prices? Hell be upon the one
who does it!" The fact was (TabarX continues) that Hisham
wrote to Khalid not to allow the sale of anybody else's
grain unless his own commodities were sold out. As a
result the prices soared up to such an extent that a -kavla.ia
of grain was sold for as high as a dirham.10^ It means that
s
even in this period of expensive grain a man could get his
grain requirements for about 3 dirhams a month - if grain
was his principal diet. In spite of this level of prices
103. I.F., 90. 104. Kh., 76.
*
103. Tab., 2, 1638. Kaylaja = gallon or,l£ Sa*. For weights
see Appendix.
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Istakhrl insists that Armenia was the most prosperous and
inexpensive region.10** This might belong to his own period
(third century) but anyhow helps us in assuming that in the
9
%





; : The above discussion can give: some idea about the level
4 * ♦
f
of. prices, level of<incomes, the rate of investment, and the
. * <• ♦
• * * • .




The data are supposed to be valid'in towns but should not
I
4
represent the situation in rural areas where the standard
>
»




locally produced goods - necessities - are at a lower level,
t
and the farmers' requirements of food and clothing are met
from his own farm. As a result the rate of wages in these









The validity of examining the relationship of prices,
; • • • • .
9
4 4
incomes, and cost of living, to prosperity or the standard
- of living can be made out only when a study of the data of
4
%
an important factor of change - population - is not neglected.
4
4
A stationary population or a small population with a slow
* "
rate of growth and a fast rate of conquests would not
M * *
4
affect the economic indicators nor would it disturb the
t
routine functioning of the old institutions. It would simply
9
enjoy the fruits of the labour of the previous owners and
'
0
106. 1st., 181. On p.191 he has cited the prices of goats as





relish in their efforts crediting to itself its predecessors1
♦
achievements. It isv therefore, reasonable to have some
idea of the trends in population too.
✓
The first century of expansion was the result of
unceasing wars. As a result the rate of deaths on either
side must be high. It was quite a unique situation in
Arabia that the fate of the entire Peninsula was decided
with a loss of only a few hundred persons, although it
involved some pitched battles too. But the situation out¬
side Arabia was different. Over and above the loss of
lives through wars was the toll of Muslim lives which civil
wars inflicted on them. Epidemics in and migrations from
Muslim territories were also responsible for change in the
pattern of population. It is said that the plague of
'Amwas took the toll of 25,000 lives.Jabala b. Ayham
is reported to have crossed into the Byzantine territory
108
along with his 30 thousand tribesmen. Many of the
Jews and Christians who were expelled from Hijaz to prosper
in 'Iraq and Syria might have crossed into other lands
v
although their number should have been negligible. The
t»
flight of the Persians from their lands conquered by the
\
s
Muslims must have been temporary but the Byzantines in Egypt
took permanent shelter across Syria and a large number
vacated Egypt.
»
In spite of these visible factors the overall situation
presents an entirely different picture. While the dislocatior i
107. Bal., 140. 108. Bal., 142; Yaq*, 2, 137.
I
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of non-Muslim subjects in the conquered lands was a temporary
phase and as. soon as they reconciled to the new situation
they engaged themselves in the normal routine of life.
Growing prosperity, increasing affluence, intoxication of
conquests, and, above all, the social values of Isla
*
were conducive to a fast increase in the Muslim population.
The more there were losses at the initial stages, the faster
4
%
they multiplied which more than off-set their loss. It will
#
4
be interesting to have a rough idea about the rate of growth
9
in respect of those persons whose number of children are
recorded in books of history. The following table gives
*
I
the names of such persons, and the number of their sons plus
daughters. Single entries would mean.the number of sons
only because the number of daughters is not recorded* Single
t
entries in parenthesis would mean a total of both or the
gender not given. All the figures except three.are
life'
taken from Ibn Sad. For the remaining three, cf. Yaq., 3,
• t
26; Mas 'udI, 3, 290 and Kath. 8, .236-37•
( Among these distinguished persons, the per head
average reproduction comes out to about 18 .or 12+, 6. . In
p
p
these figures the male population is not as significant as
the net reproduction rate which is represented by the female
population. In this way the trend of productivity fro:
9




The first census of the Muslims was conducted when
the Prophet was perhaps still at Mecca, According to
Hudhayfa the number of Muslims at that time came to a
430
Table No.17.
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'Ubayd-Allah b. 'Abd-Allah b. 'Umar
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1,500 while Bukharl puts the figure at 500 and Abu-Mu "awiya
109
between 6 and 7 hundred. * The number of Muslims* while
the Prophet migrated to Medina, cannot definitely be
»
ascertained because the number of persons who really
embraced Islam is unknown that
» » ♦
of the Anglr (Helpers) had come under the fold of Isia
v
does not help us because the total number of the Ansar is
« a • •
t
also not known. • But if we roughly. suppose that the number
/
of the Angar in the esq)edition against Mecca was two thirds
of their total' fighting strength* this may put their total
»
number of fighters to about 6,000 because the expedition
<
included 4,000 AnsSr."1"1"0 Thus even without allowing for
a further number of very old, invalid, and the hypocrites
9
t
who .backed out, the total number of males and females ofw
t
111
all ages will come to about 18,000 persons. This is
over and above the number of the Jewish population whose
strength might be as follows:
1121. Banu Qaynuqa' 700 exiled
2. Banu Nadir
between 1,000-1,500 or 1,200j"l:> exiled
3. Banu Guray?a 1,600-1,750114 £killed, 600-700enslaved, 1,0
Total about 3,500
✓
109* Bukh. (al-Khuruj fT Ramadan), 96.
110. Waq., 800.
111. For the formula of calculation see note 119
112. Tab.£ 1, 1361; A.U., 348 puts the figure at 400, Ibn
Hisham (Sira, 2, 171) between 600-900.
I
113* According to Sad., II, 1, 41, they rode 600 camels. The
average load per camel has been supposed at 2 persons
including children.
114. Sad., II, 1, 34 (gives the figure perhaps of the killed).






The number of Emigrants (Muhajirun) may also be worked out
*
like the number of the Ansar but allowing for a lesser numb( 5r
9
of sitters. This will put the total figure of Emigrants
to about 2,500, because their number in the Meccan' expedition
11 K




will come to a little more than 20,000 without the Jewish
population. The rate of increase in population can be
> f
conjectured in view of the report that the population of
Najrariieswhich was 25/30,000 in the year 8 rose to 40,000
within ten years.
Khaybar, according to Waqidi' s 'sources, had lO.OOO11^
*
fighters. But if the report that under the terns of
surrender the Muslims took over 100 coats of mail, 400 swords,
1,000 lances and 500 bows, is correct and represents the
10
4
entire belongings of the Jewish fighters at Khaybar and
does not pertain to some particular fortress or group the
figure of 10,000 is doubtful. The terms of the treaty
*
#
with the people of Khaybar included surrender of all the
arms. Would the 10,000 fighters possess only 400 swords?
Even if lances and bows are aalculated „at one to each the
» . *
total number will come to 2,000 fighters. With what arms
did the other fighters take part in the war? It may be sad .d
that the agreement to surrender arms Was made with those
H t ' '
Jews who took part in war, but not with those who surrendered
» > < * T
4
without confrontation. , But even that much will not cover
115. Waq., 800. ' 116. Tab., 1, 1987.
117. Waq., 671.
up the fallacy of the figure because the strength of those
A
who thought it safe to come to terms without a fight must
have been less than that of those who dashed out for
confrontation. Thus if the number of the latter could at
J . 1
the most be 1,900, that of the former could hot be more
than 1,500. It seems 1hat Waqldl has based his report on
the statement of a disgusted Jew of Banu Nadir who, during
118
their exile, proudly exaggerated the strength of Khybarites
4
and tried to indulge his feelings of vendetta. There is a
f
possibility that the total population of Khayber might be
10,000 out of which about 1,900 + 1,500 or so might be
• t
A




As regards the number of Jews and Christians in other
parts of Arabia some incomplete information can be had with
v
^ c
reference to the amount of poll-tax levied on them. For
> t
example, the people of Najran, mostly Christians, were
communally required to pay their poll-tax in terms of gowns
(hullas) but there are reasons to believe that their number
was also kept in mind while assessing poll-tax. 2,000 Gowns
were required annually, each valuing one ■uqiya. which equalled
4 dinars. Generally the Prophet levied one dinar per head.
With this hypothesis the poll-tax might have been calculated
on 8,000 heads. Thus the total tax paying community can be
conjectured^^ between 25,000 to 30,000. This seems to be
118. Waq., 373.
119. She figures are computed from the following data: One
twelfth Of mankind above sixty, one third below 16, the
proportion of men to women = 17:16 (Recherches sur la
population de la France, pp.71-72. Cf. Gibbons, 5, 458
£n. 152). (The same formulahas:been applied in
conjectures, ^everywhere) .^) ""*w
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* *
a plausible figure in view of the reports that at the time
"Umar expelled them from Arabia about ten years after this
/V 1 ftA
agreement5 (their total strength was 40,000. The tax
paying population of Ayla, Adhruh, and Jarba' was 300, 100 arid♦
1P1
100 respectively# Thus the total population of the
9
a *
community will, according to the same formula, come to about
i & a
1,000, 300 and 300 respectively. The Christians, Jews and
Magians in Yemen, Himyar, Hajar, Bahrayn, 'Uman, Maqna',
4
Duma al-Jandal, Tayma', Tabala, and Jurash were also
subjected to tax, but the figures of total levy on them are
122
not given; thus making it impossible to conjecture. Thi.s
9
much can, however, be observed that Yemen, ^imyar, Hajar,
#
tfUman, and Bahrayn had a substantial number of these non-
Muslims, in the total population. Other places were
probably just like villages* accommodating a population
9
which would not exceed three figures.
*
9
At the time of the conquest of Hlra (A.Hi12) in Iraq
12:5
the population of the town was about 20 thousand while
*
the total taxable population of Iraq west of Mada^ih was
0
550,000 and across Madaln about 35,000.Thus the total
population will come out around 1,800,000 persons. Kufa,
Basra, and V/asit were founded by Muslims after the conquest
4
of Iraq. In the beginning Kufa had a population of 20,000
— 12*5
persons; 12,000 from Yemen and 8,000 from Nazar. Basra
120. Bal«, 78. 12lJ. For Details see Chapter 8.
122: Collections from Bahrayn also include the amount of
Zakat and thus it has become impossible to conjecture
the relative strength of the different communities.





was originally founded by *Utba and Muslims from different
126 >
parts of Arabia were inhabited in seven different localitiesv
each marked for a tribe. But by the time of Ziyad the
r
population of Kufa swelled to 60 thousand and that of,Basra
t
to 80 thousand fighters while the number of their family
127
members stood at 80 thousand and 120 thousand respectively.
The number of civil servants and traders and craftsmen is
not included in it. By the time of "Ubayd-Allah b. Ziyad
* f
the fighting strength of Kufa increased to 80 thousand. ^28
This was over and above the large number of civil servants
numbering 140,000.12^ These figures also do not account for
the number of those who were not working under the government.
In the early stages the Muslim increase in population out-
side Arabia was the result of migration and mobilization, but
later on one of the factors responsible for these trends was
the Increase in their population. The rulers perhaps wanted
to maintain a politically expedient balance between different
/
political and tribal groupings. Absolute increase in
population was also not treated as desirable socially and
economically. The tendency of explosion in population was
more pronounced in Kufa and, Bagra, and as a result large
numbers of fighters in these centres were mobilized.
£
Mu'awiya shifted Sabatija and Zat from Basra to Syrie?~
while Sulayman shifted 40 thousand fighters from, Basra and
7,000 from Kufa to be stationed in Khurasan.1^1 Earlier
, r 4 i
126, Bal., 337* 127. Bal,, 344-45.
< -b
128. Tab*, 2, 433* It would perhaps be. because of this total
number of fighters that some people from KQfa are stated
. to have written to Husayn b. 'All.that 100,000 persons
were ready to take oath of allegiance to him (I.F., 173)*




also mobilization was being effected on strategic and
grounds 'All example, despatched
of pensioner Muslims to Azdabll.^2
4
• The tendency to mobilize the whole or a part of the
population for strategic or politic
discernible in Svria throughout the
ninly
Abu- "Ubayda
had the Muslims in Syria shifted to Balis (Polis).1^
Mu'awiya, during'Uthman • s reign, sent*to Cyprus 12,000 pension
receivers (ahl-ad-dlwan) and the people of Ba'labak for
rehabilitating a city 134 It is said that 'Uthman encouraged
Muslims to dwell in the border areas of Syria.^5 in the
year A.H. 42 Mu*awiya transferred the Persians of Antioch,
*
Ba'labak. and Emessa to the border areas of Jordan. Sur
and *Akka,^^ while the cavalries at Kufa, Basra. Ba'labak
and Emessa were transferred to Antioch 137
Marwan
Muslims 138
. twenty thousand Mus
4
the year 49 Mu"awiya
Emessa during
addition to n
craftsmen and carpenters said settled them in border areas.139
'Abd-al-Malik also sent people to dwell in 'Asqalan.
140
While "Umar transferred 4,000 persons of Banu Ayad fro:
Byzantine borders to Syria and Mesopotamia,
141 Hisham trans









135. Bal., 124, 153.
137. Ibid.
139. Bal., 124.
141. Khali 2, 108 supp£
t




al-Bab. \Vhen the Muslims occupied Tarinda in A.H.83,
they settled themselves there, but 'Umar II, due to a
*
1trt
threat of enemy attack got it vacated and deserted. ■*'
It will be seen that much of this mobilization was
effected by large numbers of Muslims. Such a large scale
exodus of the Muslims should have left Arabia with sparse
population and deserted. But there are no indications to
suggest any such situation. It is reported by some
4
0




out of Medina and settled themselves in different Muslim
cities outside Arabia, but along with it the population of
Medina is also found increasing. General increase in the
>
prices of landed properties and estates in Hijaz also confirms
the theory that the region was not relieved of the pressure
of population which, in Medina, is reported to have begun
, iVi
ever since Umar's reign.
0
Egypt was perhaps the country where the Arabs did not
rush to settle as they did in the north. One of the reasons
might be that it was already densely populated. The figures
of the population of Egypt as given by historians are
✓
appalling. There is no doubt that constant wars between,'
Byzantine and Persian empires forced the people to leave
%
Iraq, Syria and Palestine - the battlefield of the two powers - ■
and to move towards a safer place like Egypt. Throughout
the whole of the sixth century in particular the pressure
of the Persians on the eastern frontiers of the Roman empire
142. Bal., 209• 143- Bal., 189.









had steadily Increased and it was beginning to be
seriously felt in Egypt when Hiracli'us was recognized as
Emperor. As the Persian armies advanced, numerous fugitives
from Syria and Palestine took refuge in Egypt; and when the
enemy invaded the Delta, the refugees were driven into
Alexandria. The city was thus crowded with a great
multitude of people.1^
In spite of this growth of population in Egypt generally
and in Alexandria in particular, the figures brought out by
historians intrigue all estimate. It has already been
argued that a figure between 4 to 3 million would be a
146
reasonable estimate of population for the whole of Egypt
at the time of the Arab conquest.
The number of Muslims in Egypt at the time of the
147 '
conquest was about 12,300. By Mu'awiya's time the number®
148
of fighters rose to about 27,000 while there are stated to
149
be 40,000 names in pension registers. ? It suggests that
by this time Muslims had started permanently settling them¬
selves in Egypt, along with their families. At the same
s
time the number of Muslim soldiers in Ifrlqiyya which was
*
deployed in "Uthman's time stood at 20,000.^® In the later
*
period every newly appointed governor brought with him a
large contingent of his clan and rehabilitated them. In
%
A.H.100 the police chief Harith arrived with five thousand
145. J.G.M., 113-14.
146. See Chapter 8, note on Egypt.
147. Kindi, 9. The remaining out of a total of 15»500 are
reported killed in wars.




persons. In 109 during Hisham's reign governor Walid
called for 3»000 Qa'srites"'"^ and rehabilitated them
•
♦ '
permanently. When Hawthara was made governor of Egypt in
1K7
128 he arrived in company of 7,000 persons.
These large scale mobilizations of population from
one inhabited place to a less inhabited place, without
leaving any sign of relief in the pressure of the total
number, reflects the trend of abnormal increase in the
population and provides a retrospect for the relative study
of the trends in prices, cost of living and the standard












Translation of Verses referred to in Chanter 1
Chapter Verse Text
2 3 Who believe in the unseen, and establish
worship, and spend of that We have bestowed
upon them.
2 43 Establish worship, pay the poor-due....
2 83 • • • and establish worship and pay the
poor-due.••
2 110 Establish worship, and pay the poor-due. ••
2 172 0 ye who believe! Eat of the good things
wherewith We have provided you, and render
thanks to Allah if it is (indeed) He whom
ye worship.
2 173 He hath forbidden you only carrion, and
blood, and swlneflesh, and that which hath
been immolated to (the name of) any other
than Allah. But he who is driven by
necessity, neither craving nor transgressing, ,
it is no sin for him. Lol Allah is
Forgiving, Merciful.
2 177 .. •giveth his wealth, for love of Him, to
kinsfolk and to orphans and the needy and
the wayfarer and to those who ask, and to
set slaves free; and observeth proper
worship and payeth the poor-due. • •
2 180 It is prescribed for you, when one of you
approacheth death, if he leave wealth, that
he bequeath unto parents and near relatives
in kindness. (This is) a duty for all those
who ward off (evil).
2 184 (Fast) a certain number of days; and (for)
him who is sick among you, or on a journey,
(the same) number of other days;
those who can afford it there is a ransom:
the feeding of a man in need...
2 188 And eat not up your property among your¬
selves in vanity, nor seek ty it to gain the
hearing of the .judges that ye may knowingly













Spend your wealth for the cause of Allah,
and he not cast by your own hands to ruin





ransom of fasting or almsgiving or offering
It is no sin for you that ye seek the bounty
of your Lord (by trading). But, when'ye press
on in the multitude from "ArafSt, remember
Allah by the sacred monument....
• * V
And when he tumeth away (from thee) his
effort in the land is to make mischief
therein and to destroy the crops and the
cattle; and Allah'loveth not mischief.
ft
They ask thee** (0 Muhammad), what they shall
spend. Say: 'That which ye spend for good (must
go) to parents and near kindred and orphans
and the needy and the wayfarer. And whatso¬
ever good ye do, lo! Allah is Aware of it.
»
They question thee about strong drink and
games of chance
and (some) utility for men;
the
Say: In both is great sin,
" but the sin of
is greater than their usefulness. And
^ ^ At*' _ * _
they ask thee what they ought to spend Say:
That which is superfluous • • M
V.
%
The likeness of those who spend their wealth
in Allah's way is as the likeness of a
grain which groweth seven ears, in every ear
a hundred grains. Allah giveth increase




Those who spend their wealth for the cause of
Allah and afterward make not reproach and
injury to follow that which they have spent;
their reward is with their Lord....
0 ye who believe! Render not vain your alms¬
giving by reproach and injury, like
spendeth his wealth only to be seen by men...
4 * A
0 ye who believe! Spend of the good things
which ye have earned, and of that which we
bring forth from the earth for you, and seek
not the bad (with Intent) to spend thereof (in
charity) when ye would not take it for your¬
selves save with disdain:...
442
Verse Text
2 268 The devil promiseth you destitution and
enjoineth on you lewdness. But Allah
promiseth you forgiveness from Himself
with bounty....
$
2 272 ...And whatsoever good thing ye spend, it
is for yourselves, when ye spend not save
in search of Allah's countenance;•• • «-i I ft
2 273 (Alms are) for the poor who are straitened
for the cause of Allah, who cannot travel
in the land (for trade)•The unthinking
an accounteth them wealthy because of their
restraint. Thou shalt know them by their
ark: They do not beg of men with importunity
And whatsoever good thing ye spend, lo.' Allah
knoweth it.
2 273 Those who swallow usury cannot rise up
as he ariseth whom the devil hath prostrated
by (his) touch. That is because they say:
Trade is just like usury; whereas Allah
permitteth trading and forbiddeth usury.
He unto whom an admonition from his Lord
cometh, and (he) refraineth (in obedience
thereto), he shall keep (the profits of)
that which is past, and his affair (hence¬
forth) is with Allah. As for him who
returneth (to usury)—Such are rightful
owners of the Fire. They will abide therein.
*
2 276 Allah hath blighted usury and made almsgiving
fruitful. Allah loveth not the impious and
guilty.
2 277 Lo! those who believe and do good works and
establish worship and pay the poor-due, their
reward is with their Lord and there shall
no fear come upon them neither shall they
grieve.
2 278 0 ye who believe! -Observe your duty to Allah,
and give up what remaineth (due to you) fro:
usury, if ye are (in truth) believers.
2 279 And if ye do not, then be warned of war . •
(against you) from Allah and His messenger.
And if ye repent, then ye have your principal











0 ye who believe!
for a fixed ten
When ye contract a debt
record it in writing. Let
a scribe record it in writing between you in
(terms of) equity. No scribe should refuse
to write as Allah hath taught him, so let
him write, and let him who incurreth .the• < v
debt dictate,. andu let him observe his duty
to Allah his Lord,' and diminish naught there¬
of. But if he who oweth the debt is of low
understanding, or weak, or unable himself to
dictate, then let the guardian of his
interests dictate in (terms of) equity.
from among vour men. two
And
call to witness, rr y r ,
witnesses. And if two men be not (at hand)
then a man and two women, of such as ye
approve as witnesses, so that if the one
erreth (through forgetfulxiess) the other will
remember. And the witnesses must not refuse
when they are summoned. Be not averse to
writing down (the contract) whether it be
small or great, with (record of) the ten
thereof. That is more equitable in the sight
of Allah and more sure for testimony, • • •
If ye be on a Journey and cannot find a
scribe, then a pledge in hand (shall suffice)
And if one of you entrusteth to another let
him who is trusted deliver up that which is
entrusted to him (according to the pact
between them) and let him observe his duty
to Allah. Hide not testimony. He who
hideth it, verily his heart is sinful. Allah
is Aware of what ye do.
Ye will not attain unto piety until ye spend
of that which ye love. And whatsoever ye
spend, Allah is aware thereof.
>
And there may spring from you a nation who
invite to goodness, and enjoin right conduct
and forbid indecency,
are successful.
Such are they who
0 ye who believeI Devour not usury, doubling
and quadrupling (the sum lent). Observe your
duty to Allah, that ye may be successful.
It is not for any Prophet to deceive (mankind)
Whoso vdeceIveth will bring his deceit with
him on the Day of Resurrection. Then every
soul will be paid in full what it hath earned;











And let not those who hoard up that which
Allah hath bestowed upon them of His bounty
think that it is better for them. Nay, it
is worse for them. That which they hoard




Give unto orphans . their wealth. Exchange n
the good for the bad (in your management.,
thereof) nor absorb their wealth into your
own wealth. Lol that, would be a great sin
. t $ i
. . «
Give not unto the foolish (what is in) your
(keeping of their) wealth, which Allah hath
given you to maintain; but feed and clothe





Prove orphans till they reach the marriage¬
able age; then, if ye find them of sound
judgement, deliver over unto the: their
fortune; and devour it not by squandering
and in haste lest they should grow up. Who¬
so (of the guardians) is rich, let him.
abstain generously (from taking of the
property of orphans); and whoso is poor let
him take thereof in reason (for his guardian¬
ship). And when ye deliver up their fortune
unto orphans, have (the transaction) witnessed
in their presence. Allah sufficeth as a
Reckoner.
♦
Unto the men (of a family) belongeth a share
of that which parents and near kindred leave,
and unto the women a share of that which
parents and near kindred leave, whether it
be little or muchr-a legal share.
And when kinsfolk and orphans and the needy
are present at the division (of the heritage),
bestow on them therefrom and speak kindly
unto the:
. 4
And let those fear (in their behaviour to¬
ward orphans) who if they left behind the
weak offspring would be afraid• for the:
So let them mind their duty to Allah, and
speak justly,
Lo2 Those who devour the wealth of orphans
wrongfully, they do but swallow fire into




4 20 And if ye wish to exchange one wife for
another and ye have given unto one of the
a sum of money (however great), take nothing
from it. Would ye take it by the way of
calumny and open wrong?
I « t i
4 29 0 ye who believe! Squander not your wealth
among yourselves in vanity, except it be a





4 30 Whoso doeth that through aggression and in¬
justice, We shall cast him into Fire,.•.
*
s V
4 32 And covet not the thing in which Allah hath
made some of you excel others. Unto men a
fortune from that which they have earned,
and unto women a fortune from that which they
have earned. (Envy not one another) but ask
Allah of His bounty.•• •
0 ♦
4 36 And serve Allah. Ascribe no thing as partner
unto Him. (Show) kindness unto parents, and
unto near kindred, and orphans, and the needy,
and unto the neighbour who is of kin (unto
you) and the neighbour who is not of kin, and
the fellow-traveller and the wayfarer and
(the slaves) whom your right hands possess.
Lo! Allah loveth not such as are proud and
boastful.
4 37 Who hoard their wealth and enjoin avarice on
others, and hide that which Allah hath
bestowed upon them of His bounty. For dis¬
believers We prepare a shameful doo:
✓
4 38 And (also) those who spend their wealth in
order to be seen of men, and believe not in
Allah nor the Last Day. Whoso taketh Satan
for a comrade, a bad comrade hath he.
9
• *
4 39 What have they (to fear) if they.@spend
(aright) of that which Allah hath bestowed
upon the: » • • •
4 58 Lo! Allah commandeth you that ye restore
deposits to their owners, and, if ye Judge
between mankind, that ye Judge Justly....
4 73 And if a bounty from Allah befell you, he
would surely cry, as if there had been no
love between you and him: Oh, would that I
had been with them, then should I have















those unto whom it was
said: Withhold your hands, estahl
and pay the poor-due, but when...
worship
...and (concerning) the weak among children,
and that ye should deal justly with orphans.
...Peace is better. But greed hath been
ade present in the minds (of men). If ye
do good and keep from evil, lol Allah is
ever Informed of what ye do.
0 ye who believe! Be ye staunch in justice,
witnesses for Allah, even though it be
against yourselves or (your) parents or
(your) kindred, whether (the case be of) a
rich man or a poor man. for Allah is nearer
unto both (than ye are). So fdDLow not
passion lest ye lapse (from truth) and if ye
lapse or fall away, then lo! Allah is ever
Informed of what ye do.
0 ye who believe! Be stedfast witnesses for
Allah in equity, and let not hatred of any
people seduce you that ye deal not justly.
Deal justly, that is nearer to your duty.
Observe your duty to Allah. Lo! Allah is
Informed of what ye do.
I
The only reward of those who make war upon
Allah said His messenger and strive after
corruption in the land will be that they will
be killed or crucified, or have their hands
and feet on alternate sides cut off, or will
be expelled out of the land. Such will be
their degradation in the Jubrld, and in the




As for the thief, both male and female, cut
off their hands. It is the reward of their
own deeds, an exemplary punishment fro
Allah is Mighty, Wise.
Allah. I
0 ye who believe!
which Allah hath
transgress not.
Forbid not the good things
ade lawful for you, and
Lo! Allah loveth not
Eat of that which Allah hath bestowed on you
as food lawful and good, and keep your duty





5 89 Allah will not take you to task for that
which is unintentional in,your oaths, but
He will take you to task for the oaths
which ye swear in earnest. The expiation
thereofJis the feeding of ten of the needy
with the average of that wherewith ye feed
your own folk, or the clothing of them, or
the liberation of a slave,...' * » W
K
5 90 0 ye who believe! Strong drink and games of
chance and idols and divining arrows are
only an infamy of Satan's handiwork. Leave
it aside in order that ye may succeed.
5 91 Satan seeketh only to cast among you enmity
and hatred by means of strong drink and
games of chance, and to turn you fro:
remembrance of Allah and from (His) worship
Will ye then have done?
o,
5 96 To hunt and to eat the,fish of the sea is
ade lawful for you, a provision for you and
for seafarers; but to hunt on land is for¬
bidden you so long as ye are on the pilgrimage
Be mindful of your duty to Allah, unto Whom
ye will be gathered.
• «
6 141 They are losers who besottedly have slain
their children without knowledge, and have
forbidden that which Allah bestowed upon
them, inventing a lie against Allah. They
indeed have gone astray and are not guided.
s
t
6 146 Say: I find not in that which is revealed unto
me aught prohibited to an eater that he eat
thereof, except it be carrion, or blood
poured forth, or swineflesh—for that verily
is foul—or the abomination which was
immolated to the name of other than Allah.
But whoso is compelled (thereto), neither
craving nor transgressing, (for him) lo!
your Lord is Forgiving, Merciful.
m
6 166 He it is who hath placed you as viceroys of
the earth and hath exalted so
rank above others, that He may try
(the test of) that which He hath g:
7 10 And We have given you (mankind) power in
the earth, and appointed for you therein a
livelihood. Little give ye thanks!





7 31 0 Children of Adam! Look to your adornment
at every place of worship# and eat and drink#
hut he not prodigal. Lo! He loveth not
the prodigals.
*
7 32 Say: Who hath forbidden the adornment of
Allah which He hath brought forth for His
bondmen# and the good things of His
providing? • • •
7 33 Say: My Lord forhiddeth. only indecencies,
such of them as are apparent and such as
are within, and sin and wrongful oppression,
and that ye associate with Allah that for
which no warrant hath been revealed# and




8 41 And know that whatever ye take as spoils of
war# lo! a fifth thereof is for Allah, and
for the messenger and for the kinsman (who
hath need) and orphans and the needy and
the wayfarer,...
9 5 ...But if they repent and establish worship
and pay the poor-due, then leave their way
. Lo! Allah is Forgiving, Merciful.
*' *)
9 11 But if they repent and establish worship
and pay the poor-due, then are they your
brethren in relieion....
9 18 He only shall tend Allah's sanctuaries
who...payeth the poor-due and feareth none
save • •
9 24 Say: If your fathers, and your sons, and
your brethren, and your wives, and your
tribe, and the wealth ye have acquired, and
erchandise for which ye fear that there will
be no sale, and dwellings ye desire are
dearer to you than Allah and His Messenger
and striving in His way: then wait till Allah
bringeth His command to pass. Allah guideth
not wrongdoing folk.
♦
9 29 Fight against such as those who have been
given the Scripture as believe not in Allah
nor the Last Day, and forbid not that which
Allah hath forbidden by His messenger, and
follow not the religion of truth, until they





9 34 0 ye who believe.' Loi many of the (Jewish)
rabbis and the (Christian; monks devour the
wealth of mankind wantonly and debar (men)
from the way of Allah. They who hoard up
gold and silver and spend it not in the way
of Allah, unto them give tidings (0 Muhammad)
of a painful doom,
9 60 The alms are only for the poor and the needy,
and those who collect them, and those whose
hearts are to be reconciled, and to free the
captives and the debtors, and for the cause
of Allah, and (for) the wayfarers; a duty
imposed by Allah. Allah is Knower, Vise.
4
9 71 And the believers, men and women, are
protecting friends one of another; they
enjoin the right and forbid the wrong, and
they establish worship and they pay the poor-
due, ...
% ^
9 103 Take alms of their wealth, wherewith thou
ayst purify them and mayst make them grow,
and pray for them. Lo! thy prayer is an




13 3 -And He it is who spread out the earth and
placed therein firm hills and flowing
streams, and of all fruits he placed therein
two spouses (male and female). He covereth
the night with the day. Lol herein verily
are portents for people who take thought.
*
14 32 Allah is He Who created the heavens and the
earth, and causeth water to descend from idle
sky, thereby producing fruits as food for
you, and maketh the ships to be of service
unto you, that they may run upon the sea at
His command, and hath made of service unto
you the rivers;
14 34 And He giveth you of all ye ask of Him, and if
ye would count the bounty of Allah ye cannot
reckon it...•
16 3 And idle cattle hath He created, whence ye
have warm clothing and uses, and whereof
ye eat;
16 6 And wherein is beauty for you, when ye bring




16 7 And they bear your loads for you unto a
land ye could not reach save with great
trouble to yourselves. LoJ your Lord, is
Pull of Pity, Merciful.I
16 8 And 'horses and mules and asses (hath He
created) that ye .may ride them, and for
ornament. And He createth that which ye
know not. i
4
16 9 And Allah's is the direction of the way, and
some (roads) go not straight. And had He
willed He would have led you all aright.
•- i » • - « * * «
16 10 He it is Who sendeth down water from the
sky, whence ye have drink, and whence are
trees on which ye send your beasts to .
pasture.
v
16 11 Therewith He causeth crops to grow for you,
and the olive and the date-palm and grapes
and all kinds of fruit. Lo.1 herein is
indeed a portent for people who reflect.
♦/
s
16 12 And he hath constrained the night and the
day and the sun and the moon to be of
Is
service unto you, and the stars are made
subservient by His command. Lo! herein
indeed are portents for people who have
sense.
16 13 And whatsoever He hath created for you in
the earth of diverse hues, lo! therein is
indeed a portent for people who take heed.
16 14 And He it is Who hath constrained the sea
to be of service that ye eat fresh meat fro:
thence, and bring forth from thence ornaments
which ye wear. And thou seest the ships
ploughing it that ye (mankind) may seek of
His bounty, and that haply ye may give thanks.
16 15 And He hath cast into the earth firm hills
that it quake not with you, and streams and
roads that ye may find a way.
16 16 And landmarks (too), and by the star they
find a way.
16 17 Is He then Who createth as him who createth
not? Will ye not then remember?
16 i8 And if ye would count the favour of Allah ye


















And Allah hath favoured some of you above
others In provision. Now those who are
ore favoured will by no means hand over
their provision to those (slaves) whom their
right hands possess, so that they may be
equal with them in respect thereof. Is it
then the grace of Allah that they deny?
Give the kinsman his due, and the needy,
(thyand the wayfarer, and squander not
wealth) in wantonness.
v
And let not thy hand be chained to thy neck
nor open it with a complete opening, lest
thou sit down rebuked, denuded.w
LoJ
who:
thy Lord enlargeth the provision for
He will, and stralteneth (it for who:
He will). Lo, He was ever Khower, Seer
of His slaves.
Slay not your children,
Wepoverty,
you. Lol
fearing a fall to
shall provide for them and for
the slaying of them is great sin. )
Lo! We have placed all that is in the earth
as an ornament thereof that we may try the:
which of them is best in conduct.
Wealth and children are an ornament of life
of the world. But the good deeds which
endure are better in thy Lord's sight for
reward, and better in respect of hope.
Those who, if We give them power in the
land, establish worship and pay the poor-due
and enjoin kindness and forbid iniquity.
And Allah's is the sequel of events.
....And such of your slaves as seek a
writing (of emancipation), write it for
them if ye are aware of aught of good in
them, and bestow upon them of the wealth of
Allah which He hath bestowed upon you.
Force not your slave-girls to whoredo • • • •
Men whom neither merchandise nor sale be-
guileth from rememberance of Allah and
constancy in prayer and paying to the poor
their due; who fear a day when hearts and
eyeballs will be overturned;
Establish worship and pay the poor-due and


















Give full measure, and be not of. those who
give less (than the due).
*
4
And weigh with the true balance.
Wrong not mankind in their goods, and do
not evil, making mischief, in the earth.
j
>
But seek the abode of the Hereafter in that
which Allah hath given thee and neglect 'not
thy portion of the world, and be thou kind
even as Allah hath been kind to thee, and




That which ye give in usury in order that it
ay increase on (other) people's property
hath no increase with Allah; hut that
which ye give in charity, seeking Allah's
countenance, hath increase manifold.
And of mankind is he who payeth for
pastime of discourse, that he may mislead
from Allah's way without knowledge, and
aketh it the butt of mockery* For such
there is a shameful doom.
£ay: Lo!
for who:
y Lord enlargeth the provision
He will of His bondmen, and
narroweth (it) for him. And whatsoever ye
spend (for good) He replaceth it. And He











Lo! those who read the Scripture of Allah,
and'establish worship, and spend of that
which We have bestowed on them secretly and
openly, they look forward to imperishable
gain,
That He will pay the




And have subdued them unto them, so that
some of them they have for riding, some
for food?
His are the keys of the heavens and the
earth. He enlargeth providence for who
He will and straiteneth (it for whom He
will)....
And of His portents are the ships, like














Now whatever ye have been given is but a
passing comfort for the'life of the world,
and that which Allah hath is better and
ore lasting for those who believe and put
their trust in their Lord.
Is it they who apportion their Lord's mercy?
We have apportioned among them their liveli¬
hood in the life of the world* and raised
some of them above others in rank that some
of them may take labour from others; and the
ercy of thy Lord is better than (the wealth)
that they amass.
A
And in their wealth the beggar and the out¬
cast had due share.
Believe in Allah and His andessenger,
spend of that whereof He hath made you
trustees; and such of you as believe and
spend (aright), theirs will be a great
reward.
Know that the life of this world is only
play, and idle talk, and pageantry, and
boasting among you, and rivalry in respect
of wealth and children;. • •
Then We caused Our messengers to follow in
their footsteps; and We caused Jesus, son
of Nary, to follow, and gave him the Gospel,
and placed compassion and
of those who followed hi:
ercy in the hearts
But monastic!si
they invented—We ordained it not for them-only
■seeking Allah's pleasure, and they observed it
not with right observance
of the
of the
So We give those
who believe their reward, but
are evil-livers.
any
Those who put away their wives (by saying
they are as their mothers) and afterward
would go back on that which they have said,
(the penalty) in that case (is) the freeing
of a slave before they touch one another....
That which Allah giveth as spoil unto His
essenger from the people of the townships,
it is for Allah and His messenger and for
the near of kin and the orphans and the
needy and the wayfarer* that it become not a
commodity between the rich among you. And
whatsoever the messenger giveth you, take it.
And whatsoever he forbiddeth, abstain (from it).





And (it is) for the poor fugitives who
have been driven out from their homes and -
their belongings,- who seek bounty from Allah
and help Allah and His messenger. They are
the loyal.
Those who entered the city and the faith
before them love those who flee unto them •
for refuge, and find in their breasts no
need for that which hath been given them, but
prefer (the fugitives) above themselves
though poverty become their lot. And whoso
is saved from his own avarice—such are they
who are successful.
And those who came * (into the faith) after
them say: Our LordJ Forgive us and our
brethren who were, before us in. the faith,
and place not in our hearts any rancour to¬
ward those who believe. Our Lord.' Thou art
Full of Pity, Merciful.
Allah forbiddeth you not those who warred
not against you on account of religion and
drove you not out from your homes, that ye
should show them kindness and deal justly
with them. Lo! Allah loveth the just dealers
Ye should believe in Allah and His messenger,
and should strive for the cause of Allah
with your wealth and your lives. That, is
better for you, if ye did but know.
s
*
And when the prayer is ended, then disperse
in the land and seek of Allah* s bounty, and
remember Allah much, that ye may be
successful.
Your wealth and your children are only a
temptation, whereas Allah! with Him is an
immense reward.
So keep your duty to Allah as best ye can,
and listen, and obey, and spend; that is
better for your souls. And whoso is saved
from his own greed, such are the successful.
t
4
Let him who hath abundance spend of his
abundance, and he whose provision is measured
let him spend of that which Allah hath given
him. Allah asketh naught of any soul save
that which He hath given it. Allah will
vouchsafe, after hardship, ease.
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Chapter Verse Text
67 15 He it is Who hath made the earth subservient
unto you, so walk in the paths thereof and
eat of His providence. And unto Him will be
the resurrection (of the dead).
73 20 ...Recite, then, of the Our*an that which is
easy for you. He knoweth that there are sick
folk among you, while others travel in the
land in search of Allah*s bounty, and others
(still) are fighting for the cause of Allah.
So recite of it that which is easy (for you),
and establish worship and pay the poor-due,
and (so) lend unto Allah a goodly loan. • • •
76 8 And feed with food the needy wretch, the
orphan and the prisoner, for love of Hi
76 9 (Saying): We feed you, for the sake of Allah
only. We wish for no reward nor thanks fro:
you;
78 11 And have appointed the day for livelihood.Q
98 5 And they are ordered naught else than to
serve Allah, keeping religion pure for Him,
en by nature upright, and to establish
worship and to pay the poor-due. That is
true religion.








Ardabb (Artaba) 24 Sa"s
Dinar 4.25 Grams
Dirham 3.98 Grams
Jarib Artaba 4 Qaflzs
Mithqil 22 carats (Egypt 24
Mudd (Modius) 1& Ritls
Modi (MudI) 40 Ritls (& artaba)
Qafiz & Artaba 6 Sa 4
Qirat carat (-^ Mithqal)
Qist 8 Ritls h Sa
Ritl (Litre) 12 tJqijyas 90 Mi
Sa 5& Ritls (Iraq 8 Ri
9Uqiyya. 40 dirhams
Wasq 60 Sa 's
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